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1 
Tcxlay's 3D games amsumers are expectiiYJ l'llO'e em more quarty in their~ ganes. To enable h);jh 
quality graphics at interactive rates, games ~XCQramrrers employ a technique k1'10'M1 as hidden surfoc:e reroova1 
(HSR) or polygon OJIIO!j. HSR is oot just awicabte to gaooos; II may aso be apjjied to rxrt appication that 
requires quality and intercdive rates, irduding medical, mil~ary and Wilding apPicatioos. Or.e Std1 common!y 
used technique fer HSR is lt"e bi!'l<r'y spoce partiOOn (BSP) tree, v.tlich is used for 3D 'walk-throughs·, otflei"Mse 
kflO'Ml as 3D static environments or first person shooters. Recl!nt developments in 3D so::elera!ed hard'ware 
tedmology do oot mean that HSR is becomi:1g redundant; in foci:, HSR is inc:reasingly becoming mae importf.fll to 
the graphics r-'peline. 
Tbe v.IJI esta~ished ~~-~ wbte sets (PVS) BSP tree atgolithm is used as a pjatfwm for exploring tlree 
enhancement algofithms: VI&N Space UniJng, Solid NoOO Com,[reSSion and hardware a::x:elernted oo:lusion. 
Vlf!N Spa::e Unking, Solid Node Compression and hardware .:.x::elerated occlusion are stK::rnn to reducing the 
aroounts of ro:les that are traversed in a BSP tree, iml)l)'t'ing tree traversal efficiency,. These algortth"lS are 
proven (in cases} to improve overall effeiciency 
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Allow a three-dimensional (3D) level designer a million p:llygons and they'll v.rant tv..:~ million. The roore rx:>Jygons 
that can be displayed on the romiJ.jter screen, the more realistic !he graphics wm look TOOay's LJSefS, partiOJiarly 
oomputer games payers, e:qect to be able to travel around in tarye: 3D 'Mlrtds at interactive rates; therefore, 
quickly dekmnining v...ilich rofygons are not relevantlu a scene, as they will not t:e rendered, is an imrx:>rtanl aspect 
of any 3D engine. VISibility determination or hidden surf<re re;noval {HSR) is the key to processing h:gh-quality 
rea~time rom~ter gfa})hics scenes, vtlile still being able to maintain large 30 oorlds. There will always be 
demand for better performance and better qual tty, no matter how JXlwerfui3D occcleratOO hardware gets. 
Graphics programmers use all kinds of efficient algorithms to discard JX)Iygons that cannot be seen. Over the 
years, many techniques have become less apPicable in software applications, because hardware has outgrown 
them. In tlle foreseeable future there 'Mll always be demand fer roore detail in 3D graphics. What is needed is a 
technique that can redoce ~lygons sffide11t~ while being scaleab!e to rrany forms of present, and future, 
computer hardware. A Binary Space Partition (BSP) tree is a data structure that has been used suo::essfully to 
improve HSR in indoor en· ~ronments. Historically, the SSP tree process has evolved to keep pace 'Ni\h modem 
technology. SSP tree HSR was used in IDTl.l's (Instinct-Driven scftware) JXlPJiar b1..JmeS Doom in 1993 and Quake 
1 in 1996. Mhough the SSP a~rilhm h~ evdved, the basic HSR cor.cepts used ifl the Quake 1 engine can still 
be seen in many modem games including Quake 2, Quake 3, Return to Castle Wolfenstein, Jedi Kn!ghtll, Soldier 
of Fortune, Half-l..ife: Counter-Strike, Medal of Honor. Allied Assault, Star Trek: El~e Ferre and Ar.achronox. 
1.1 Background to the Study 
Problems of v!sibility determination, such as occlusion or field of view visibility, have been around ever since the first 
computer graphics v.ere created. Some of the first fonns of v;sibility determiMtion appeared in oord p.'()();SS()rs 
that needed some Wd.Y 10 remove efficiently dlaracters \hot v.ere to ap~ar on the saeen. So algorithms, known 
as HSR, were invented to cull fiWCI'/ large aroounts of hidden obJects. Hov.oever, HSR is not just about a1iling 
poo/gons that are rendered to the screen; ~ is also aoout makirg the ~plication roore efficiwt. Therefore, the 
coned HSR solution for partio.Jiar apPication needs to be dlosen, as visibility determination is not an island 
problem. In some ap~ications, the cnoice of spatial structure used for HSR can affect the perfOfTT18nce of the 
algorithm. Furthermore, many of the spatial structures used in HSR for rende!ing are also required for collision 
detecUon (CD), constructive solid geometry (CSG} and p.Jiygon priority-order (PPO}. As James {1999, pp. 24-27) 
explains, a SSP tree is a multiple-use data structure that enables good HSR for static indoor environments IJj 
moving mudl of the runtime OO!tleneck to pre-compilation lime, although they can De used for dynamic outdoor 
sceoos. 
• 
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1.1.1 Origins of SSP trees 
Binary Space Partitioning trees y.,.,;re originally conceived by Schumaker, Brand, Gilliand and Sharp {1969} for the 
quick ordering of p:>lygons by theirdeptll ir. the scene, known as priortty lists. In discussing Shumaker et al. priority 
lists, James {1999. p. 8} stated: 'Here, the list of oq'ecls can be ordered from highest to lowest priority, Vwtere the 
first ohject rould have no other objects take priority over ~. and the last could not take priortty over the others.' 
Sutherland, Sproull and Schumaker (1974) expanded the idea of priority lists to take into aa:ount dusters of priority 
in a binary tree fonn. "The tree has separatng planes that are stored in the non-leaf nodes. and priority-orders of 
dusters at tile leaves." (James, 1999, p. 10). Consequently, Fuchs, 1-\edem arxl Naylor (1979; 1980) developed 
the fundament::~! BSP tree principles (cited from James, 1999, p. 13). 
1.1.2 Competitor Algorithms 
Although the SSP tree was primarily being used to order p:>lygons by depth {polygon priority-order or PPO), other 
applications were soon realized for improving performance stx:h as: 
- CD by reducing the amount of objects that need to be tested: 
- HSR by quickly determining grouos of pJiygons that are not visible, and preventing them from being sent 
further down the ~peline, where cab.Jialions become more expensive; and 
- CSG by quickly determining object intersections. 
There are, however, otherp:Jtential solutions to these problems, namely: 
- Z-buffers, beam trees and binary trees provide W<IjS in 'hflich tu priority-order polygons by distance {see 
Kmett, 1999a); 
- Octrees and I<D-trees prrn_~de an efficient method for determining CSG (see Butcher, 1999; Freidin, 
1999-2000) is needed in soHd BSP tree construction, which is the form ofBSP used in Quake; and 
- Octrees (Nuydens, 200J), KD-trees (Csabai, n.d.) and portal culling (Bikker, rtd.) are used to reduce the 
amounts of polygons need for processing (Cohen, Chrysanthou, Silva, and Durand, n.d.: Hofmann, 
200J; Kmett, 1999a; Loisel, 1996; Sutherland et al., n.d.) ard as spatial data structures for HSR and CD. 
In most instances, SSP tree meth<Xis can be as efficient {~ not more so) as these techniques, in their particular 
applications. Furthe~re. hybrids of these techniques combined with the SSP trees have led to performance 
gains, for example in the Unreal (Unreal Tournament's webs He), Quake{/DT\4 So /!wareS website) and Kage (Nettle, 
2001) engines. Eventually, PPO was dropped att()Jether when the Z-OOffer became more pra::tical, as in 10lld's 
Quake 3 engine; however, the CD, HSR, CSG and PPO applications based on SSP trees are still widely used 
today. 
• 
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1.1.3 tom•s HSR Engines and Competitors 
The company called 'lnstinct.[]riven software" {tom) has been a major driving force behind BSP tree technology. 
\0Tld has lead the field in 30 walk-through engine technology e>;er since "Wolfens!ein 30" (1991). 'Up::m ~ release 
in May 1992, Wolfenstein 30 was an instant sensation and became something of a benchmark for PCs. Wilen 
Intel wanted to demonstrate thE: performance of its rew Pentium ctlip to reporters, n showed them a system running 
Wo\fenstein.' (Kushner, 2002). In the earty 1990s, after several E":ngine re-designs (Abrash, 1997, p. 1184), John 
Carmack (programmer and one of the three founders of ID~~o~) and John Romero (1om programmer) decided to 
use BSP trees to accelerate 'hidden surface removal" for the computer game Doom. Doom's BSP tree was a flat 
20 sector-based tree that relied on rey casting for rendering and used hierarchal bounding lxlx. {BB) culling. This 
BSP tree algorithm for HSR becarne popular among develo~rs due to Doom's !X)pularity. 
Following the success of Doom, other grour.dbreaking titles were prcx:!uced, inducting Doom 2, Quake 1, Quake 2, 
Quake 3 and Return to Castle Wolfenstein. IOTM's game engines (see ID Software's websffe) have been licensed 
to other companies, producing games such ac;: Je<ii Knightll, Soldier of Fortune, Half-Life, Half He: Counter ..Strike, 
Medal of Honor. Allied Assault, Star Trek: Elfte Force and Anochront .<. AliiOTM's 30 games (to date) lhat followed 
DOOM used BSP trees and eoch new game engine produced by IOTM wa'3 an improvement over its predecessors. 
The planned DOOM 3 will no dcubt be as ground breakill) as Us predecessors. 
Other oompanif'.s/giOLf!S that have produced engines with HSR that are just as powerful as the Quake engines, are 
as follows: 
- Unreal engines (Epic Games); 
- KAGE engine (fluid studios); 
- Lith Tech engine (Monolith Productions); 
- Torque engire (garage games); 
- Serious engine {...;roTeam); and 
- X-Ray engine {stalker). 
However, these engines: 
- do not use the BSP tree HSR algorithm; 
- do oot share enough infonnation about the engines design; 
- are outdoor focused as welt as indoor, 
- provide efficiency gains mainly at the expense of detail redutiion; and 
- are simply dones of the Quake's standard HSR architecture. 
Therefore, these engines are not investigated in any detail. 
• 
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1.1.4 Rationalee for improvement 
II is evident that HSR will be a problem that is to be faced by programmers well into the future, and that it is unlikely 
to be soWed completely by improvements in 3D accelerated hardware. 'One of the great myths concerning 
computers is that one day we will have enough processing po~r." (Moller and Haines, 1999, p. 191). Wei~ 
designed HSR cOOe can mean tlle difference be~ suocess or failure for a computer games oompany. 
Moreover, HSR algorithms are not as effident as they could be. As stated by Mictlael (Abrash, 1900), 'It oould be 
nice to be able to chuck all the polygons at a rasterizer that was so fast that we didn't have to think any further. 
Problem: no such rasterizer. Bigger problem: level designers would just use more polygons." As Bikker (n.d.} 
suggests, many algorithms have been invented to deal with the HSR problem, however, none are perfect, and all 
appear to lake up a significcmt IXJrtiOn of the CPU's time or do not remove as many objects as is most eflldent. 
While there has been much research conducted into er~hancing the performarce of the SSP algorithm, there is 
room for improvement. Furthennore, as technology develops some approaches ~Rome more viable, for instance: 
- Recently, oonsumer 3D hardware has begun to support hard'ware cx.clusion; vilile not particularly fast at 
present, the technology is becoming cheaper and being provided as standard in the most poPJiar 3D 
consumer cards; and 
- memory (RAM) is and becoming cheaper, and therefore, more resources become available for pre-
calculations. 
1.2 The Significance of the Study 
In some cases (Quake 3, Unreal), the BSP tree HSR algorithm can be a bottleneck taking up more then half of a 
frame's available time to determine the visible po~gons. By freeing up time in the BSP tree HSR algorithm, there 
should be more time to improve the accuracy for tasks such as: 
- artrficial intelligence; 
- sound; 
- dynamics; 
- im;ge quality; and 
- interactive display rates. 
These improvements mean a higher quality, more realistic product for th?. end-user and perhaps a better selling 
product. 
1.3 Purpose of the Study 
The purpose of this study is to determine 'Nhelher combining View Space Linking (VSL), Solid Noo'e Compression 
(SNC) and hardware-accelerated occlusion culling (HOC) can improve HSR and the Potentially Visible Sets {PVS) 
SSP tree algorithm. Note the following criteria: 
- VSL uses !inks in leaf noo'es to short-circu~ the BSP tree traversal; 
5 
- SNC can not only reduce the memory footprint of the tree, but also speed up traversals and collision 
detection; and 
- HOC is a new technology that has recently been implemented in consumer 30 cards that are able to ask 
the 30 hardware whether an object is visible or rot. HOC culling works best when culling large groups of 
data (bounding boxes). Although the 30 grapllics card is fast at rejecting polygons, it suffers from lag 
because ~ has to travel though the entire rendering pipeline. In many cases, the results from or1e HOC 
test can span several frames. Therefore, the algoritt1m needs to pertorm other activities while the HOC is 
being processed and, also, needs to be able to make use of the HOC results from previous frames, for 
HOC to be of any benefit. 
The VSL, SVC and HOC hnprovements are aimed rr:ainly at the perfonnance side of the BSP tree HSR algorithm, 
rather redudng the polygo11 count more than the present-day algorithm i!lrP-'!!f does. 
It is hypothesised that: 
- VSL takes advan!&]e of frame-to-frame coherency because a camera in one frame is likely to travel 
though rx>rtals that are in the immtrliate location; 
- SNC reduces the size of the tree by removing nodes 'Nilh one child and by moving solid nodes, therefore 
improving memo1y and performance efficiency; 
- the SSP tree algorithm can be adapted to use HOC efficient~; and 
- all three concepts can be oombined to furm a hybrid advantage. 
1.4 Resean::h Questions 
The major research question is: 
"What is the effect of using VSL, SNC and HOC Wlh Binary Space Partitioning, that make use of potentially visible 
sets, on memory ard CPU performai'ICe, in contrast to competitor algorithms?' 
Sub questions are: 
- "What is the affect of scene density (detail), map size, uniformity, scalability, dynamic objects, detailed 
brushes and priority.ordering on the ~"fformance of the algorithm v.t.en compared to competitor BSP 
PVS algortthms?" 
- 'How does the alga ilhm affect overall efficiency such as in frames per second, algorithmic efficiency, 
collision delection, compile time, !oad time and runtime when compared to competitor SSP PVS 
algorithms?' 
- "What tenefits are achieved by using the proposed algorithm as opposed to competitor HSR 
algorithms?' 
• 
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1.5 Definition ofTerrns 
ll is ass Limed that the reader is familiar with general grapl1ics prindpBs. A brief discussion of te!llls, data types, 
algorithms and techniques used can be fourtd in the Glossary and a d9tailed discussion about can be found in 
'Appendix 8- DefinHiun of terms". 
• 
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Without analysing the work of others, there IMJUid be little hope of developing something better. Therefore, the 
present state of techniques used to improve 30 rendering p:;rforrnance is investigated. "The more approaches yoo 
try, the larger your toolkit and the broader your understanding v.ill be 'hilen you tad<.le your next project." {A!xash, 
1997, p. 1280). No one technique is best for all situations; therefore, the roore tedmiques that are kllOMl, the 
better the chance of picking a good technique for the particular application. 
2.1 Grophics Pertorrnance Techniques 
Building a 3D engine is no easy feat says Abrash {20Cl0), one of the developers of the Quake (1 and 2) eo;Jines. 
Therefore, it is important to inves~gate v.tmt 30 engines use toclay: 
- bockface culling; 
- viewfrustumculling; 
- spatial subdivision (HSH) techn~ues (ether than BSP trees); and 
- otlter related techniques. 
2.1.1 Backfaoe culling 
Backface ctJIIing i~ reflSOnably efficient; hov.l3ver the algorithm can be improved. The standard back .facing method 
invoWes testing every polygon. Most consumer 3D hardware provide backiace culling tecause JXllygons are 
processed one at a time and do not keep any record of previously processOO !Xllygons, with the exception of ve;tex 
arrays and display lists. However, calculation can be made more effiCient in softw-are, using such things as hash 
structures or hierarchical trees known as 'dustered culling' {Molter and Haines, 1999, pp. 193). Qustered culling 
uses approximations to group object norma!s together, therefore malting tt r.ossible to rerrove several polygons 
with less processing. 
Nonnal Masks 
Hansong Zhang and Kenneth Hoff discuss an improved version of 'Clustered Culling' method u.;ing a 'Normal 
Mask". This technique only requires one AND operation per PJiygon, Vl'hich is a vast improvement over three 
multiplicalicns and six a::ldilions per each backface polygon cull. H01vever, there are still some pre-r...rocessing and 
memory overfleads to oonsider. For further information on this technique the reader is directed to the paper 'Fast 
Backface Cullilg Using t'.bnnal Masks' (Zhang and Hoff, :997) . 
• 
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The hierarchical (tree) structure 
The hierarchical structure methOO involves dividing the polygons into groups and recursively subdividing those 
groups. For a binary tree the po~gons are spl~ into tv.IJ even {as p:JSSible) groups by polygon oormats, recursively 
until a predetermined cut-Dff pJin\ is reached. This hierarchical structure maintains some means to represent the 
bounds of the normals in each grouping. fhe parent nodes' normal boundaries encompass their child nodes 
normal OOundaries. 
During runtime, the strudure is traversed by determining where the camera lies in the OOunds of the (sub)node 
clusters contents. If the camera is between node OOundaries then OOth sides are traversed, othe~ the node 
that is facing the vie'-.wf (~any) is traversed. If the current node direction bounds are all oomp!etely within the node, 
then there's no need to continue testing: and, all sub-nodes are guaranteed to be focing the camera. For further 
infom1alion of hierarchical txri-face clusters, see the oork of Kumar et al's (1996) on "Hierarchical Back-Face 
Computation'. 
The Problems w~h Clustered Culling 
It is essential to remember that dustered culling will on average remove the same {or less) p:llygons as per polygo1, 
back-face coliing, Vvilich is on average onty 50%. Potygons can still be outside ttle camera's field of view (FOV) or 
hidden by some other object ttlat is in front and is considered visible by the back-facing aJ~m. 
Most 'clustered culling' techniques require extra computations ...men a JXl~yon's normal changes. tf the majority of 
objects remain static (or mve infrequently), ttlis cost is reasonably kJv.J. Ho'M?Ver, ~the majority of objects roove 
every frame, then prooossing time will exceed that of the linearmettlods of backface culling. 
It is im.oortant to differentiate SSP trees from the hierarchical culling, because BSP trees are not ordered by nonnal 
lxlundaries. However, for BSP trees, the backfacing face is determined at each node, therefore backface cu!ling 
can be perfonned with no more cost. Furthermore, some dustered OJIIing algorithms can JX)!en~ally speed up ttle 
BSP algortthm. 
2.1.2 View frustum culling 
View frustum culling (VFC) is an important aspect of the HSR algortthm since H can be used many times per frame 
in a HSR algortthm, and can be a bottleneck. The standard view frustum culling technique (Morley, 2000) is to cull 
away the object by testlng eadl vertex against the 6 planes in tOO view frustum. If an object is rompletely outside 
one plane then H is rejected, otherwise H may be considered to be within the vi9'W frustum. In situations when an 
object is outside but not rejected because H is crossing 1m planes, all the view frustum sides need to be dassffied 
by the planes ttlat make up the object to determine W !hat object is actualty outside. However, in many cases, for 
ttle !'-<Jke of efficiency and at the cost of acturacy ttlat last test can be dropped . 
• 
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If the object is treated as a 88, then several e11hmv:ernents can be made to increao;e the efficiercy of view frtf'tum 
culling (K. Hoff, 1996a, 1996b; Hoff, 1997; Moller and Haines, 1999, pp. 330-335) by testing fewer vertices and 
taking advantage of earty rejection strategies. Assarsson & MoHer (1999, p. 334; 2000) descl1be a tecllnique where 
tlle frustum is broken up into eight 'octants' ard the object is tested against the 3 planes of the octant in which n is 
located. Furthermore, they take advantage of frameHo-frame coherency by reaHzing that an object in one frame '<Viii 
pi"obably be within the same octant (or nearby) in the next frame. 
If a volume hierarchy (such as, a tree of bounding OOxes) is used, then the VFC algorithm can be made more 
efficJent by rejecting many VFC tests in dusters. As the BB tree is traversed, if a BB is found to be completely 
inside a plane of the Vtew frustum, then that plane oo longer needs to be tested against that BB or its subsequent 
child BBs. Therefore, ~ a BB is completely outside the view frustum, then its children are not mthin the frustum 
also; and, if the object is compl~tely within the frustum, then all its children are within {Abrash, 1996: 1997, p. 1280; 
Assarsson and MoHer, 1999, 2COO; /DTM Sol!ware's website). 
2.1.3 Spatial subdivision (HSR) techniques 
Octrees/quadtrees, KD-trees arxl portal culling are jt.tSt some of the common spatial subdMsion structures used in 
Ieday's HSR algorithms. Ji:; with most algorithms, there is no single technique ~ffect for evert situation; SSP trees 
are no exception. Often the best approoch is to use solutions from many algorithms creating a hybrid for the 
specffic problem, such as Kmett's hybrid visibility algorithm {2001) which uses a SSP tree and an octree to achieve 
eff!Clent collision detection wffh reasonable 'Mlrkl sizes. 
Portal culling 
Portals can be used to detennine a PVS (Teller, 1992a, 1992b; Teller and sequin, 1991) or at run time (Bikker, 
n.d.) to perform HSR When ~nding potentially visible po. gems (sectors), the portal culling algotithm determines 
vfflich pJrtals (and therefore sectors) are visible through the sector Vvtlere the camera is located. If a pJrtal is not 
vrsible, then all its child jX)rtals are also not vis1ble. Hence, pJrtals can be used to dip out po!mo.lS in a seclor that 
aren't visible. Bikker (n.d.) also discusses a !)Jrtal technique called 'active edges" Were only edges that cause 
"ooncavity" are used as VF dippers, which can be used to improve efficiency. 
-
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Octrees/Quadtrees and KD-trees 
Occlusion culling can be performed on an octree or a KO-tree using a Z-pyramid (Moiler and Haines, 1999, pp. 
206-207), which is a list of Z-buffers, where the highest level starts at a low resolution (that is, 1x1) and the lower 
levels sequentially increase in resolution until they reach the screens resolution (which is essenfially a standard Z-
buffer). It is the responsibility of tree nodes (when they render) to record their depth value to the Z-pyramid. If the 
depth value is more distant (smaller) than the one on the Z-pyramid at that level, then the node is occluded. 
Otherwise, that node is recursively tested at each level of the Z-pyramid, until the lowest level is reached (the Z-
buffer), or it is found occluded. If the Z-buffer is reached then a new value is written to the Z-pyramid. On writing a 
new value to the Z-pyramid, higher layers must also be updated with the most distant value (smallest) of the lower 
levels and writing stops when no values on that particular level change. 
Quadtree Occlusion 
Camera 
Not visible 
20 Z-ovramid 
Ruler 
=Test for cell (3,2) 
Figure 1. 2D Z-pyramid 
Level1 
Level2 
Levell 
Leve14 
LevelS 
Figure 1 demonstrates a 20 Z-Pyramid for a particular Quadtree scene. The ruler is used to determine 
incrementally what is in the Z-pyramid. The shaded area (back lines) shows the cells (edges) that are visible to the 
camera. The thin lines on the FOV are guidelines to indicate what the camera can see. Although cell (3,2) is 
visible, the object inside (3, 2) has potential to be removed in level4 of the Z-Pyramid (as the light shaded areas in 
the Z-pyramid shows) because both 20 and 10 are closer than 28. Cell (1, 4) with 57 and (2, 4) with 50 will be 
discarded at level 1 because these cells are further than 45. Cell (3,4) will be discard at level 4 because 45 is 
further than 30. 
2.1.4 Related but Beyond Scope Techniques 
There are many other areas of a 30 rendering engine that can benefit from optimisation and special effects which 
deserve mention, including: 
- state sorting (see Shreiner, 2001) used to minimise state changes, often implemented in a tree form; 
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- vertex llsts (see Neider, Davis, and Woo, 1993) used to !lace dynamic objects in mem<lfy that is faster 
to access by the video card; 
- display lists (see Neider et al., 1993) used to pre-compile 3D data into a format that is more efficient for 
the video card; 
- sim~ifica1ionlqll81ny redudioo (see Bourke, 1997; Garland, 1999; Shaffer and Garland, 2001) used ID 
redoce scene complexity when performance or distance rea::hes a certain threshold·, and 
- the latest hardware developments used to improve performance and enhance 3D gra~ics: Nvidia 
{Nvidia's Developer Relations websHe), AT! (ATI.,.'s Developer Page websHe), OpenGL (OpenGL®, 
2003) and DirectX (MSDN DiredX page, 2003) provide extensive paper.; and examples on their ne~~ 
technologies including: 
o extensions (OpenGL® Extension Registry, 2003) provided by 3D hardware com)Xlnies sudl as 
Nvid~ aOO ATI to allow programmers to experiment with the latest 30 technology 
developments; 
o CG Language spedflcations (Nvidia's Developer Relations website), Render Monkey {AT! 1111's 
O.V.oper Page-). OpenGL® 20 (OpenGL® 20 website, 2002) and Di- (MSON 
Dired:X page, 2003) all P'Qvida high level vertex and pixel shader programming languages, 
alowing programmers to !Mile efficient 3D programs that run inside the 3D oo:::elerated 
hardware, primarily used forsptdal effects: 
a performance documentation (A77TM's Develcper Page website, n.d.; Nvidia's Developer 
Relations website, n.d.; OpenGL®, 2004) which enables algorithms to make optimal use of the 
30 hardw'are; and 
o derrxmstrations, examples arxl source of how to use the 30 cxx:elera!OO hardware. 
Although many of these techniques may be applied and optimised in the solution presented, they are not being 
covered in detail because they are beyond the soope of the spatial structures beil';,l investigated. 
2.2 Simular Studies 
This sWion contains an overview of recent studies (Hillesland, Salomon, Lastra, and Manocha, n.d.; James, 1996, 
1999; James and Day, 1997, 1998; Teller, 1992n, 1992b; Teller and SE!quin, 1991) that are similar to this thesis. 
There is no single HSR algorithm that can cater for al! applications. Therefore, the scope of this discussion about 
each of the studies will be on oorks that 
- are based on HSR using E3SP trees; 
- deal with 30 indoor static environments, VYhich support dynamic self-rontained entities; 
- result in a performance gain wilhout lose of image quality; and 
- use some form of hardware-a:x:elerated oo::lusion culling . 
•• 
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2.2.1 Teller 
The concept of PVS is introduced by Teller at el. (1991) and Teller (1992a; 1992b) to reduce the rost of hidden 
surface rerooval at runtime. Naturally, a PVS can not be stored for f!NefY vie\Y!X)int in the \Wild; ronsequently, 
Teller uses an approximated PVS oomputed at each eel! (room), taking advanta;:!e of spatial similarities that exist 
within indoor environments (James, 1999, pp. 105-100). The PVS doos not lake into oo::ount view frustum culling 
because any viewp:Jint in a partia..J!ar cell ts represented by the same PVS. So, to reduce the {Xl!entially visible 
JXllygon set for a particular vievr?Jint even more, the view fTtJstum culling operation is pesfom1ed at runtiroo. 
Teller (1992b) explains how to oompute the PVS using a BSP tree to determine the sectors for a particular world. 
The p:llygons in the tree are only sutxlivided to a particular level \\lith large ce11!Jal!y located ~ taking the 
hiphest precedence as partitioners. The resultifljj leaves in the BSP tree beo:xne sectors. A I)'Jttal 001\veen any 
too sedOfS is oomputed by dipping planes by t1e BSP tree. Once all ~have been delem1inOO indirect ·~ 
sequences" can be efficiently found. AI this stare the process is to find out wflat is visible from ea:::h sector (leaf) in 
the tree. Since BSP trees are oonvex, n is now pDSSible to krJov.o 'Mlich way {in succession) rooms connect to each 
other. Of oourse just te:::ause rooms are connected does not mean that one room is visible through another, 
therefore, a sightline needs to be computed. 
An approach Teller (1992b) describes is to distribute viewi~ ~nts throughout the sedor and cull anything thct 
cannot be seen from all the vie'Mng points. The JXUb!em with this approach is that ~ is d'ffficult to generate a small 
set of viewing p:Jints that will take into oo::ount every possible view position for the camera withir1 that sector. For 
example, one possible solution to this protlem is to use on!y vertK:es on each of the portal planes, 1xrt this sti!l does 
not guarantee to find every polygon that is !XJfentially visible. Therefore, Teller uses an anti-penumbra, vAlich 
provides a ~ to make sure all polygons that can be seen from a certain sector will always be visible. 
The anti-penumbra is used to deterTTUne W a sightline exists between sectors. However, the an\ii:Enumbra on~ 
provides an approximaHon, so polygons that will never 00 seen may still be inchxled in the PVS. This small amount 
of inaccura:y is normal~ oonsidered insignificant in comparison to !he large amount of defln~ely hidden polygons 
the anti-penumbra technique is able to remove. Teller (1992b) shows how his revolutionary app;oach (James, 
1999, p. 105) is able to remove (on average) more then OOOk (Teller, 1992b, p. 153} of objects for large mrld 
problems, in a reasonable time frame. Furthermore, TeHer indicates that his melhocl performs relaWely better as 
the numbers of p:Jiygons irlCreaS8. 
2.2.2 James 
James (1999) introo'uces several new techniques to improve run time performance for BSP trees. These 
techniques include oonflict neutralization, \Wb dustering and Hidden Face Determinmion (HFO) trees . 
.. 
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Conflict neutralization deals with reducing the amount of polygon splits that occur during the compilation stage of 
the BSP tree. The fundamental idea is that some polygons "protecr other polygons from being split, by causing the 
offending polygon(s) to be placed on the opposite side of the ''victim" polygon's sub-tree. However, if these 
protectors are placed into the other side of the sub-tree (from the "victim" polygon) by another polygon, these 
"protector" polygons can be prevented from protecting that particular "victim" polygon. These blockers of protector 
polygons are known as "damaging polygons" and also include polygons that cause splitting. 
The James scheme builds a "neutralization tree" which is used to determine the value of a candidate-partitioning 
plane, by summing up the weighted values of protectors and damaging polygons. The process is applied 
recursively to each node in the tree, at varying depths. A candidate polygon is tested against every other polygon 
such that if it: 
- causes a blocking of a protection polygon (on odd depths) or a polygon to split, a weight of negative one 
is given; and 
- protects a particular polygon from being split, a weight of positive one-half is given which occurs on even 
depths. 
Weighting sums at each depth are normalized, so that greater depths don't constitute higher weightings due to the 
likelihood of increased conflicts at those depths. These weighting values are added to the root node (candidate 
node) once that depth (for that particular node) has been computed. The highest weight sum (for all candidate 
nodes) determines the node that is picked for that sub-tree. Neutralization can be performed at every node in the 
tree at every level in the tree; however, James found that a depth of three was the most practical, with smaller 
depths at larger sub-trees. 
James' web clustering is a form of spatial data structure that tries to avoid partitioning by forming a non-reflex 
... 
angled '1ri-junction" before the partition. In effect the partition branches into two partitions, which avoids causing a 
split. Tri-junctions can occur recursively as long as they do not split each other, which could cause an infinite cycle. 
Web clusters use auxiliary binary partitions, which means that the partitions can occur anywhere and do not need 
to be part of a polygon's plane. 
Auxiliary Binary Partitions 
~ 
Figure 2. Web Clustering 
..... 
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Figure 2 shows a 20 example of a web-clustered world. The arrows represent the partition planes used to divide 
the grey polygons. Web clusters cannot always avoid splits but they can help in reducing them. 
A HFD tree is a form of tree used to reject polygons that are definitely hidden from view. The HFD tree is an 
enhancement of the priority face determination (PFD) tree for hidden surface removal which was also developed in 
James and Day (1999; 1997). 
The PFD tree is based on the BSP tree however, by sacrificing pre-processing time and memory. The PFD tree 
only requires a single-path traversal to determine a list of depth-ordered polygons. James (1999, p. 45) makes the 
observation that if the viewer is behind one or more poiygon plane(s), within some convex hull, then other polygon 
orders and also the face direction (such as, back facing or front facing) should also be known. The known polygons 
are stored in the PFD tree at the first node where they are detected and stired in that order. For example in Figure 
3 from either V1 or V2 if B is known, in a PFD tree C and E would also be known (to be behind B, for that view 
area); however in the example BSP tree, C would need to be re-tested. 
The BSPtree The PFDtree 
Figure 3. Polygon Dependancies 
Figure 3 shows a 20 map that has been converted into a BSP tree and a PFD tree. The arrows on the map 
represent the normals of the polygons. The arrows on the trees represent pointers from the parent node to the 
children. In this particular case the BSP tree results in less view areas (prefixed by V) than the PFD tree. Every 
node (indicated by brackets) in the PFD tree can have a list of visible polygons (letters not within brackets) from the 
view area. Note that the squares in the PFD tree are simply used to show that each leaf of the tree is a viewing 
area (V), which may contain a list of ordered polygons. 
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As Figure 3 shows, the PFD tree's stn.dure is similar to that of the BSP tree's structure but not the same. Each 
right (left) sub-IIW contains all the polygons that are focing the viewer (not fa:ing the viewer) from the convex hull 
that \he ancestrnl paifflt nodes form. Polygons with orders can that be determined, from a particular oonvex hull 
(at some node) are stored as a list at tnat nOOe, in the correct depth order. Polygons that are determined bed< 
facing at a particular oonvex hull are discarded at that nocle. Note that in a PFD tree, there may be many nodes 
representing the same JX!Iygon and many f1sts wTlh the same ~lygons. Repetition means that the tree is always 
mtdllarge~ than a general SSP tree with a size and JXQCeSSing time of o(N(l.51os.,(n-l) )) on average (James, 
1999, pp. 59-60), vklere N represents the number of original polygJns ard n represents the number of polygons 
after splitting. Note that this equation does not allow for the size of polygon lists stored at each node, v.tlich takes 
up the majority of the tree's memory. 
Traversing the tree is a simple matter of going down nodes that are facing the viewer, rerx!ering the ordered list of 
JX)Iygons. Traversal stop3 at the first leaf oode found in the tree. The average amount of nodes that need to be 
traversed is o(log413 (n -I)) v.tlich is much OOtter then SSP trees O(n). However, for large scenes, the PFD 
tree's memory requirements may exceed that of the system's requirements, causing many page faults in virtual 
memory and resulting in a slcr-M:!ralgorithm. 
The HFD tree adds the concept of area-to-area visibility to the PFD tree. James obseiVeS that convex htJils can cd 
as occluders for polygons at ea:::h node in the tree. The HFD tree makes for a smaller PFD tree at the cost of 
increased pre-processing tirne. In fact n only trw nodes are counted, in some non.general cases the HFD tree can 
actual~ be smaller than the general BSP tree for the same map. However, the memory foo!pint of the PFD tree is 
always much larger !han the BSP due to the lists of polygons that are stored at the HFD tree's OCXleS. 
In the HFD compilation stage, Vv'hen a polygon is to be added to a JX!rticular no:le, it is first checked to see if H is 
visible from th8 convex hull the arces!Jai perm! polygons form; if not visible then it Js not pla::ed in that sutHree. 
James also investigates several approaches to area-to-area visibility determinaOOn for the HFD tree in the 
compilation stage, observing that !he visibility algorithm needs to be reasonably effiCient due to the fad that His the 
major bottleneck of the a!gorithm. Traversal of the tree doesn't change from the PFD algorithm; however, in most 
cases there will probably be fewar polygons to traverse and a smaller memory footprint. James indicates that \he 
HFD algortthm oould best suit cases v.tlere memO!}' and pre-processing times are not a big issue, but runtime 
performance is. 
•• 
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2.2.3 Hillesland et al. 
Hillesland, >alomoo, Latra & Manocha (n.d.) descriOOs a technique that uses the NV_OCCU.;;:liON_QUERY 
OpenGL extension provided by Nvidia (Nvidia's Developer Relations website, n.d.) to gain a significant 
performance gain. The a~rithm divides the roodel up into unifonn and nested-grids (similar to an octree) made 
up of cubes. Since H can take a while for the results of the occlusion quef)' to come back from the hardware 
accelerated 3D video card (or device), each slab in the grid is sent for testing at once using the 
NV_OCCLUSION_QUERY. Once a slab is kl'lO'Ml to be visib!e (at least in part), Clat slab is sub-dMded again 
(recursively to some threshold) and re-tested. Polygons {triangles} that are within a cube are re-tested. Each cute 
has tm lists of JX~lygons containing: 
- p:Jiygons that are completely inside that cube; and 
- indexes to a global list of polygons that don't fit complete~t>Mihin that particularrure. 
Furthermore, these !XJiygonS are marked (by a frame-counter) to make sure that pJiygons aren't renderr.J ~:.ice in 
the same frame. 
Hillesland, Salomon, Lastra and Maro::ha (n.d.) indicates BSP tJt>€:5, bourlding OOx hierarchy and octrees (p. 3) as 
a posslble a~emative to the uniform and nested grid scheme. Ha.vever, they dismiss these spatial structures as 
being too oomp!ex in terms of traversal order and intelligent construction (Hillesland et al., n.d., p. 3). 
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Jon.. is a leader in the field of HSR; therefore, H is lml))rtant to examire ho>'1lheir engines 'M>rk in more detail. It is 
im)Xlrtanl to have an understardillQ of~ engines ta:wse this mrk is derived from, and compared to, these 
engines. 
3.1 Quake 1 
Quake 1 was the first in the series of games developed by Cannadl that used the potentially visible sets (PVS) 
technique alongside a solid BSP tree (Harrmersley, n.d.) for HSR. 11 was based on Teller et al. (1991) and Teller's 
(1992a; 1992b) oork on visibimy JX&f)fOCeSSing. A solid BSP tree uses solid objects YMh each convex sector being 
completely sealed. In Quake, static JX)Iygorn; are maintained in nodes and dynamic obj€cts are stored in the 
!eaves. A Z -buffer is then used to catch arrt polygons that are missed, and to render dynamic objects that apfX!ar 
correctly depth Old€red 011 screen. The entilll a~m can lake up toO(n(log(n )))time to determine potential~ 
visible JXl!ygons; Vwilere n is the number of JXllygons irduded in the JX!Iygon splitting. 
3. i.1 Implementation 
Each flag in the PVS represents a set of polygons that is rurrenlfy visible for a particular convex hull. In Quake, 
each flag in the PVS also represents a duster of leaves in the tree (McGuire, 2002). The PV.C~ are stored at each 
empty leaf in the tree using zero-length-compression to conserve mermry. The rom!JeSSion enables PVS is a 
efficient wey of quickly reducing the amounts of potentially visible ~IS (Abmsh, 1997, ~· 1188-1189; Moiler 
and Haines, 1999, pp. 200-201), while still maintaining reasonable memory requirements. Furthemlore, a 
hierarchical OOunding box is used in the tree to make frustum culling more efficient. The HSR steps for the Quake 
SSP algorithm are as follows: 
The first step in Quake's rendering p-ocess is to find the PVS for the current camera position. If the camera has not 
changed position then there is no reason to do this search. The tree traverses down the branches rontaining 
nodes that are orientated towards the viewer. When a leaf is found the aigorithm stops, for t11is leaf o:Jf1tains the 
convex hun the camera exists Ytilllin. This step takes a maximum of O(log{n )) node vists and can be done non-
recursively (without using a stact. or fist data structures); v.tere n is the number of polygons. If the camera has 
changed but the PVS (for the leaf the camera is in) h~ not, then there is no need to do step 2, because the PVS 
tree data from the last frame can be used. 
The next step is to decompress that leafs PVS. Ecrll ~tentially visible leaf (and the entire connecting parent 
branch) contained in the PVS is marked as '<isib!e in the tree. Nodes are marked using a frame counter {stored at 
each ncx:le) as opp:>sed to a flag to avoid resetting all the nodes in the entire tree . 
•• 
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The final step is to cull all the rernairting p:>lygons by the view frustum. This step neE:Xls to be performed even if the 
camera simply rotates around because any movement is likely to change ...mat is visible in the view frustum. To 
find visible JXllygons, all the nodes marked visible in the tree are traversed from the root ncx:le. Hierarchical 
boundirx! volumes (cubes) are used to cuii!X)Iygons efficiently by the view frustum. Each ncde in the tree has a BB 
that is just large enough to contain all of its dlild polygons and itself. If a node's BB is found to be completely on 
one side of a view frustum's plane, !hen all that node's children are also on that side. When a BB is completely 
found wi1llin the frustum, all children arc also within the frustum so there is no need for more BB tests. If a BB is 
CXJmpletely outside the view frustum, then all of the node's children can be rejected in a single test. Using this 
tecllnique means that the majority of polygons are removed in large groups, but sane still be need to be removed 
indMduaJiy. 
The time to p;r a 88 BSP tree is depended UIXln how many JX)Iygons are actually visible. It has a maximum 
time of 0(:.) node vists at runtime; where n is the number of {Xllygons. Therefore, the entire algorithm 
takes O(n) + O(log(n )) : hence, o(n) node vists. Ge"""'~· on~ a k>w number ol polygons a1e kept in the 
PVS and many more are rejected by the vi&# frustum, meaning a result closer to that of O(log(n)) perframe. 
3.1.2 Problems with the Quake BSPtree algorithm 
Even with PVS and 88, polygons will still be sent for render that are not visib~. These polygons \Yill part!rularty 
remain around the larger nodes, which are more likely to be visible and have an all-encompassing BB. The root 
node, particularly, >Mil always be sent to render because all paths lead to ~and it always has part of its BB in the 
view frustum. Nevertheless, this method is particlllarly scaleab!e; because as level maps (the oorld) get bigger the 
p:Jiygonal savings increase. For example, a uniform ITI(1p of 10,000-p::Jlygons, 99% (Moiler and Haines, 1999, p. 
201) of p:Jiygons rould be cui~. Therefore, only 100 polygons would progress thotJgll to the rendering pipeline. If 
the oorld was larger, more polygons could expect to be removed at an even better rate, which means that 88 SSP 
trees with PVS are likely to be used y;ell into the future. 
3.1.3 Discussion 
Quakes' PVS BSP tree algorithm, which has been used throughout all IDTJ,j's Quake games {1, 2 and 3) is a 
scalable and effident approach for removing hidden pJ!ygons. That said, the algorithm is by no means perfect, as 
there are still some fX)Iygons that will be sent to be rendered which are not actually visible. Many different 
implementations of Garmack's original Quake engine have spawned due to the engines popularity {see Appendix 2 
~Quake Clone BSP Engines). 
•• 
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3.2 GLQuake and Quake 2 
In 10m's initial experiments with GLQuake, Quake 1 was modilied to tak9 advantage 30 hardware. Quake 2 
followed GLQua~e vMh ITIC're su,Drx>rt for 3D hantware. An approach to hidden surface removal was needed to 
take advantage of the present day 3D harUNare, VJhich had progressed since GLQuake. 3D hardware was able to 
increase the number of polygons available per frame for rendering and provided automatic depth ordering IJt a 
hardware Z-bllffer. Quake 2 still supported software rendering, so some compromises had to be made because 
10111 dk:ln't want to produce i'MJ separate BSP processing algortthms (one for software aocl one for hanivrare). The 
BSP part of Quake 2 ended up being similar to Quake 1's, and suffered from many of the same problems. 
There are subtle differences between the Quake 1 engine and Quake 2 engine. Detailed brushes are stared in the 
tree leaves as whole objects, helping to prevent objects that are small and detailed from dividing the scene up too 
much. Considering that a small object is rarely partly visible, dividing those objects up into a BSP tree IM:lU:d make 
the tree less effident. Detailed brushes that span tm or rmre nodes in the BSP tree are simply sent d0wn both 
branches. At runtime, objects are checked to make sure that they aren't dravvn tw'.<:e. DeWan (2000} discusses 
the subject of how Quake 2 and 3 uses detailed brushes in detail, in hls ~MID article "The BSP Process and 
Visibility'. 
One important change to the Quake BSP tree algorithm is that entity (dynamic objects) culling ls no longer done in 
the BSP traversal. Once the visible areas have been defined, tt is e<&J to determine visible entities just before 
rendering. 
3.3 Quske3 
Not much information regarding Quake 3's e11gine has been released, however the Quake3 BSP oompiler 
q3radiant has. Much of the information provided has tEen put together from comments made by John Carrna:k 
and the BSP file format for Quake 3. 
3.3.1 The Implementation 
Quake 3 was the fiJSt PC game that required 3D hardware support That is to say tt didn't supJXlrt PCs without a 
3D card. It is most likely a major reason YA!y 3D cards t:ecarne pop.~lar. By the time Quake 3 was released all the 
latest 3D hardware had fast Z-btlfferirg included. Fast Z-buffering meant that there was little need to rely on the 
BSP to 01der polygons or even to determine backface culling (YA!ich is also supported by hardware}. Therefore, 
except for the fiJSt stage YA!ere it determines the camera's location, the tree can be trave!Sed in no particular 
pf.ority-order and no bock culling i:; needed. The Z-buffer takes care of getting the !XJiygons in the light priority-
order. 
•• 
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Polygons ale not spliT in the tree; instead Iiley are pushed do'Ml t:oth sides of tile tree as a whole. When tOO 
algorithm that is traversing all the visib~ nodes hits a leaf, ~ marks all of its f2ces as visible. The e~:_•le set cf global 
faces, and any that are visible {marked), are sent to the renderer. Note that at this stage the Quake 1 hierar.:hical 
88 culling is being used to remove polygons that are not visible in the view frustum. In terms of m polygons ihat 
are global, this process takesO(m) vists to marked nodes. This technique is generally fast arn:l avoids double 
rendering of duplicate {X)lygons, because m is normally small. The algorithm also maintains polygon priority-
order, Vo'hich is useful in 3D hardw'are. 
One deficierq of 3D hardware at that time {and it still is to a lesser degree now) was that 3D cards mrked best 
when the textures were not thrashed around too mtx:h (because they had limited texture melllOfy). The solution to 
this problem meant that for test performance, objects 'Nere sorted by texture priority·<llder, 'Nhich is stored in a 
global array. 
Uke textures, each time a rendering state in the 30 hardware changes, the program takes a performance hit. 
Texture switching can be a slow operntion, so it generally has first priority. However, other things such as lighting 
(which affects the state of the 3D card) can also cause bottlenecks. The oom~ler groups all objects with the same 
render stale and renders them together, minimising state changes. 
3.3.2 Discussion 
CurrenHy, there is not much publicly available information on the Quake 3 engioo as 10114 is still selling that engine. 
What is kflol.vn about the Quake 3D engine is that ~groups objects by the rertder state and doesn't spl~ polygons. 
In future, Quake3 engine source code will probably be released as its predecessors were. However, other than the 
Quak'Ol 3 engine, there are many other Quake 1/213 done engines (ApJ:X'!ndix 2 ~QuaKe Clone BSP Engines) with 
their O'Ml ide>.as on 3D engine efficiency. The Quake3 engine is one of the most advanced engines available for 
modem hardware. Therefore, it is imp::xtant to speculate at !east on how thir~gs were implemented from inform31ion 
that is available. 
-
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The following sections aim to give an in de~ look at three BSP algortthms: general SSP trees, BB BSP trees and 
PVS BB BSP -· Genernl BSP - are used simply for l'ioffiy-ooleoing of I'Jiygons. Once rom~Od. BSP 
trees takes O(n) to priority-order all JX!Iygons by the camera's V..ew v.ith a small memory overhead; vktere n is 
the number of polygons in the \Wrld. 
General SSP trees ~re enhanced in DOOM using lxlunding volumes {OOunding OOxes). BB SSP trees can still 
produce priority-ordered ~· However, more importantly, they can also dramatically reduce the amount of 
polygons that need to be sent to the rendering ~peline. BB SSP trees can have a maximum runtime cost of 
O(n) and a minimum ofO(l) ; where n is 4he number of IXJ!ygons in the mrld The performance of BB BSP 
trees is affected by many variables, including tree structure and the scene. Therefore, it is difficult to get an 
accurate average, suffices to seythat generally at least 95% of p:~lygons can be rerooved for a large map. 
PVS solid leaf SSP trees generally perform the best out of all three solutions when using 30 hardware as tt can 
quickly discard many polyg:lns that are definttely not visible. HD'M:Ver, PVS trees trade pre-coo1pilation time for 
better runUme performance. PVS trees generally employ the BB BSP tree algorithm as v.ell to provide for view 
orientated culling. 
4.1 General BSP tree 
Shumacl\er et al. {1969) envisioned general BSP tree5 as a fast W<rJ of getting JXllygonS iu the right p'iority-order 
from the view:r's perspective. "The BSP mrks based on this p-amise -that is, at any point in the universe, n 
should be ]XlSSibie to oompute the order of JX)Iygons to be rendered and <reate an efficient data structure to contain 
these orderings.' (Lamothe, 1995, pp. 894) Furthermore, general BSP trees have many properties, >Mlich are 
exploited by algorithms such as BB BSP trees and PVS BSP 1rees. 
4. 1.1 Compilation 
Before a BSP tree can be used it must be built using a BSP complisr. Building a BSP tree with a oom~ier is 
nonnally a pre-processir.g procedure as it is slow oo taking up to0(n2 ) , not indudir~g balance and spin reduction 
algorithms; >Mlere n is the number of polygons. The compiled tree is generally stored in a file (Moller and Haines, 
1999, pp. 197) due to the process often being stow. 
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A general BSP tree can be thought of as a carving up of space into (non-closed) convex volumes. Each pwlygon is 
inserted into a binary tree in no particular priority-order, HCJ"Never, as willl:e shovm later, the priority-order can have 
a significant impact on the efficiertej of the tree. As each polygon is inserted into the binary tree 1hey are dassffied 
as either left or right using the nOOe's ~lygon ~ane (recursively) depending on whether ~ is l:ehind or in front 
respectively. 
Sometimes a p:llygon sits on both sides of the plane. In these cases the txJ!ygon is generally spltt down that plane 
into two new polygons wflich recursively continue do'Ml the tree. The original fXllygon is discarded (deleted). 
Splitting can make trees qu~e large; OOwever H does prevent the Clt6SOver problem, v.tlich wac; described in 
"Problems solved by BSP trees". When a polygon reaches an empty (null) rKXIe, a new node Wth a reference to 
that polygon is created at that node. V'Jhen all polygons have been inserted into the tree, the tree has been b'Jill. 
The structure of the general BSP tree is made up of a normal, a Hst of vertices (that make up the JX!lygon) and, a 
left (back) and right (front) nOOe pointer to the child nod:es for example: 
Nod' 
- Normal (X, Y, Z) 
- Vertex_Ust (Xi, Yi, Zi) 
- FronLUnk (node) 
- Bock_Unk (node) 
There may be other user-defined components in th~ structure such as lighting or material and texture ooordinates. 
In cases .....-here more infonnation is need for each polygon, a pointer to the information such as H is nonnal and 
material can be stored at each polygon. However, the vertex_lis! (and texture coordinates) should slay separate 
because the polygon has a potential to be split. The data structure can be more optimal if H has pointers to lists of 
rommon data instead of duplicate lists when using the polygon splitting technique. 
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BSPiree 
FkJUre 4, BSP tree slrudure 
Figure 4 is an example a BSP tree. The dotted lines show that the oonnecting nOOe is optional. Each node in tl~e 
tree has a normal, vertex li::i, a f:>:lnt link and a back link. The links of the trees leaves ~XJint to NULL (nothing). 
What this diagram does not. show is the non-balanced as~ of BSP trees where some nodes may have only one 
child. The base and height of a BSP tree, and most binary trees for that matter, has an average size 
ofO(log(n)) ; ....tlere n is the numterof polygons in the tree. 
The following section will discuss the steps required, algorithmic details and necessary functions to im~ementing 
the general BSP algorithm. Note that the compilation algorithm desalred in the follo\.\ting text is only one of many. 
The steps required for building a general BSP tree are: 
1. Compute normal for all polygons. 
2. Pick a start {Xllygon. 
3. Split the remaining polygons into tv.u groups by the polygon that was picked. 
4. Repeat the process for each child node. 
See AppendiX 6 (19.1) for an example a/general BSP comp1atioo. 
Classification 
Classifir--"~q is used to determine the side of a plane on 'l;'hich a p:llygon is. The basic plane equation sho'Ml in 
"The pic.:· is used for ]Xllygon dassification. If the resuH is less then zero then the left side is tJaversed followed 
by the right side. Left and right sides are safely interchangeable; as tt means that the froot side and back slde of the 
]Xllygon will simply be reversed. If the resuH is zero, then an intersection has occurred. Further processing will be 
needed at this point to spltt the p::llygon up. See Appendix 4 {17.2) for example p::~lygon dassification code. 
2A 
Plane Classification 
Portillol*lg Plane 
Left Side 
Right Side 
Figure 5. Plane Classification 
Figure 5 divides a scene into two areas (left and rtght) using one of the polygon's planes as a partition in the scene. 
The arrows on the edge of the partition plane are used to represent an infinite plane. The floor exists on both sides 
of the splitting plane therefore it needs to be split into left and rtght polygons using a polygon intersection algortthm. 
Polygon Splitting 
Polygon splitting is the process of dividing a polygon into two pieces along a plane. The following algortthm only 
supports convex polygons and, therefore, outputs convex polygons. However, all concave polygons can be 
converted into several convex polygons. 
Polygon splitting is achieved by classifying every vertex in the polygon against the splitting plane. Vertices less 
then zero (more than zero) go on the polygon that is to be pushed down the left side (right side) of the tree. 
Vertices that intersect (generally rare) are converted into two vertices, one for each side. The vertices are 
processed in circular fashion so that edge intersections are detected when the one vertex is on one side, and the 
next is on the other. To determine the exact point of intersection along the plane the ray plane intersection is 
performed: 
,• 
C; = v; - V1 
R; = V1 +CPI(C; •N) 
Where, 
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Let D be the dot Product of the (splitting) plane (calculated during the binary tree process) 
Let V be the vertex in the polygon, v.tlich is a 3D vector (x, y, z) 
Let N be the splitting plane normal, v.tlich is a 3D vector (x, y, z) 
Let C be the vector resuttant between two vertices, which is a 3D vector (x, y, z). 
Let R be the position the vertex intersects the polygon 
Let i represent the index of the vertex just before the intersection. 
Let j represent the index of the vertex just after the intersection. 
Let • be dot product 
Note that the dot product should be determined first (to avoid dMde be zero errors). When the dot product operation resutt 
is zero, the vertex is on the plane. 
Listing 1. Intersection 
In Listing 1 the dot product of the plane has already been computed in the binary tree process so there is no reason 
to rerompute that. New splitting vertices must be inserted into each polygon, after the first vertex and before the 
serond vertex. 
Splitting a 20 polygon , 
. \ pl:rg Plane 
'\ -
Figure 6. Polygon Splitting 
Figure 6 shows the result of a 20 polygon split but it can easily be adapted to 30. Note that the gap between the 
resulting polygons v..on't really exist; it is only for demonstration purposes. 
This intersection technique is not aa::urate because it normally uses floating-point operations. Lowly accurate 
intersection algorithms (such as this one) tend to cause tiny fragments of polygon that not only clog up the tree and 
cause errors, but can cause artefacts during render time. A substantial difference can be noticed if double point 
precision is used. However, double precision operations still causes errors due to the overhead of storage and 
processing time. One partial solution to this aa::uracy problem is to group all polygons on the same plane and 
normal (with some leniency) and process them together. 
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Note that if a vertex canies other details such as UV texture coordinates then those details must also undergo the 
same splitting processes. Children inherit most of their properties from their parents; therefore, all the polygon 
information (such as material) from the parent polygon (which these new polygons were made from) needs to be 
copied into both new polygons. Finally the old polygon should be removed. Intersection takes up to 0( n) ; where 
n represents each vertex. 
See 17.3 for example source code on polygon intersection and 17.7 for the polygon splitting algorithm. 
Convex Volumes 
The 8SP tree produced in 19.1 is made up of convex volumes as shown in Figure 7. Algorithms such as 88 8SP 
trees and PVS 88 8SP trees take advantage of 8SP tree convex volumes by exploiting the fact that one convex 
volume will never overtap another convex volume. The colour s~ades in the diagram show each volume that is 
formed by each node in the tree. 
World Map (from above) BSP tree (Make Groups) 
C'<F2 A 
1-....... 
F1J'». --.~/ 
I,,\~ D' r 
E1-+ 
Figure 7. Convex Volumes 
Balancing Verse Splitting .... 
Tree balancing is an important aspect to take into account because it has a large impact performance. The number 
of splits, and how balanced the tree is, depends on the order polygons are passed to the compilation algorithm 
(selection criteria). "Every polygon which is not located upon a unique side of the parent (partitioning plane) must 
be split into two parts thus increasing the number of fragments in the scene." (James, 1999, pp. 18) 
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If a tree has too many splits, then it becomes larger than need be as Figure 8 shows. However, if the tree is too 
linear (not balanced) in nature then it can have an effect on the height of the tree as Figure 9 shows. Although the 
height of the tree won't affect general SSP runtime, because the traversal needs to visit n nodes anyway, the 
height can effect the time of compilation (James, 1999, pp. 22). Furthermore, HSR SSP tree algorithms such as 
SS SSP trees and PVS BB BSP trees can benefit from a balanced SSP tree algorithm because the visible polygon 
determination from any viewpoint becomes more balanced. Sometimes it is possible to achieve perfect balance 
and minimise splits, however in most situations that is not the·case. However, in investigations (although not 
enough tests where performed in this area to make a broad statement), balancing appeared to help reduce splits to 
a small extent in most cases. This is because, in many cases, balancing causes small combinations of possible 
splits at each level in the tree allowing the splitting algorithm to be more precise. 
Split No Split 
y 
Figure 8. Splitting can be reduced by better selection 
Balanced Un-Balanced 
Figure 9. Balance Verse Un-Balanced BSP trees 
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The "Least-crossed criterion" (LCS) and the "Most-crossed criterion" (MCS) are some heuristics that can be used to 
reduce the amount of splits in a BSP tree (James, 1999, pp. 20- 22). LCS means that a sample set of polygons 
are chosen and the plane that splits the smallest amount of polygons at that level are chosen as the partition plane 
at that level in the tree. MCS means that sample sets of polygons are chosen and the ones that get split the most 
are chosen as the partition plane, which means that this polygon will be removed from causing a high number of 
potential splits. 
"Tie-breaking" (James, 1999, pp. 22) is the combination of the two techniques which uses the other algorithm (LCS 
or MCS) to break the tie when there are two polygons with the same best case result. James (1999, pp. 72) 
indicated that LCS ties broken by MCS were generally the better technique. In addition, James (1999, pp. 72- 86) 
examines several more advanced split reduction techniques, "Enhanced Minimization" and "Conflict Neutralization", 
in his "Conflict Minimization" section which also takes into the account the depth of the tree, where polygons can be 
used as split protectors for other polygons. "Conflict Neutralization" is discussed in 2.2.2. 
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A BSP tree can be balanced using a technique similar to that of AVL-binary trees Onvented by GM Adel'son-Velskii 
and EM landis) which is discusse:l in Fuller & Kent. (1999). The tree balancing process is to estimate the size of 
each side and pick a partitioner p:J~gon at each node that gives a reasonably good balance. Determining a gxxl 
balance can be complex due to the fact that splitting planes will offset the number of polygons on each side 
depending on the numOOr of splitters chosen. So.'Tla balancing algorithms only look at the balance on one level 
(James, 1999, pp. 72). Due to the generally large size of BSP trees, a smaller sample of candidate partitioner 
polygons can be used to increase compilation speed. 
To provide for both balancing and splitting, a hybrid costing system is used that \Wighs values of splits &Jainst 
balances using a costing mechanism. The lo'Nefthe oost the more likely a particularoombination is besl 'A linear 
combination of the two efficiencies is used to rank the candidates, and the best one is chosen: (A. Kumar aOO 
Kwatra, 1999, pp. 38). LO\o\er splits are generally given the preferential v.oeighting, although there is argument to 
which should be given the best weighting. 
The bigger the tree beromes the more combinations of JX)!ygons there are, it is exponential vvilh a !X)tenlial rate of 
0(2n) . Normal!y sampling a few polygons for example 4 or 5 (Foley, Dam, Feiner, and Hughes, 1990; James, 
1999, 20) at each node, is significant to prcxfuce reasonable resulls. The best sampling amounts should be 
determined by the a~!ication being performed: that is, the more time the user has and the more prrx::essing power 
the user has the higher the sampling rates can be. 
4.1.2 Runtime 
General BSP trees are used to priority-order polygons by their distance to the camera. The process involves the 
camera being sent down the tree and classification by each !Xl~Ygon plane. Once the BSP tree is compiled 
traversal takes a general BSP tree 0( n) , to priority-order a list of n polygons from any camera kx:ation in the 
'Mlrld as the traversal visits each noo'e once. 
When the result of classmcation is less than {more than) zero, the back (front) tree is traversed, if that node exisls. 
If zero, then rt's up to the programmer to decide >Mlat acticnto take as the polygon is facing the viewer face on. If 
the programmer 'Nallts to swap the order the polygons render, it'd simply be a matter of sv.itdliriQ the front and 
back node traversals around in the algorithm. After recursively traversing the front or back node (rf that nOOe exisls) 
the other node is traversed. Whenever a node is reached n is sent down the rendering pipeline. As mentioned 
before, back-facing polygons can be culled at this stage, by simply not rendering them; nevertheless. those nodes 
must still be visned. 
-
Function Bsp_Traver.:aJL (node) 
IF [node exists] 
IF [co node.plane < 0] 
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//Camera is behind this wall process the front wall sub bee 
Bsp_TraverseGL node.back 
Draw node 
Bsp_TraverseGL node.front 
ELSE 
//Camera is in fro!lt of this v.~ll precess the bad; wall 
Bsp_TraverneGL node.front 
Draw node /iNote that this ca1 be exdtJded 
Bsp_TraverseGL nodehack 
END IF 
END IF 
LLStioq 2. Draw General BSP tree 1n Ofder persuado code 
Usting 2 demonstrates the nmtlme code of the general BSP tree. The second line terminates traversal when the 
node is not found. The following line performs dassification with the camera and the node to get the niXIe's face 
(X)Sition in respect to the camera. If the polygon is frontfacing, then (in this order) the: 
- ba::k ncde is traversed; 
- ament nocle is drawn; and 
- front node is traversed. 
Otherwise (back fadng) 
- front node is traversed; 
- current node is draY.'Il (optional as the face is ba:kfacing anyway); and 
- bock nOOe is traversed. 
See 19.2 for an example of general BSP traversal. 
4.1.3 Conclusion (General BSPTree) 
BSP tree compilation is a sklw process Ytilich takes up to O(n2 ) and is generally done once and saved to a ~le; 
Ymere n is the number of polygons. If s~~ minimisation and balancing is used, the~ increases to O(n3 ) 
or more, but general~ because there are less spl~.s and the lree is more balanced the process ts closer to 
O(n2 log(n)). It is not unoomrnon for BSP map levels Onc!uding PVS and other pre-calculations such as 
lighting) to !aile hours to compile, depending on the speed of the CPU ard size of H1e map (Atrash, 1997, pp. 
1278). Onoo a tree is compiled, fXllygonS can be priorily.<Jrdered at runtime iMth a maximum of O(n) , oMih cheap 
tests at eiYh node (poi'Jon). 
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While general BSP trees can greatly improve rendering time by providing view ordered polygons, they do not 
reduce the amount of polygons sent though the rendering pipeline (aside from back face culling). Furthermore, 
software based BSP trees for view ordering is generally not as fast as hardware Z-buffers. 
Although using SSP trees for priority-ordering polygons is becoming redundant, they are still of use to many 
applications; such as polygon selection and translucent polygon priority-ordering, which Z-buffers are not good at. 
Furthermore, SSP trees have many properties that can be exploited, such as with the BB BSP tree algorithm and 
the PVS BSP trees. 
4.2 BB BSP trees 
The BB BSP tree algorithm uses hierarchical bounding boxes to perform view-orientated HSR. Bounding boxes 
are commonly used in game engines (for example in the doom, Quake, unreal, etc.) because they are easy to 
frustum cull and generally have a tighter fit then bounding spheres. Volumes such as k-DOP (discrete oriented 
polygon types) could also be used. In any case, the BV BSP tree technique is extremely scalable to both hardware 
and non-hardware accelerated situations. Figure 10 gives an example of an AABB BSP tree: 
Structure 
Figure 10. AABB BSP tree 
In Figure 10 the bounding box is represented by the wire frame surrounding the structure (wor1d). Each bounding 
box is sutxJivided into more bounding boxes until the tree leaf is reached. 
The BB BSP tree approach is similar to that of octrees except that the algorithm generally generates a better fitting 
BV. Each node in the tree contains a minimum BB encompassing the area that the node and all its children fit 
within. At runtime any node that has a BB that is completely out of the VF is not rendered, including its children. 
Consequently, there is potential for half the remaining polygons in the tree to be discarded at every node in the tree . 
....... 
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World Map (from above) BSP tree (Make Groups) 
Figure 11. BB BSP tree 
Figure 11 shows the results of adding BB to the BSP tree generated in 19.1 . Notice that node B can be pruned in 
one test, removing nodes D, E 1 and E2 with no further tests. 
4.2.1 Compilation 
The extra step need to change general trees into BB BSP trees is to compute a minimum BB at each node. The 
BB for a particular node must be computed after all its children (recursively) have been generated because the size 
of a particular node cannot be determined until all its child BBs have been determined. 
One approach is to pass back the BB as each node completes traversal (in compilation). Therefore, when a leaf is 
reached, its polygon's BB is passed back to its parent polygon during the traversal. The parent node then 
computes the total minimum BB of ~self and both its children. This BB is then passed back up the tree until it 
reaches the root, which should compute a BB of the entire scene. 
It should be noted that some programmers choose not to compute the root's 88 because the likelihood of the root's 
88 being visible (not being culled by the view frustum) is 100% in most situations. The leaf nodes' BB, or indeed 
higher nodes, may also be left out of this stage because the process becomes a one-to-one polygon test, which 
\ 
can be solved cheaply by hardware. 
88 can be either axis aligned 88 (AA8B) or orientated for a best-fit BB known as Oriented BB (088). AABB BSP 
trees are similar to KD-trees in that each 88 is aligned to a global axis. 088 can have a tighter fit than AABB but 
requires more calculations and storage than AABB. The difference between AABB and 088 calculations are 
negligible when compared to the increased accuracy in polygon culling, however AABB requires less storage 
space and is quicker to compile (Bergen, 1998, pp. 2). Moller and Haines argue that, 'The convergence of the 
OBB to the undertying geometry of the models was generally better than that for either AAB8s or spheres." (Moller 
and Haines, 1999, pp. 350). Having a tighter fit means that nodes have a better chance of not being found within 
the view frustum and, consequently, pruned further up the tree, which means fewer tests . 
...... 
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Scene AA88 0088 
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-
Figure 12. AABB verse OBB 
Figure 12 demonstrates two different ways a 20 scene could be broken up into using AA88 and 088 algortthms. 
Note that the dotted lines in 088 indicate parts that could be clipped out by 88 frustum culling higher up the 
hierarchical structure. 
Computing the 88 is a process of finding the smallest (largest) X1 Y and Z out of all the smallest (largest) vertices 
respectively wflich make up the 88. Therefore, for an AA88 8SP tree the algortthm would look something like 
Listing 3. 
' 
.... 
ln=irst Determine nodes JXllygon BB 
SmallestX = Largest number 
Smallest.Y = LargQSt number 
Smallest.Z = la!gest number 
largest.X = Smallest number 
largest Y = Smallest nlHTlber 
largestZ = Smallest nlJTTbcr 
FOR N = 0 TO [Number of nodes vertia:s] 
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IF {Smallest.X > [nodes vetex (n)].X] Smallest.X = [nodes vetex {n)].X 
IF [Smallest Y > [nodes vetex {n)].Y] Smallest Y = [nodes vetex {n)].Y 
IF [Smalest.Z > [nodes vetex (n)]ZJ SmallesLZ = ]nodes vetex {n)].Z 
IF [L<IrgestX <[nodes vetex {n)].X]largesLX =[nodes veffix (n)].X 
IF [Largest Y <[nodes vetex(n)].Y] Lat~est.Y =[nodes vetex (n)].Y 
IF [Largest.Z <[nodes vetex (n)).Z] LargestZ= [nodesvetex (n)]2 
END FOR 
/flhen compare that YMh its children's 88 (If~ is not a leal) 
IF [Left Node Exists] 
IF [SmallesLX >[Left Node BBJ.X] Smallest.X =[left Node BB].X 
IF [Smallest Y >!Left Node BBJ.Y] Smallest.Y = [l..efl Node BB].Y 
IF [Smallest.Z > [Left Node BB].Z] SmallestZ = [Left Node BB].Z 
IF [LargesLX <[Left Node BB].X] LargestX =[Left Node BB].X 
IF [Largest.Y < [Lefl Node BB].Y] Largest.Y =[Left Node BB].Y 
IF [Largest.Z <[Left Node BBJZ] la"gestZ= [Left Node 88}1 
END IF 
IF [RlJhl Node Exists] 
L: [Smallest.X> [Right Node BB]J<] Smallest.X =[Right Node BB].X 
It~ [Smallest. Y >[Right Node BB].Y] Smal!est.Y =[Right Node BB].Y 
IF (SmallestZ> [Right Node BB].Zj Smalfest.Z= [Right Node BB).Z 
IF \L.argest.X <[Right Node BB]X] L.argest.X =[Right Node BB].X 
IF [Largest.Y <[Right Node BB].Y] Largest.Y =[Right Node BB].Y 
IF [LargestZ <[Right Node 88]1] largest.Z= [Right Node BB].Z 
END IF 
Listing 3. Com!M~ llle BB 
The algorithm in Listing 3 shows how to compute an axis-aligned BB. The result of which 'hQUid not only be stored 
in the current niXIes record, but also passed roo.Jrsively up the nOOes parents in the tree. 
Best fltting 088 are more dtfficult and much slower to compute. There are various techniques proposed to 
calculate best fltting BB fo; a group of polygons {Gottschalk, 1999, pp. 38-62; Moiler and Haines, 1999, pp. 351-
352). However, there can be problems with these techniques wflen they do not take into account BB tree clipping. 
In many case orientating the boxes so that more is dipped can yield a tighter fitting than simply picking the best 
fitting bounding volume as Figure 13 sho;vs. 
-
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A Good Fit A Better Fit 
Figure 13. The dipping effect 
Figure 14 - The cl ipping effect 
Figure 13 shows how a best fitting SS for its contents may not always be the best choice. Although the SS is 
bigger, when clipping is taken into account, more of it is culled to generate a tighter fitting SB. 
The extra time needed to create AASB SSP trees is O(n) therefore computation does not affect the big 0 at 
compile time. An OSS SSP tree requires more calculations to determine good fitting polygons. 
The steps required to compile a SS SSP tree are similar to that of the general tree. The only difference is step 5 (in 
bold). 
1. Compute normal for all polygons. 
2. Pick a start polygon. 
3. Split the remaining polygons into tv.o groups by the polygon that was picked. 
4. Repeat the process for each child node. 
5. Determine the BB at each node. 
See 19.3 for an example of 88 compilation in a BSP. 
I 
4.2.2 Runtime 
At runtime SS BSP trees are able to cull away many polygons that are definitely not visible within the view frustum 
with only a relatively small amount of tests. The SS SSP tree culling algorithm does this by removing polygons in 
clusters. As the algorithm progresses down the tree it prunes nodes (which include that node's children as well) 
that have SS that are not within the FV. 
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BB Frustum Culling 
There are many approaches to view frustum culling of 88. What follows is one such approach, which is described 
more completely by Mark Morley (Morley, 2000). To determine if an 088 is within or crossing a view frustum, each 
of the 88 vertices' are tested against the view frustums planes using dot product classification. The algorithm can 
exit early if all vertices are found outside one of the frustum planes, meaning that the 88 is outside. If vertices are 
found on both sides of the view frustum then the 88 is considered crossing the frustum, plane as bounding box 0 is 
in Figure 15. If the 88 is found to be within (or partially within) all frustum planes, then it is considered inside the 
frustum. 
Outside 
outside 
Figure 15. Virm Frustum and Objects 
Figure 15 shows a 20 view frustum with bounding boxes A, 8, C, 0 and E. A and Care outside the view frustum 
while 8 is within. 0 is partially within the frustum, so its contents are assumed inside. E (problem E) will be treated 
as inside even though it is outside the view frustum because it is in front and behind 1m planes. 
The algorithm would look something like Listing 4: 
FOR EACH [plane, p I 
IF [any vertex on inside of p I 
//It is potentially v.ffi'lin the view frustum 
ELSE 
RETURN outside 
END IF 
END FOR 
RETURN inside 
Listing 4. BB View Frustum Culling 
Problem E can be resolved by testing each of the 88 planes by the view frustum vertices when an intersection is 
found. The second part of the algorithm (part 2) would be similar to the one presented in Listing 4 except the words 
88 and frustum would be switched around. Obviously, the down side of part 2 is a trade off, time for accuracy. 
Time can be saved at each node by not doing part 2, however increased accuracy (using part 2) can mean more 
polygons are discarded earlier in the pipeline. 
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AABB can be done the same '&f as 088, except some its fea!ures can be exploited to make AABB process 
slight~ faster then 088. For example, the problem E roukl be solved 'Nith AABB 1:tt simply testing ~any of the 
frustum p::~ints arewtthin the AABB using greater-than and less-than signs. 
Information on enhanced BB ard frustum culling can be iound in "Kenny Haft's Graphics deporf (K. E. Hoff, 1996), 
particularty in the research paper "A "Fasf Method for Culling of Ortented-Bounding Boxes (OBBs) Against a 
Pers~ Viewing Frustum' and 'Real Time Rendering" {Moiler and Haines, 1999) section '10.11 .2 Frustum/Box 
Intersection". 
Tree BB Frustum Culling 
There are several enhancements that can be mOOe to BB trees OO::ause of the foci that a child BB inherits BB 
propr.rties from its parent: 
1. If a rnxle's BB is outside of the vifm frustum, then ignore it and all of its dlildren, effectively pruning them 
from tile tree. 
2. If a llOde is oompletely within a frustum, then there is no more need to keep testing its children against the 
88. At this point the general BSP tree algorithm can be used. 
3. If the BB is on the inside of one or more VteN frustum planes, then all it is children will also be, meaning 
that !here is no need to test against that plant:! again. This metlxx:l can also be used to accomplish 2. 
Concept 1 can be used 'Nilhout 2 and 3 and ooncepl2 can re used oMIOOut 3. However, the best combination is 
generally all three rules. A slight modification to Usting 4 to emtrace these concepts is shown in Usting 5: 
Function Bsp_TraverseGL (node) 
FOR EACH [testable frustum plane] 
IF (any node.volume .vertices on inside of the plane] 
IF [allnode.vofume.vertices on insideolthe plane] 
REMOVE {plane from tesi.OOle planes] 
END IF 
ELSE 
STOP PROCESSING [node a1d it's roldren] 
END IF 
END FOR 
PROCESS node AS PER NORMAL/lAs sho'Ml in Ustir~g 2 
Ustirt;l5. Tree BB V~W~ Frustum Cullir;;~ 
What Usting 5 does not show is the algorithm's recursive nature, where children may haoJe fewer planes to test 
against as 1he algorithm traverses. Also note that ire removed testing planes should only affect the children of the 
nodes being tested. Therefore, the recursive version of this oould place an ignoring plane mask (6 bits) on the 
runtime stack. 
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II the algorithm uses a fast (hardware) Z-bulfer then !he algorithm could 00 simplifled to Usting 6 because polygon 
ordering is not necessary. 
Function Bsp_TraverseGL {node ) 
IF I node exists] 
FOR EACH [testable frustum~] 
IF [my node.volume.vertices on inside of the plane] 
IF [all node.volume.vertices on inside of the plane] 
REMOVE [plane from testable pi<JleS] 
END IF 
ELSE 
STOP PROCESSING node AND ITS CHILDREN 
END IF 
END FOR 
Draw node 
Bsp_TraverseGL node.back 
Bsp_TravarseGL node.fronl 
END IF 
~Tree BB V'rfNI Frustum Culling without Qrde( 
BB BSP trees are an effident artd scaleable way of culling large amoonls of polygons at runtime with minimal 
calculations. They produce better Tilting boundaries than octrees OOt are more oostly to calculate and are, 
therefore, not dynamic. At runtime 88 BSP tree traversal has a minimum of O(log(n}) and a maximum of 
O(n) ; Vwilere n is the number of j:X)Iygons in thE' wor1d. The maximum case nonnally occtJrs v!hen most of the 
polygons are visible to the view frustum which is rare in an endosed indoor map. 
An algorithm used both to compute this mask and find out whether a BB is visible within a view frustum is shown in 
18.2. An example ofBB BSP tree frustum wiling can be found in 19.4. 
BB Occlusion 
Although BB SSP trees algorithm presented in "Tree BB Frustum Culling" was able to remove polygons that were 
not visible to the VieYI{!r, it does not lake care of ocduskm. Possible solutions for adrling occlusion culling to BB 
BSP trees are either to use a Z-pyramid as discussed in 'Octrees/Quadtrees and KD-trees' (Chapter 2) or a BSP 
tree with PVS as discussed in 4J or hardware accelerated occlusion testing, v.flich is built into newer 3D cards . 
•• 
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The extensions GL_HP _occlusionjest, Gl_NV_occlusion_quefY and GL_ARB_ocdusion_query are examples of 
openGL API extensions (OpenGL® Extension Registry, 2004) that can be usOO for hardware occlusion. The 
extension returns true Wan object rendered to the scene changes the Z-buffer {the scene being rendered). A BB 
can be rendered to the scene invisibly in back to front order. When the result is t,.:se, all the nodes Qncluding its 
children) can be rejected. The GL_NV_cx:clusion_query and GL_ARB_occlusion_qL'91}' have extra features that 
allow the program to ronlinue executing 'h'hile n determines W a polygon is visible. 88 BSP trees can mrk. well with 
this extension, because v.tlile one node is being investigated another node waiting to be processed can be sent 
do'Ml the pipeline for testing. 
4.2.3 Comparison 
At first glance BB BSP trees appear to be a mixture of a SSP trees with an odree (KD-tree), however there are 
some subtle differences. BSP trees tend to push much of the processing into the oompila!ion stage; whareas 
octrees (KD-tree) can be genern!ed on the fly (Nuydens, n.d.). Furthermore, BSP trees have the potential to 
produce mar~y more splits than octrees (Nuydens, n.d.) and oork best for indoor m~ds. However, SS BSP trees 
provide the ability to deplt1 order the scene aOO produce tighter fitting SS (particularly with OSS) than octrees or 
KD-trees. Tighter fitting 88 means that there is a greater chance for early rejection of more polygons. 
Port~s provide a means of polygon culling aOO depth ordering; hmwver, polygon sectors can be exbemely large or 
fragmented. Many small sectors require lail)e amounts of dipping (Abrash, 1997), vmereas large sectors made up 
of many polygons means that less fX)Iygons will be a.JIIed. With SS SSP trees a sector (volume) has a better 
chance of early removal OOcause ea::h volume has several chances of rermval as the tree is traversed. 
Nevertheless, SS SSP ire"uS by themselves do not address the problem of occlusion, like !))rials do. 
Consequently, the idea of PVS SS SSP bres, which could be considered a mixture of JXlrlal arxl SS BSP 
techniques, was invented. 
4.2.4 Conclusion (BB BSP trees) 
A 88 SSP tree is simply a general SSP tree with SB added at each niXIe, representing the volume each sutrtree 
(niXIe) contains. SB BSP trees provide a tight fitting BB hierarchy, wflich p-nvides for early rejection of large 
amounts of invisible JXllygons for a partia.Jiar scene. The BS BSP tree algorithm is an excellent technique for 
removing fX)Iygons that are not within the view frustum. However, by itself, the algorithm does not provide for 
occlusion culling. Nevertheless n can be combined with oltler techniques soch as the Z..pyramid, hardware 
occlusion or PVS to provide for this capability. 
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4.3 PVS BSPtrees 
The concept of PVS (potentially visible sets) was originally brought to light by Seth Teller (Teller, 1992a, 1992b, 
1992c; Teller and sequin, 1991). The PVS BSP tree algorithm provides an efficient and scaleable algorithm for 
indoor static 3D worlds. An indication of PVS BSP trees scalability is in the fact that it was used in Carmack's next 
three engines: Quake 2, Quake 3 and Return to Castle Wolfenstein. The tree works well in software engines (i.e .. 
Quake) but is easily adapted to take advantage of the latest 3D hardware (Quake 2, Quake 3 and "Return to Castle 
Wolfenstein"). 
BSP trees with PVS sacrifice memory for speed. Leaves are grouped into clusters and information (the PVS) about 
what other clusters are visible are stored (compressed) at each related leaf node in the tree (McGuire, 2002). 
Therefore, by finding the leaf the player is within, all the potentially visible polygons can be determined in one 
branch traversal O(log(n )) without recursion; where n is the number of polygons in the wortd. The PVS stage 
of PVS BSP Tree traversal is generally faster than BSP tree traversal because only one path needs to be 
traversed. 
PVS PVS 
Figure 16. BSP Tree with a PVS at each leaf 
Figure 16 is an example of a BSP tree with PVS. The shaded nodes indicate a potential path that could be taken to 
find the leaf volume where the camera resides. 
4.3.1 Compilation 
There are two main stages to BSP tree with PVS compilation. 
1. Solid Tree Generation. 
2. Calculating the PVS. 
Solid Leaf tree Generation 
A solid leaf BSP tree compilation has a few extra requirements over and above general SSP tree compilation: 
..... 
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- An object being compiled into the tree must be solid, therafore n is a goOO idea to ~uce a solid object 
using CSG. Any holes that are {DO oostly to fill round such as 'Nindows looking outside can be filled with 
an invisib!e polygon. 
- An objec~ that lies exoctly on the plane must be pushed do'h1l the side n faces or stored as a cop!ane. 
Note that in the general trees the side didn't matter. 
- Eve I)' p:llygon must be used as a partitionim plane. That is, the last node in the tree has an empty front 
leaf and a solid back leaf. 
Steps involved performing solid SSP creation: 
1. Com)XIIe nonnals. 
2. A partition plane is picked from any planes that have not already been partition planes. 
3. All po!ygcms are partitioned into twJ grolips by the partitioning plane. tf there is only one plane left then 
that plane is made a node \Wh solid area on !he back and an empty leaf on the front. If !here are no 
planes left, then that leaf is made solid. 
4. Repeat steps 2-5 recursively until there are no more partition planes to use. 
See 19.5 for an example of solid BSP tree creation. 
Calculatiog the PVS 
This stage involves taking the solid SSP tree and determining Yttlat leaves can 00 discarded at each leaf (polygons 
that are never visible from the amen! leaf) and compressing the informatkm so that the PVS data does not 
mnsume too much memory. 
There are 3 main stages to PVS generation: 
1. Portal generation. 
2. Anti-per~umbrn dipping. 
3. Compress the Information. 
Stage 1 pre.romputes local portals for each sector (leal} in the map. Once the portals are krlO'Ml illdirect: sector 
mnnections (i:rt portal) can be determined. The anti-penumbra provides a wey of looking though these indirect 
portals to determine what other sectors (2nd therefore polygons} are potential~ visible trough the indirect portals. 
The compression stage uses zero run length encxxling (ZRLE) to compress the stored at the leaves into a 
reasonable size. 
Portal Generation 
As explained in section 21.1.9 a portal is a gap that sfts be~ tv.o areas such as a doorway or window. There 
may be many W<JofS to interpret portals for a particular scene as Figure 17 demonstrates . 
•• 
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Scene 1 Portal 4 Portals 
Figure 17. Portal Interpretation 
Figure 17 shows a scene and two different ways a computer cciuld interpret portals in that scene. The coloured 
lines represent portals. The higher (lower) the amount of portals to polygons the more accurate (less accurate) 
culling will be and the more (less) tests and clipping are needed. At some point having too many or little portals will 
become a bottleneck rather then an improvement, as Figure 18 shows. 
Portals to Polygons Ratio 
Figure 18. Portals/Polygon verse pelformance (illustration only) 
Figure 18 demonstrates how the rate of portals to polygons can affect performance. This example is subjective 
because there are so many other factors affecting the perfect balance. Therefore, the example should only be 
used as a guide to understanding the relationship between amounts of portals and ~lygons. SSP trees generally 
create so many portals that the task becomes more about reducing the amount of portals rather than increasing 
them. 
One way of creating portals is by creating large polygons that are aligned with planes in the tree and clipping them 
using the tree. Parts of portals that end up in solid space (because portals cannot exist in solid space) are 
removed, leaving leftover portal fragments. Each portal should end up linking one front and one back leaf. To 
perform portal creation the large polygon does not need to start at the top of the tree. Rather, the portal algorithm 
can start at the node it represents and be clipped by its parents and sectors that link to that node before being 
clipped by its children . 
. ·
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Figure 19. Portals 
Figure 19 shows the portal that could exist in the given map. Portals are represented by the transparent bright 
polygons and structure (walls} by the darker polygons. Note that inost portals are around doorways but some are 
created elsewhere. 
In order to perform portal culling efficiently, t'M:> linked-lists (one for each side of the node) are kept at each portal. 
Each portal also maintains information about its t'M:> parents (back and front), its shape (polygon) and its plane. 
That is: 
Portal 
- Polygon 
Plane 
- Back/Front parent node (array of 2 nodes for convenience) 
' 
- Unk to Back/Front portal (array of 2 nodes for convenience) 
Each tree node also has a field that points to the first portal in the linked list of portals at that node. 
Steps involved in creating portals in a solid BSP tree: 
1. Start at the root node N. 
2. Create a portal (polygon) P larger than entire world along N's plane. For example, polygons that are 
larger then the entire world. The algorithm for creating this polygon is given in 17.6. 
3. Clip P by the N's parent planes (recursively). 
4. Push P down to the t'M:> child nodes (back and front) of node N, storing the back and front nodes in Pas 
its front and back sectors. 
.. .. 
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5. Partition every ~al pushed down to N by N's plane. If the rx:>rta1 ends up on the back (front) then push 
the portal down the back (front}. If the portal is sptn then push the portal do'N!l lxlth bed< and front, storing 
(oveooiflng) the back and front nodes in P as the fX)rtals front and back sectors. Note that at the root 
node there 'MI!l'l be any ~X>rtals to process. Portals that land in solid space can be removed. It is also 
worthwhile to remove portals that become too small, An example algorithm for determining if a portal is 
too small can be found at 17.5. 
6. N beromes the backchildofN unlessthefrontdlik:lofN is a leaf, re~steps 2-8. 
7. N becomes the front chikl of N unless the backdlild of N is a leaf, repeat steps 2-8. 
8. Finer out any rxxtats that: 
- don't have a back and front sector (leaf) 
- meet any of the YJCrld bon:lers as there v.a-en'l dipped 
An example of the portal generatioo algorithm can be foond at 19. 6. Source code can be found at 17.9. 
Anti-penumbra Clipping 
Seth Teller details various algorithms to use Anti-Penumbra to compute potentially visible volumes in his paper 
"Computing the Antipenumbra of an Area Ugh! Source' (feller, 19!.'~). 
Why Anti-penumbras? 
One approach to generating PVS is to use dis!Jibu!ed viewing points throughout the sector end cull anything that 
canoot be seen from all those vie\Ving points. However, how can a good and small set of viewfng 1~:>ints that will 
take inlo account every possible '-Arm position the camera can be in within that sector to be genernted? One 
JXlSSib!e approach to the point generation problem is to use only vertices on the each of portal planes, hO'Neverthis 
soluUon still does not guarantee to find every polygon that is p:llentially '-Asible. 
Since BSP trees are convex and because portals provide information about how rooms are connected to each 
other, an~-penumbms can be used to determine \Yhat is potentially visible from each sector (leaf) in the tree. Anti-
penumbrae; provide a way to make sure all polygons that can be seen from a certain sector will always be '-Asible. 
HCl'NSVer, anfi.penumbras only provide an approximation; therefore, polygons that will never be seen may still be 
included in the JXllygon set. This small amount of inaccuracy is normally considered insignificant in comparison to 
the large amount of delinltely-not-'-Asible polygons anti-penumbras can remove . 
•• 
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Figure 20. PVS of one node 
Figure 20 shows the potential visibility of one node in the tree. The lines (in the star shape) point to the sectors the 
node (at the centre of the lines) can see. The wire boxes are explained in "Leaf Bounding Boxes". 
Creating an Anti-penumbra 
Creating an anti-penumbra requires two portals a linking (source) portal and a target (destination) portal. Creating a 
20 anti-penumbra is a simple process of taking the two lines from the source portal and crossing them over so they 
pass though the two vertex points in the target portal. 
, 
Figure 21. 2D anti-penumbra 
Figure 21 shows a 20 anti-penumbra (shaded) which was created from two portals (target and source). Note that 
the shape the anti-penumbra makes is infinite (indicated by the arrows). 
Producing a 30 anti-penumbra proves more difficult. The task is to produce the largest area possible within the 
anti-penumbra by creating clipping planes that pass through both the source and target portal vertices with the 
source portal on one side of the clipping plane and the target on the other. Triangles are used to help calculate 
these clipping planes by having one vertex on the source portal and two on the target portal. On the source 
polygon (for any given shape) vertices may not be reused. On the target shape the same edge (same two vertices) 
may not be reused for any given shape and must only go in one winding direction. Any number of sides can be 
used for each portal and they do not need to be the same . 
.... 
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Figure 22. 30 anti-penumbra 
Figure 22 illustrates a 30 anti-penumbra made out of triangular source and target portals. 
To determine if a plane divides the source and target portal on opposite sides, the polygon classification algorithm 
can be used: that is to say, three points in the source and target portals are classified (using dot product) against 
the plane (triangle) being tested. If the results are opposites (one.is negative and one positive), then this polygon 
has successfully found to a plane of the anti-penumbra. 
Bad clipping plane 
(Doesn't divide portals on either side) 
Good clipping plane 
(Divides portals on to either side) 
Side B of pi ne / Sido B of pion i\ Sid• A of PI-
I ide A of plane ~ \ 
.---....!:::::=P-
Top View , Top View 
A Iff 
Figure 23. Anti-penumbra plane detennination 
Figure 23 shows the difference between a bad clipping plane and a good clipping plane (an anti-penumbra plane) 
using two 30 squares as portals. The top view (in the cormer) shows what the result looks like from above. 
The pseudo code for 30 anti-penumbra calculation would look something like this: 
FOR EACH [vertex n in Source) 
FOR EACH [edge in Target] 
makePianeFrom Triangle( 
) 
[Source.Vertex(n)], //From Source Portal 
[Target.Vertex(n)], //Edge vertex 1 from Target Portal 
[Target.Vertex([next edge after n))) //Edge vertex 2 from Target Portal 
IF [Target and Source are on either sides of plane) 
ADD [to Anti-Penumbra Clip plane list) 
END IF 
END FOR 
END FOR 
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Usling 7. Anli-penumbra creation 
In Us~ng 7 the function makePJaneFromTriangle will produce a dipping plane (W possible) from the 3 vertices glven. 
For increased anti-penumbra ao::urac.y, the sourr:e !XJrtal and target p:>rtal can be switdled in UstillQ 7 to produce a 
second set of anti-penumbra clipping planes. Note that these dipping planes will also need to be flipped so that 
they are facing the same direction as the first set. For pe.1onmnce reasons, tt is a gocxl idea to remove any 
duplicate planes that are created by adding the second anti-penumbra to the first anti-penumbra's clipping planes. 
Source code for anti-penumbra dip p/8.19 generolion can be found at 17. 13.1. 
Clipping Porlals 
To find out if other J)')rtals are within the anti-penumbra, each potential fXlrlal needs to be classified by the each af 
the planes in the anti-penumbra. The classification algorithm can be exited early if a p::utal is found to be 
completely outside any one of the anti-penumbra planes. If a portal is found to be intersecting a plane, then ~ 
needs to be dipped by that plane using the JXllygon spttting algorithm (4.1.1), OOwever, because only one sidb of 
the spl~ is ever used~ is faster to trim (17.8) the fXllygoo. A portal may 00 trimmed several times. 
Anti-penumbra PVS Determination 
The anti-penumbra PVS detennination works by creating an anlii>ef1umbra through the linking p:lrtal to target 
p::lrtal of two connecting JXlflals. Any other JXlflals visible within the anti-penumbra's area ('Nhich can ooly be in the 
directly neighlxluring sector) become the new targetp::lrtal(s). This process is r:erfoll'TleCl recursively for any portals 
that are found within the frustum until there are oo more p::lrials found If only a portion of the p::lrtal are visible 
within the anti-penumbra, then only that portion is used as the tmget portal, the rest are temJXliclrily clipped cmay by 
the anti-penumbra. 
FOR EACH [(source) leal] 
FOR EACH [(sourre) portal in the sourre leaf] 
//Processes any leaf in the portal that is not the sourre leaf. 
[Use the source portal to deternlne lltialleaf it is connected I'Jth (tllelargetleal).] 
[Add the la'getleaf to the source leafs PVS !is!] 
1. FOR EACH [{target) portal in the target leaf (or portal rtst)] 
2. [Determine the la'gel portals connecting leaf {destination leaf}] 
3. {Add destinatioo leaf to the $()'Jrce leafs PVS list] 
4. (CorfllUio the a~ti-penurrDra using the source and target leal] 
5. (Determine rr any portals in the destination leaf a'e I'Jthin the anti-penumbra] 
6. pr portals v.tlere found I'Jthin, do steps 1 to 6 treating any portals found as a portal list] 
END FOR 
END FOR 
END FOR 
Usting 8 demonstrates an algorithm thatmuld detennine a list ofPVS forallleaves in the tree. 
See 19. 7 for an example using the PVS detefminalion algorithm. Sourr:e code examples can be found at 17.13 . 
.. 
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storing the PVS 
PVS data is stored in byte arrays at eoch empty leaf node in the BSP tree. Therefore, one byte can indicate the 
visibility of eight leaves. That is: if the PVS set v.ras 00010000, then only P4 oould be drawn. One byte of PVS 
data is illustrated by Figure 24. 
~~,~,T~~~'I~~~I,~•'I~~~Illi~l~u'l~~~ 
L~ Leaf 
IF (l1 =Set) [the leaf is p;Jtentially visible, olhePNise n is definHety not visible.] 
Filure 24. One byte of PVS 
What happens if there are 80000 polygons? That's 10000 bytes per leaf (10000 bytes x 10000 leaves = 
100,000,000 bytes= 100Mb (average}). Many games levels today have 'M:11 over 8000J polygons bui~ and 100 
Mb is a wastage, considering the type of infonnation contained. Furthennore, to find out which leaves are visible, 
the entire 100,000,000 bytes oould need to be prtx:eSSed every time the camera changes sectors just to determine 
if a few p::>lygons are visible. Certain~ a compression '5Cheme is required. 
Zero run length encoding (ZRLE) is used to reduce the amount of storags required to store the PVS at each node. 
ZRLE is able to take advantage of kmg runs of zeros, ....tlich are frequent in PVS data because most leaves are not 
visible (to that PVSs leaf). 
See 16.4 for more infomJation on ZRLE and 17.10 kx ZRLE source code. 
Enhanced Anti-penumbra PVS Dete1111ination 
In order to increase rompile time performance some of the repelilive and expensive calculations can be pre-
computed before PVS determination. A set (infront list) can be pr&COmpuled for each rx>rtalto reject linking portals 
that are computationally cheap to determine. The following technique uses three layers of p:Jrtal rejections to builds 
a portal infront list for quick rejections. Each layer uses the last layer (infrontlist level1, 2 and 3) to improve infront 
list buikling ~rformance. 
Leve/1/nfmnt Ust 
A portal can only be Vwililin lhe anij.penumbra if it is in front of the source pJrlal (case 1). To simplify portal linkages, 
tm.sided-portals are broken into !'M:l one-sided-p:lrtals Vwilich mean that portals that face ea::h other, or face <Nrir'f 
front each other, are not visible to one another (case 2). Ecdlleaf can have many portals but a one-way-JXlrlal 
only points to one leaf. 
.. 
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Case1 Case2 ej-. e 
f 
a a 
d d 
c 
Figure 25. Portal in front of.portals 
Figure 25 shows two cases of one-sided-portals that are in front of the previous portal and face away from the 
previous portal. One-sided-portals are represented by lines with an arrow showing the direction the portal is facing 
(the normal). Portals a, b, c, d, e and f are linked to each other (by sector) in sequence. Specifically, a is linked to b 
which is linked to c which is linked to d which is linked to e which is linked to f. Thick lines show portals that are in 
front of each other. Thus, portal b is in front of portal a, portal c is in front of portal b, portal d is in front of portal c 
and portal e is in front of portal d. Although f links to portal e's sector, it isn't in front of e in case 1. In case 2, f is not 
in front of e because f faces e. 
Information about which portals are visible from a particular portal can be stored at each portal in the form of a set 
(infront list). ClassificaUon can be used to determine if one portal is infront of the other. 
FOR EACH [portal, p 1 ) 
FOR EACH [portal, p 2 ) , 
IF [( p2 spanning or in front of pi 's plane) and ( p1 spanning or behind p2 's plane)) 
set [ p 1 's infront list, p 1] 
END IF 
END FOR 
END FOR 
Listing 9. Level1 lnfront list generation 
Listing 9 shows an algorithm for pre-calculating which portals are infront of one another. Also, portals that are on 
the same plane as p1 are not visible to p1 , this includes p1 itself. Source code for level1 can be found at 17.13.3. 
Leve/2 lnfront List 
Portals set in the infront list can be reduced into infront list 2 by looking at the graph sequence the linking portals 
make up, where graph sequence means a set of portals connected to one another in sequence. To be in a 
portal's infront list, each portal in the graph (of that portal) must: 
- face away from previous portals that make up the graph sequence 
- be in front of the previous portals in the graph sequence 
.... 
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For example: 
Case1 Case2 
a 
a 
c 
Figure 26. Portal in front of the previous portal 
Figure 26 shows the portals potentially visible to portal, where a. a, b, c, d, e are connected to each other in 
sequence. In case 1, portal e is not visible to a because e faces a (and b); however, portal e muld be in the infront 
list of c and d. In case 2, portal e is not visible to a because e is behind c and facing the wrong way to c; however, e 
muld be visible to d. To mrk out the reduced infront list for a particular portal, the infront portals (of that portal) 
would be traversed and only portals that are in front of the portals sequence visited would be set in a new infront list 
(level2 infront list). 
Figure 27. Level2 infront list generation 
Figure 27 shows an example of portals that are in front of the selected leafs portals. The lines indicate the links 
between the portals. 
Once the infront list 2 has been computed, it can substitute the infront test in the anti-penumbra PVS determination 
algorithm. Thus, each portal (except for the source portal) should be checked first to see whether it is within the 
infront list before generating the anti-penumbra. 
Source code for level 2 can be found at 17.13. 4. 
Aft 
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Leve/3 lnfront List 
One way to reduce the level 2 infront list is to include only portals that are within the anti-penumbra of the source 
and target portal, where the target portal remains fixed for all child portals (of the target). Figure 28 gives an 
example of a level 3 infront list applied to the example given in Figure 27. 
Figure 28. Level3 infront list 
Listing 10 gives an example of the algorithm for level3 infront list generation. 
FOR EACH [(source) portal] 
FOR EACH [(target) portal in the source portal's leaij 
IF [target in front of source] 
[Compute the anti-penumbra using the source and target leaij 
// The following for loop generally requires traversal 
FOR EACH [(destination) portal in front of source, target and previous destinations] 
IF ~nfront and portal in the destination leaf are within the anti-penumbra] 
set [p1 's infront list, p1] 
END IF 
END FOR 
END IF 
END FOR 
END FOR 
Listing 10. Level3 infront list generation 
The major difference between this algorithm and the anti-penumbra PVS determination algorithm is that the anti-
penumbra is only generated for the first target portal in the sequence. 
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For example: 
Level 3 infront list Anti-penumbra PVS determination 
Figure 29. Listing 10. lnfront list 3 verse Anti-penumbra PVS detenninalion 
Figure 29 shows the difference between level 3 infront list (L3) and .the anti-penumbra PVS determination algorithm 
(APD). While L3 checks all portals potentially visible to portal a using the anti-penumbra generated from portals a 
to b, APD only checks the portals at the current node c and, then, re-creates a new anti-penumbra at d to check if e 
is visible. If there where more portals linking directly to a, then there muld be more anti-penumbras created at a; 
however, the anti-penumbra muld still only· be generated one level deep, unlike APD. Using L3 to reduce the 
infront list more before applying the APD helps reduce calculations because no portal clipping is needed, and 
because many portals that normally would be tested against the anti-penumbra can get early rejections. As each 
portal infront list is updated, there may be less work for the next infront list generation because portals have been 
removed from the child portals infront list as Figure 30 shows. 
Figure 30. Level 3 early rejections 
In Figure 30, if d was generated first, then e would not need to be tested against the c's and b's portals because it 
was rejected in d's infront list. 
Source code for level 3 can be found at 17.13. 5. 
.. .. 
.. 
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Leaf Bounding Boxes 
Each leaf in a PVS SSP tree can have a separate bounding box, so that if that leaf is not visible then all its related 
polygons can also be rejected. One way to compute the leaf bounding boxes is to clip each polygon by the SSP 
tree. The polygons that end up in a leaf can be used to compute the BB for that leaf. However (as Figure 31 
shoW'S), a better technique is to use the portals to compute the SS because if the camera can not see a particular 
portal then the camera cannot see the leaf that the portal belongs to. 
Figure 31 . l eaf AABB (using portals BB) 
Figure 31 shoW'S a map with boxes used to indicate leaf bounding boxes (wire boxes). 
Detail 
Details as shown by Figure 31 are small objects that are not large enough to be considered as part of the maps 
main structure. It is important to remove detail from the SSP creation stage because detail will: 
- generally be mostly visible to the viewer at once; and 
- increase the size of the SSP tree. 
Figure 32. Detail 
., .. 
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Detail can either be marked in the edHor as delc1il or be detected and removed before \raversal of the tree. To 
detect detail, adjacency information of vertices (or edges) 11e1..-'ds to be flood-filled to find the size of a particular 
object. If the object is over some threshold value, then ~is marked as detail; otherwise, His a:lded to the structure 
for BSP processing. 
Once the tree is processed the detail can be dipped into the tree. Thus, the detail is sent down and dassified at 
each node in the tree and generally stored in the leaves. Polygons that need to be spiH can be reformed in the leaf 
with an indication that they are shared by more then one leaf. Also, a OOunding OOx can be oomputed for each 
detailed object so that object can 00 dipped if His not \vithin the view frus!um. 
4.3.2 Runtime 
BSP with PVS provide an enhancement to BB BSP version of BSP trees by aiiOVv'lng for pre-determination of nodes 
that definitely cannot be visible from a particular sector (leaf). There are four major steps involved in finding the 
fXllentiallyvisible p;:llygons: 
1. Perform collision detection. 
2. Find the leaf the camera is in. 
3. Unoompress the PVS and mark visible nodes Oeaves). 
4. Traverse the marked nodes, culling nodes that have 88 not vmhin the view frustum (similar 4.2). 
Collision Detection and Finding the Lealthe Camera is in 
Traversal to find the leaf node is done as follows: 
1. Recursive~ go down the side of the node that the camera is on, using classification. 
2. Stop 'Mlen a leaf is reached. 
3. Check the node's contents to determine wether it is solid or empty. 
If a solid node is reached, then the camera has moved into a solid area where H shouldn't be (inside a wall), which 
ls a collision. Accordingly, a collision reaction algorithm I'.QU\d be run to put the camera back into an empty area. 
Consequently, collision detection can be detennined in O(log(n)) time; where n is the number of !Xl~gons in 
the mrld {tree). 
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Inside Soli4 
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E = Empty Space 
Figure 33. Solid tree example 
Figure 33 illustrates what a solid tree looks like. Nodes with E in them are empty nodes. There is one solid node in 
this example, which is on the left hand side. The traversal algorithm used to find out whether the viewpoint is in 
solid or empty area is: 
node = Root Node 
WHILE [node is not a Leaf) 
IF [ c • n + d > 0 I 
//Camera is in front of this wall process the back wall 
node= node.back 
ELSE 
//Camera is behind this wall process the front wall sub tree 
node= node .front 
END IF 
END WHILE 
Listing 11. Get leaf algolilhm \ 
In Usting 11, c is the position of the viewpoint, n is the normal of the plane and d is the distance of the plane. 
Collision detection has a few more issues that need to be discussed in order to have a good collision scheme. 
Computer players (cameras) generally have a width and height associated with them. If the player has a width of 
zero, then the camera will be able to see through polygons the player collides with, because the camera view is 
wider then zero. In order to provide for width in a SSP tree, the various viewpoint around the player could be sent 
down the tree multiple times to make sure those points are also visible. For height the camera can simply be 
moved the height of the player below the viewpoint. However, while this strategy turns out to be good for height, it 
requires many traversals for width. A better solution (for width) is to project the planes in the BSP tree forward 
along their normals. 
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plane normal i ; 
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projected planes ·-..... :4 ·······:4 
Figure 34. Map with planes projected forward along their normal 
Figure 34 shows the planes in a map being pushed forward along their normal. The dotted lines are used to 
indicate that the planes effectively continue forever. Projecting a plane along its normal is achieved by changing 
the distance (D). To move a plane forward increaseD, to move ba<;k decrease D. 
Another issue with CD is that it is a recursive process and the most relevant collision needs to be performed first. 
Thus, the planes involved in the collision need to be found and sorted by distance to the viewpoint, as the closest is 
most relevant. To find these planes, the tree needs to be traversed from a solid leaf and ends up at the root. Any 
plane found that is behind the current viewpoint, and in front of the old viewpoint, is a potential candidate. That 
candidate distance; from, the player (which is returned by classification) is compared against the closest distance 
and if the candidate is closer then it is made the new closest distance. Once the closest leaf has been found the 
collision reaction algorithm is performed using that leafs plane. The process is repeated, until no collisions are 
found. 
If the camera reaches an empty leaf node, the camera's leaf should be found using non-projected planes, as in rare 
occurrences using the projected plane can cause the viewpoint to cross portal boundaries in the tree (resulting in 
an incorrect lea~ . Any detail at the camera's leaf needs to be collision tested. Detail collision testing can be 
performed using separate solid BSP trees for each object. A BB around the detail can be used to trivially reject 
collision tests. When no collisions are detected the algorithm the leaf PVS data is processed. Figure 35 gives an 
example of the camera's leaf (wire box) in a map for a particular viewpoint. 
ViewPoint/ 
Camera's leaf 
Figure 35. Camera's Leaf 
Source code for collision detedion and leaf finding can be found in 18. 3. 
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Uncompress and Mark 
To uncompress the PVS data in the leaf, each byte in the set is looked at until all leaves have been visited. If a 
zero byte is found, then the following byte number (plus one and multiplied by eight} is added to the leaf offset. If 
the byte is non-zero, then each of the eight possible leaves for that byte is processed to see if it is potentially visible. 
As each byte is processed the leaf offset value is increased by eight. Listing 12 gives an example of the PVS 
uncompression algorithm. 
offset= 0 
WHILE [offset < Number of Leaves) 
IF [PVS byte equals zero] 
[Go to next PVS byte] 
offset = (PVS byte + 1) • 8// + 1 is need because if zero there is at least one empty byte 
[Go to next PVS byte] 
IF (offset>= Number of Leaves] EXIT WHILE //Early exit 
END IF 
FOR [PVS bits 0 to 7) 
IF [PVS bit is set) 
[Record/Mark bit number + offset as potentially visible) 
END IF 
END IF 
offset = offset + 8 
(Go to next PVS byte] 
END WHILE 
Listing 12. PVS uncompression 
Figure 36 shows the potentially visible polygons contained in the current camera leaf. 
ViewPoint 
(Camera's Leaf) 
Figure 36. Potentially VISible Polygons 
In Figure 36, the leaves BBs are shown as wire frame boxes. Note that the PVS data only includes leaf information, 
not information about the potential visibility of individual polygons. Therefore, polygons such as the ones that make 
up the floor are found to be potentially visible. In fact, the floor is the first polygon in the BSP tree for Figure 36; 
therefore, the floor is always found to be visible. 
"'"'" 
S1 
When the leaf data is uncompressed, leaves wtlich have BB which are within the view frustum need to be marl<ed 
with the current frame number. Marking a leaf includes marking all its parent nodes (recursively) and that leafs 
detail. By marking the root node YMh the current ffilme number, leaf to root traversal only needs to check that the 
same frame number has not already been set. Note that Quake (1f2)'s engine incur an extra test by not marking 
the root node because also checking that the rK3renl isn't the root node at every iteration. Assuming that the root 
node is set with the frame number, the marklng algorithm fora particular leaf would look like Usting 13: 
IF [Leafs BB Vtllhin view frustum] 
]m<n111eaf delall as potenfially visible] mn some cases the detail could be dmv.11 here 
current = leaf.Parent 
VV'HILE [ current.mark not current lraire] 
Clll'rent.mark =current frame 
current= current.parent 1/g:J to the parent of the current node 
END WHILE 
END IF 
Llslino13 MaOOngaleaf 
One optimlsation that can be made with the PVS set is not to record the camera leaf in the PVS set because this 
leaf will always be visible. Figure 37 gives an example of a tree marked with the camera leafs PVS information. 
' 
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di/}~e f *\i'i,i*g 
"~>e e ®~ o~ 
Leaf 1 lSJ Leaf 3 leaf 4 
Camera Leaf 2 
Marll" 50 
Parent "e 
BB =visible 
PVS Info " leal 1, Leaf 3 
DetaiT" none 
Fi:)ure 37. Tree ma!king 
frame number= 50 
In Figure 37, nOOes are represented by lmvercase letters. Nodes that have been marked (with the cunent frame 
number 50) are shaded black. The records of the camera's leaf (2) are shown. Leaf 1 and 3 are visible to leaf 2, 
therefore these are marked in the tree. The marking algorithm for the particular situation in Figure 37 wuuld fi1st 
mark the root rode a, wtth the frame number 50. Leaf 2 would then be marked which includes nodes e and b. 
After that, leaf 1 'Mlllld be marked, which 'o\QUid only required to be marl<:ed OOcause b is already marked. Finally, 
leaf 3 oould be marked wtich includes !"'l':llOs f and c. Noe that for the worst case, no more then O(n) nodes 
need to be visited to mark the tree; wh€-re n i:> the number of nodes in the tree. HCl'NaVer, for practical maps (for 
example Quake maps), the amount of rodes that need to be visited is much less, approaching O(log(n)) visits. 
.. 
leaves can be marked c.s each bit is uncompressed or the unoompressed dala can be stored in an array and 
marked later. The advantage of the array method is that the PVS data only needs to be re-computed when the 
camera changes leaves (sectors). 
Traverse and Culling 
Once the tree has been marked, tree traversal is basically the same as in 4.2, except only marked nodes are 
traversed. The traversal algorithm first checks if the node is marKed wUh the current frame number. If the nOOe is 
not marked then lraversal stnps as that nOOe is definite.'y not visible, otherMse traversal continues. The rest of the 
algorithm is the same as Usting 6 (or Usting 5 if p:llygon orderii)J is im!X)rtant) as shown in Usting 14. 
Function Bsp_TravarseGL (node) 
IF (node exists AND node.mark equal to current frame) 
FOR EACH ~astable frustum plane] 
IF [ooy node. volume. vertices on inside oftlle plane] 
IF [all node.volume.vertices on inside of the plane] 
REMOVE [plane from testable planes] 
END IF 
ELSE 
Slop processing node and its children 
END IF 
END FOR 
Draw node 
Bsp_Traver.;eGL node.back 
Bsp_TraverseGL node .front 
EN)JF 
Llstioo 14. TreeMruki~aild BB View Frustum Cull I~ 
If every node is marked and within the view frustum, then O(n) nodes need to be visited; h~ver, traversal is 
more likely to approach O(log(n)) visits in practical maps because many nodes Viii! 00 culled by PVS and 
frustum culling; where n is the number of nodes in the tree. Furthermore, the amount of visits required V!ill always 
00 less than or equal to the aiTIOl.Jnt of visits rerJUired to mark the tree. Generally, since leaf finding {and rollision 
detection) requires O(log(n)) and marking requires O(n) >= O(log(n)) the overall rost of traversal has a 
maximum oost of O(n) that in practical cases approaches O(log(n)) . 
An exam~ of a scene that has been marked and culled by the view frustum is given in Figure 38 . 
.. 
ViewPoint 
(Camera's Leaf) 
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Figure 38. Marked and Culled 
Figure 38 shows the view of the camera from a third person. Note that the view frustum is clipped to a certain 
distance so that the frustum fits into the picture. The entire floor is still shown as the floor is the first node in the tree. 
Polygons like the floor could be culled using an octree, or by projecting it on to a 20 BSP tree as these algorithms 
do not take 30 co-planes into account. 
Example code for traversal and culling of a marked BSP tree is given in 18. 4. 
4.3.3 Conclusion (PVS BSP trees) 
PVS BSP trees can cull large amounts of polygons by sacrificing memory for efficiency. Each node in the tree 
contains a compressed PVS list of potentially visible leaves. If a leaf is visible, then it's possible that its parent 
nodes are also visible. View frustum culling can be applied by marking all the potentially visible nodes and applying 
the BB BSP tree traversal algorithm on marked nodes (4.2.2). Although PVS BSP tree runtime algorithm can take 
up to O(n) culling invisible polygons, in general the algorithm requires closer to O(log(n)) ; where n is the 
number of nodes in the tree. Furthermore, the more polygons there are to cull the better the algorithm performs. 
.. 
The basis of the thesis is on the creation of a 'better" 3D HSR algofithm fof static indoor environments. 
5.1 Target Market 
The HSR BSP tree algorithm to 00 investigated is plimarily targeted at 30 interactive virtual environments, in 
particular, oomputer games engines. In most games engines, collision detection and ease of level creation are 
im!X)rlant components of the 3D engine, OOth being dependent on the HSR a!gorithm. The algorithm does have 
the potential for use in the military, medicaVsurgical and building construction industries in the form of efficient real-
time 3D simulation of static indoor-environments. The target market is narro\Yed further to developers who require 
indoor static environments, olhelwise ki"IO'Ml as 'wa!~ throughs", such as first person shooters. Nevertheless, 
dynamic environments are not impossible Vwith the HSR BSP tree; homver, this algorithm should supp::lft the static 
part of the environments, more efficiently. 
5.2 Desgn and Procedure 
To determine W the new techniques VSL rJld SNC are feasible, the algorithm is implemented in the form of a 
program called the "study engine'. HoWFver, to come to any conclusion alxlut the advantages/dSadvantages of 
the new techniques, a comparison algoritlm or 'comparison engine" has also been develoJX!(I. Before any engine 
can be lxliH test data, in the form of v.trld maps, is compiled into the appropriate forms using tm BSP tree 
compilation algorithms, one for the "study engine' and one forlhe "comparison engine". 
The BSP tree compiler hac; options to switch betNeen the creation of the comparison SSP tree or the study BSP 
tree. The com~ler has various parameter setti~ such ac; the size of detalled brushes, so that more than one fonn 
of SSP tree can be oompiled. The VSL SNC and HOC algorithms are able to 00 tested lndMdually or in 
combinations. The data is saved into a binary file format that is read by the BSP tree engines. The generalized 
BSP tree compilation stages (for both engines) are listed in Table 1 (new stages to the traditional BSP tree 
algorithm are highlighted in bold): 
•• 
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Process 
1. Perform any pre-<:alculalions and object rejections, for example 
5. Produce a compact PVS at each node. 
6. Compact the tree using Solid Node Compression (SNC only). 
7. Detennine view space links (VSL only). 
Table 1. BSP Tree Compilation Design 
Creation of the comparison engine and the study engine goes hand-in-hand, as many of the components are the 
same. The comparison engine is not an exact replica of the Quake engines. Apart from copyright restrictions, 
there are several modem hardware enhancements that at least Quake 1 does not use; however, perhaps Quake 3 
does. New concepts are taken into account, such as the improvement in 30 accelerated hardware and 
subsequent research papers. The study engine is exactly the same as the comparison engine except in the areas 
of investigation (VSL, SNL and HOC). Therefore, a comparison of the engines makes it possible to determine 
whether the algorithms are an improvement. The fundamental main-loop for the comparison and study engines' 
design are outlined in Figure 39 (the primary differences are highlighted in bold): 
l. Perform 
CD. 
~ 2. 
'-----J Find 
Cam ern 
0 Sector\J Comparison Engine Process 
5. 
Draw the 
visible 
nodes. 
4. VFC 
3. 
Mark 
potentially 
visible. 
1.~ 2. 
()~ ~=~ Sector. Loof \) 
7.VSLto 
ju~tonoda 
6. Draw !he 
visible 
Study Engine 
Process 
3. Mar1< 
potentially 
visible. 
D 
nooos~ 
4.VSLto 
_;.c c:/)u~tonode 
and 
HOC 
Figure 39. Comparison Engine Process I Study Engine Process 
5.3 Software Used 
Software used: 
Software 
3D Studlo Max {3DSMax) + p!ug-in software 
dev0opment kit (SDK) 
Visual C++ 
Digital Mar's D language 
Excel 
Word 
OP€flGL 
D~ 
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Description 
For generation of maps and conversion to !he BSP tree 
format, compilation. 
For ~ng of the 3DsMax BSP tree convernion ~ug-in. 
For the development of the 3D engines. 
For gene:ation if, the statistics. 
For 'Miting of the rejX)It 
For efficient access to 3D accelerated hardware wtlhout 
having to delve into hardware specifics. 
To create the openGL context in D. 
Table 2 shows a list of the software used in creating the compilers and engines. 
5.4 Data Analysis 
The examination of every case for !he a!gorithm is a NP-com~te problem (as~ is oMth most BSP algorithms). 
It is therefore a QIXld idea to choose a set of maps that can a~ximate the affects of these features: density, map 
size, uniformity, scalabilrty, dynamic' objects, detailed brushes and priority-o!ilering on the engire. In order for the 
engine to worll the map needs to be: 
- Indoor, meaning that rrost of the v.orlds are constructed from rooms, which prevent tt:e entire 'MJrld 
being visible at once. 
- Solid, meaning that every polygon edge is connected >Mth another fXIIygon's edge, except in the case of 
J)Jygons that could be seen from outside the rooms, vktere the camera mu~ never be anyway. 
- Static, meaning that the walls canoot move around, althotr,h the camera can move around the walts. 
Hov.oeverfindiflWproducing such maps proved to be a diffiCUlt task Jue tm iv.Q reasons: 
- AI! free maps found had geomelric error, causir.g the map to leak 
- Too little time WdS allocated for creating/fixing maps oomplex enough to shew the rea! pmver for the 
eng ire. 
Results are logged into a text file every time the BSP tree is compiled or run. The '.Jxl file is in a form that is easi~ 
transferable to a ~preadsheet C!ppication, so that graphs and charts can be produced. For each s!a::;.:l of the BSP 
cyc!e, times are logged into individual txt files for the particular map being processed. Times can be stacked so that 
each stage can 00 broken do<Ml into sub-stages. 
The results of the tv.o engines are compared in a variety of ways by: 
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- using different~ of maps, to determine the effect on p3rfoonance of using: 
- scene densities (details); 
- map sizes; 
- uniformities; 
- amounts of polygons; 
- dynamic objects; and 
- brushes; 
and by getting performance information from timing of processing, such as: 
- frames per second; 
- algotithmic effiderK:y; 
- collision detection; 
- com~lation; 
- map loading; 
- runtime. 
The e~ments have been run mutlip!e times in order to reduce the noise factor that is caused largely tJf multi-
threading and cacl1ing of the CPU. 
5.5 Umitations 
Hidden surfoc:e rerooval is a broad topic; therefore the focus is constrained to BSP tree HSR for solid static indoor 
3D v.alds. Other limitations arld restrictions include the resulting paper, engine and complier. 
5.5.1 This Paper 
To Jimrt the potential slze of the thesis, the dlsrussion on the algorithms impiementation is limHed to the new 
approa::hes used in the BSP tree HSR algorithm. A txief discussion is given on the overall implementation 
aPJXOOCh of the engine and overflow topics are either explaired in the appendices or left as a researdl exercise for 
thereOOer. 
5.5.2 The Engine!Compiler 
The resulting engir.e is not fully oompleted; H is oonstructed to tackle the specific problems that are being 
investigated. 
In an attempt to reduce the SOJjXl of the engine/oompHerdevelopment these restrictions are follo!Mld: 
- Optimisation of the two algorithms is high level, forused on the HSR aspects of the engine. Therefore, 
performances rates are not expected to be anyvkere near those of the Quake games. However, the 
benefits (if any) of the applied optimisation lechnique should be obvious. 
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- 'Eye<:andy" does not contribute to the resulting data analysis, hov;ever the algorithm should allow fer 
such things. Issues such as optlmisafion aspects (that is, scene graphs, efficient file loading) and spOOal 
effect (like, bump mapping, light maps, etc ... } are only be included INhen th€.y can be done with little 
effort. Furtherrrr.:lre, many scenes may have more then one rendering pass {of the polygons) to achfeve 
some special effect (like, stencil shadow.>). 1t is imJX)rtant to optimise the algoritt1m for "eye-candy', for 
example, the HSR shouldn't re necessary for each pass. Hov.rever, the base perfonnance rates are 
OCterrnined by looking at a single pass lhilllout texb.Jred or I~ polygons and Vvithout special effects. 
Furthermore, the base performance rates allows the reader to rnake oomparisons wrth other works that 
use the same slrntegy, such as James {1999) and Teller (1992b). 
- The code is kept high level (for example in a language such as C++ or D), and does not delve into low-
level languages sucll as ASM. l<eeping the engine code high level helps simpiHy development and 
make the ~ure easier to explain. 
- Be supported from a subset of known waks. lt may be fXJSSible to hunt doYm, read and underslard 
every paper on HSR with BSP trees; hov.ever, realistically H is impractical. Furthermore, for business 
reasons many 3D engine developers have kept their HSR solutions proprietary. Therefore, the 
comparative alg:Jrithm ~nd related discussions is limlted to a sutret of mrks that is comparable to 
cum:mt 3D HSR algorithms. 
- Time COIIStrEins have an effect on /he size of maps that can ba processed though the engine's compiler. 
Even with the poYv"erful CPUs of today, BSP map compiling is a long pnx::ess, which can take days to 
compute. 
•• 
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The test axle was built in tm stages in 1m different languages. The compllotion stage is an eXf(lrt C++ plug.in for 
Discreet3Dsmax that inletprels the geometry, comples the BSP tree and outputs the result to an mbs file. An mbs 
file is a fUe format invented for the specific purposes for storing the comparison afld study engine BSP data for this 
thesis. 
It is iflllOrlanlto reiterate that the comparison engine is not meant to out perfonn any of the Qu3ke engines. It is 
merely used to oompare the study algorithms on a level playing field. Furthermore, much of the compariwn engine 
axle and ideas are reused in the study engine a:x!e. There are a lot of innovatioM in the source, some of Yktich 
are discussed: 
6.1 Compilation 
The compilation process can take anyY;tlere from a few seconds to a few minutes depending on the map 
complexity. 
6. 1.1 De1ail Gathering 
Detai\ed polygon groups are dustered togetl1er by scanning neighOOuring JX)Jygons. A list of vertices that share 
edges is used to troce the surtace of each object. My object that is vmhin the bounds of the threshold (generc~lly 
512x512x512 unijs) detaiL Anything left over is treated as structural planes to be used in the SSP tree generation. 
Detail also contains a SSP tree of planes, used for collision de1ection and BB used forearty rejection during ?JIIing. 
Detall is stored in the leaves of the tree. Detail that spans more then one leaf i~ ::!)Itt and stored in two groups, 
called single grour. and shared group. The shared group contains po~gons that span more than one leaf, Vwtlile the 
single group oom:.;ns only JX)iygons that are in the cunent leaf. At run-time, the shared group can be checked to 
make sure that polygons are not drawn more than onoo for a particular frame. 
6.1.2 On Plane Grouping 
Planes are grouped together before BSP genetation and while generating the tree. A map data structure is used to 
find polyglns that share the same plal\eS. The advantage of romputing most of the ~anes before BSP generation 
is that~ redua:s the amount of repetition. Thus, the same plane is I'OI tested more than orx:e in p:>lygon fkking. 
A note of interest is that while Quake 3 (radiant) marks p:>lygons that are on the same plaoo with the same index 
before BSP processing, lhese JXllygons are still added into the queue as single p:>lygons. H~er. if polygons are 
grouped by planes beforehand n is reduced when~ comes to polygon peking vmdl requires O(n2 ) ; where n is 
the number of JXllygoos to selec! irom in the pick. 
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Planes that are almost the same are treated as the same plane by reducing the aca.Jracy of oomparisons. 
Furthermore, floating point enors can cause problems when comtxJ!ing 1m planes that are almost !he same. For 
example, one such problem cx::curs ...men a JXl~gon is found to be on tv.Q different planes. Essentially the user will 
not notice the dtfference tx!tvvoeen tv.Q planes that almost lie on the same plane. 
6.1.3 SpiK minimisation end balancing 
Picking uses cost analysis to compare different polygon choices against ant: another. These operations are 
factored into the cost for each JX!Iygon: 
- How many JXllential spills a f)Jiygon oould cause (least crossed). 
- How much a polygon could be poter:lially spl~ (rrost crossea). 
- The amount of p:Jiygon fragments. 
- Whether the polygon is axis a~gr:edor not 
Alth'Jugh least-crossed criterion, most-crossed criterion and most-crossed criterion tie break least-crossed criterion 
were expe .. ,·,-,,.-'!nled with and provided as options in the study compHer. Generally, least-crossed criterion tie break 
most-crosseci c-·': . . '·:n was found to provide the smaller trees and so was used for all !he tests. The initialleast-
aossed criterion ru1~.,...,, :. i'.';~ ~.: •'t'Jientialties. II by the end of the process there is more than one tie, the po1ygons 
in question (\he list of ties) art ::,-;;ted against most-crossed criterion. 
Tree balancing was found to affect performance ar.c! tree size. Too much weight on balance and the tree 'M!uld 
grow large; however, a small 'Neigh! towards balancing did appeare to reduce the tree size .....tlile improving 
balance. This improvement is believed to be so; because each ~·me a group of potygons are splft more-eventy 
there are less possible splits than if the polygons were rTI!li&One sided. A balancing factor of 8% was found (on 
average) to generate the best resuas in the maps tested. Rather than using a separate slaJE!, the amount of 
balance can be IX!rformed with a simple modifiCation to least-crossed aiterion to improve petfonnance. 
Putting the ~lygons with rrore fragments at the top of the tree reduces the tree size for the simple reason that less 
polygons are taken out of the list of potential splitter:;. HO'f.'a\ler, favouring many p:>lygons does mean that \hero 
are fewer ~lygons to be 88 culled during tree traversal. Nevertheless, H is possible to use a second H~:R 
algorithm such as a 2D 8SP tree (after projecting the plarJe on to the screen) or octree or to IX!rform more detailed 
culling on these p:>lygons. 
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Picking axis aligned )Xltygons is part of Quakes picl\ing strategy, OOwever Quake favouffi axis aligned walls over 
axis-aligned floor/ceiling rather than favour all axis-aligned polygons. Axis aligned polygons are favoured I::Ecause: 
1) The calaJiations are less susceptible to floating point errors. 
2) The three fnSS;ble planes are fl).')!e likely to divide the scene up more evenly because there is less likely 
hocx:l of polygon collision. 
3} Axis aligned p:Jiygons are generally walls 'Nhich are good sptttters. 
Polygons that are spirt are stored as the original polygon in lhe tree whid1 means that there are less polygon 
fragments to store, thereby imp:oving efficiency. 
6.1.4 PVS generation 
PVS generation is by far the longest part of the generation ~ .. 'Nhicll can take more then 99% of the 
processing time. Therefore, it is a prime area for optimisation. HOY.ever, many optimisations that can be applied to 
PVS generation reduce the ao:uracy and, thus, increase the arr.<>unl of (Xllygons in the PVS set As explained in 
4.3.1, PVS is broken up into 3 stages. 
Level1 
Apart from doing trivial visibility rejection of portals, level 1 also computes ,~ priority-order for portals that 'hill be 
processed by level 2. Priority ordering (Xlrtals helps improve efficiency when proo.."lSSing the !XJrtals. In the general 
case, each time a PJrlal is processed the result can be used to re::!uce the amount of v.ork required to process 
other portals. Therefore, by processing PJrfal visibility by order of oomplexity, with lh~ simplest being first, efficiency 
can be improved. 
The more portals that the target portal can see add to the complexity of that por!tJI because there are more !XJSSible 
pathways to check. Furthermore, the larger the number of close )Xlrtals ~.e .. portals that are visible though a low 
number of gateway portals) visible to the target portal the lawer the chance of culling because that !X>flal probably 
t1as a wide visibility. While computir~J the distance and si7e of portals that are close to the target portal is 
~··, ·'le His relatively cheap to use local portats (portals that are direclly visible to the target p:>nJI). A value of +1 
was g~;er for each potentially visible jXIrtal and +1 for each local portal at ea:h portal; so effectively local p:~rtals 
are v.atn t~:,ice as much as other visible portals and so have higher priority Vl'hen processing nodes. Source code 
forlevel1 can be found at 17.13.3. 
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Level2 
Level 2 performs basic anti-penumbra culling as descfibed in 4.3.1. At the cost of accuracy, 'Nhen a koovvn J))rtal is 
found or some threshold depth is reechcd the algorithm switches over to using the already computed list of visib!e 
portals. This technique was used because the program was found to be too slow (in the oo:ler of days) to 
recompute/oompute visibillly when the depth got largtJ, 35 the combinations of nodes can in some instances grow 
exponentially. Refadoring helps remove some of the portals that this optimisation misses. 
Refactoring is essen~al~ a way of merging visibility infom1;.~on fourx:l in neighOOuling ~Is into the target portal. 
Thus any porta\ that a local !XJrtal can't see, the target portal can't see either. Refac!oring is performed betore and 
after anti-penumbra dipping is perfollTied. 
In refactorlng, the visibility portal sets from the locally V:sible !XJ!tals are oombined using the logical 'or' operation 
(not forget the visible portals itself} inti a r.ew visibill!y p:>rtal set and then that list is pnx:essed using the logical 
'and' operation with target portal. Tne refactoting algorithm forp:xtals looks like this: 
Make new visible list vis 
FOR EACH {portal,\] 
vis = copy of fust visible (in tcvgel) portal's inlmnt fist 
FOR EACH !visible portal in t except the first one, pj 
vis = vis OR p.infront 
vis [pj = visible //Or portal itseH into the list 
END FOR 
linfront= l'is AND linfront 
END FOR 
The refactoring algorithm ::an be run many times, each tlme improving accuracy a Ill more as each portal's visibility 
set is reduced. The cut off point for the number of times refa::toring is done can be some fixed threshold, or 'htlen 
the portals' visibility lists stop improving. The fonnerwas chosen in the given fmplerr.entation because ~is cheaper 
computationally to implement A default 01 5% of the numOOr portals seemed to oork well on the maps tested. 
Level 2 computes priority-order for level 3 in much the same way as level2, except local rOOes are not included as 
they appear to be of less value at thls st;ryl. A lookup table for each byte in the sets used to sJ:eed up 100 
calculation of the amount of visible nodes in a set. Thus, rather than 'MJrkout how many tXts are set in a particular 
byte using shifting, the number is looked up in a 256 sized array. 
Sourr:e code for level 2 can be foond at 17.13.4. 
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Levell 
Level 3 performs the more complex anti-penumbra clipping by taking depth into account Level 3 also performs 
compression of the PVS information. Using the priority information generated per JXlrtal in level2, priority per leaf is 
computed. Thus ea::h leafs priority is the sum of all ~s local nodes' priority. Although sorting leaves hel~ reduce 
the time required by level 3, n is by far the most expensive operation of any in BSP tree generation, in some 
instances taking more then 90% of the total time to complete. 
Level 3 also perfonns refacloring per~eaf after the sets have been 'MJ!ked out, which is essentially the same as 
refactoring per portal except that it is applied to the leaf-visibility information. A defautt of 5% is also used for leaf-
refactoring. 
Other optimizations include not clipping the ~at wt1en it contains no other visible portals and reusing information 
oomputed from other leaves. 
Source cede for level 3 can be found at 17.13.5. 
6.1.5 static Stale Graph 
Every state cl1ange in 30 acceleration has the p:lle!1lialto reduce pelformance so the objective of a static state 
graph is to reduce the amount of state changes. The static stale graph (scene graph) is compiled in such a Wiif as 
to minimise state cl:1anges. 
Each type of state (for example texture, ambient rolour, dlffuse colour) is called an element. Elements with fewer 
state changes are placed at the top of the tree. Elements also have priorities so that si{)',Wi state-changes such as 
texture-mapping can be given higher ~riority in the tree. Ho;orever, elements 'Nith only one state always go at the 
top of the tree as these states are static. 
Note that elements with only one state could be essentially removed from the tree and simply inHiated globally; 
however, that was not done in this implementation to keep things simple. Mutti-texturing and mutti-passing can be 
hand~ by scene graphs aHhough that is not shoYm in the implementation. Polygons are stored in the teal (a 
dummy ncxle) of the tree depending on wi1at elements they are oomp:Jsed of. 
6.2 Runtime 
The runtime stage is the engine, 'Mitten in 0, which loads the mbs file, alk:lwlng the user to move around and 
perform versions operations to test the engine. A description of how to use the engine is provided in section 20. 
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6.2.1 Occlusion 
Polygons are drawn in order (doses\ to furthest} to aid with hardware occlusion of individual polygons. If han:tware 
occlusion was not OOhg used the back/front test could be removed in the traversal code. In order to perform 
occlusion v.ilile jXI)CeSSing the tree without reshuffling the states, a cheap (for example no lighting, blending, 
tessellation or texture mapping) version of the object is rendered for oo::lusion, with the depth test set to less than. 
If that o~ect is found visible by the occlusion test then it is rerxlered again using the static state graph. The depth 
test is set to equals to avoid overdraw on the second pass. For a mu!ti-passing system, the filS! pass for occlusion 
could be rendered visible bra pass that does not require expensive state changes, essentially getting occlusion 
testing for free. 
6.2.2 Pruning 
Rather than perform BB tests on small groups of n~ of which there is almost no benefit in doing, nodes with 
fewer than some threshold (for example 15) children are processed using a simpler function. The rationale being: 
hardware (or drivers) should be able to dip individual or small groups of polygons reasonably efficiently. Nodes 
with less than that th~OO\d of cllildren are flagged as t.eing too small for BB tests and tested at ead1 node. The 
algortihm for generating the flags for small contairers is shovm in UsUng 16: 
Function Mark_Smali_Containers( node) 
count =<0 
IF[node] 
count= Mark_Smaii_Contaners (node .back)+ 
Mark_Smaii_Contairrers (node.back) 
IF [count <threshold] 
Set small container flag in node 
END IF 
END IF 
RETIJRN count 
~ Mark Small Coo\a1ners 
While this pruning does incur a small extra test at r:Nery node, the extra 88 tests required without the pruning can 
be more expensive. Once an object is found to be rom~etely ins!de or is fiagged a different funclioo is called 
>Nhich processes the rest of the nodes without testing. 
Souroo rode for marking small containers can be found at 18.6. 
6.2.3 Static state Grnph 
At runtime the polygons that are visible are not rendered Ytten they are instead a:lded in the dummy llClde (leaf of 
the tree) of which they belong. The l€afs parent elements (nodes) are traversed (rectJrsively) and marked up to the 
root, if that leaf has not been alrea:ty by anotheq::XJiygon in its list. 
-
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The tree is then traversed from the root, going down the marked elements {stales) that are enabled {active) first and 
then the other states. Each time a state is visited that state is made the active state which means that~ is er.abled 
in openGL 11o1, thus even a;ross flames state changes can be minimised. When a leaf is reached, all the polygons 
in that dummy node are rendered. 
Although the dummy node could be deared at this point His not because there may be multiple passes of the tree 
to render each element in a different way. The dummy node is c!eared on in the next rourd of marking. In this~ 
state changes are minimised. 
•• 
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A link is simply a (:X)inter to the top most visible node from the last leaf the camera was in. When r. general BSP is 
traversed, the traversal starts at the top of the tree. Traversal from the top of the tree means that there are rxx:les 
that always must be traversed which amounts to extra calculations. Furtherrr(lre, since the camera gensrally sla'js 
around the same nodes it is OOUnd to re~ the same calculations OOtween frames. V1ew Spcre Unkif)'J helps 
reduce the amount of leaves needirg to be travel5ed from the top of the tree by providing shortcuts (links) in the 
tree~. 
7.1 Unk Generation 
Unk generation occurs after the tree has been build and the PVS have been determined. The process involves 
mrldng out the filS!. point in the tree Mlere traversal 'MJUid be required to travel down tm paths. Thus, the steps 
required to determine links for each leaf in the tree are: 
1. Pick a leaf 
2. Mark all the PVS k:aves parent nodes (recursively) that arevisib!efrom the current leaf. 
3. Traverse the tree 1<: find the first node which has twJ children that are marked. This is the link niXIe. 
4. Store the link node brthat !eaf at !hat leaf. 
5. Repeat 1-4 forevtf)' other leaf not processed yet. 
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The algortthm for link generation is shown in Usting 17. 
FOR EACH [leaf, 1] 
//Mark visible leaves 
lncrement[frame I 
Mark root node 
FOR EACH [visible leaf in I J 
··----------
llrlarl< [visible leafs parent r.odes Wth frame] 
END rDR 
lfTrcwerse the tree 
node =Root Node 
INHILE [node node is not a Leaf] 
IF [node.back.mark equal to frame I 
IF [ node.jront.mark equal to frame) 
EXIT LOOP 
END IF 
node= node.hack 
ELSE 
node= node .front 
END IF 
END WHILE 
/lin,{= node 
END FOR 
Lislfrw;~17. Unk Geoerntion 
Source code for Unk generatioo can be found in 17.11. 
Figure 40 show:; an example of a link node that has been generated for Leaf 2. 
A 
B () C 
D¢(: :P~G 
¢(/fj ® q 0~ 
Leaf 1 ~ Leaf 3 leaf 4 
leaf2 
- PVS Info = Leal1 
- link = node b 
Fi:Jure40. Unk Generntion 
-------
In Figure 40, as Lead 2 is the leaf being processed some of its fields are sha.vn. To generate a link for Leaf 2 the 
steps oouk:l be as foHo'NS: 
1. leaf 2 parents (up to leaf A) are marl<ed (indk:ated by fue dark shade) whdl means that oodes E, Band A 
are marked. 
2. Then leaf 1 is marked asH is A leaf that is visib!e to leaf2 !Mlich means node Dis marked. 
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3. The tree marked leaves are traversed until the first node with two marked children (B) is found. That is B 
becomes Leaf 2's link node. 
7.2 Rendering VSL 
At run-time the node link is contained in the camera's leaf. The parents of the root node are rendered without the 
general BB testing or marking as these tests are almost certain to be true if the tests were performed. The tree is 
marked from the link node (as opposed to the root node) and the tree is traversed from the link node. 
Figure 41 shoiNS how traversal would occur if the camera was in Leaf 2 
A s~~c 
~E F~o~G ¢ff~ 0~ 0~ 
Leaf 1 ~ Leaf 3 Leaf 4 
Camera Leaf 2 
- .PVS info= Leaf 1 
- Link = node b 
Figure 41. Link Traversal 
In Figure 40 the only marked nodes (indicated by the dark shade) are shown by the shaded circles. In this instance 
the BSP algorithm would first traverse up the tree to render leaf A; then the algorithm would mark all the potentially 
visible leaves up to leaf B. Finally the tree would be traversed from leaf 8, performing the BB culling. In this 
instance node linking has saved (among other overheads) a BB test at B (which would be true anyway) and a visit 
to C which ~M:>uld be rejected because it was not marked. 
The algorithm for link traversal is simply a modification to the rendering stage of BSP rendering. 
//Draw parent nodes 
node =(Camera Leaij.link.parent 
WHILE [node exists] 
Draw node 
node = node.parent 
END WHILE 
//Uncompress and mark potentially visible polygons 
Uncompress PVS 
Mark root node /!This is wtlere marking v.ill terminate 
FOR EACH [visible leaf in I ] 
Mark [visible leafs parent nodes v.ith current frame) 
END FOR 
. Traverse marked nodes in tree starting from [Camera Leaij.link and draw visible nodes 
The source code for link traversal can be found at 18.5. 
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7.3 Other 
Collision detectho is still required to start at the top of the tree as there are solid nodes !I" .at may be found to cause 
colllsions above \he link. Hooover, ~ VSP is combined YIRh SNC, the link can be used to imr:rove colltsion 
detection ellidency. 
•• 
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Solid ro:1e romjl'eSSioo WOiks by JXJShing solk:l oodes to the oottom of the tree. Wrtrout solid nodes LI-e tree 
becomes more balanced and can, therefore, 00 sorted sequentially in arrays allowing for reasonable rremory 
savings. Furthermore, SNC reduces the amount of ncxJes that require 88 tes~ng as only nodes that are worth 
testing (nodes 'Mlh tw children) wtll be tested. Thus nodes with one child are rerroved from the tree and sbred in 
the tree leaf and on!y used for oollision detedion. 
8.1 Tree Compression 
Tree compression is a three stage process. 
8.1.1 Stage 1 • Get Compact Root 
The first stage involves finding tre first oode with ln?re than 1m children, which beoomes the root node. Once the 
root node has been found the nOOes that previously v.ere its parents are merged into thai oo:le. Thus, all the 
JX!Iyg:ms in the parent t1IXles are added to the list of IXllygons at that rode. The BB from the top-most previous 
root node becomes the 88 of the new root node. Collts!on information is pus~.ed do'Ml the tree nodes using a 
linked list Thus, every ~ane from the solid node is appended on to the linked list which is passed do\\fl the tree. 
The steps required to get the com pad root are: 
1. Find the filS! roOOe from the root nOOe that does not have a solid leaf. That node bea:mJeS the new root 
r.ode. The follovving cOOe show3 the a~m to get this node: 
newroot =(root nOOe] 1~-----------· ··--------. WHilE [ne'MOOI node back is a solid and front is not a leaf] newroot = ament.front 
I ENDIF 
2. Use the old root rOOe's BB for the new root ncxle as the following code shom: 
3. CharVJe the parents (reCIJISively) of the fleiN root node into a rottision info linked-list and C41'1 parent node 
.----~~ in\olhe """""''node ,~-------------------------, pa-ent = nev.root.parent 
WHILE [p::rent] 
[append pa-ent's plille to the collision info linked Jistj 
[append p3'ellfs polygons on to ne\\roOI] 
parent = parent~! //Go to the paent of the current parent 
END WHILE 
4. Remove all ~ t:Efore ne'-MOOI, makillG it the root nOOe . 
.. 
T1 
Soorce axie forgetting theronpad root can be foond at 17.14.1. 
8.1.2 Stage 2- Remove Solids 
Stage 2 irwolves merging nodes >Mlich have a solid child {badl node) into lhelr front rKXie or parent node (d front is 
a leaf). Collision infonnatiorl is prepended on to the front of ti-e linked list and pushed down to the child. Note that 
because a particular parent node may have more then one child, a node in the link~ist may gain rTX:Ire then one 
parent, that W<1f redundancy is reduced. When a leaf is reached the froot of the link list that has OOen passed do'Ml 
is used a<> the link as Figure 42 shows: 
Leaf 1 _____.. 
leaf 2 ---t1-
F!Jure 42. Lead Colfisktt infoonaOOn 
Figure 42 shaM; the oollision information for leaf 1 and 2. Ea:h collision ncxle contains a link and the solid collision 
plane. 
The remove solids process is recurstve as folkJ'.'t;: 
If ll1e a.ment ba:::ll nOOe is solid then: 
- the nOOe's plane is prepended on the linked list that is made the front of the linked list; 
- if the front is a leaf, then the o~ects in the ncxle are added to the parent nOOe's objects; otherMse, they 
are OOded to \he front nodes objeds; and 
- the solid ncx!e is unlinked from the parent of nOOe by repl<ring ~ Y<ith Hs front ncxle 
If the bock ncde is not solid then the back node ~'3 traversed. 
If the front rxxle is not a leaf then the front oo:le is also traversed. 
Usting 18 sho'IIS the pseudo OJde for the solid removal a~rithm. 
~-Fuoction R~~_Solids_FromBSP(~~~;-------------------, 
' bock = node.back 
front= rnx!e.front 
IF [bock is a sofid node] 
pa:ent = r.ode.parent 
[prepended node's plane on to link] 
IIF111d oot vkiich side 
IF [front is a leaf) 
[set front nodes comsion info to link] 
[;wend objects in node to the parent of node] 
ELSE 
END IF 
//Unlink solid node from parent 
IF hmmtb<rl. equals node] 
parenlback =current front 
ELSE 
~dlentfrnrlt = current front 
[i~DIF 
ELSE 
Remove_Solids_FrornBSP{back, link) 1fT raverse 
END IF 
IF [front oot leaf] 
Remove_SorKls_FromBSP(front, fink) lffraverse 
END IF 
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l.isU~ 18. Remove Solids From BSP 
The intial parameters passed into Usting 18 'M)Uid be the node found with the get compact root function and the 
linked list generated in the compact root furdion. 
The algorithm tor removing solids is shown in 17.14.2. 
8.1.3 stage 3- Compress 
Stage 3 involves pa:;kir1g ncxles into groups of nodes. The algorithm works out the maximum amount of nOOes that 
make up a balanced tree for each group. Yhe compilation algorithm navigates the tree row by row. While no leaf 
hss been found !hat node is added to tre rurrent group. Once a leaf ha.<: been found for a particular row eoch non-
leaf-oode on the rest of the row is placed into a new group and the rompresslon starts again for those sub-trees. 
Each ncxle-group or leaf is linked into the tree using a list of "heeO nodes", wh€re eoch heOO ro::!e can ~)::lint to a 
leaf or nOOe as F~ure 43 shovJs. The sign bit in the healr.ode may be used to indicate whether a heOO rode is a 
leaf or a grouJJ. 
•• 
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4-- Group 1 
Node list 
Head node list 
In Figure 43 head nodes are represented in black and oodes in wh~e. The links without nodes at the bottom of the 
tree are used to indicate that the entire tree has not been shoiMl. A group is made up of twJ arrays, a node list and 
a head nOOe list. The arrays are sorted in rrm order, so the node ~em in group 1's oo:le list is A, follow by 8 and C. 
Group 1 's head node list contains 4 groups wi1ich J:Oint to group 2, group 3, leaf 1 and group 4 respectfully. Usting 
19 gives an example of an algorithm that can be used to rompress the tree. 
rootnode = [root node found by gel coll'(.I8Ct root] 
[push root on to the headOueue] 
VVHILE [headQueue not empty] 
GO 
cgroup =[pop headOueue) //get the head node by poping the queue 
[push cgroup.node on to nodeQoeue] 
WHILE {nodeQueue not empty) 
curmnt =[)lop nodeQueoo] 
IF [current is nota Leaf) 
[add rurrenl to cgroop's nodelist] 
[nm. current] /190J that a is not reused 
[push bock of rurrent on to nodeOueue] 
[push front of a.menl on to nodeOueue] 
ELSE 
/!The leaf h&s been found therefore !here !he rest of the queue m.Jst be proccesed as new groups. 
[clear nodeOueue] 
FOR [ea:h nodes in nodeQueue, n] 
IF [n.back is marked] 
IF [n.back is Leaf node] 
[add n.bock as leaf to o;~roup's headlist] 
ELSE 
[add n.bock as new group to cgroup's headHstj 
[push new group on to headQueue] 
END IF 
END IF 
IF [n.front is marked] 
IF[n.front is Leaf node] 
[add n.front as leaftocgroup's headlisl] 
ELSE 
[add n.front as new group to cgroup'sheadlist) 
[push new group on to headQueue] 
~NO IF 
END IF 
END FOR 
END IF 
END WHILE 
END WHILE 
U;tlrg 19. Algorithm for compressir¥J the tree 
Usting 19 show:; how 1m queues can be used to create the compressed BSP tree. Queues are useful because 
they allow the tree to be traversed in raN order. The headQueue is used to store the groups of oodes wailing to bP. 
processed whila nodeQueue holds the ncxles being looked at for the next group being created. The tree's root 
llOde is added to the queue to get the process started. While non-leaf nodes are fourxl in the queue, those nodes 
are added to the ocdeQueue. When a leaf node is found head nodes (leaf or group) are created for ead1 of the 
node's chHclren that are currently in the group. Any new grou,t5 that are added to the head Queue to be~ 
in a subsequent pass. 
The e/gorilhm for stage 3 is shOMl in 17.14.3. 
8.2 Tree Traversal 
Traversal of the SNC tree is much the same as general SSP tree traversal except that: 
•• 
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- parent and child locations need to be romjXlled as these are no longer contained in the tree; 
- collision detection is done in the camera's leaf; 
- the current ncxle and group need to be retained as the tree is traversed termOO a head rode palr(HNP); 
- each group needs a head node wtlich points to the group's parent group; ar1d 
- leaf nodes need to store their parent ncxles and hea:l node called head rode parent ~erator (HNPI). 
See 18.7.1 for an idea of what the data structures used for SNC traverallook like. 
8.2.1 Computing Parent locations 
Finding the parent of a node is necessary for marking the tree. If the current HNP node property is the first node in 
the etment HNP group property then, the parent node and group is found by the follol';'ing formula (Usting 20): 
r 
parent group = [from the parent group property stored at the Cl.lrrent OOad node] 
node offset in group= Uoflocation of rurrent's head oode in the parent group]+ [the crrount of nodes in the parent group)· 
1)'2 
OtheMire, the parent ncde can be foond by subtracting one from the node offset and dividing by too. The 
algorithm to find the parent nOOe from a HNP looks like Usting 21 show3: 
'~ Function Node_Ge!Parent (current , parent) I //get the Head Node Parent from the giveo head node offset= Cllrrent.node 
IF[off\·et=O] 
!!The group needs to cl1ooge 
(?ffset = [cwrent.plmode offset location in current.plmode.parenl]· 
current. plmode. parent .node! ist le ngl h 
parent.plmode = cwTelll.plmode.parent 
ELSE 
/fThe group stays the same 
parellf.plmodt = current.phnode 
END IF 
parenr.node = (ofj\t'l-1)1 2 
Where: 
- the OJrrent node is the node to get the parent off, 
- parent is the resumng nOOe, 
- nodelist is the list contained in the headncxle, 
- phnode is the headnode wtlich gives the location of the group, 
02 
- node is an offsetfornode!ist and W to represent the current tree node. 
Note that \he algorithm atxwe is a simpHfied version of the actual code which uses pointers instead of offsets. 
Furthermore, because parent node traversal is linear in nabJre the same variable for cunent can also be used for 
parent. More detailed source using that approach can be found in 18.7.2. 
8.2.2 Computing Child locations 
Getting the back a"Ki front nodes for a current node is necessary for traversal. The back rOOe in a particular group 
fora particular node C3n be oom)XrtOO us1ng: 
index= backnode =[node olfuet]• 2 + 1 
The front node can be oomputed using: 
index= frontnode= [node offset]* 2 + 2 
If the rar;ge exceeds the size of the node list in that group then the resu~ is a hea:inode can be found by using the 
value as an index for that groups head list but subtracting the size of the node list in that groop: that is, 
hea:l node= index- nodelistlength. 
The hea:l node can either represent a leaf (for exam~e, the sign bit may be used to indicate a leal) or otherwise a 
group. If the hf•3J ~ is a group, then the node is the first node in that group. Therefore, the a!gflrithm fur 
dete~ining thr; f.'On! ard back oodes is shovvn in Listing 22. 
nodeindex = [oodaoffsetj • 2 + 1/Jback 
IF [nodelisllength > nodeindex] 
back.node = group.flodelist{nodeindex] 
l dthnode=gtoop 
nodelrx:lex = nodeindex + 1/!fronl 
IF [nodelisllength > nodeindex] 
lront.node = group.oode\isltr.odeindex] 
fronthnode=group 
ELSE 
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hea:lmxle '- group.heMiist[nodeindex- nodefiStlength] 
IF [heOOnode is a leul] 
fronlleaf = [leaf from headnode] 
ELSE 
fronthnode = {group from headnode] 
lronlnode = fronlhoode.nodelist[O] 
END IF 
END IF 
ELSE //Bolh front and back are head nodes 
headnodeindex = nodeindex- nodelistlenglh 
b:rlhea:!node = group.heOO\ist[headr.odeindex] 
fronlheOOnode = IJiA!J'.~[i&[heOOr,cxieindex + 1] 
IF [brlh~9dr.cxle is a leaf) 
back.leaf = ~eaf from backheadnode] 
ElSE 
baclthnode = [flroup from backheadnode] 
back.node = ba::k.hnode.norlelist\0] 
END IF 
IF [fronlheadnode f'; a leaf) 
frontleaf = [leaf from fronlheadnode] 
ELSE 
fronthnode =[group fromfronlheadnode] 
fronl.node = !ronthnode.node!ist[O] 
END IF 
END IF 
UsUoo 22. Gelli~ OOck and front 
The algorithm requires a maximum of lhree tests to determine a back and front node; ho'M!ver, most of the time 
only two tests arP. required because groups generally have a few nOOes in them. The leaf test is also required by a 
general BSP tree; therefl:m, the generally there is only one extra test required when compared to a general BSP 
tree. 
Note that in some cases the oompression stage 3 can be ignored and standa.11 ba::klfront ~inters could be used. 
In these cases there oould still be an effdeocy advantage in tree traversal v.11hout the ovethea:l of extra 
calculations. However, the increased merrory and use of back/front pointers can irta%SeS the probability of cache 
misses for large trees. 
Sourre code for computing the child locations can be found in 18.7.3. 
.. 
8.2.3 Collision Detection 
Collision de'ection is ~rformed once the camera node has been fourxl. Collision detection is performed by 
traversi~XJ all the planes contained in the leafs linked list of collision information. If the player is behind a plane then 
a collision has occurred. Onty the closest plooe in a colliskln is remembered. If a collision is found in the collisior~ 
information, the leafs parent aOOe (recursively to the root of the tree) must be !Javersed to firKI out W any of the 
nodes in the leaf are in cdlisioli ai1d are closef. 0.100 a collision has been fixed, the oo!lision algorithm must be 
tested ~ain until there are no rrore ro\lisioos. 
Wrth SNC trees collision detection is no 'Mli'Se then a general tree because the same crnounts of oodes are 
traversed. In many instances, SNC tree collision detection can be more efficient becoose S£llkl nodes are a linke<J.. 
list of planes 'Wilich has less ovefhea:l then a BSP tree . 
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BSP trees can be used to accelerate ocdusbn by sorting p:>lygort<; in back to front order. INhen oombined with 
mutii-passing the first pass can perform the oo:lusioo culling at the same time, vtlich saves time on subsequent 
passes. HOC can be improved by rerooving dusters of polyg:ms at once using lxlunding volumes. 
9.1 The Qt.oeues 
Essentially, the nodes' 88 can be checked in BSP tree traversal in the same wey 88 are dlecked against the IJif1N 
frustum. However, the results of hardware occlusion are not available instantly. Queues can be used to build up a 
log of Yvaiting queries to process while waiting for results to return. Multi-threading is not used as for single 
processors as multi-threading was fourxl to cause roore thrashing overhead than ~ was WJrth, although more 
investigatioo oould be required in that area to rome to a definitive conclusion. 
In the implementation six queues are used: 
- Realy Q\Jeue (RQ) 
- Rea:ly Queue for no view frustum (F<QNF) 
Ocdusion Queue (OQ) 
- Occlusion Queueforro view"frusti.Jm (OQNF) 
- Oo:lusion Queue For Single Detail 
- Occlusion Queue For Shcm:l Detail 
Circular queues are used OOcause the queue maximum size is kno\'o11 and they are memoiY efficient when the size 
is being continually popped and pulled. The RQ and RONF are usOO to build up a list of nodes before prtJQlSSing, 
so that there is always mrk to do v.ilile there are nodes potentially visible. Ready qusue nodes are always ready 
for processing; thereforea ready queues do not perfoon any occlusion culling on the ncxles they contain. When a 
node is proces5EXl Hs children are OOded to a queue for later processing. RQs contain a fixed threshold of 
elements. When the RQ threshold overflows that element is added to an OQ instead. 
The RQNF and OQNF hold lists of ready items that ro-longer require VF tests, 001 still may require other tests. 
Thus, nOOes that are completely within the view frustum are not tested against tlle view frusb.Jm. Whenever an 
operation occurs on RQ or OQ aSci occurs on RQNF except without the VF tests. Therefore, from this point on, 
only RQ ard OQ will bed~ as the process is much the same 'o'ith RQNF and OQNF. 
When a node is added to an occlusion queue that ~.em's 88 area is rerdered with hardware oo:::lusion enabled 
wfthout perfolTlling any expensive rendering opernlions (such as lighting, texturing or blerxling) and willlout 'Milil"(l 
to the z.btJifer or visibility buffer. The results of the invisible render are called queries. 
·-
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Queries in the oa are ~led mxi proc::e3SEd as they are com~ted. If a node is found to be visible then all its 
children are also processed and cdded to the relevant queues. If there are no ~ems reaiy in the 00, then the RQ 
queries are processed. If there are oo results reaey in the RQ and OQ, then the OQ is forred to process its 
oon'.ents even if the resuits are not rea:iy. 
The oa can hr:ve a fixed size. When the OQ overflows the remaining nodes ~ added to the RQ odlich causes 
the RQ to e;;ceed its threshold value. Therefore, the RQ must be la1ge enough to oontain all ~ons in the scene 
minus the size of the 00. Using this strategy means that the algorithm will always have something to do and isn't 
stuck waiting for the graphics card to get back v.ilh the results. H~. it is still a good idea to put non-graphic 
card related oode {foc example AI) before forcing OQ lists to process in order to give occlusion queries a char'kl! to 
get back IWh a resutt. 
Detail occlusion is performed after the rest of the tree has beef~ rendered, using the BB l~ the detail, so that the 
detailed o~ects can make the maximum use of any occluders. Note that any detail in the l':Urrenlleaf will not be 
occluded by walls, so it is possi~ to rerder that detail first, v.flich will act as an ocduder for walls. 
Source cxxle for occlusion wiling using queues and SSP trees em be founcl at 18.8 
9.2 Frarc-to-Frarne Coherency 
Frame-tcHJame coherency can be taken cdvantage off because the ARB Oa::lusion query retums a value 
representing how visible the resulting renrler was. Thus, marking the nodes wtth more than a threshold afl'Xlunl 
showing with the a.ment frame number and then not testing that node for some number of frames. Pertormance is 
imp-oved because v.iJat is visible in one frame is likely to be visible in subsequent frames. Anything that is 
determined probably to be visible is OOded to the RQ as opposed ttl the OQ. 
Combining VSL SNC and HOC has several advantages in the areas of IXliYgon rejection, traversal and collision 
detection. 
10.1 Traversal 
VSL and SNC help red~.~();! traversal times for finding the camera, marking and rendering retause there are simply 
less nodes to traverse to firxl the relevant leaves. 
10.2 Collision Detection 
Using the combk.ed approach makes it possible to short-cut collisbn detection usillJ the links because there are 
no-longer any solid nodes to OOiide v..Tth as the tree is traversed. Furthennore, for improved accuracy an 
accessible link for collision detection can be romputed in the same way as the view spoce linking nodes are 
oomputed (see 'Vtew Space Unkirif) by replacing step 1 ..wh: 
1. Mark all the leaves (arxl their parents) that are accessitlefrom the current leaf. 
Then, 'Mien collision detecOOn occurs, the algorithm can start from the accessible nOOe lather than the top of the 
tree. However, since all visible nodes are also occesslble OOt not all a::cessjble nodes are visible, the link used for 
visible nodes {vis link) is alroost as efOCient for collision detection and requires !ess ovefhead because vis link are 
being reused. 
10.3 Occlusion 
Ocdusion benefits from both VSL and SNC because there are fe'M:r nodes to ~rform occlusion on, without 
reducing accuracy, as imp:xtant ocduders are not removed. There are fewer nodes with one ctlikl in the tree, 
the.:.fore, AABB frustum and ocrlusion rejection becomes roore valuable. Thus, nodes with one ctlikl {which may 
have more chiklren, recursively) are never v.orth ~rforming AABB culling on because, although all the children 
may be rejected, !he ctlik:l node v.ill perf0011 the same but more precise tests an'fl*1/. In effect, with more single 
nodes {for example Figure 44) the AABB tests are performing a single test for a single !X)Iygon and rejection is 
perfonned more efficienlly cy the hrudware. Therefore. VSL and SNC lrees require 055 AABB frustum and 
occlusion tests vMOOut reducing till; amount of rejections. 
-
.. 
Tree with single child No single child tree 
In Figure 44 if the tree was occlusion tested using the tree Vvith a single rode link then these are the IX)SSible 
outcomes: 
- A o rejected 1herefore B is rejected (1test) 
- A is axepted txrt B is rejected {2 tests) 
- A is octepted and B is accepted (2 tests) 
If the tree wllhout a single link is used, then these are the possible outoomes: 
- A+ B is llljected (I lest) 
- A+ B o acce~ed (llesl) 
Therefore, considering that 8 will efficiently be rerooved in hardware there is no advantage in perfonning extra 
tests. 
Another advantage of using occlusion with SNC is that the RQ will fill up earlierVvith waiting requests allo'hing more 
nodes to be ~ on the OQ earlier in the pipeline. Thus, tm child rOOes generally cause the RQ to be 
increased roore often because there are 100re nodes in RQ at ea::h stage. As a resu~ the RQ can be made larger, 
allovving for more ~me for the card to get back with an occlusion result. 
Note that there will 00 some single nodes found in the tree because of maridng however there will be less single 
nodes to find then without SNC. 
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11 Findings · 
Nine rendering algorithms were benchmarked to detennine how they compared, including a brute force algorithm 
that did not apply HSR. The algorithms were benchmarked on an AMD-XP 1800+ machine which contained a 
Geforce 3 and 512GB of ram. All benchmarks were run with vertical synchronisation off. Only one map was used 
which consisted of 194452 and 685920 vertices. Figure 45 shows four images of the map. 
Figure 45. Map used for benchmark tests 
Each algorithm was benchmarked using three camera paths shown in Figure 46. Each path was travelled flve 
times to help reduce anomalies. The camera paths are shown by the bright line. In total135 benchmark runs 
were perfonned. 
Figure 46. Camera Paths 
Oft 
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Tvvo major aspects, polygons rendered and performance, were benchmar1<ed to help determine the value of the 
algorithm. 
11.1 Polygons Rendered 
The Listing 23 shows how the algorithms performed with polygon removal for each path. The number of polygons 
rendered was logged to a file for per frame. The charts below show the average results for each path. 
Path 1 • Polygons Rendered 
Name 
600 
500 
400 
300 
200 
100 
0 
No Hidden Surface Removal 
Comparison Engine 
VSL 
occlusion 
SNC 
VSL and occlusion 
SNCand VSL 
SNC and occlusion 
SNC, VSL and occlusion 
Polygons rendered 
194452 
618.7113466 
618.5596639 
475.3769063 
575.0611889 
476.1462185 
578.5482104 
443.6728914 
444.6632431 
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Path 2 • Polygons Rendered 
Name 
600 
500 
400 
300 
200 
100 
0 
No Hidden Surface Removal 
Comparison Engine 
VSL 
occlusion 
SNC 
VSL and occlusion 
SNCandVSL 
SNC and occlusion 
SNC, VSL and occlusion 
Polygons rendered 
194452 
557.1912503 
559.1172397 
428.9293696 
552.55267 43 
430.4339064 
556.9705826 
423.9988061 
427.5454155 
.... 
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Path 3 • Polygons Rendered 
Name Polygons rendered 
No Hidden Surface Removal 194452 
Comparison Engine 512.6551767 
VSL 518.9232486 
occlusion 394.3580492 
SNC 553.382517 
VSL and occlusion 399.5198595 
SNCandVSL 553.7963629 
SNC and occlusion 425.3871461 
SNC, VSL and occlusion 426.2240959 
Listing 23. Polygons Rendered 
Note that with 194452 polygons, "no hidden surface removal" is just too big to display relatively to the other results. 
As the results in Listing 23 show, with an average improvement of about 22%, occlusion removal had the greatest 
impact on hidden polygon removal. When running the algorithm the Geforce 3 card often did not return occlusion 
results in time to remove all the occluded polygons. Therefore, as 3D cards improve and as more passes are 
applied to the occlusion removal algorithms, the better the occlusion algorithms should perfonn. The SNC and 
VSL algorithms seem to perfonn better in path 1, however not so well in path 2 and 3. Therefore they cannot be 
considered any better at removing polygons than the comparison engine. 
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11.2 Performance 
Performance was tested by measurtng average FPS. The average frames per second were log to a file ten times 
and then the total average FPS were used to compile the results in Listing 24 for each path. 
Path 1 -Frames Per Second 
260~--------------------------~ 
240 +--------------------------
220+--------------------------
200 +----------------
180 1--- --- -
160+-- - -
140 
120 
100 
I I I 
111.1111 1 
"'o~~ ?>.;~0 ~c:," ~o~ c:,~v ~o~ ~c:," ~{)~ 9P~ 
~tO-' ~<v~ o.-s o.-s '1;~~ #.s ~.s 
v0 . .p OJ bcP 0 b b(t' ~ # ~ 4 ~ ~ 
c:,'> o~ ~?" ~v ~c:," b0~ CJ ...s g . ~;~ -"v' ~ ~ 
~0 
Name Total FPS 
No Hidden Surface Removal 1.301731422 
Compartson Engine 153.5245253 
VSL 166.8429395 
occlusion 175.5987214 
SNC 183.4877706 
VSL and occlusion 199.9726485 
SNCandVSL 208.2868476 
SNC and occlusion 208.5363082 
SNC, VSL and occlusion 237.9824591 
.... 
•' 
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Path 2 • Frames Per Second 
260 +-~==========~~====~~~ 
240 +-----------------------------~ 
220 
200 ~---------------------------
180 1- -----------==-
Name 
160 -l----
140 -+- --
120 
100 
No Hidden Surface Removal 
Comparison Engine 
VSL 
occlusion 
SNC 
VSL and occlusion 
SNCandVSL 
SNC and occlusion 
SNC, VSL and occlusion 
... 
TotaiFPS 
1.301826405 
126.9897083 
166.8429395 
175.5987214 
183.4877706 
180.9205453 
184.6235702 
190.6664392 
206.844946 
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Path 3- Frames Per Second 
260 +-----------------------------~ 
240 +-- ------
220 +--------------------
200 -1----------------
180 -1----------
160 -1----:= =--
140 
120 
100 
Name Total FPS 
No Hidden Surface Removal 1.29842033 
Compartson Engine 156.4269051 
VSL 170.3174232 
occlusion 179.3640736 
SNC 187.9081 181 
VSL and occlusion 204.1132435 
SNCand VSL 221.8626585 
SNC and occlusion 230.5767007 
SNC, VSL and occlusion 243.9475892 
Listing 24. Frames per Second 
As Listing 24 shows, "No Hidden Surface Removal" highlights the importance of using HSR even if that is the 
"compartson engine". Running at the non-interactive rate of 1.3 fps, the "No hidden surface removal" algortthm took 
15 hours to complete all path runs when compared to the other algortthms which took around 5 to 10 minutes. 
The combination of SNC VSL and occlusion outperforms all other algortthms benchmarked, an improvement over 
the compartson engine of about 35%. Separately VSL, SNC and occlusion provide up to a 16% improvement. In 
some cases a 16% improvement in rendertng performance is not worth the effort; however it is expected that these 
results would improve with more complex scenes. 
.. .. 
. · 
.. 
11.3 Other points of interest 
- When the came~a was looldllJ at a detailed ~. perforrnarK:e siC!Y.Ed dcMn and the number of 
polygons ircreased. The slow 00\Yil in perfonnance was the same ro-matter .....nat ID;Jorithm WPS used 
with the exception of the "No Hidden Surface Removal' algorithm. 
- Although SNC performed slightly faster and VSL slightly slawer in some benchmarks of loading times, 
results v.e'e only different by aOOut 0.1% and therefore insignlficant 
- Co!Hsion detection in SNC improved atxmt 31%. Hov.ever, bfr.ause rendering took up the majority of the 
time per frame, the resu~ is not noticeable. The improvement in rollision detection v.oold be more 
noticeab'e in scenes where there are more oqects performing collision detection at the same time. 
- To be oonclusive alxlut these firds man~· more detailed maps 'Mltlld need to be designed and 
benchmafl.:ed. 
- All the data from the benchmarks are provided in the xis files on the CD that comes >Mth this thesis. 
HSR is an im~t part of the rendering pipeline because HSR aiiD'Mi fof mere polygons to be rendered in the 
same amount of time, increasing realism and interadivity. There are many data sb1Jctures that can be used to help 
aid HSR such as octrees, KD-trees, portols and Z-pyrnmids. A BSP tree is one such data sbucture that can be 
used to help improve HSR. BSP trees have been used in marJy of the v.crld's PJpular 3D engines, including IDnl's 
Quake engines. 
BSP trees work by tightly sub-dividing the 'M>fld into oonvex areas using planes as splitters. f1.s the oortd is 
subdiviJed. into rect.Jrsive convex volumes, the scene can efficiently be polygon ordered by traversing the closest 
oonvex volum15 to the camera first. Balandilg and minimisatbn algorithms, sud! as LCS or MCS, increase tt.e 
efficiently of traversal. Using BSP trees fOf merely so.1ing ~ns is less useful /lOIIPllays with ~.ardware Z· 
buffers. However, there are many improvements tl1al can be applied to the geneml BSP tree to imJXOV€ HSR, 
such as storing PVS in the leaves of the tree and culling hick!en ncxJes at run tiroo using OOunding volumes. 
PVS generation is relatively expensive and is geneml!y pre-computed at oompile time rather than at rurHime. PVS 
can be geoc-rated for a leaf by traversing the p:Jrtals that are visible to that leaf, using an anti-penumbra to reject 
hidden leaves. At rurHime, nodes that are in the PVS for the leaf that t.he camera is within are marked. The 
marked nodes in !he tree are traversed to determine which nodes are visible. 
Although, lxlurxling volumes are normally cheaper to oompute than PVS, they are also general!y pre-cornptrted. 
Each node's bounding volume is the minimum lxlt!nding volume that will hold all of that node's child nodes. Then 
only nodes with visible lxlunding volumes need 00 traversed. Using PVS and OOurxling volumes toge!her can (in 
many cases) cost-effective!y rerlXlved more than99% of p:Jiygons. 
The VSL algorithm is able to he1p the BSP tree algorithm to take ad'antage of frame-to-frame coherendes. The 
VSL algorithm oorks by using the last convex leaf the camera was in to reduce the amount of nodes that are 
traversed in the next frame. That is, a link si!Jred in each leaf is used to skip relatively expensive operations in the 
next frame that VIJUid normally be perfonned without VSL. This link is found by marking all !he IX)tentially visible 
nodes for the curren! leaf and, then, traversing the tree to find out where the tree first splits in two. 
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The SNC alg:>rithm is used to redtx::e the size of the tree that is to be traversed, thus resulting in J:erfonnance 
improvement. The SNC algorithm reduces the size of the tree by reallocating singularly linked nodes into the leaf 
nodes of the tree, thus increasing the balance of the tree. Collision detection is enhanced in SNC because only a 
sing"lar linked list ever ne€ds to be traversed, as op!XJSe(l to a single path dovm a binafY tree where the r'irection 
being fGIIo•.ved needs to be taken into acrounl. Furtherroore, because the tree is mostly balanced, the size of the 
tree can be compressed by dividing the tree into several arrays; removing the need to store back, front and parent 
links at each node. 
The HOC can take advantage of BSP trees traversal algorithms abiltly to order the scene in addiUon to enabling 
performance gains through early re}eclions. The presented implementation of HOC performs BB HOC test at 
potentially ailical nodes in the tree. If a node is not visible then so are all that node's children (recursively). Nodes 
that are alxlve a oortain size (volume or children) or below a certain size are mi. tested for oc:dusion because in 
these cases the average test will likely cost more than the savings it provides. Furthermore, because HOC tests 
can take a >MlHe to return, specialised queues can be used to make use of the CPU if the 3d card is not fast 
enough. 
As has been shown SNC, VSL and HOC occlusion culling can be used together to ger combined performance 
improvements of up to 35% for static 3D environments. VSL and SNC benefit each other because the link can be 
used to skip several collision tests that would nonnaHy be required in VSL or SNC by themselves. HOC benefits 
from SNC and VSL as the nodes in the tree are roore likely to be occluded. As hardware improves and more is 
demanded of each JXllygon, the benefit of using algorithms such as SNC, VSL and HOC should become more 
evident. 
There is still"room for improvement in the given algorithms. The given SSP tree PVS generation takes much time 
and therefore could be frustrating to developers. When generating IIH P\'S data many pati1s may be revisited 
many times only to perfonn !he same operations. These paths are an ot:Mous case for caching. The 88 BSP !reP. 
could be used to OJil nodes quickly that are not visitle to the particular PVS. Furlhennore, if the mesh gets too 
complex the mesh could be divided up into several smaller meshes. 
The amount of slruclural planes in the BSP tree can be reduced by removing detail, hov.'ever in ;nany causes the 
tree can still be to large too process in reasonable time. More polygons could t:;e removed from the tree by pre-
sorting JX)Iygons into convex groups. Rather than divide the scene up by planes, the scene 'M:Iuld be divided up by 
the convex objects. By redocing the aroount of structural planes in the tree there is less V«>rk for SSP tree, at 
compilation ard rurHime. 
•• 
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The engine provided on the CD is obviously not complete; however H is a goOO starting r:oint. A professional HSR 
&ngine oould probably apply techniques such as simplification, supp:Jrt for dynamic objects and serialisation frorn a 
slow medium such as a hard-drive. At compile-time, simplified geometry ooukl be used as the structural planes, 
having the more romplex geometry as detail. Then, any detail could be simplified at run-time using one of the 
common techniques. 
Dynamic objects could easily be supp:lrted in the same 'N'&f detail was supp:Jrted in the algorithms. Whenever an 
t bject rTKrres its locatiO!l, the tree would be re-calculated by traversing the tree to see .....tlich leaves the dynamic 
object is contained 'hithin. VSL ard SNC would help reduce the amJunt of oodes required tJ be traversed, taking 
advantage of frame-to-frame coherency of the dynamic object. 
SNC and VSL make the tree easy to stream because eadl of the SNC groops could be efficiently be allocated/un-
allocated and VSL could be used to predict which groups will be needed in the future. Furlhermore, smaller sized 
indexes (stx:h as Bbits per index as oPJX!Sed to 32bil) could be used for !he group bacWfront link:i because the 
numberofgioups mean there is smaller addressable spare than in general trees. 
As technology evolves l'wtro knows what direction it will go? We ran only learn from our past. HSR will stay a 
necessary part of the software graphics pipeline as long as there is a bridging bo!Uene::k between the 30 hai'd\.vare 
and the CPU. BSP trees have been used a long time and have evolved much. Using al!}Jrilhms like the ones 
presented here, 'Nill hopefully exter.d BSP tiae shelf life. 
The techniques described in this thesis are just a foundation to build upon. I encourage you to look outside the box 
and create something impressive. The wa!d of computer graphics is only lim~ed by imagination. 
If your have not already and are interested in learning moro about computer graphics techniques please check out 
the appendixes, as they contain many details about computer graphics that could not be covered in the body of the 
thesis. 
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-.,, ";. ·: :-
20 Two Dimensional 
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3DSMax 3D Studio Max 
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Algorithmic clesaiptiotJS and details 
This section desaibes arxl disc: ':se5 many of the algorithms mentioned in the thesis. Although these algorllhm 
discussions are far too laige to put into the thesis body, they are im~rtant to undeiSta.OO oone-the-less, because: 
- thP. presented solution was derived from these algorithms 
- a gcxxl understanding of the following inf01mation is required to understand this mrk 
- many smaller but no-less important details aOOut the algorithms are discussed here 
- to show otherpotenUal solutions to the problems, investigated 
16.1 Portals 
Among other strengths, JXlrtal engines are useful for redudng the 3111ount of p:~lygJns processed in HSR and CD. 
16.1.1 PortalslorHSR 
Once p:xta!s have been created the runtime process is relatively simple. Initially, the sector containing the camera 
is found. The initial sector can be pre-calculated and rea:fded at compilation time. Collision detection detennines if 
the camera crosses one of the local p:>rtals into a new sector. A local portal is defined as a portal that belongs to 
and Jinks the current sector {Ymere the camera is) to other sedoo. To display a scene all local and indirect linking 
sectors that are visible in the camera's FOV are drawn. Bounding Boxes (BB) can te attoched to each pJrtal (or 
sector) to mJre efficiently determine if the port.al (sector) is within the current view frustum of the camera. 
If portals are convex, depth priority-ordering using the painters algorithm can be acromplished by draiNing the 
furthest sectors first. Oven::ll'a'N can be completely removed by drawing the closest sectors first and ea::h Ume 
dipping by the linking !X)rtal. Portals can be dipped using other !X)rlals, which mean that walls act as occluders. A 
disadvantage of portals is that if there are many I)Jrtals, clipping beromes a major lxlttleneck. However, 'Nhen 
sectors contain many P"Jiygons or clipping is cheap, using !X)rtals as di)lle!S can dramatically increase 
performance. 
Portals are not useful in larxlscape type situations because every viewpoint can virtually see every other viewpoint. 
However, !X)rlals are useful in a hybfid situation for caves alld building on the lardscape. 
16.1.2 PortalsandCD 
A moving object needs only to perform oollision tests cgainst the JXllygons and !X)rtals in the sector, in which ~ is 
contained. On the rare occlusion that an object is found to have passerl though a fXIrlal, then oollis!on detection 
needs to be ruf'l again (recursively) for that p:llial's sector. 
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Consider a large level ~th a thousand rooms (sed01s). Most of the time oollision detection will only need to te 
used on ooe or two rooms, lhtlich means that on average 99.8% of p:Jlygons would be culled. Hov.ever, 1..::~« that 
these results are subject to the uniformity of the level. If the camera happens to be able to see 90% of the scene 
from its current view frustum, then results such as 99.8% are impossible with this strategy (and most other 
strategies). Using portal algorithms can be an excellent and simple wey of reducing polygon count for oollision 
detection. 
16.2 Quadtrees/Oc!rees 
Quadtrees use 2D !Wangles Yttlile octrees are the 30 form of quadtrees using OOunding cubes (boxes). 
16.2.1 Building a Quadtree/Octree 
To build a quadtree or an oclree the root llOdes bounding box is created, large enough to oontajn the entire scer1e. 
The root node is equally divided into four sub-node boxes. Each sub nOOes OOunding OOx (BB) oontains either 
some or no polygons. lf a BB contains roore than some cut-off threshold, it is subdivided recursively ur1~llhat 
threshold is met; where cut-<Jff threshold either relates to the depth of the tree or the number of polygons in that 
-· 
It is possible for a polygon to span many nodes. Writing the p::!lygon many times in eoch node H span ;s one 
solution to this spanning problem. This technique requires extra tests for duplications. Another slightly different 
approoch is to 'Mite the polygon once at the node it spans, however node data can't be stored in the trees leaves. 
Alternatively, the p:~lygon can be sutxlivided along the boundartes ~ spans into individual ~lygons. tf the po~gon 
threshold is more than one, then depth priorily-ordefing may not hold true and extra special case handling will be 
needed. Tree depths are typicalty around O(lo·;(n)) in height, and take O(n log(n)) time to create, 'Nhere n 
is the number of rx;lygons. 
16.2.2 Adaplive Octrees 
Adaptive cctrees (qu-) allow the posruon at the centre of lhe odree (quadtree) to be do~aced. Adaptive 
octrees {quadtrees) can be beneficial because they produce tighter fitting trees. Ho~ver. algorithms such as 
neighlxlur traversal are more difficult to sotve, as p:~tygons do not align property. Theses trees also require 
additional calculations JX)r node, but are optimistical~ offset by having balanced trees to process. Furthermore 
adaptive oclrees require more pre-processing to determine bests fits for a particular data set. Wrlh the exception of 
nearest neighbour, KD-trees are generally considered a better alternative for balanced trees. 'In practice, I tend to 
prefer a KO-tree to an adaptive octree, but in some cases, the adaptive octree may consume less memry. In 
addition, the neighOOur front-to-hack traversal of an adaptive octree tends to be faster than for a KD-tree, because 
.,.,.;thin a given octree node the partitioning planes line up." {Kmett, 1999b). 
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16.2.3 Rendering (HSR) with Quadtrees/Octrees 
Octrees are useful for HSR in a number of ways: 
Nearest Neighbour 
The nearest neighbour technique can be used to determine nodes that are beside each other, hence the priority-
order of the objects. The "ASME 2000 Design Engineering Technical Conferences and Computers and Information 
in Engineering Conference" (Sung, Corney, and Clar1<, 2000) proceedings gives a good overview of the nearest 
neighbour algorithm. The proceedings explained that nearest neighbour with octrees can either be done with 
pointers to parent nodes or by using a pointerless octree with a reflection table and adjacent table. Note that some 
nearest neighbours will be empty and some will be a different size to the node being neighbour searched. 
Nearest Neighbor (Quadtree) 
V =Viewing Position 
N = Nearest Neighbor 
Quadtree Data Structure 
I I I \ \ 
N N V NN 
Figure 47. Nearest Neighbour (quadtree) 
Figure 47 shows potential nearest neighbours in a quadtree. There are two diagrams in the example. The ''World 
Diagram" shows how the world would look subdivided by a quadtree. The second diagram "Quadtree Data 
Structure" shows how the quadtree appears as a data structure. The numbered boxes on the "World Diagram" 
correlate to the numbers in the "Quadtree Data Structure". When finding V's nearest neighbours there are several 
possibilities. If the nodes 7 or 10 did not exist (they were empty) then their parent nodes would become the nearest 
node. 
Frustum Culling 
The HSR algorithm starts at the root node culling away any sub-nodes that are not within the field of view (FOV). If 
a node is occluded (or not within the FOV), then no children need to be processed. This process is done 
recursively until a leaf node is reached. Nodes are rendered to the screen buffer when they contain polygons and 
they make it past both the FOV and occlusion tests. If occlusion isn't used, then some form of depth sorting needs 
to be applied such as Z-bufferto make sure polygons are priority-ordered correctly . 
....... 
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When an octree receives fXJOr data, it may require more than twice as much processing >Mlen compared to a non-
culling linear method. These trees generally take O(log(n)) to generate a list of JX}Ientially visible polygons, but 
can be as sklw as O(n); where n is the number of polygons. For example, when running 'h'ell, an oc!ree can 
cull more then 99'% of the scene with litUe extra processing. 
Potentially Visible Sets (PVS) 
PVS can be applied to octrees by determining at the leaf nodes what other neighbouring cubes are potentially 
visible. The tree only needs to be fol!o'Ned dom1 one path to find the camern's position in the tree. Occlusion 
oould not be used in this search because it wo1Ad have alrea::ly been mostly determined in the PVS. The PVS 
structure could be optimised using lxlunding OOxes that are oomptetely or almost oomple!ely full to represent a 
group of objects (which rou!d be polygons). These objects 'Mluld still need to be FOV tested so the larger groups 
muld gain early culling advantages. The drawback of using this PVS technique with an octree is that the 
technique requires extra memory, does not deal with aU oo::lusions and does oot produoo IX>lygonS in depth (Z) 
priority-order. Benefits of using PVS Vvith octrees are that n reduces traversals and can eliminate many occluded 
polygons. 
A derivative of the mentioned PVS technique is to place the neighbouring and p:~tentially visible node links (not 
necessarily leaves) in leaf nodes (similar to 'nearest neighbour" algorithm), wf1ich we'll call the nearest-neighbour 
PVS octree algoriihm (NPOA). A new data structure may or may not be required de~XJnding on 'Nhether diagonals 
are included as linking neighOOurs. If diagonals are included then eight (twenty.eight) p:~inters are requirOO for 
quadtrees (octrees). Without diagonals, tn01e nocles need to be tagged potentially visibl.e, however only four (eight) 
pointers are needed for a (an) quadtree (octree). 
Once the leaf node has been found, visible nodes are delermined IJt successively following the links in the leaf 
nodes that are within the FOV using rey casting. If the nodes Vvithin the ray have children, then those nodes are 
traversed to find leaves !hat are within the FOV and the process is repeated (recuiSively) of each child. Since 
moving objects are likely to be placed into neighbouring nodes NPOA can be a more efficient way of rnovi!lg 
objEds in the tree. HO'Never the NPOA does requires an extra level of storage and more calculations than the 
otherPVS methods. An advantages of NPOA is that it can handle overdraw 'Mth polygon p!iolity-ordering. 
Frame-to-Frame coherency 
Frame-to-Frame coherency can be taken advantage by octrees (quadtrees) by realizing that nodes that were not 
visible in the previous frame 'hill not likely be visible in the next frame. To take advantage of frame-to-frame 
coherency a pointer M to the last nOOe (in the last frame} that fit er~tirely around the FOV is kept. V can efficiently 
be worked out as the tree is processed. The last node that doesn't result in any sides of the quads being crossed 
over becomes V. On proressing the next frame forvie'Ning, traversal begins at V. 
·-
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While V doesn't fit into the new FOV, Vis set to its parent and the process is repeated. V may have to be traversed 
all the W<!f up to the root node to find a node thai completely fits the FOV. If data is stored only in leaves of the tree 
then the tree simfXy needs to be traversed as-per-nomtal {oode to leaf) from node V. However, if nodes other \han 
leaves are used to lxlld objects then the parent (rec11rsively) need to be sent to render. Note that rendering the 
parent nodes is an 0( n) process since each node has ooe parent; where n is the number of !X>Iygons. Parents 
themselves aren't traversed, since only ore node will be visible (the previous parent node} ard that will already be 
sent to render. After rendering all \he parent nodes, traversal can be done as per-normal (node to leaf) from the 
node v. 
16.2.4 Octrees, collision dslection and moving objects 
Several algorithms for determining collision detection with octrees are: 
Ray casting 
Octrees provide an efficient means for reducing the am:>unt of objects needed for colliskln detection {CD). The 
basic approach is to traverse down each nocle in the tree that the movement vector (ray) inle!Sects. If all leaves are 
found to be empty then there has been no collision. When a leaf that rontains polygons is found, more tJalrtional 
collision detection is applied to those indMdual polygons to determine if there has been a ooll~ion. This octree CD 
a!goritllm is a fOlTTl of ray casting and can be used to determine selection {for example, objects under the mouse). 
On average this collision detection algorithm performs at O(log(n)) because the a!gJrilhm only needs to 
transcend one path of the tree; where n is the number of objects (polygons) stored in the tree. HOVv"ever O(n) is 
still possible {although highly unlikely), if the movement vector transcends all nodes. 
Moving objects 
An alternative to the octree ray casting CD technique is to treat moving o~ects as dynamic objects. When an 
object moves out of its oode's bounding volume, lhe Dqect needs to be removed arK! reinserted into the tree at a 
cost of O(log(n)). It is important to rote that when an item is removed, some clean up med1anism is needed to 
remove excess ncxles so that lhe tree does not keep on growing, it is not enough to simpy la'J a no..' :ply. A 
simple removal technique is to delete any empty leaves of the tree. One problem with this CD techniqL~· .11hat if 
lhe objoct moves to far \hen lhe algorithm may skip the object was meant to be in th,• oollision. In cases where the 
cl)j<rl moves to much the ray casting technique could be applied or the object inserted several times along its 
movement path. 
• •• 
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The fact that objects that move tend to hang around the same BV can be taken advantage of by bavelsing the tree 
in MU directions (up and down). Once the oode is no longer within ils local volume, the object is pushed up the tree 
usillg its parent nodes. If the object fils in one of the parent node then it is recursive~ pushed down the tree again. 
CY.her.vise, the object is recursively !XJShed up the tree until the object fits into the BV at that node. There is a small 
~XJSSibility that the rode may have to bavel all the wey up to the top of the tree before bavelling down again, at a 
rost double the amount of time required Vv'hen compared to a re-insert from the trees top. ff the ot¢cl is being 
transported (for e.xample the star trek beam) then it is best to insert the object from the top of the tree. Furthermore, 
this traversal technique requires an additional oost of a parent link at each node. One advantage of oc!rees over 
BSP trees are that dynamic oiYjOCis can re more effidently inserted into the tree. 
16.2.5 Octrees and CSG 
Octrees can be used to perform CSG, as an alternative to BSP trees. Both objects are put into an octree and their 
leaves are mark as empty or solid depending on whether they are inside or outside the oqect. Note that leaves 
that are ha~ inside the object (because they are intersected by one of the objects surfaces) are marked as solid. As 
with ti'e BSP CSG a~hm (see 'Pro~ems solved by BSP trees", 'ConslructNe solo geometry (CSG)1 the 
objects in trees are inserted into ecdl other (to determine inside/outside) and the resu!Hng oodes are !hen 
determined by the CSG operation (as desaired in 'Problems solved ey BSP trees', 'Constructive solid geomeby 
(CSG)/. 
A node that is found romp\elely inside of the other nodes is marked as inside. A node that is found outside the tree 
is marked as outside. When an intersection occurs between a solid mxle (that contains an object) aOO the objoct 
must be spin into t'M> (inside and outside). An object may be split into several objects and sent down different paths 
in !he tree. The octree generally does oot a!>Sist in determining which side of the object is inside and which is 
outside. The normal (direction it is fadng) of both planes can be used to determine I'Alich side is Yo'hich. Anything 
behind Qn front) of the normal in the node's object is inside (outside). 
This algorithm generally takes O(!llog(n)) to process, tmvever odree CSG is generally sk:r.ver then solid BSP 
trees because it relies on a sklw intersection testing; where n is the number of !X)iygons in OOth objects. 
Furthermore, it is likely that a CSG ~ration will fragment an object into mo;e pieces then a BSP tree. Therefore it 
is a good idea to perform an optimisation algorithm on the resulting mesh to reduce unnecessary fragments. Chris 
Butcher offers and alternative variant of this octree CSG technique in his document 'Interactive CSG" (Butcher, 
1999). It all~ octrees to !rack charges in dynamic CSG situations using a 'dlangedflag" . 
••• 
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16.3 KD-trees 
KD-trees are a useful algorithm for HSR, CSG and CD. KD-trees contain many of the same features as 
octrees/quadtrees such as being able to handle indoor and outdoor environments efficiently. However these trees 
are generally better balanced and therefore a better fit then octrees/quadtrees. However nearest neighbour for KD-
trees can be less efficient then it is for octrees/quadtrees. 
16.3.1 Building a KD-tree 
Each node in a KD-tree represents a partitioning plane along one of the 2 {2D) or 3 (3D) coordinate axis. These 
rules are normally used in deciding on what partitioning planes to use for partitioning: 
1. It must divide the objects into two even (as possible) groups, normally using the median. 
2. The splitting direction (horizontal, vertical or forward) chosen as the splitting plane depends on the depth of the 
tree. For example in a 2D KD-tree, if the root node is horizontal, then the child node of that will be vertical. 
The child node of that child will then be horizontal again (recursively). Therefore, there is no need to store the 
direction of the splitting plane. Having said that, it is possible to use one or two bits per node to indicate non-
sequential splitting directions. 
Objects are pushed down the side of the tree depending on which side of the plane they are on. For example, 
objects on the left (right) of the partitioning plane will be pushed down the left (right) side of the tree. The creation 
process is recursive and only stops when some threshold condition is met. For instance, the algorithm may stop 
when there is one object remaining. This remaining object would then beoome a leaf. Once all the objects have 
been placed in a tree leaf, the KD-tree has been built. Sometimes objects result in being between a partitioning 
plane, in which case they are either placed in the tree at that node, or more generally split into two new objects 
along that plane. KD-trees generally cost O(n(log(n))) to build and consume O(n) storage; where n is the 
number of objects (polygons). 
Building a KD-Tree 
Step 1 
/ 1 ......_ 
D EP A C B 
F Step2 / 1 ......_ 
2 ACB 
/ ........ 
P D E 
Step 3 1 
/ ........ 
E 2 A C B / ........ 
S E 
/ ........ 
p D 
Figure 48. Building a KD-tree 
Figure 48 demonstrates the process used to build a KD-tree. 
Steps: 
...... 
Step4 / 1 ......_ 
2 / 4, 
/ ......_ C B A S E 
/ ........ 
F D 
StepS / 1 , 
/ 2 , / 4......_ 
3 E 6 A 
/ ........ / ........ 
P D C B 
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1. Divides the scene in ha~'Nith D, E and F on one side and A, C and Bon the other. 
2. Divides the left side of the tree into to more (F 0 and E). 
3. Divides the left side yet again into F and D. 
4. The left side of the root node has no more items to divide so the right side is divided into CB and A. 
5. The final leaf nodes C and 8 are created trough division arxl oowthe tree is complete. 
Note that this example does not demonstrale cases vmere a splitting plane goes though an object. In those cases 
the object is spin into tMJ new oqects using the partitioning plane. 
16.3.2 Rendering (HSR)with KlJ.trees 
Various ways to peiform HSR with KD-trees are: 
Frustum Culling 
When performing frustum culling, the algorithm starts at the root node. Uke cdrees the algorithm detennines vtlich 
side(s) of the tree the c3mera FOV exists in and traverses that (those} flClde{s). When a leaf node is found, that 
leafs object is rendered. KD-trees generally lake O(log(n)) to deduce a set of objects (pol~ns) that are 
potentially visible, but can be as slow asO(n); where n is the number of objects {polygons) in the entire tree. 
Groups of polygons have a better chance of being discarded earlier in a KD-tree then in a octree/quOOtree. If the 
entire f<D..tree needs to be processed then it can take lor.gerthan octrees (quad:trees) due to the greater amount of 
nodes to traverse. Generally, KD-trees are more efficient then octrees at render time because they are better 
balanced. 
Nearest Neighbour 
Occlusion can 00 petformed on KD·Irees in a similar manner to that of octrees (see 'nearest neighOOur", 16.2.3). 
The algorithm is slighUy roore difficult becaliSe Ko.trees are not as evenly aligned to neighbours as octrees are. 
Therefore the traversal must v.ralk up the tree to a higher node before traversing do\.vn, meaning 1001a nodes need 
to 00 vistted then vvilh KD-trees. 
16.3.3 Collision Detection and KlJ.trees 
Collision detection with l([).trees is similar to the techniques used 'Nith octrees. For each ncx:le, H dstermioos which 
side of the partitioning pane the movement vector sits on (left, right or OOih) and traverses that (lhooe) nOOe(s) in 
the lree. Traversal continues until a leaf oode is found. Unlike octrees (quOO!rees), all leaves in a KD-tree contain 
at least one o~ect. For each leaf fourd that contains one object (or mJre), further tests are carried cut to determine 
if that (those) o~ects have collided with the movement vector . 
••• 
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Uke octrees, KO-trees the CD algo!ithm has a minimum runtime oost of O(log(n)) aOO a maximum of O(n). 
KD-trees require t'Mce (for 20) or three (for 30) times as many nodes as quadtrees or octrees respectively. 
Furthermore the dynamic object method of collision detection (discussed in 16.2.4) can be also applied to KD-trees. 
16.3.4 KD-!rees and CSG 
The KD-Iree CSG algorfthm is similar to the octree/quOOtree CSG algortlhm (see 16.2.5). As >Mth octrees, the 
objects are inserted into the two KD-trees that are divided into solid ami empty areas. The trees are then inserted 
into eadl other to deter, nine where they inte!SeCI and the Boolean operation is applied. KD-trees generally have a 
tighter fit then octrees; therefore less intersection testing is required. The KD-tree CSG algorithm generally lakes 
O(n(log(n))) to process, where n is the total number of fX)Iygons in both objoo·.:; involved. 
16.4 Zero Run Length Encoding 
ZRLE compilation replaces runs of zeros vi.th one zero and a number follov...ing indicating how many zeros. If the 
value is any other then zero, that number is simply pieced in the army as per normal. Bytes seem to oork 
particularly well for as the unit size for PVS ZRLE compression. 
The example, 
5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 • 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Where, each cell1s a byte. 
Could be rompressed do'Ml to, 
l~•'l7o'l~,r.l•~l~o'l~•'l~•"lo~I~•TI~•'Io~l~"l 
Which means the data is only 18.75% of the original size. 
The ZRLE compression algoritl'!m for ZRLE looks something like this: 
/1/lssumes that fiSt of JXlfl<lls is alrea:ly in a b~ list 
1/Ne....Ust is the nel'.iy generated llst 01ke a pointer fiSt) 
//OidUst is the old bH fist of some type we cre rompressing Oike a pointer list) 
Create Nev-.list 
v.'HILE (not at end of Old Ust) 
IF {O~Uot ~ 0{ 
Ne'NI...ist:: 0 //Set indk:ation 
NewUst goes to next byte 
NewUsl = 0 !!Set rounter to Zero 
DO 
Old Us! goes to next byte 
1/lncrease count 
NewUst = Nev.Ust + 1 
VIIHILE (Oidlist= O) 
••• 
0 0 8 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
WHILE [O"llit 1~ ~ 
Nei'A...St=OidUst 
[Oidlist goes to next byte} 
[Ne....ust goes to next byte] 
END WHILE 
See 17.10 for ZRLE source cede. 
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17 Appendix 4- Compiler Sample Code (C++) 
This section contains important C++ code segments used in compilation of the BSP tree. The symbols" ... " are used to remove irrelevant portions of code. However the 
complete code can be found in "Error! Reference source not found.". Note that the code presented in this section may have been simplified at the cost of eff'tciency to 
improve readability. 
17.1 Class Properties 
In order to understand the following algorithms a brief description of the class properties are given below. 
PolygonV is represented by a list of vertices.· It is generally used as a temporary polygon where other details such as texture coordinates are not important. 
class PolygonV 
{ 
pUbliC: 
std::veclor<Vecta> Vertex; tlist of vertices using an STL vector 
ScenePolySLite is a polygon that may be used during rendering; therefore it contains more information then PolygonV. Vertex information, texture information and normal 
information are all stored in the global arrays Vertexlist, Textlist and Normallist, respectfully. Vertexlndexlist, Textlndexlist and Normallndexlist are all arrays of indices 
to the relevant global array. 
class ScenePolySLite : public SceneObject 
{ 
public: 
uns.gned 10t Vertices; "Is the amount of faces 
unsigned ~nt "Vertexlndexlist: /lA list of IndiCes to vertices 
uns1gned mt ' Textlndexlist: //A list of indiCes to UV texture coordinates 
unsigned int 'Normallndexllst: //A list of Indices to normals 
class Plane 
{ 
ptwate: 
VectOf Normal: ''Normal frOJn a list (3) 
tloat Oist: liThe planes distance 
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uns;gned tnt Align: 1What aXIs are used 
class Vector 
{ 
public: 
float X, Y. Z: '30 pos1tion in space or directiOn 
class PortaiOneWay 
{ 
public: 
PolygonV Polygon: 
Plane ThePiane: liThe plane 
Node' Leaf: . !/Nodes owner leaf (node tn front) 
int Priority: //Amount of m1ght-sees 
BYTE'InFront; •:Array ol might-sees (Ievell) 
1nt MarX; tPortals to reduce repeat calculations 
17.2 Polygon ClassifiCation 
Potential outcomes of polygon classification are: 
enum Side 
{ 
}; 
FRONT= 1, 
BACK = 2. 
SPAN= 4, 
ONPLANE = 8, 
BACK_N_FRONT = SPAN I BACK. 
FRONT_N_BACK =SPAN I FRONT, 
ON_BACK_N_FRONT = BACK_N_FRONT I ONPLANE, 
ON_FRONT _N_BACK = FRONT _N_BACK I ONPLANE, 
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There are 4 main outcomes, FRONT, BACK, SPAN and ONPLANE. However, to help with splitting information about the split's side is retained in BACK_N_FRONT, 
FRONT _N_BACK, ON_BACK_N_FRONT and ON_FRONT _N_BACK. If the spanning plane is BACK_N_FRONT or ON_BACK_N_FRONT it means that vertices before 
the crossover point (point of split) are on the backside of the plane, otherwise vertices before are on the front side. The ON in the name means that there is an intersection 
point on the plane. 
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This gets the side of the plane for PolygonV. Note that iterator can be used later in the splitting algorithm. Epsilon, generally 0.1, is used to provide a bit of tolerance for 
floating point errors. 
Gets the side which this polygon IS on of the gil.en plane 
Side PolygonV::getSideOIPiane(const Plane& testPiane, Vector'& iterator. float epsilon) 
( 
J.lf completely 1n front Of behind. all vert1ces (v) must be tested. 
//2v-1 and 2v respectfully= O(v). 
illf on plane completely (worst case. rare. but at least one per partition 
/l(the part11ion 1tself)). 
113v = O(v) 
//If spannmg a maximum of 2v = O(v). and a mimmum of constant 3 = 0(1) 
IITODO. if on one side and counts > 2 enplanes. then the polygon must be 
I on that side. 
unsigned 1nt n = 2; 
float result; 
mt Vertices= Vettex.size(): 
•nnitiate the iterator 
lteratO< = &Vertex[O): 
VectO< 'endlterator = &Vertex[Vertices-1); 
:Loop through each vertex 
/1-Note that this loop is split-fnendly. that IS, if there is a split 
" ·it'll ex1t early, at the cost of a small additional overhead 
do 
( 
result= testPiane.computeSide{' (iteratO<-)); 
/IWO<k out which side it is on (If any) 
If (result > epsilon) 
( 
I/Oeterm1ne if that changes 
do 
( 
result = testPiane.computeSide{'iterator); 
if (result<= epsilon) l(lf on plane Of FRONT _N_BACK 
( 
) 
If (result < -epsilon) //FRONT _N_BACK 
return FRONT _N_BACK; 
else IIONPLANE 
( 
tTest the next iterator (if possible) 
If (iterator==endlteratO<) 
return FRONT; 
result = testPiane.cornputeSide('(++iterator)); 
return (resu~ < -eps~on)?ON_FRONT_N_BACK:FRONT; 
) while (iterator++l=endlterator): 
return FRONT: 
------------------------------~~----------------------------4A••--------------------------------------------------------
} 
else 1f (result< -epsilon) 
{ 
} 
. Determine 1f that changes 
do 
{ 
result = testPiane.computeSide(•nerator); 
if {result>= -epsilon) iii onplane 0t BACK_N_FRONT 
{ 
11 {resutt > epsilon} /.'BACK_N_FRONT 
return BACK_N_FRONT: 
else t'ONPLANE 
{ 
!!Test the next iterator (if poss1ble) 
If (iterator==endlterator} 
return BACK; 
result= testPiane.computeSide(•(++iterator)); 
return (result > epsilon)?ON_BACK_N_FRONT:BACK: 
} while (iter~tor++i=endlterator); 
return BACK; 
} while (-n}; ·When onplane reaches 2 it must be on one Side or the other 
/I At thiS point n can only be FRONT, BACK 0t ONPLANE, not SPAI~ 
rOetennlne d it's back or front 
do 
{ 
result= testPiane.cornputeSide(•iterator); 
Wort< out wh1ch side 1t is on (1! any) 
if (result > epsilon) 
return FRONT; 
else '' (result <-epsilon) 
return BACK; 
) while (iterator++i=endlterator); 
/IONPLANE is returned when nothing else if found 
return ONPLANE; 
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Used for classifying a vertex against the plane. If the result of computeSide equals zero then the vertex is on plane, otherwise it is on one side or the other. 
float Plane::cornputeSide(const Vector &vertex) const 
{ 
return vertex.dot{Normal) + Dist 
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17.3 Polygon Intersection 
This intersection for the Plane object works out the intersection between two points for the given plane. 
Vectcr Plane::inle!sect(const VectDr &vertex1, const Vectcr &vertex2) const 
//Compotes the rnle<Seebon pool of the ine 
Mrtrn pomt A to poN1t B 1M1t1 the partition 
/rplane. Th1s IS a sinple ray-plane intersecoon 
/flnsertiCreate tnlersection into both sides. 
Vector temp = vertex2 - vertex1: 
Woo. OIJt gradent 
tloatm = (.oisl -verex1.do~Noonal))l1emp.doi(Norma); 
.woo. OIJI resu ing posilion 
r>'l.m vertex1 +temp • m; 
17.4 Computing the Plane 
First make sure that the three points aren't aligned. 
1'1 
Computes the plane for this polygon. note thrs should only ever be called once' 
I 
Plane ScenePolySLite::computePtane() 
{ 
Vector tri[3); 
If (Vertices > 3) /1Make sure it's not a straight line (thrs type of polygon should probably be neutralized) 
{ 
canst lloat \NTERCEPT_ROUND = 1024.01; 
unsigned int index = 2; 
Vector pos1 = Vertexlist(VertexlndexlisijO)].Vertex- Vertexlist(Vertexlndexlis~1)] .Vertex; 
float length = pos 1.magQ; 
while (length = 0) 
{ 
pos1 = Vertexlist(VertexlndexUsijindex-1)].Vertex- Vertexlist(Vertexlndexlisijindex)].Vertex: 
length= pos1.magQ: 
if (+-+index= Vertices) return Plane(Vector(O,O,O), 0); 1/Shoukl only reach here rf rrs realty a dot. 
} 
tri[O) = Vertexlist{VertexlndexUst(index-2)).Vertex; 
lri[1) = Vertexlist{Vertexlndexlist[lndex-1)).Vertex: 
pos1 /= length; rNormalize 
-Generalize 
pos1.X = int(pos1.X ' INTERCEPT _ROUND + .SQ /INTERCEPT _ROUND; 
pos1.Y = int[pos1.Y 'INTERCEPT_ROUND + .SQ /INTERCEPT _ROUND; 
pos1.Z = int(pos1.Z 'INTERCEPT_ROUND +.Sf) / INTERCEPT_ROUND; 
Vector pos2: 
do 
{ 
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pos2 = Vertexlist(Vertexlndexlist[index-1)).Vertex - Vertexlist[Vertexlndexlist[index)).Vertex; 
length = pos2.mag(): 
while (length == 0) 
{ 
if (++index== Vertices) return Plane(Vector(O,O,O), 0); //Should only reach here il it's really a dot. 
pos2 = Vertexlist[Vertexlndexlist[index-1)).Vertex- Vertexlist[Vertexlndexlist[lndex)).Vertex; 
length = pos2.mag(); 
pos2 /= length; //Normalize 
//Generalize 
pos2.X = int(pos2.X' INTERCEPT _ROUND + .SQ /INTERCEPT _ROUND: 
pos2.Y = int(pos2.Y ' INTERCEPT_ROUND +.Sf) / INTERCEPT _ROUND; 
pos2.Z = int(pos2.Z ' INTERCEPT _ROUND + .SQ / INTERCEPT _ROUND; 
index-; 
} while (pos2 = pos1); 
tri[2) = Vertexlist{Vertexlndexlist[lndex-1)). Vertex; 
else 
{ 
tri[O) = Vertexlist{Vertexlndexlis~O)). Vertex; 
tri[1) = Vertex llst{Vertex l ndexlis~1)).Vertex; 
tri[2) = Vertexlist{Vertexlndexlist[2)].Vertex; 
pair<Vector, noat> tempPiane = getPiane(tri); 
return Plane(tempPiane.lirst. tempPiane.second); 
Then the plane is computed. In this example floating point is rounded to help: 
1. find axis aligned planes, which are generally better for BSP trees. 
Listing 35. 
2. grid align planes that are probably the same but appear not to be due to some floating point error. 
const float NORMAL_EPSILON = .00001t, 
const double FLOAT_NORMAL_ROUNDING = 65536.0; 
const double FLOAT _ROUNDING= 1024.0; 
,. 
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• Computes the plane for a polygon. 
• \param trianglellst Is a array of vectors(3). one of each 
·vertex on the tnangte. The order of po.nts v.ill affect the w>nding. 
~etum Returns the face normal +distance for the polygon given. 
pair<Vector, float> getPtane(Vector' Trianglelist) 
( 
Note that h1-precisoon is used. to help reduce floating po;nt errors 
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II Th1s function should only be called once per polygon, so the extra process1ng should be no lllg problem 
'Vector retumNorm, //Returned 
double returnNorrn(3); 
double norrnalizeGL(3]; 
double U(3); 
double V(3]; 
U(O] = Trianglel lst(1].X • Trianglelis~O].X; 
U(1) = Trianglelist(1).Y- Trianglelist(O].Y; 
U(2) = Trianglelist(1 ].Z • Trianglelist(O).Z; 
V(O) = Trianglelist(2(.X • Trianglelis~O].X; 
V(1) = Trianglelist(2).Y- Trianglelis~O).Y; 
V(2] = Triangi~Lis~2].Z • Trianglelist(O).Z; 
rCross product 
norrnalizeGL(O] = U(1) 'V(2)- U(2) 'V(1); 
norrnalizeGLJ1] = U(2) 'V(O] • U(O) 'V(2); 
norrnalizeGLJ2] = U(O) ' V[1) - U[1[ ' V(O]; 
''get the length of the vector sqrt(Oot product) 
double length= sqrt(norrnalizeGL[O) • norrnalizeGLJO) + normalizeGL[1) • norrnalizeGLJ1] + normalizeGL[2) • normalizeGL[2)); 
float D; 
~ {len gth I= 0) 
( 
•Normalize 
returnNorm(O) = normalizeGL[O) / length; 
returnNorrn[1) = normalizeGL[1) / length; 
retumNorrn(2] = normalizeGLJ2] /length; 
//Work out the distance 
D = ·(float)(returnNorm(O] • Trianglelist(O).X + returnNorrn[1 ] • Trianglelist(O].Y + returnNorrn(2) • Trianglelist[O].Z); 
//Fix up some floating po.nt errors (axis al1gn are important planes) 
d (fabsf((float)returnNorrn[O)) > 1 - NORMAL_EPSILON II 
{(float)retumNorrn[1) < NORMAL_EPSILON && {float)returnNorrn[2) < NORMAL_EPSILON && 
(float)returnNorrn[1) > -NORMAL_EPSILON && (float)returnNorrn[2] > -NORMAL_EPSILON)) 
(retumNorrn[O] = (retumNorm[0]>0)?1:-1; retumNorm(1) = 0; retumNorm(2) = 0;) 
else tf (fabsf{(float)retumNorm(1)) > 1 - NORMAL_EPSILON II 
({float)retumNorrn[O) < NORMAL_EPSILON && (float)retumNorm(2] < NORMAL_EPSILON && 
(floa t)retumNorm[O) > -NORMAL_EPSILON && (float)returnNorrn(2) > -NORMAL_EPSILON)) 
(retumNorrn[O] = 0; returnNorm(1] = (retumNorm(1]>0)?1 :-1; retumNorm(2( = 0;} 
else 1f (fabsf((float)returnNorm(2)) > 1 - NORMAL_EPSILON II 
((float)retumNorm(O] < NORMAL_EPSILON && (float)retumNorm(1) < NORMAL_EPSILON && 
(float)retumNorrn{O] > -NORMAL_EPSILON && {float)retumNorm(1] > -NORMAL_EPSILON)) 
(returnNorrn{OJ = 0; returnNorm[1] = 0; returnNorm(2) = (returnNorm(2)>0)?1:-1;} 
else 
( 
/IGenerahz.e (to create approximate normals that are near each other). 
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returnNorm(O) = mt(returnNorm(O] 'FLOAT _NORMAL_ROUNDING + .51)/FLOAT_NORMAL_ROUNDING; 
returnNorm(1) = int(returnNorm(1)' FLOAT _NORMAL_ROUNDING + .Sf)/FLOAT_NORMAL_ROUNDING; 
returnNorm(2) = lnt(returnNorm(2]' FLOAT _NORMAL_ROUNDING + .Sf)/FLOAT_NORMAL_ROUNDING; 
·Fix up some floating point errors (axis align are Important planes) 
~ (fabsf((float)retumNorm(O]) > 1 • NORMAL_EPSILON II ((float)retumNorm(1) < NORMAL_EPSILON && (float)retumNorm(2} < NORMAL_EPSILON && 
(float)returnNorm(1) > -NORMAL_EPSILON && (float)retumNorm(2] > -NORMAL_EPSILON)) 
{retumNorm(O] = {retumNorm(0]>0)?1:-1; retumNorm(1) = 0; retumNorm(2) = 0;} 
else if {fabsf{(float)retumNorm(1)} > 1 • NORMAL_EPSILON II ((Hoat}retumNorm(O] < NORMAL_EPSILON && (float)retumNorm(2) < NORMAL_EPSILON && 
(float)retumNorm[O) > -NORMAL_EPSILON && (float)returnNorm(2) > -NORMAL_EPSILON}) 
(retumNorm(O) = 0: retumNorm(1) = (retumNorm[1)>0)?1:-1; retumNorm[2) = 0;} 
else d (fabsf((float)returnNorm[2)} > 1 • NORMAL_EPSILON II ((float)returnNorm(O] < NORMAL_EPSILON && (Hoat}retumNorm(1) < NORMAL_EPSILON && 
(float)returnNorm(O] > -NORMAL_EPSILON && (float}retumNorm(1) > -NORMAL_EPSILON)} 
(returnNorm(O] = 0: returnNorm[1) = 0; retumNorm(2) = (returnNorm[2)>0)?1 :-1 :} 
else 
( 
retumNorm[O) = returnNorm[1) = returnNorm[2] = 0; 
D= 0: 
) 
1/Convert do~W~ to float vector 
Vector newNormal; 
newNormai.X = (float)retumNorm[O): 
newNormal. Y = (float)retumNorm(1}: 
newNormai.Z = (tloat)retumNorm(2): 
return make_pair(newNormal, D); 
17.5 Determining if a Polygon is Small 
Listing 37 returns true if a polygon is considered to small. 
/'I 
' Used to determine 1f th1s polygon is too small 
' \param epsilon the factor determinmg how small the obtect 1s. 
'.Return Returns true if this polygon IS too small to be considered a polygon. 
I 
boot PolygonV::isSmall(float epsilon) 
{ 
/ 1For an obJect to not be small it must have at least 3 good edges 
int Vertices= Vertex.sizeQ; 
Vector 'CV1 = &Vertex(OJ, 
'CV2 = &Vertex(Vertices-1), 
temp; 
unsigned int n, goodEdge = O: 
temp = 'CV1 • 'CV2; 
temp '= temp: 
if (temp.sumO >epsilon) 
goodEdge++: 
·. 
, ) 
CV2 = &Vertex(1]; 
Vector 'CVEnd = &Vertex(Vertices]; 
I·Check the other edges 
for (n = 0; CV2 != CVEnd; CV1++, CV2++) 
( 
) 
temp= 'CV1 • 'CV2; 
temp '= temp; 
d (temp. sumO > epsilon && ++goodEdge == 3) 
return false; /Ill's not to sman 
return true; !/Irs to small 
17.6 Plane Spanning Polygon 
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Listing 38 coverts polygonV into a polygon that spans the given plane. 
r: 
• Creates a polygon that spans a plane. The srze of the polygon rs determined by 
m?xsrze. 
vord PotygonV::spanPoly(Piane &usePiane, float maxsize) 
{ 
pair<Vector, float> major = usePiane.getNormaiQ.getNonMajorAxisQ; 
:Calculate u v and m1d 
Vector u = major. first + usePiane.getNormaiQ • -major. second; 
u.normarrzeQ; 
u ·= maxsize; 
Vector v = u.cross(usePiane.getNormaiQ); 
Vector mid= -usePiane.getNormaiQ • usePiane.getOist(); 
Vector mAddu = mid + u; 
Vector mSubu = mid· u; 
Vertex.reslze(4); 
Vertex( OJ = mAddu • v; 
Vertex(1] = mAddu + v; 
Vertex(2] = mSubu + v; 
Vertex(3] = mSubu • v; 
17.7 Spl~ 
Lislinq 37. isSmall 
Returns which side of the plane the given polygon is on. If the polygon is on two sides of the plane then the polygon is split into two new polygons. 
• Splits the polygon rn two (d necessary). retum~ng the two new polygons 
• \param partition 1s lhe plane to use as lhe partition. 
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• 'param polyToSplit IS the 1ndex to llle triangle being split 
• 1param newPolys IS the index of the first new In angle, if a split 
• occurred the other new lnangle can be found by addmg 1. 
• 'return Returns the side this polygon IS on of the plane. 
Side PolygonV::checkNSplit(Piane& partition, PolygonV 'newPolys, float epsilon) 
( 
This IS an example of a checkNspfit function that uses the results from the check 
1 ·to aid 1n sputling. There are many shorter versions of poly!JOfl 
//splitters on the web 
lihowever this one lakes a different approach (to what I've have seen 
fat least) Polygons 
//are treated as spans of front( F) and back(B) faces. The c1oss over 
//point is found 
!land then that is used to determine where, and how. the polygon is split 
//Joel Anderson 
//Extract the polygon we are spliHing 
Vector• crossover1; 
Side the Result = getSideOfPiane(partition. crossover! , epsilon); 
if (theResult & SPAN) //If spannmg 
{ 
'IOtherw1se split II into two 
splil(partition, (ons1gned inl)(crossover1 - &Vertex[O]), theResul~ newPolys, epsilon); 
return SPAN; 
) 
else 
( 
return lheResult /Othetwlse return the result 
void PolygonV::split(Piane& partition, uns1gned 101 crossover!, Side theResult, PolygonV "newPolys. float epsilon) 
{ 
uns;gned intend Index = Vertex.sizeQ-1, 
startlndex = 0, 
p1End = crossover1, //polygon 1's end vertex 
p1VarSize = 0, 
p20ifset = 0, 
p2Size, 
p1Size, 
p1Start; 
Vector stitchVI, 
stitchVI2; 
stitch VI. X= FL T _MAX; 
/!The amount of ftxed vertices in polygon 2 
//The amount of fixed vert1ces In polygon 1 
//polygon 1 's start vertex 
PolygonV 'pFront = &newPolys(O), •Front polygon 
"pBack = &newPolys(1); ·Back polygon. gets next1ndex along 
Plane partitionCpy; 
1f (lheResult & BACK) 
{ 
Fup bac~ and front 
pFront+>: pBack-; 
/1lnverse the plane if facing backwards 
partitionCpy = partition.inverseQ; 
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Usting 39. 
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} 
else 
{ 
partitionCpy = partition; 
·Determine v.ilich side the last vertex is on 
Ooat result1 = partitionCpy.computeSide(Vertex[endlndex]); 
( 
d (result1 <= epsilon) 
( 
'IFFFBBB or FFFBB etc ... situabon (F = front. B = back) 
hFFFJBBBJ or FFFJBBJ/IVVhere splits are J, between (crossover1-1) 
/iand crossover!. end array and start array 
liThe significantlhing is 
/11) Strmg ofF's and then B's 
//>Do polygon 1 and then object2 (because of memory alignment) 
p1Start = Vertex.size(); llpolygon 1's start vertex (starts at the end of the hst, because it wraps around) 
p1Size = p1End + 1; 
p2Size = Vertex.sizeQ • p1End + 1; liThe amount or fixed vertices m polygon 2 
//>Determine if stitching IS need, or a existing po1nt can be used 
//Forst check that it's not a on plane point (in which case simply duplicate that point} 
if (result! >=-epsilon} 
( 
) 
//The last point 1s on the plane 
pWarSize = 1; ''Increase s•ze 
'If the firSt point is not on the plane 
else d (partitionCpy.computeSide(Vertex[startlndex]) > epsilon) 
( 
stitchVI = partitionCpy.intersect(Vertex[endlndex], Vertex[startlndex]); 
,,ln~en an Intersection 
pWarSize = 1; lltncrease s1ze 
p2Size++; 
p20ffset = 1; 
} 
else 
( 
p2Size++; 
1f (theResult & ONPLANE) 
p1Size--; 
p20ffset = 1; 
/I Allocate room for vertex array 1 and 2 
pFront->Vertex.resize(p1Size+p1VarSize}; 
p8ack->Vertex.resize(p2Size); 
1f (resu~1 >= -epsilon} 
{ 
pFront->Vertex[O] = Vertex[endlndex]; /!Polygon 1 
} 
else 1f (stitchVI.X != FL T _MAX) 
( 
pBack->Vertex[pBack->Vertex.size(}-1] = pFront->Vertex(O] = stitchVI; iPolygon 1 and 2 
} 
else 
( 
·. 
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pBack->Vertex(pBack->Vertex.sizeo-tJ = Vertex(startlndex): Po!, .,~ 2 
iFFBBBF FFFBBFF etc . Sltuabon (F = front. B = bae~.) 
'FFIBBBiF /Where splits are 1 between (crossovetl-1) and crossover! between (crossover2-1) and crossc,oer2 
tThe tignifiCllnt thmg is 
//1) that rt IM'aps a<ound at the end 
' 2) Siring of F's and then B's and then F ag<~~n 
113) Both 11\tersetiJOns are at places wflere the first vertex 111 the crossover ~>ill be the only poss•tfe 011-pbne point 
/i>Detennlne the posliiOtl or the second crossover which hasn't been found yet 
hF•nd the end or thc .;equen.:e 
float resutt2: 
unsign.~d in! crossover2: The second crossov .. st;vts •I'• Xl:h at cro O'ltf1 
for (crossover2 • crossover!; (result2 = partitionCpy.computeSide(Vertex(+<erossover2])) <-epsilon;): 1 
pi Start= crossover2; lrpotygon 1's start vertex 
p2Size • pi Start· p1End + 2; 
pi Size= Vertex.sizeO • p2Size + 3; 
0. I .,. ne 1 .t•1chng is reed 
tThe amount of fiXed vertices 1n polygon 2 
liThe amo_unt of fixed vert"es 1n polygon 1 
~w;t en dt ~ 11 r not a enplane poont (•n whiCh case Sl!l'ply duplicate !hat pomt) 
n (result2 > epsilon) 'The points are on two s1des of the plane. therefore the intersection needs to be found 
{ 
(. .10 ~'0 
stitchVl = partilionCpy.intersect(Vertex(crossover2-1). Vertex(crossover2)): Pol~ 1 
p1VarSize = 1; 
p20ffset= 1; 
ro..nn r· <rte rray 1 a. d 2 
pFront->Vertex.resize{p1Size+p1VarSize): 
pBack->Vertex.resize{p2Size); 
Copy each vert " from tht. start or the .equenco to thc end of the lfl' y 
dupEachVertex(p1Start, Vertex.sizeQ • p1Start, &pFront->Vertex(p1VarSize)): IIPolygon 1 
IO~t.muoe 1! sti,.hing IS lleed 
IIF~rst check rhat•t's no1 a enplane po1nt nn which caso simply duplicate that po1nt) 
11 (result2 > epsilon) i/The po.nts are on two sides of the plane lherelore the lntersect•on needs to be found 
{ 
In ert an intel"lt!CI/011 
pBack->Vertex(pBack->Vertex.size()-1) = pFront->Vertex(OJ = stitchVI; •Polygon 1 and 2 
'<lPY ~ ,e 1p to o.; cros•wer po.nl tor poly• )n 1 
dupEachVertex(O. p1End, &pFroo1->Vertex(p1VarSize + Vertex.sizeO • p1Start)): Pot,,gon 1 
'l"f .,.. ~top..y,...2 
dupEachVertex{p1End, p2Size-1-p20ffse~ &pBack->Vertex(1)); liP• gon 2 
~ ~ .o.h ~~ eti1l "f3f' ... ngpv.ntc~ L ~""' 
Forst chec~ lhat1fs not a enplane po1nt (•n whiCh clSe Slmjlly a..pticate that poont) 
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Then. I P' nt o on lhe plane. 1\lloch makes talculatiOns ea• y JU>t tupl liE h t v.•rt x 
stitthVI2 = (theResu~ & ONPLANE)?Vertex[crossover1-1):partition.lntersett(Vertex[crossover1-1), Vertex(crossover1)); 
pFront->Vertex(pFroni->Vertex.sizeQ-11 = pBack->Vertex(OJ = stitchVI2: ·p iyov. 1 "ld 
tap yo· 
ASSERT(pFront->Vertex.size() > 2): 
ASSERT(pBack->Vertex.size() > 2); 
17.8 Trim 
Checks the side of a polygon and if it's spanning it is trimmed. 
Side PolygonV::chetkNTrlm(Piane& partition. float epsilon) 
{ 
/IE> tract the polygon wa are splitting 
VettOI' crossover I; 
Side theResult = getSideOfPiane{partition. crossover I, epsilon); 
of (theResult & SPAN) 'If ;panning 
{ 
trim{theResult. partition, (unsogned 1\t)(crossovert - &Vertex(O)), epsilon); 
r"0 ~ SPAN; 
e 
{ 
••· theRe suit lherMse return the resu~ 
Trims one side of given polygon. 
Vvod PolygonV::trim(Side theResul~ Plane partition, unsogned ont crossover1, "oat epsilon) 
{ 
assert(theResult & Side.SPAN); 
1100 polygon 1 
unsigned lnt endlndex = Vertex.size{)-1. 
startlndex = 0. 
p1End = crossover1, !/polygon 1's end vertex 
p1VarSize = 0, 
p1Size, 
pi Start, 
p10ffset=O; 
VettOI stitch VI; 
stitchVI.X = FL T _MAX; 
Vettor' newVILO = NUU; 
/!The amount of ft<ed vertoces '" polygon 1 
/, polygon 1's stan vertex 
lunsogned inlmax should never be neached n's used to 11docate that lllere was n.e ~an llltersectoon 
Fl T _MAX should never be reathed. t s used to ondicate 1/lat there was IIB'I•r an ontersetbon 
' t o d~ g kwards 
'Plane ~tiooCpy = (theResu~ & BACk)?ponbon ltWerseQ:j)311l1Jon 
?p;nllOII.InverseO partitoon. 
'Oe1elmine wlllch Side the tast ~erte' is on 
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float result! = partition.computeSide{Vertex[endlndexJ); 
it (tt1eResult & BACK) 
( 
(result! >= oi!psilon) 
{ 
eFI B v FFFB8 etc SJtuaoon (f = lroot B = bac~.) 
FFF]B8B] or FFFJBBJ I'WIIere splots are 1 between {cmsoYer1·1) and crossover!, end IIITJy and stan arra-t 
The Slgnlf'IC.ant thing IS 
1/1) Slrilg ofF's and ~n B's 
D P' ., 1 ~n.:l ~en ob'ett2 (because ollll€rnory alignment) 
pi Size= Vertex.size{) • p1End +1; liThe amount of fixed >t11ices In polygon 2 
Detem11n 1f Slltch,ng is need. or a emtmg pomt can be used 
1Fir t c1 ;cf. !hat 1t's not 1 enplane point (in whiCh case s1mply dupliCate lhat po1nt) 
~ (resul11 > epsilon) 
( 
I /The last pomt ts on the plane 
If (partltion.computeSide(Vertex[startlndex]) <-epsilon) 
stitchVI = partltion.lntersect(Vertex(endlndex]. Vertex[startlndexJ); 
p1Size++; 
p10ffset = 1: 
.t ' IC • r llll !()( 'crte( array 
newVILO = n :w VectortP1Size]; 
·f (resuh1 > epsilon) 
newVILO{p1Size-1] = (stitchvt.X != FLT_MAX)?stitchVI:Venex[startfndex]; 
FFBBSF FFFBSFF, ele s;tJJabon (F = Iron~ B = back) • 
I:FF]B8B]F I'WI>ere spits are]. be:'..,.;en (crossover1·11 and crossover! between {crossover2·1) and tro~over2 
/The sigrufant thing 1s 
1 1 J that •t IWaps wund at the end 
12) String ofF's and then e·s and tllen F agatn 
/13) Both tntersections are at places where !he first vertex m the crossover will be the onty possible on-plane pomt 
'"·Detennine the posrtion of the second crosse"'' · whrch hasn't been found yet 
1/Find the end of tile sequence 
float result?; 
unsigned lnt crossover2 =crossover!; liThe second crossover start~ rt's search at crossover! 
fCf (; (result2 = partitlon.computeSide(Vertex((++crossover2)])) > epsilon;) ( ); It 
p1Size = crossover2 • p1End + 2: 
\llu..;ar! r() )ffi for verte arra J 
newVILO = new Vectorfp1Size]; 
0. mrn ,, ... ~ os need 
•!The mount of ft<ed vtrtv.es rn pol1gon 2 
bo• s nll a enplane potnt [m which case Slmply duplicate that pomt) 
~ (resull2 <-epsilon) The points ar: 011 tMl s1de$ of the plane therefore the llletlectiOn needs li:l be foond 
( 
stitchvt = partition.intersect(Vertex((crossover2·1)J. Vertex(crossover2J); ygon 1 
p10ffset = 1; 
newVILO(p1Size-1] = stitchvt: 
·. 
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<: ·~Y 111 " ro. on 10 the polygon 
dupEachVertex(p1End. p1Size-1-p10ffsel &newVll0(1)); 
I" - og "' eed. Of a e"S'· ·~ :o t?' " 
"f ~ vt a "1-nr lane pot ... t f!ifl -t,icl cas.- ~~ ~ ~I r 
T~ I' ·~ o. " p."1e. wt>:Ch makes c~· at tO , e.. , 
newVlLO(O) = (lheResuH & ONPLANE)?Vertex(crossover1-1):~n.intersect(Vertex(crossover1-1) , Vertex(crossover1)); 
p 1VarSize = O; 
d (result1 <=epsilon) 
( 
e 
( 
'FFFBBB ~· FFFBB etc .. . situanon (F =Iron! B =back) 
IIFFF)BBB) or FF F)BB) I!Whera sphts are ). between (crossover1-1) and crossover!. end array and start array 
liThe Significant thing 1s 
111) Slnng ofF's and tlten s·s 
r, Do polygon 1 and then ObJect2 (because of memory al•gnment) 
p1Start = V~rtex.sizeO; flpolygon 1's stan vertex (starts·atthe end of lhe list. because it wraps around) 
p1Size = p1End + 1; 
{ 
) 
"' ~ st,t· •ng is need. or a e>.tsting point can be used 
~ir t ch ., t " ' ·s not a ~plane pa<nt (In v.iuch ease simply duplicate that point) 
(resuH1 >= -epsilon) 
~. r - oueplane 
p1VarSoze = 1; ..;rease size 
r e '"" "'' " ~ tne p<ane (partition.computeSide(Vertex(startlndexD > epsilon) 
stitchVI • partition.intersect(Vertex(endlndex), Vertex(startlndo.x)); 
'"~ f"er''Of'l 
p1VarSize = 1; ncrease s;ze 
el.e 
{ 
If (the Result & ONPLANE) 
p1Size--; 
newVILO =new Vector(p1Size+p1VarSize): 
if (resuH1 >=-epsilon) 
{ 
newVILO(O) = Vertex(endlndex); Polygon 1 
) 
e1 ~ (stitchVI.X != FLT _MAX) 
( 
newVILO(O) = stitchVI; Pol) goo 1 and 2 
FFBSBF, FFFBBFF elc siluation (F = front B = back) 
eFjBBB)F 'Where splits art< 1. bet:v.'*n tcrossover1·1) and CIO$sove<1. bet-n (c:rossover2-11 and aosso.er2 
fQO': 1 and 2 
) 
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liThe sigml1cant thing IS 
//1) that •twaps Nound at the end 
112) Stmg ol F's and then B's and lllen F aga.n 
i3) Bo:ll iltetsecbOnS nat plaCes where !he first ~rtex 111 the crossover wiD be the Of1ly possable on-plane pool 
/I>Oetermtne lbe posrtion of the second crossover wtuch hasn't been found yet 
.. Find t~ told of the S8'!\181lCl! 
fo/11 result2; 
uns.oned 11 crossovef2: 'T 1e So!COI'Id crossu.er sta1s s"" <0-.;51" .. 1 
lor (crossover2 : crosSO'Jef1; (result2 = partition.computeSide(Vertex[-Htrossover2))) <-epsilon;) ( ); 
p1 Start: crosSO'Jer2; 'polygon l's start vertex 
p1Size = Vertex.slze() • p1Start + p1End + 1; 
·0.. "Tll·M if sbtclung lll:ed 
//The ilfllOunt of fixed ~es 10 polygon 1 
'F" 1 •er' thalli's not a onplane point (10 which case simply dupflcate tllat point) 
•f (result2 > epsilon) liThe pOints are on two sides of the plane, therefore the Intersection needs to be found 
( 
//Create an intersecbon 
stitchVI = partition.intersect(Vertex[crossover2·1), Vertex(crossover2)); '!Polygon 1 
p1VarSize = 1; 
IAUoca. rr.om for •...rlex array 
newVILO =new Vector(p1Size+p1VarSize); 
C ~ I·~ ~ .tan Of ~ • ,e.,~ 10 >e J 
dupEachVertex(p1Start. Vertex.sizeO • p1Start, &newVILO(p1VarSize)); 
Otit n oe ~ .utth ·" .s need 
.F 1 ch "'' thal1t's not a onplane p01nt (in "'hiCh case simf)ty duplicate that po.nt) 
(result2 > epsilon) The PQ!Ilts ilfe on two Sides of the plar.e lllerefore I~ lntersecllcn needs to be lotmd ( . 
~ ~~ 
newVILO[O] : stitchVI; POl gon 1 and 2 
'Cooy ch vertex up 10 the crossover poi-11 for polygon 1 
dupEachVertex(O. p1End, &newVILO(p1VarSize + Vertex.sizeO • p1Start)); 
'Oettmllll~ d .tilelling is need. or a ex•shng po10t can be used 
1/Fnt check that 11's not a onplane point (in which case simply duplicate that po1nt) 
liThe next point 1s on the plane. which makes calculat>Ons easy. JUSt dupliCate that vertex 
newVILO[p 1 Slze+p1VarSize-1] = (theResuk & ONPLANE)?Vertex[crossover1-1]:partition.intersect(Vertex[(crossover1·1 )). Vertex[crossover1)); 
'Set Ill< v~y\j01110 rt's new ""rtex ust 
Vertex.resize(p 1 Slze+p 1VarSize); 
copy( &newVILO[O], &newVILO[p1Size+p1VarSize), Vertex.beginQ ); 
delete 0 newVILO; 
'3< ...r ..s '· not a poly 1011 
assert(Vertex.slzeO > 2): 
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17.9 Portal Generation 
This code creates portals from the BSP tree. There may be some bad portals created after calling createPortals to generate the portals therefore filterPortals should be 
called to find and remove any bad portals that can be found. 
int BSPStandard::pushPortal(int& list, lnt toAdd, mt side) 
{ 
Portallist[toAdd).Link(side) = list; 
return list = toAdd; 
void BSPStandard::addPortal(int portal, Node' node, tnt side) 
( 
Portal' currentPortal = &PortaiList(portaq; 
currentPortai->P.arent[side) = node; 
currentPortai->Link(side) = node->Portals; 
node->Portals = portal; 
'IOid BSPStandard::popPortai(Portal &parentPortal, mt side) 
( 
parentPortai.Parent[side)->Portals = parentPortai.Link(side); 
parentPortai.Parent[side) = NULL: //Needed' 
oonst float PORTAL_EPSILON = 0.0011; 
void BSPStandard::createSpanPortai(Node' node) 
f 
'Note that the algoctthm below is sunnar to th.. Ouake3 Radiant algooU1m 
afttlough the code is diifereOI 
int nel'of'ortallndex = nel'of'ortal(1); 
Portal' newPortal = &PortaiList(newPortallndex); 
Node' child Node = node; 
nel'of'ortai->Polygon.spanPoly(PianeListOuick(node-> ThePiane)); 
Plane• currentPiane; 
Node' currentNode; 
Plane p; 
r'Trin polygonJportal by tl's paneniS 
int partitlonNode; 
roc (partition Node= childNode->Parent partitionNode I= ROOT _PARENT; partition Node= currentNode->Parent) 
{ 
currentNode = &NodelistFixed[partitionNode): 
currentPiane = &PianelistOuick(currentNode-> ThePiane); 
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p = (&NodeUsiFIXed[currentNode-.>Back) = childNode)?currentPiane->inverse():'currentPiane; 
newPortai->Polygon.checkNTrWil(p): 
chUdNode = currentNode; 
if (newPorta~>Polygon. lsSmaiiO II NodeUstFixed[node->Back].ThePiane == SOliD_NODE) 
{ 
Free JrEmory [shoUld be cl,eap as rfs notllle lop) 
Portallislresize(Portall.lslsizeO • 1); 
debugSmaiiPortaiCounl++: 
J 
else 
{ 
newPorta~> ThePiane = node-> ThePiane: 
addPortal(newPortallndex, &NodeUslfixed(node->Back], 1); 
addPortal(newPortallndex, &NodeUslfixed[node->Front), 0); 
void BSPStandard::partitionPortai(Node' parentNode) ·ml theNode) 
{ 
Crealcl.o n po 'al 
createSpanPortal(parentNode); 
Plane 'parentPiane = &PianeUstOuiclt[parentNode-> ThePiane), 
•currentPiane; 
Portal' currentPortal; 
rnt portallndex, link, side; 
PolygonV newPolygon[2): 
Or.dee;c. "" '.-~ .- byllusnode 
•t en "' n.n serd do>"'l l s. • ~ ·""' ~ 'ld n tlQ, n 
for (portallndex • parentNode->Portals: portallndex I= PORTAL_END; portallndex =link) 
{ 
currentPortal• &PortaiUst{portallndex); 
current? lane = &PianellstOuick[currentPorta~> ThePiane]: 
side= (currentPortai->Parent[O) == parentNode)?0:1; 
link = currentPortai·>Link[side); 
popPortal('currentPortal. side); //remove rt from !he stack, srnce it's the one currently bemg 1ravpr~9~ 
sWJtth (currentPortai->Polygon.checkNSplit('parentPiane, newPotygon, PEPSILON • 2.01)) 
{ 
case SPAN: 
( 
if (newPolygon[O).IsSmaiiQ) 
{ 
I (newPolygon[1).isSmanQ) 
( 
Free~ m~moll'( used for lhose objects (two smal objects} 
popPortal('currentPortal, !side): 
debugSmalll'ortaiCount«=2; 
} 
currentPorta~>Polygon = newPolygon[1); Ur;lale polygon 
) 
) 
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addPortal(portallndex. &NodelistFIXed(parentNode->Back), side); 
debugSmaiiPortaiCount++; 
) 
else •I (newPolygon(1).isSmaiiQ II NodelistF1Xed(parentNode->Back).ThePiane = SOLID_NODE) 
( 
} 
currentPorta~>Polygon = newPolygon[O); !Up< •te poly• >n 
addPortal(portallndex, &NodelistFixed[parentNode->Front), side); 
debugSmaliPortatCount++; 
else •B; h re 01 •zes 
( 
T • .., .• r , .. ••e bee" crea'eO • old o. s IOUicl be delel8d now, but IS currenuy n01~ 
int newPortallndex = newPortal(1); 
Portal' newPortal = &PortaiUsijnewPortallndex); 
currentPortal = &Portallis~portallndex); rGt~b a fmh copy of the current portal on case •t has changed on a reaJ!Oc 
//Copy over common •nformalion 
currentPortai->Polygon = newPolygon[O); 
•newPortal = •currentPortal; !/Copy over infonnallon 
newPortai->Polygon = newPolygon(1); licurrentPortai->Polygon. 
addPortal(portallndex, &NodelistFixed[parentNode->Front). side); 
addPortal(newPortallndex. &NodeUstFIXed[pa-entNode->Back), side); 
addPortal(newPortallndex. CtJrrentPorta~>Parenij!side), !side); 
) 
break; 
case BACK: 
addPortal(portallndex, &NodeUstFixed[pa-entNode->Back), side); 
bre~k; 
case FRONT: 
addPortal(portallndex, &NodelistFixed(parentNode->Front), side); 
breal<; 
case ONPLANE: 
{ 
""'lt~o. ndontSI 
int newPortallndex = newPortal{1); 
Portal' newPortal = &Porta!Us~newPortallndex); 
iC 1> o•er CX' •non infctmalioo 
'newPortal = •currentPortal; !Copy over onforrnat1011 
addPortal(portallndex, &NodelistFixed[parentNode->FrontJ, side); 
addPortal(newPortallndex, &NodellstFixed[parentNode·>Back), side); 
addPortal{newPortallndex. currentPortal->Parent[lside), !side); 
) 
'E• ,, PI- a .... r~ o~: " .ey ve t>een moved down the next list) 
parentNode->Portals : PORTAL_END; 
void BSPStandard::createPortalsQ 
{ 
Portallislclea-Q; 
Portatuslreserve(NodeListsizeQ); ResiZe the portals on one block, to speed up aBocaton 
·. 
/Traverses the enfre tee usong a loop. back nodes are VISIIe<l lrst 
1 This only~ because nodes are oolered oac~-to-lront This os cptrnized 
futr.oeo by h.,,~~. IVeS at lhc end ollhe ~;:e 
mt n. size z NonleaiNodeCount 
for (n=O; n<size: n-) 
( 
) 
) 
/ of (Nodel •• QnJ TheP~ ne >= 0) .If not a (SCUD or EMPTY) LEAF NODE 
partitionPortai(&NodelistFixed[nD: 
bool 8SPStandard;:isGoodPorta~const Portal& toCheck) C'I"SI 
( 
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of (toCheck.Paren~OJ && toCheck.Parent[OJ->ThePiane =LEAF _NODE && toCheck.Paren~1[->ThePiane ==LEAF _NODE) 
( 
) 
/!Remove onfonote portals (note thai some onfonole portals could be useful lor looking out wondows) 
const float 88.../IPROX = 1.01; 
AAB8Lite bound= NodeListFixed[0].8B; ·The boundong box at node 0 sllOtJid hold the en lore wond 
bound.Min.X;, 88.../IPROX; 
bound. Min. Y-= 88.../IPROX: 
bound.Min.Z-= 88.../IPROX; 
bound.Max.X ..., 88.../IPROX; 
bound.Max.Y ..., 88.../IPROX; 
bound.Max.Z.,.. 88.../IPROX: 
111t n: 
lor (n • toCheck.Polygon.Vertex.sizeO: -n>=O: ) 
( 
(lbound.fttWithin(toCheck.Polygon.Vertex(nJ)) . Pan of thiS anay cot1ld be p<Hxtracted 
braal<; 
return (n = -1); 
else 
( 
return false; 
'IOid 8SPStandard::filter!'ortalsO 
( 
Cre.-e "! r" "·I r ~.o at each node 
111t portallndex.link, side. idcount=O: 
int n, offset = NonleaiNodeCounL 
size =offset+ Fronll.eafCounL 
goodCount = 0; 
vector<bool> goodPortals; ILUT for good portals 
goodPortals.reserve(FrontleafCount): Thos may get reaOy big 
Forst ll)lk out~ lf'llOIInt of good portalS so we tan bloc~ allOCate 
·. 
I Note tnat goodPortals wll reqt.ll"e blocf, allocations but 
11 a bit lal<es •P mt>'"~ ·ess memory ll>:!n PortalOneWay 
2) PortJ!Ot,., lf ,_ • 10 be '"a seo~nllal array lor tO 
lor (n = offset n < size: n-++) 
( 
Node' cmentl.eal = &NodelistFixedln): 
''Tra<erse eo.:/1 1)011al at !hilt node to get a count 
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lor (portallndex = currentl.eai->Portats; portallndex != PORTAL_ENO; portallndex = link) 
( 
Portal' thePortal = &Portallist(portallndex); 
side = (thePortai->ParenijO) = currentleaQ?0:1; 
ink= thePortal->~k{side); 
t QsGoodPortatrthePortaQ) 
( 
goodCount++; 
goodPortals.push_back(true): 
) 
else 
( 
debugBadPortaiCount++; 
goodPortals.push_back(false); 
PortaiCoant = goodCount 
OWPlist = ,_ PortatOneWay(goodCount): 
vector<OOol> ::~erator good = goodPortals.beginQ; 
PortaiOneWay' ~ = OWPlis~ 
MaxFacePCount = 0; 
PortaiPVSSize = {goodCounl+7)>>3; 
GloballnFrontl.lst = new BYTE(PortaiPVSSize'PortaiCount): 
ZeroMemoly(GioballnFrontlis~ PortaiPVSSize'PortaiCount); ' n al bits z.ero (unlmot;;~ yeo 
BYTE' glllef = GloballnFrontl.ist 
for (n =offset n < size; n++) 
( 
Node' currentleal = &NodelistFixed(n); 
currentleaf->FacePortals = iterP; 
currentLeai->FacePCount = 0; 
for (portallndex = currentLeaf->Portals; portallndex I= PORTAL_ENO; portallndex = link) 
( 
Portal' thePortal = &PortallisijportaUndex): 
side= (thePortai->ParenijO) = currentl.eaQ?0:1; 
link = thePortal->~k{side): 
lf {'good) 
( 
iterP->Polygon = thePortai->Polygon; 
ft•p rh, r'~ne tf the portal IS facing the ollw dlfBCbon) 
~erP-> ThePiane = (side=O)?PianelistOuick(thePortal-> ThePiane).inverseO:PtanellstOuick(thePortal-> ThePiane); 
iterP->l eaf = thePortai->Parenij!side); 
iterP->Priority = 0; 1Jo ~own yet 
-. 
I Allocate space lor the PVS 
iterP->InFront = gllter; 
gllter --= Portaii'VSSize: 
ite!P++: Go Ill >eo ponal 
currentleaf->FacePCount++: 
} 
good++: 
d (currentleai->FacePCount > MaxFacePCoont) 
MaxFacePCount = currenU..eai->FacePCoont 
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Node ·currenU..eal. •endleaf • &NodelistFixed[NonleaiNodeCount + FrontleaiCount]: 
PortaiOneWay ·sourcePortal, 
•endSourcePortal; 
tnt maxPrlnt = 6; 
Vector miomax; 
F Po.de;od o 
lor (currenU..eaf;&NodeUstFixed[NonleafNodeCount]; currentleal l=endleaf; ++currenU.ea~ 
( 
~ (currentleai->FacePCount > 0) 
' 
} 
minmax = cooentleai->FacePortafs[O].Polygon.Vertex[O]; 
currentleaf->BB.set(minmax, mlnmax}; 
endSourcePortal = &currentleai->FacePortals[currenU..eai·>FacePCount]; 
Ia (sourcePortaf:&currenU..eaf..>FacePorta!s{O]: sourcePortaf!=endSoorcePorta~ ++50UrtePortal} 
( 
currenU..eaf..>BB.add(sourcePortai->Polygon); 
ets.. !">•• le es snu.ld >a•E at lease one portal111t 
( 
d (CieanOebug) 
Vector minmax(O,O,O): 
currentleaf->BB.set(minmax. minmax); 
W (-maxPrint > 0) Don't priniiD many otheN tse II m~y ta~ to long 
( 
unsigned int leaf= (unsogned int} (currentleal • &NodellstFixed[NonleafNodeCount]): 
cout « 'Warning isolated room at teal ' « leal «end!; 
PortaiUslctear(}; !No longer needed (us~d for debugging) 
17.10 Zero Run Length Encoding 
This ZRLE algorithm rompresses the given array into the global array2. 
tnt ZRLEcomJXess(BYTE' array, vector<BYTE>& array2. int size] 
( 
int i, offset= array2.sizeQ. 
bitsize = ((size-1)»3)+1; 
for (i=O; i<bitsize; i++) 
( 
array2.push_back(array[i]); 
n (array(i( = 0) IRLE cond1 IOfl 
{ 
) 
) 
int starti = i; 
whde 0 < size && 1-starti <= 255 && array(++<l == 0 ); 
array2.push_backO- starti - 1 ); It set run length 
i--; //Go back one 
return offsel; 
17.11 Unk Generation 
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After the BSP tree has been built this algorithm generates links for each leaf. Links are found and stored in the NodelinkMap so that they can easily be stored to file. When 
the links are loaded they will be stored at each leaf. 
'VIrtual'/ v01d BSPLink::generateUnksO 
{ 
:F1nd lha ~nkages 
lnt leaf= 0: 
:Extra.:l root node 
lnt maxNodelndex = FrontleafCount + Nonl eafNodeCount; 
NodelinkMap.resize(NonleafNodeCount); 
For each lear 
Node •currentleaf. 'endleaf = &Nodellst(NonleafNodeCount + FrontleafCount]; 
for (currentleaf=&Nodelis~NonleafNodeCount]; currentleaf!=endl eaf; ++currentleaf) 
{ 
I1Marl< root 
currentleaf->markVisl eaf(++leaf. NodellstFixed, NonleafNodeCounL maxNodelndex. PVSllst); 
1/AsSJgn this to someth1ng 1n the node (llle commented out code is what 
11N!II essenbally happen when the bsp me IS loaOed ) 
'lcurrentleaf->LJnk = (lnt)(NodellstFixed(O(.getFirstOecision(trame NodeL1stFixed) • NodeL1stF1Xed): //Re-use the Sortl/alue field to hold hnkage 
mt nodelndex = fmt)(NodelistFixed(OJ.getFirstDeclslon(leaf, NodelistFixed) - NodelistFixed): 
NodeUnkMap(nodelndex).push_back(leaf-1 ); 
Finds and returns the first node in the tree where a decision needs to be made as to which node to traverse. 
'I 
• Returns the fltSt marked node that has tV«l marl<ed th11d nodes 
'I 
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BSPStandard::Node' BSPStandard::Node::getFirstOecision(lflt frame, Node' nodelistFixed) 
( 
£ •act o ~t 
Node 'Cllrrent = !Ius, "b3ctc. ' front 
do 
{ 
I 
back= &nodel.istFixed(current->Back(; 
front= &nodel.istFixed(c..rent->Front(: 
l (back->Martt == frame) 
( 
I 
else 
if (front->Martt ==frame) !>real<: I Oecosion potnt found 
current = back: 
current = front 
..nile (current-> ThePiane I= LEAF _NODE 1: 
If (current-> ThePiane == LEAF _NODE) u~~;af (should occur only in non-hnkong rooms) 
return &nodelistFixedlcurrent->Parent(: 
retum current: 
Note that the code for leaf marking can be found in 17.12. 
17.12 Mark Leaf 
This algorithm marks all the parent nodes for the given leaf. 
• Marks lhe leal and allots parents 
t "''IO"IIS"'a.""ed 
VOid BSPStandard::Node::marltleaf(lflt frame, Node' nodelistFixed) 
( 
Node' current= &nodelistF ixed(thos·>Parentl: 
while ( current->Martt I= frame I 
( 
current->Martt = frame: 
current = &nodelistfixed(current->Parent(: 
This algorithm marks all the visible leaves and parents for the given leaf . 
.>Aano• a ~"" ~ .. 'e :ea.e~ and toer parents 
"td BSPStandard::Node::mar1<Visleaf(int frame. Node' nodellst. ont nonleaiNodeCount "It maxNodelndex. std::vector<BYTE>& PVSL.isll 
( 
11t nodelndex: 
BYTE' PVS: 
BYTE cPVS, cbit: 
nodelist(OI Mark= frame: 
tt .s->marld.eaf(lrame, &nodeUs~O)): 
Fo el'<:h v "'e .;af ">e cU'rent leafs set 
PVS: &PVSU~Itlos->PVSlisHndex]; 
nodelndex = nonlea!NodeCount 
"' (nodelndex < maxNodelndex) 
{ 
E.< 'set 
- (·PVS=O) 
{ 
PVS++: 
nodelndex-+= ((' PVS) + 1)«3: 
PVS++: 
~ (nodelndex >= maxNodelndex) break; 
cPVS = 'PVS; 
for (cbit=O;cbit<B; cbit++) 
( 
'Add that hnl< 
1f (cPVS & (1«cbit)) 
. nodelist(nodelndex + cbit].markleaf(frame, nodelist); 
nodelndex += 8; Move oo lO ne.<t 8 
PVS++; 
17.13 PVS Generation 
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PVS generation is used to work out what leaves are visible from each particular leaf. Note that not all the relevant functions are shown here as that would make the 
document too long however the code is available in the source listing. 
17.13.1 Anti-Penumbra Clip Plane Generation 
The Listing 48 generates anti-penumbra around the given portals. 
nt getAntiPenumbraCiippers{PolygonV& sourceP, PolygooV& otlll!iP, t. ffipPiane, Plane" outCiipPianes) 
{ 
" " .... • • 1..ed pure1y for p;;rfonn reasons {keeps them oft the Slack) 
sl"·c 11 n, m, sizeOther, sizeSource; 
,ta· Veclor tnlJ); 
st'~ Plane "testPiane: 
>!aloe Side sourceS, otherS: 
testPiane = outCtipPianes; 
sizeOther = otherP. Vertex.sizeQ, 
sizeS<uce = sourceP.Vertex.sizeQ; 
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:l oop through wery comt.nabOO of poss•ble planes. unhl one IS found that spli!s 
OOb p...Mt oo''te front a•d Ole olller on the back 
for (n=sizeOther; -n>=O;) 
( 
'Thll fist hoo vertices of the plane come kom the otner portal 
lri(O( = otherP.Vertex(n(; 
lri(1) = otherP.Vertex((n+1)% sizeOther); 
for (m=sizeSource: -m>=O;) 
( 
'The other comes from m.: source portal 
tri(2( • sourceP.Vertex(m]; 
Make sure the plane IS valid 
11 (getPianeQuick(tri, testPiane->Normal, testPiane->Dist)) 
( 
·Ma~e sure that the "''~'and tt •• sourc~ ponal ar~ on two Ctlt;,rent sides 
sourceS = sourceP.getSideOfPiane('testPiane); 
otherS= otherP.getSideOfPiane('testPiane); 
•f ((sourceS I otherS)= (FRONT I BACK)) 
( 
if (flipPiane I= (otherS== BACK)) 
testPiane->inverseMe(); 
testPiane++; /Go to next plane 
break; 'The corrt"t plane for thts set was found 
) 
} 
return (•nt) (testPiane- outCiipPianes); 
Listing 49 produces a more precise anti-penumbra by using the inverse anti-penumbra as well. Duplicate anti-penumbra planes generated by the second anti-penumbra 
are removed. 
101 getAntiPenumbraCtippers"(PolygonV& sourceP, PolygonV& otherP, Plane• outCiipPJanes) 
I 
mt nCiippers = getAntiPenumbraCiippers(sourceP. otherP,Ialse, outCiipPianes); 
mt nCiippers2 = getAntiPenumbraCiippers(olherP. sourceP, rue. &outCUpPianes(nCiippers)); 
Chl:ck for ont ane 
int n, m: 
for (ncnCiippers; -n>=O; ) 
( 
lor (m=nCiippers2+nCiippers; -m>=nCtippets; ) 
( 
d (outCiipPianes(n) = outCiipPianes(m)) 
outCiipPianes(m].setAiign(1000): ·~.lark 11 
el;e 
outCiipPianes(m).seWtgn(O); 
int offset = 0, total = nCUppers"'!IClippers2; 
lor (n=nCI/ppels; n <total; ++11) 
( 
ootClipPlanes[n-offseQ = outCipPtanes[n); 
· (outC6pPianes{n).getA!ignQ = 1000) 
( 
+<offset 
-flCiippers2; 
rt~wm nCHppers"'!ICUppers2; 
17.13.2 Common 
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A list of common functions that are used in many of the PVS methods. 
""' BSPStandard::setleafBit{BYTE" PVSI'lray, canst Node' leal) 
( 
setBit{PVSI'lray, (oot)(leaf- Nodelistf'lxed) - NonleatNodeCounQ, 
) 
110..:1 BSPStandard::unsetl..eafBit{BYTE' PVS/vray, const Node' leal) 
( 
unSetBit(PVSmay, Ont)(leaf - NodeUstFixed)- NonleafNodeCount); 
void BSPStandard::setOWPBit(BYTE' array. const PortaiOneWay• portal) 
( 
setBit(array, (int)(portal- OWPList)); 
v id BSPStandard::unSetOWPB~(BYTE' array, cons! PortaiOneWay' portal) 
{ 
unSetBit{array, ( nt)(portal- OWPlist)); 
) 
lnline t;, 4 isBitSet(BYTE• array, "' ' pos) 
{ 
r -, {array{pos» 3) & {1«(pos&7)))?rue:lalse; 
listing 53. 
bool BSPStandard::lsLeafSet(BYTE· array, canst Node• lean 
{ 
rei\Jm isBitSet(array, (mt)(leaf • NodelistFixed) • NonleafNodeCount); 
bool BSPStandard::lsOWPSet(BYTE' array, const PortaiOneWay• portal) 
{ 
return isBitSet(array, fmt){portal- OWPlist)); 
17.13.3 Level1 
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This is the first stage of PVS generation. The algorithm rejects portals that are easily removable from the list of potentially visible portals (infront list). The algorithm also 
works out priority for portals to be used in the next stage. 
vood BSPStandard::createBasicVIsO 
{ 
mt n, p; 
MaxPortaiVertices = 0; :Calculates the maxomum vertoces on a portal 
OWPListOrdered = new PortaiOneWay>(PortaiCount); 
All vosoble one-way-ponals must bl: behind the next one 
W I·> /·> {correct = Front. Back) 
tr <./ 1-> (wrong= Back Ba-:f:) 
II" 1-> <·I (wrong = Front. Front) 
II Catutate the nodes that are in front of one another for each node (deep 1) 
IIFond all the onfront brts 101 each portal 
0(W2) 
PortaiOneWay ' p1 , 'p2: 
fOf {n = 0; n < PortaiCount ++n) 
{ 
p1 = &OWPLisQn); 
OWPLisiOrdered{nl = p1; 
~ (MaxPortaiVertices < p1->Polygon.Vertex.sizeQ) MaxPortaiVertices = p1->Polygon.Vertex.sizeQ: 
tor (p = 0; p < PortaiCount p++) 
{ /!Put everythmg that is onfront or spann1ng on p1 
p2 = &OWPLisijp); 
of ((p2->getSideOfPiane{p1->ThePiane) & {SPAN I FRONT)) && 
{p1->getSideOfPiane(p2->ThePiane) & (SPAN I BACK))) 
{ 
setBit(p1->lnFront. p); 
1/Put portals that are behind more portals at the end ot the lost 
p1->Priority++; 
·. 
fu. (n = 0; n < PortalCount ++n) 
( 
p1 = &OWPUs~nJ; 
~ (p1->Priority > 0) 
( 
lor (p = 0: p < PortaiCount p++) 
( 
p2 = &OWPUs~J; 
If lwo portals can see one •notner 
if (lsBitSet(p1->lnFront p) && isBitSe~p2->lnFront, n)) 
( 
unSetBit(p1->lnFront, p); 
unSetBit(p2->lnFront, n); 
p1->Priority--; 
p2->Priority-; 
ont count 
PortaiOneWay ' iterEnd; 
F "d potU'. ·~· ca• l ;,;"any olher portal (n = 0; n < PortaiCount; ++n) 
p1 = &OWPUs~nJ ; 
f (p1->Priority > 0) 
( 
count= 0; Counts how many VISible locals the<e are 
c~. '•I a neighbor pol1als are 'liS<..~ 
llerEnd = &p1->Leaf->FacePortals(p1->Leaf->FacePCount); 
lor (p2 = &p1->Leaf->FacePortals[OJ;p21=iterEnd; -..p2) 
( 
lr (lsOWPSet(p1->lnFront, p2)) 
( 
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p1->Priority++; r:Portals With more local portals lake longer to do 
count++; 
) 
el... 
( 
d (count== 0) 
( 
p 1->Priority = 0; 
ZeroMemory(p1->lnFront PortatPVSSize); If no local portal$ are VISlble then none are viSJbiE 
ZeroMemory(p1->lnFront PortaiPVSSize); 
·. 
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Listing 07. Level1 PVS generation 
17.13.4 Level2 
Level2 clips local portals' visible portals by the anti-penumbra. Visible portal lists (infront) are also refactored at this stage. 
const statiC BYTE BitCountj] = 
(0. 1, 1. 2. 1. 2, 2. 3, 1, 2. 2. 3, 2, 3, 3, 4, 1, 2, 2, 3. 2, 3, 3, 4, 2, 
3, 3. 4, 3. 4, 4, 5, 1, 2, 2, 3. 2. 3, 3, 4, 2. 3, 3, 4, 3, 4. 4, 5, 2, 3, 
3, 4, 3, 4, 4, 5, 3, 4, 4, 5, 4, 5, 5, 6, 1, 2, 2, 3, 2, 3, 3, 4. 2, 3, 3, 
~~ ~ ~~2,~~~~ ~~~l~~~~ l ~ ~2.ll~ 
~~~ll~t ~ ~ll ll ~4l~~~~4~~~~ 
6. 6, 7, 1, 2, 2, 3, 2, 3, 3, 4, 2, 3, 3, 4, 3, 4, 4. 5, 2, 3, 3, 4, 3, 4, 
4, 5, 3, 4, 4, 5, 4, 5, 5, 6, 2, 3, 3, 4, 3, 4, 4, 5. 3, 4, 4, 5, 4, 5, 5, 
~~ ~t~~ ~ll 4~~ll~~~2.llt l~~~ 
l 44 ~~l~~l~4~ 4~l~~ ~l~~ll~l 
t4~4lll4~l~l~~~~l~~~~~~~~ 
6, 7, 6. 7, 7, 8}; 
"'r · C' uiJ be p~alt.lcated using r•e functiOn below 
10od preCalcBitCount(BYTE ' bitCount} 
( 
BYTE num. bit 
leo (num=1; num<255; +<num} 
( 
} 
bitCoun~num) = 0; 
lor (bit=O; bit<8; +<bit} 
il (num & (1<<bit}) 
bitCounijnum)++; 
bitCount[OJ = 0; 
bltCount[255J = 8; 
vo1d reCalcSize(BSPStandard::PortaiOneWay &portal, lnt portaiPVSSize} 
( 
BYTE 'iterB, 'iterEndB = &portal.lnFront[portaiPVSSize]; 
portal. Priority = O; 
for (iterB=portal.lnFront, iterBI=iterEndB; ....;terB} 
portai.Priority "" BitCoun~('iterB)J; 
-. .J BSPStandatd::recalcSizeAIQ 
( 
PortaiOneWay 'p1: 
••t n; 
for (n • 0: n < PortaiCount: +<n} 
( 
p1 = OWPUstOrdered{nj; 
Usting58. 
Listing 59. 
Ustn;)60. 
·. 
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If (p1->Priority > 0) 
reCalcSize('p1, Pa1aJPVSSize); 
'II BSPStandard::markKnownPortals(Piane 'testPianes. •~t nCiipCount PortalOneWay &p1, 1 testlength) 
I 
'lit n: 
PolygonV' currentPoly: 
PortaiOneWay 'p4; 
&ole·111 a. d ill!.1e bi1S IOgelller fOf'Tl the stack 
Testllst(testlength++j = P1AndP2: 
BYTE ' testPortals =(BYTE') stackAnd((int*')Testlist, TempCopylistSize, testlength. TempCopylist. PortaiPVSSize): 
//For each portal potentially v1slble to p1 
int porta/=0, b~. Index; 
tnt p1Byte. cbyte; 
BYTE 'Iter, 'p11ter. 'iterEnd = &teslPortals[PortalPVSSize): 
for (~er=1estPortals, p11ter=p1.1nFront; iter1=iterEnd; -Hiler. -HJ)11ter) 
( 
p1Byte = ' p1 1ter; 
cbyte • ·~er; 
K ((cbyte ( p1Byte) != p1Byte && cbyte) t"tte's something diffelent 
{ 
lr< (bit=O; bK<8; ++bit) 
( 
) 
porta/+=8; 
(cbyte & (1«~) && !(p18yte & (1«bK))) 
{ 
index =~ 
p4 = &OWPUst[rulex); 
If (!p4->teat->Mark && p4->Mark I= -FrameNumb) 
{ 
1f (p4->Marlt I= FrameNumb) II l h.1'f de. •• 
( 
'Check that 1t is nut the b· :~ 1de of ony cl,~.,.,r 
currentPoly = &p4->Polygon: 
for (n=nC/ipCoun~ -n>=O && currentPoly·>getSideOfPiane(testPianes[n)) I= BACK: ); 
if (n == -1) lilt all tested true 
{ 
) 
else 
{ 
) 
setBit(p1.1nFront, Index): //Mark as polenllally V1s•b~ 
p4->Mark = FrameNumb; 
p4->Marlt = -FrameNumb; 
·. 
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'<UOd BSPSiandard::matkKnownPortalsjl'lane 'testPianes. rnt nCiipCoun~ PortaiOneWay &p1) 
{ 
.,, n; 
Polygon\'" cooentPoly; 
PortaiOneWay 'p4; 
,fer t ..h per .d pctenl1all1 \'isille to p 1 
"'' portai=O, bit. index; 
ont p1Byte, cbyte; 
BYTE ' iter, ' p1 1ter. 'iterEnd = &P1AndP2jPOitaiPVSSize); 
fOl' {iter=P1AndP2, p111er-p1.1nFron~ iter!=iterEnd; ++iter, ++p11ter) 
{ 
p1Byte = ' p11ter: 
cbyte = 'iter; 
If ((cbyte I p1Byte) != p1Byte && cbyte) lilt there's somethtng different 
( 
for (bit=O: bit<S; +>bit) 
( 
if (cbyte & (1«bit) && !(p1Byte & (1«bit))) 
{ 
index = portal~!; 
p4 = &OWPUst{indexJ; 
Chect .,at~ JS 1101 1he b'ICI ~ ~ ~~ •Y 
currentPoly = &p4->Polygon; 
fOl' (n=nCr.pCount -n>=O && curreniPoly->getSideOIPtane{testPianes(nJ) != BACK;); 
(n = -1) 11 a; testeJ true 
setBit(p1.1nFront Index); ~~as t«enbaly ViSible 
) 
portal<c8; 
const111t Max_PreProccess_Depth = 6: 
votd BSPStandard::markDecendentPortals_r(Piane ' tes tPianes. lnt nCIIpCount, PortaiOneWay &p1, Porta/OneWay &p2, PortaiOneWay &p3, lfll testlength) ( 
if (p3.Priority > 0) 
( 
W (p3.Mark == 111 testlength > Max_PreProccess_Depth) 'If complel•d take a thort cut 
( 
I 
~e 
{ 
TestllsQtesl!ength+-+j = p3./nFront 
return mand<nownPortals(testPianes. nC,pCount p1, lestlenglh); 
.,t n; 
Polygon\'" cl6rentPoly; 
PortaiOneWay 'p4; 
p3.Leai->Matk = true: 
T estlls*esl!ength+-+J = p3./nFron~ 
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PortaiOneWay 'endPortal = &pJ.Leaf->FacePortals(pJ.Leaf->FacePCount): 
for (p4 = &pJ.Leaf->FacePortals(OJ: p4!=endPortal; ++94) 
( 
IC"ec l!lat ~ l•as11 been rEjE!C,ed ~· .,,d I II' 
d V.p4->leaf->Mari< && p4->Mari< I= -Fr<WileNumb) 
( 
af all pnev!OIIS potl3!s 
d (p4->Mari< = FrameNumb) 
I 
) 
d [ISinFrontOuick(testlength-1, Teslilsl (int)(p4 • OWPList)) && p4->Priority > 0) 
( 
Testlist[tesUength) = p4->lnFront 
mari<KnownPortals(testPianes, nCiipCounl p1, testlength+1); 
marl<Oecende >tPortalsjt ·p~ ~ n' ""' unl pi pt p4. 'estlenglh); rP.ec.ne 
else d (isOWPSet(P1AndP2, p4) && lslnFroniQulck(lestlength, Testlist, (•nt)(p4 • OWPList))) 
( 
/!Check that it is not the bilck side or any chpper 
currentPoly = &p4->Polygon: 
for (n=nCiipCount; ··n>=O && currentPoly->getSideOfPiane(testPianes(nJ) I= BACK: ): 
if (n = -1) 1M an tested true 
( 
) 
else 
( 
setOWPBit(p1 .1nFront, p4): lAm as potent<aUy Vosible 
p4->Mark = FrameNumb: 
markDecendentPortaiSJ(testPianes, nCiipCounl p1, p2. 'p4. testlength): Recurse 
p4->Mari< = ·Fr<W!leNumb, 
p3.Leaf->Mari< = fatse: 
void B"PStandard::markOecendentPortals(Piane 'testPianes, int nCIIpCount, PortaiOneWay &p 1, PortaiOneWay &p2) 
I 
~ (p2.Mark == 1) 1/lf completed ta~e a short cut 
( 
) 
else 
( 
markKnownPortals(testPianes, nCiipCount. p1 ); 
Olt n; 
PolygonV' currentPoty: 
F K ach r "9 portal 
PortaKlneWay 'pJ = &p2.Leaf->FacePortaJstOJ, ~rterEnd z &p2 Leaf->FacePortals(p2.Leaf->FacePCoont); 
for (:p3!=iter£nd; ++pJ) 
( 
-.1> U "~3 .s I' p1 s local set [IS poter1ial!y visible) 
11 [1SOWPSet(P1AndP2, p3)) 
·. 
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currentPoly = &p3->Polygon; 
for (n=nCiipCount --fl>=O && currentPoly->getSideOfPiane(testPianes[nD I= BACK; ); 
~ (n=-1) 
{ 
) 
elSe 
( 
setOWPBit(p1.1nFronL pJ); 
p3->Mar1t = FrameNumb; 
markDecendentPortalsJ(testPianes, nCiipCount, p1, p2, ' p3, 1); 
p3->Mar1t = -FrameNumb; 
mime vo1d andArray(BYTE' dest. BYTE" soorce1 , BYTE' source2, mt byteSize, ~>l lnt64Size) 
{ 
_mt64 'dest64 = L ml64')dest. 
'SO\Jrce64 = L V1164')SO\Jrce2; 
ill I; 
memcpy((VOIII')desL (\101d')source1. byteSize); 
for (FO; l<int64Size; +<~1 
dest64[i] &= S01Jrce64[i]; 
J BSPStandard::visBasicAnbl'enO 
"bl 
qsort( (void') OWPListOrdered, PortaiCount. SIZeot(BSPStandard::PortaiOneWay'). cmpPortal); 
reFactorPortalllnksQ: 
recalcSizeAIIO: 
PolygonV •sourceP, 'otherP; 
Plane• cllpperCashe =new Plane[MaxPortaiVertices'2); 
PortaiOneWay 'p1 = NULL, 'p2 = NULL; 
Vlt n, nCiippers; 
Cre; ·.,!he ~~d""' 
GloballnAntiPenUst = new BYTE[PortaiPVSSize'PortaiCount); 
ZeroMemory(GioballnAntiPenUst, Porta!PVSSize'PortaiCount); 1.4arl all bits zero (unl:nowf. yet) 
TempCopyllstSize = (PortaiPVSSize + 3)14; 
TempCopyl.lst =new 111t[TempCopylistSize); 
T estlist = nf'w BYTE1Porta1Coun~; 
TestUst{O) = ne-. BYTE(PortaiPVSSize]; Used for QU!Ck tennination 
ZeroMe11101)'(Testlis~O], PortatPVSSize); 
BYTE • gAiter= GloballnAntiPenList 
FrameNumb = 2; 
·. 
BYTE- oldlist 
MaxPortaiDups = 0; 
Che- rvna ng ,lOrtals n the sets 
fer (n = 0: n < PortaiCount n++) 
p1 = OWPlistOrderedln]; 
oldl.ist = p1->lnFront; 
p1->lnFront =gAiter; 
gAiter+= PortaiPVSSize; 
11 (p1->Priority > 0) 
( 
sourceP = &p1->Polygon; 
/IF or each sub-portal 
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PortaiOneWay 'p2 = &p1->Leaf->FacePortals(O], 'iterEnd = &p1->Leaf->FacePortals(p1->Leaf->FacePCount]; 
lor (;p2!=iterEnd; ++p2) 
) 
( 
11 (isOWPSet(oldlist, p2)) :checl: th It p2ts w•th•n p1's local set 
( 
setOWPB~(p1->lnFron~ p2): 
tl (p2->Priority > 0) 
{ 
·And P1 and P2 toget ;o 
andAtray(P1AndP2, oldl.isl p2->lnFronl PortaJPVSSize, P1AndP2UstSize); 
otherP = &p2->Polygon: 
nCippers = getAntiPenumbraCippe~·sourceP, 'otherl'. ctipperCashe); 
maritOecendentPortals(clipperCashe, nCiippers. 'p1, 'p2): 
FrameNumb++; 
R~-WOI "'' Pnority 
reCalcSize('p1, PortaiPVSSize); 
Wen out maximum so the amount or temporary port; I! let o~tPVS can~ detefmined 
'' (p1->PriorirJ > MaxPortaiDups) MaxPortaiOups = p1->Prlority; 
/IMa£1< as Completed 
p1->Mark = 1; .• 
delete 0 GloballnFrontList NOlonger neade(! 
delete 0 clipperCashe: 
dlleltt 0 T empCopyllst; 
delele Testlls~O) : 
delele 0 T estl.lst 
lrr (n=( ntX((r tat)PortaiCount) ' RefactorPortals): -n>O;) 
reFactorPortaLilksQ; Reractur 10 lmes · m.J(& ;y 
recalcSizeAII(): 
cla'-te 0 OWPUs!Ordered; 
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17.13.5 Level3 
Level3 does deep anti-penumbra rejection and compresses the information. 
void BSPStandard::buildleafPVS(mt testlength, PortaiOneWay &sourcePortal. PortaiOneWay &otherPortal. PolygonV& clippedPoly. BYTE' PVSArray. BYTE'IeaiCheck, Plane• clipperCashe) 
( 
.set thi! leaf 
setLeafBit(PVSArray, otherPortai.Lea~; 
Node' otherleaf = otherPortai.Leaf; 
int result, 
int nCiippers = getAntiPenumbraCiippers(sourcePortai.Polygon. cllppedPoly, cllpperCashe); 
~ (!leafCheck) 11 a close leaf has nOI been found yet 
leaiCheck = otherPortai.Leaf->PVSUstTemp; 
PolygonV •ciJpPoly = &CIIpPolyCashe)testlength); 
Marl- 10 prevent re-v• ~ 
otherPortai.Leaf->Marl< = 11\Je; 
PortaiOneWay 'des!Portal = &otherleaf->FacePortals)O), •endPortal = &otherLeaf->FacePortals)otherLeaf->FacePCount); 
if (!leafCheck) 
{ 
for (; destPortal!=endPortal; ~estPortal) 
{ 
I 
else 
{ 
1f (!destPortai->Leaf->Mark && 
destPortai->Mark != (mt) sourcePortal.lnFront && 
(!destPortai->Leaf->PVSListTemp II isleafSet(destPortai->Leaf->PVSUstTemp, sourcePortai.LeanJ && 
isOWPSet(P1AndP2, destPortal) && lsOWPSet(otherPortal.lnFront, destPortan) //Check that 1t 1s in front of the other poc1a!s 
if (destPortai->Priority > 0) 
{ 
I 
'clipPoly = des!Portai->Polygon; liMa~~ copy 
result= checkPianesSpan(clipperCashe. nCiippers. •ciipPoly); 
if (resull) 
{ 
if (result= 1) 
destPortai->Mark = (lfll) sourcePortal.ln Fron~ tllnlront 1> 1 sed as an 10 
buildleafPVS(Iestlength+1 , sourcePortal, ' destPortal, 'clipPoly, PVSArray, leafCheck, &clipperCashe)nCiippers)); 
else If (lisleafSet(PVSArray, destPortai->Lea~ && checkPianesNoCiip(clipperCashe, nCiippers, destPortai->Polygon)) 
{ 
if (checkPianesNoCiip(clipperCashe, nCiippers. destPortai->Polygon)) 
setLeafBit(PVSArray. destPortai->Lea~ ; 
for (: destPortall=endPortal; ~estPortal) 
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d (!desiPortaJ->Leaf->Marlc && 
desiPorta~>Marlc != (1111) sourcePortal.lnFront && 
(!desiPortal->leaf->PVSUstTemp II isleafSet(destPortaJ->leaf->PVSUstTemp, soun:ePortal.leaf)) && 
isleafSet(leafCheclt. destPorta~leaf) && ·• ,.,...,rrom ~>e urJ>est proce~ "!at 
lsOWPSet(P1AndP2, destPortaQ && isOWPSet(otherPortal.lnFront desiPortaQ) .;hed !;at" IS "frotlt of~ ott~· portals 
( 
) ' 
If (destPorta~>Priority > 0) 
( 
) 
'clipPoly = destPortai->Polygon; ~. ~ , 
resu~ = checkPianesSpan(clipperCashe, nC!Ippers, 'clipPoly); 
d (result) 
( 
if(result = 1) 
des!Portai->Mark = (1nt) sourcePortal.lnFront 'lofront 1s used as an 10 
buildleafPVS(testlength+1, sourcePortal. ' destPortal, 'cllpPoly, PVSArray, leafCheck, &clipperCashe[nC!ippers]); 
else If (lisleafSet{PVSArray, destPortai->Leaf) && checkPianesNoCIIp{clipperCashe, nCiippers, desiPortai->Polygon)) 
{ 
setleafBit(PVSArray, des!Portai->Leaf); 
othelf'ortai.Leaf->Marlt = false; 
ZRlEcornpress{BYTE' array, vector<BYTE>& array2. -.t size) 
1t I, offset= array2.sizeQ, 
bilsize = ((size-1)»3)+1; 
frr {i=O; kbitslze; i++) 
{ 
array2.push_back(array(ij); 
d (arrayjl) == 0) IIRLE condition 
( 
) 
1nt starti = i; 
while (I < size && 1- starti < 255 && array(++iJ == 0 ); 
array2.push_back(i- starti- 1); ;set run length 
I-; Go b?<k one 
Mum offset 
) 
r 
1111 ZRLEcount{BYTE' PVSAnay, mt size) 
{ 
1nt count=O; 
BYTE' PVS = PVSArray; 
mt nodelndex=O; 
BYTE cPVS, cbit 
.., c (nodelndex < size) 
( 
.e ·t" 
~ ('PVS=O) 
( 
PVS++: 
nodelndex..., (('PVS) + 1)«3; 
.... 
( 
cPVS = 'PVS: 
fol: (cbit=O;cbit<8; ++cbij) 
( 
} 
1/Add thatlmk 
If (cPVS & (1«cbit)) 
count++; 
nodelndex ..., 8; //Move on to rext 8 
return count· 
• 'Ill IY-~ checkPianes(Piane 'lestPianes, .,t count, PolygonV& polygon} 
( 
r 
saac · t n; 
:ot.. · Side result 
1... (nzcount -n>=O;) 
( 
} 
resun = polygon.ched<NTrin(testPianes[n)); 
{ (resun =BACK 11 (resun =SPAN && polygon.isSmaiiQ)) 
bre k; 
rerum (n==·1)?true:false; •m 11 reached the end 
• Returns ·I ~ .panning 
.. 
lnlone 1111 checkPianesSpan(Piane 'testPianes, int count. PolygonV& polygon) 
( 
statiC 111 n; 
statiC Side result 
stall" t spanning; 
spanning = 1; 
"" (n=count -n>=O;) 
( 
resun = polygon.checkNTrin(testPianes[n)); 
rf (resun == BACK 11 (result= SPAN && polygon.isSmall())) 
biN ; 
d (resun = SPAN) 
spanning = -1 ; 
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Usting 71. 
ll!l••m (n=~ 1)?spanning:false: /iff n reached 1he end 
-.e br I checkPianesNoCiip(Piane 'testPianes, 11! counl PolygonV& polygon) 
{ 
~t~ru n; 
Sla!C Side result; 
lor (n=count -n>=O;) 
( 
) 
result = polygon.getSideO!Piane(tesiPianes{nD: 
~ (resu~ = BACK II (result= SPAN && polygon.isSmaiiO)) 
tweak; 
return (n=~ 1)?true:false: /ilf h reached the end 
lnt crnpNode( canst vood •arg1 , canst void 'arg2 ) 
( 
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return ('((BS~Standard::Node .. )arg1))->SortValue- ('((BSPStandard::Node'')arg2))->SortValue: 
~ 'd BSPStandard::reFaclorleaves(Node"lea!Ordered) 
I 
1t PVSSize = (Front1.eafCOIJnt+7)»3; 
tempCopyUstSize = (PVSSize + 7)>>3; 
_ • i4' tempCopyllst = new _ inlfi.4[tempCopyllstSize): .. e out of loop 
-·· :<>4' vislist 
Node 'n1; 
PortaiOneWay 'p1, 'iterEnd; 
int n.l; 
for (n • 0: n < FrontleafCount: ++n) '-Note that this loop 1s a candidate for parallel processmg ( 
n1 = leafOrdered(n): 
if (n1->FacePCount > 0) 
( 
herEnd = &n1->FacePortals[n1->FacePCount): 
p1 = &n1->FacePortals[O); 
·F •d the lrst connected leaf 
d (p1->Priority > 0) 
memcpy((vojd' )tempCopylisl ('o'Oid')p 1->Leaf->PVSListT emp, PVSSize): 
else 
ZeroMemory((vood')tempCopylisl PVSSize); 
setleafBit((BYTE')tempCopylisl p1->Leaf): 
c... o~:~.ted !:aves togeo >er 
for (+<p1; p1!=iterEnd; +<p1) 
( 
of (p1->Priority > 0) 
( 
·. 
YisUst = L 111164')p1·>Leaf->PVSUstTemp; 
for CFO; i<ternpCopylistSize; +-+~1 
tempCopylistji) I= visllsijij; 
Or leaf itself 
setleafBi!((BYTE")tempCopylist, p1·>LeaQ; 
· ..,.d n 1a 1 portal 
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b' Q=O; i<PVSSize; +-+~1 Note •' rt'\ II'!' "" tlla1 PortaiPVSSize IS used here 10 ~nt ovetllow 
n1->PVSUstTemp(i] &= ((BYTE")tempCopylist)(i]; 
deltle 0 tempCopylist; 
void BSPStandard::getPVS() 
{ 
itlt n; 
PortaiOneWay 'sourcePortal. 
'endSourcePOllal, 
'o!he!Porta~ 
'endOtherPortal; 
•l~<l olle sort ..:1 ·~ a more en.cieot ordef loo proc~ •g 
Node-leafOrdered = new Node1FrontleafCount]; 
Node 'currentleaf. 'endleaf = &NodelistFaed{NonleafNodeCount + FrontleafCount]; 
for (currentleaf=&NodelistFaed{NonLeatNodeCount], n=O; currentleafl=endleat, ++currentleaf, ++n) ( . 
leaiOrderedjn] = currentleat, 
currentleaf->Sor!Value = 0; 
endSourcePortal = &currentleaf->FacePortals{currer.tleaf·>FacePCount]; 
for (sourcePortal=&curren!l.eaf·>FacePortals[O]: sourcePortall=endSourcePortal; ++sourcePortaQ 
currentLeaf·>SortValue += sourcePorta~>Priorlty; 
/ISort by no~· With tile most to see (i.e. nodes w1th lowest VISibility first) 
qsort( (void') leafOrdered, Frontl eafCount, sizeoi(BSPStandard::Node'), cmpNode); 
int size = FrontLeaiCount; 
M~att sell' >ra<.:e y >e uncomp<"..ssed teal PVS. noll! tllat thiS space .s recycled for each leaf. 
111t PVSSize = (FrontleafCount•7)>>3: 
.Jra,. f'lOI> ~ I eact ~I 
BYTE 'PVSArrayGfobal = new BYTE{PVSSize'frontleaiCount]. 
'PVSGiter = PVSArrayGiobal; 
ZeroM~(PVSArrayGiobal. PVSSize'Fron!l.eaiCount); ·'4;,n, •II bits zl!lo (e.npty) 
Listing 75. 
Pla~~e' clipperCashe = 11ew Plalle(MaxPorta!Dups'MaxPortal\/ertices'21: /·Note that thiS could memory ovetl!ow. but probabtt v.on't 
CipPofyCashe = new PofygoniJIMaxPortaiDups]; 
for (n = 0; n < FrontleaiCount ++n, PVSGfter+=PVSSize) 
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currentleaf = leatordered{n); 'Ge1 th<! next most· ty·l ·b ~ 'II 
currentleaf->PVSUstT emp = PVSGiter: 
endSourcePortal = &cooentl..eaf->FacePortals{currentl..eaf·>FacePCount): 
lor (sourcePortal=&currentl..eaf->FacePortals(O): sourcePortall=endSourcePortal: -.;ourcePortaQ 
( 
Node' otllerleaf = 50\KCePortai.>Leat: 
setleafBit(cwentleaf.>f'VSlistTemp, o!helleaf); 
d (sourcePorta~>Priority > 0) 
( 
endOtlleri'ortal = &othert.eaf->FacePortats[otherleaf->FacePCount): 
foe (otherPortal=&otherleaf·>FacePortals(O); otheri'ortal!•endOtherPortal: ~therPortaQ 
( 
1f (isOWPSet(sourcePortal->lnFron~ otherPortill)) If both >N 1:>< 1191he nghl wa 
( 
if (otherPortai->Priority > 0) 
{ 
) 
else 
[ 
andArray(P1AndP2. otherPortal->lnFront. sourcePortal->lnFront, PortaiPVSSize, P1AndP2ListSize): 
buildleafPVS(O, 'sourcePortal, 'otherPortal, otherPortai->Polygon. currentleaf->PVSListTemp, otherleaf->PVSUstTemp, cllpperCashe): 
setleafBit(currentleaf->PVSlistTemp, otherPortai->LeaQ: 
do&. 0 cfipperCashe: 
dv lfs 0 ClipPolyCashe; 
"A J ~ ~ 
lor (n=( ,t)(((float)FrontleafCount) • RefactorPortals): -n>O: ) 
reFactorleaves(leatordered); 
dti 0 leatordered; 
PVSUst.reserve(PVSSize); 
MaxVIslbreCount = 0: 
foe (currentleaf=&NodelistFixed[Nonl eatNodeCount[: currentleafl •endleaf; -urrenlleaQ 
( 
currentleaf->PVSListlndex = ZRLEcompress(currentleaf->PVSListTemp. PVSLlst. Frontl eafCount): 1/TOOO - Better compreSSion w1th otfsels and overlap 
} 
•Find tne l;igg<;SI amount of PVS vis1ble 
111 visCount = ZRLEcount(&PVSlis~currentleai->PVSListlndex), FrontLeaiCount): 
1f (visCount> MaxVisibleCount) MaxVISibleCount = visCount 
·r • Lie, 11 wrays 
ck liP 0 PVSArrayGiobal; 
PVSUst.reserJe(PVSListsizeO); Free up memory 
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17.14 Solid Node Compression 
Solid node compression compilation process steps are initiated though the compact function shown below: 
VOid BSPCompact:compactQ 
I 
CollisionlistSize = 0; 
Collisionlist = new Collisionlnfo[NonleafNodeCount]; 
Node' root= getCompactRootQ; 
//Remove oohds 
removeSollds_r(root. CollisionlistSize-1 ); 
I,Compre•s SSP tree 
compress( root); 
Various data structures used in compiling a solid node tree are: 
I 
p 
); 
HeadNode 
II lea~ J II" 
std::vector<Node"> Ust; 
std::vector<HeadNode> Headlist; 
c "-S Collislonlnfo : pubhc Linklist<Collisionlnfo> 
{ 
public: 
mt ThePiane; 
); 
17.14.1 Finding the Compact Root 
BSPCompact:Node' BSPCornpact:getCornpactRootQ 
{ 
Node 'current= NodelistFoced; 
Usting 78. 
Usting 79. 
( NodelistFoced]curreni->Baclt].ThePiane == SOLID_NOOE && NodelistFoced[current->Fronij.ThePiane !=LEAF _NODE) 
current= &Nodelistfixed[current->Fronij: 
current->BB = NodellstFixed(O].BB; 
mt parentlndex = current->Parent 
·. 
Node 'parent 
Objectll 'EncfObjU = current->Object->geiEnd(O): 
1111 1e (pa-enUndex >= 0) 
( 
pwent = &NodeUstFixecf!parenUndex]: 
lJco"' .. ,ect !o to tt.e ~ louncf 
EncfObjU->Unk(Oj = parent->Object; 
EndObJ-l = pwent->Object->geiEncf(O]: 
parenUncfex = parent->Pwen~ 
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Coftisionlis~ColtisionlistSize).Unk = &CollisionUs~ColisionllstSize-1]; 
CollisionUs~Col~sionListSize].ThePiane = parent-> ThePiane; 
ConisionUstSize++; 
CollislonList)O].link = NULL; 
current->FacePCount = CollisionlistSize-1 : 
retum current; 
17.14.2 Removing Solids 
..,. BSPCompact:removeSolids_r(Node' curren~ "'t link) 
I 
Node 'back = &Nocfelistroxecf)current->Back], 
'front = &NodelisiFoxecf)cUITent->Fronij; 
( 
(back->ThePiaoe = SOliD_NOOE) 
1\. .,ens 10 ~aren• node 
Node 'parent = &NodeListFixed{current->Parent): 
d (front-> ThePiane ==LEAF _NODE) 
I 
) 
else 
( 
parent->Object->getEnd(O)->Link)O) = current->Object; 
front->Object->getEnd(O)->link)O] = current->Object; 
front->88 = current->88; 
Mo.<e b<~ek of tree (the node many nor be at the ~k. n ,, JuSt used lor bnking) 
current->Back = link; 
Collisionlis~CollisionlistSize].Unk = &CollisionUst[link]: 
CollisionUs~CollisionlistSize].TheP1ane = current-> ThePiane; 
ink= ColisionUstSize; 
CollisionUstSize++; 
s 10()., frO"' ra-ent 
I (pwent->Back = [rntXcurrent- NodelisiFoxed)) 
pwent->Back = current->Fron~ 
e.se 
parent-> Front= current-> Front 
Listing 80. Getting the Compact Root 
·. 
J 
else 
( 
front->Parent = current->Parent 
removeSotids_r(back. link); Traverse 
(front-> ThePiane = LEAF _NODE) 
....,,lree ~r.to .eat node 
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front->FacePCount =link: Teuse FacePCountlor node colflsoontnformation 
else 
rernoveSolids_r(lronl ~nk); 
17.14.3 Compress SSP tree 
void BSPCompact:compress(Node' root) 
( 
deque<Node'> nodeOueue; 
deque<HeadNode'> headOueue; 
Root. leaf= (!nt)loot; 
headOueue.push_back(&Root): 
Node' current 
••t n; 
.,. (n=O; n<NonleafNodeCount ++n) 
NodeUstFrxed(n).Martt = 0; !Chaar aU matts (may not be necessary) 
(headOueue.sizeQ > OJ 
HeadNode' head= headQueue.frontO: 
headOueue.pop_frontQ; 
nodeQueue.push_back((Node')head->leaQ; 
head->leaf = HEAD_NODE; .1ndicate that tn,. is not a leaf 
wnrle (nodeOueue.sizeO > 0) 
{ 
current= nodeQueue.front(}; 
nodeOueue.pop_front(}; 
mt ThePiane = current-> ThePiane: 
Listing 81. Removing Solids 
ASSERT{ThePiane != SOLID_NODE); '/Solid hnkrng nooos are stored at the boHom of the tree 
if (ThePiane == LEAF _NODE) 
( 
nodeOueue.clearO: 
•nt size = head->UslsizeQ: 
head->HeadUslrese!Ve{size'2); • "'" "'''IV< 
Node hcurrentNode, wendNode = &head->lis~size); 
for (currentNode=&head->UsijOJ; currentNode!•endNode; -currentNode) 
( 
Node 'back= &NodeUstFixed({'c~m~ntNode)->Back). 
'front = &NodeUstFtxed(('currentNode)->Front); 
f {back->Mark f= -1) 
{ 
·. 
) 
e'se 
( 
mt size = head->Headlistsize(); 
head->Headlistresize(size+ 1 ): 
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HeadNode •currentHead = &head->Headlis~size] ; 
int ThePiane = back-> TheP1ane; 
d (ThePiane = LEAF _NODE) 
{ 
1 
else 
( 
currentHead->teaf = ('currentNode)->Back- NooleaiNodeCount, 
currentHead->leal = (rnt)(back); 
Push on 10 .... od n!Ouo!Ue lor later rocesstn~ (could oe dOne later) 
headOueue.push__back(currentHead); 
) 
if (front->Marlt != -1) 
{ 
mt size= head->HeadlislsizeO: 
head->Headlist.resize(size+1): 
HeadNode •currentHead = &head->Headllst(size]: 
int ThePiane = front->ThePiane: 
tf (ThePiane == LEAF _NODE) 
{ 
else 
{ 
currentHead->l eaf = ('currentNode)->Front- NonleafNodeCoun~ 
currentHead->Leaf = (•nl)(front): 
headOuetJe.push_back(currentHead): 
..p• ld 10 'lead IS! 
head->Lislpush_back(current): 
current->Marfc = -1; '-47 sr • --t • J 
nodeOueue.push_back(&NodelistFixed(current->Back)}; 
nodeOueue.push_back(&NodelistFbted(current->Front)); 
ASSERT(NodelistFixed(current->Back].ThePiane I= SOLID_NOOE); 
Listing 82. Compress 
18 Appendix 5 - Engine Sample Code (D) 
This section contains important D code segments used in the engine of the BSP tree. The symbols " ... " are used to remove irrelevant portions of code. However the 
complete code can be found in "Error! Reference source not found.". Note that the code presented in this section may have been simplified at the cost of efficiency to 
improve readability. 
18.1 Class Properties 
In order to understand the following algorithms a brief description of the class properties are given below. 
struct vec3 
public: 
float x, y, z; 
struct AABBL~e 
{ 
vec3 Min, Max; 
struct Plane 
{ 
publte: 
vec3 normal; 
float dist; 
struct Frustum 
{ 
Plane Frust[6J; 
si!Utt Node 
{ 
... 
l 
~~ P1anelndex; US' indexes? 
Marie; 
Node' Parent 
AABBU!e BB: 
PolygonKeeper" 0 Polylist. 
Node' Front: 
Node' Back; 
18.2 VIew Frustum Culling 
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In view frustum culling each 88 must be tested against each plane to see whether it is inside or outside. Below is the test used against a single plane (method of Plane). 
r 
' Used lOt tes~ng a plane agaJOsl the AAB8. returns the number of po10ts over 
the flu ••1m. 
111 isln(AA88Ute 88, byte bitpos, inout byte a~eadylnside) ~ lOd ol Pla.1e 
( 
vecJ lmln, lmax; 
float fnOtm; 
lmin = nOtmal' 88.Min; 
lmax = nOtmaJ • 8B.Max; 
fnorm = dist 
lloat fmlnXY = lmin.x + fmin.y, 
fmaxXY • lmax.x + lmax.y, 
fmaxminXY = lmax.x + lmin.y, 
lminmaxXY • fmin.x +lmax.y, 
lminZN = lmin.z + fnorm, 
lmaxZN = fmax.z +fnOtm: 
//Note assuming the C rule that true = 1 
1nt c • ( lmaxminXY + lminZN > 0 ) + ( fminXY + fminZN > 0) + 
~(c==8) 
( lminmaxXY + fminZN > 0) + ( lmaxXY + lminZN > 0) + 
( lmaxminXY + fmaxZN > 0 ) + ( fminXY + lmaxZN > 0 ) + 
· ( lminmaxXY + lmaxZN > 0 ) + ( fmaxXY + lmaxZN > 0 ); 
aieadylnside J= bitpos; ;Set the b11 
"' , c; 
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Bit pos indicate which plane is being tested. Alreadylnside coritains a bit list of planes that already have the current 88 as inside. The alreadylnside mask is used to avoid 
retests because once a BB is inside a plane; it is always inside that plane. 
The follovving algorithm tests all6 planes and returns true if the BB is visible Vv'ithin the view frustum (method of Frustum). 
• Determ10es if a AAB8 IS within the view frustum and~ it's Intersecting. 
and -Mill plane 
bout isln(AAB8L~e 88, inout byte alreadylnside) ·Method of Frustum 
( 
•Go to eOH:h of the 6 pi-s and see ~the AABB IS beh~nd. 
if (FrvsqOJ,isln(88, 1, alreadylnsiOe) = 0) return false: 
d (Frusij1).isln(BB. 2, a~eadylnsiOe) == 0) return false; 
~ (Frus~2).isln(BB, 4, areadylnside) = 0) return false; 
d (Frus~3).isln(88, 8. ueadytnside) = 0) retum false; 
l (Frvs~4J .isln(88, 16. ueadylnside) = 0) return false; 
d (Frvst[S).isln(BB, 32. a~eadylnside) = 0) return false; 
rutvm true; 
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Listing 89. 
18.3 Collision Detection 
This collision Check is a method of a BSP tree node that returns true if the current node is a closer collision then other nodes tested. 
• 0 •ermones tf a pJ· oe has •""tched sides. 
boul collisionCheck(vec3 oldCamar.~Pos, vec3 newCamaraPos, inout l"lat closestDis~ lloat boundal}l) 
( 
float dist = Planelis~Pianetndex].computeSide(newCamaraPos) - boundary: 
K ( dist < 0 && dist > closestDist && Planelist(Pianelndex].computeSide(oldCamaraPos)- boundary > 0) 
( 
I 
closestDist = dist; 
rerum true; 
return false; 
getleaf is a standalone function that returns the leaf that the camera is in (solid or empty). 
• F111ds the leal the camera is in boundary rs used for co8isoon detectoon to roove 
r' rfoser 10 lle camera 
Leaf' getleaf(Node' root vec3 cameraPos, t.Jal boundal}l) 
( 
assert(root); Must b< a least one node' 
OldCarneraPos = cameraPos; 
Node' current= root 
while ( 1) 
( 
ff ( PlaneList]current.Pianelndex].computeSide(cameraPos) - boundary > 0) /IFroot 
( 
} 
current= current. Front; 
~ ( currenlPianelndex < 0 ) 
break: 
else tf (current Back== nuU ) Back 
tweak; 
else 
current= current Back; 
return cast(Lear}(current): 
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getCollisionNode is a standalone function that returns the node that is dosest to the camera (if any). 
Node' getCollisionNode(Node' rool Node' solid. vec3 oldCamaraPos, vec3 newCamaraPos. float boundary) 
{ 
Node' current= solid. result; 
float closestDist = -float.max: 
.., le (current != null ) 
( 
~ ( current.colnsionCheck(oldCamaraPos. newCamaraPos. closestDist. boundary) ) 
result =current 
current = current.Parent: 
rerum result 
Usting 92. 
collisionCheck is a standalone function that returns the plane (if any) that is closest to the player. It returns -1 if the plane has moved to far. Note, in D storing a key value 
within a pointer is generally considered a bad idea because of the GC however in this case it is probably not a problem. 
Plane' colllsionCheck(Node' root vec3 oldCameraPos. vec3 cameraPos. float boundary) 
( 
Lear endleaf = getl.eaf(roct cameraPos. boundary); 
d ( endleaf.PVSindex < 0 ) 
,SMJrt" i "' • •;:;;s.';ful so ch., lot aort .. .r,o ••ons 
return endleaf.coUisionCheck(oldCameraPos, cameraPos): 
Node' collision Node = getCollisionNode(root. (Node')endleaf, oldCameraPos, cameraPos, boundary); 
11 ( collision Node ) 
rerum &Pianelis~collisionNode.Pianelndex]: 
eloe 
rerum (Plane') -1; ~rickS) - Mos1 pro~ ' movtld 10 far 
18.4 Marked BB BSPtree Traversal 
BSP tree traversal is used to frustum cull potentially visible nodes in dusters. 
·, 
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drawPVS(Node*) sets up the recursive SSP tree traversal. The first node is almost certain to be within the view frustum (as it contains the entire tree) so it is drawn without 
any frustum tests. Note that back leaves (solid nodes) are recognised by null node links and leaf nodes (empty nodes) are recognised by the negative part of the node's 
plane index. 
\'Old drawPVS(Node' current) 
( 
current.<iawQ; 
rf( current. Back) II '11 solid 
drawPVS(current.Back, 0); 
d ( current.Front.Pianelndex >= 0) If not leaf 
drawPVS(current.Front 0); 
Listing 94. 
drawPVS(Node*, byte) recursively draws the SSP tree nodes. Any nodes that are not marked or outside the frustum are not traversed. If the node is completely within the 
frustum then ~o more tests are required so drawPVSNoVF is called. 
VOtd drawPVS(Node' current, byte alreadylnside) 
( 
4 ( current.Mark == Marl<edFrame && 
BSPPVStree.view.isln(current.BB, a .. eadylnside)) rt ~ thlll f!le frustum 
( 
current.<iawQ; 
d ( a .. eadylnside == 63 ) No more lrustum tesbng needed 
{ 
l ( cooent.Back ) r not sv. 
drawPVSNoVF(currenlBack): 
d ( current.Front.Pianelndex >= 0 ) I not leaf 
drawPVSNoVF(current.Front); 
) else 
{ 
rl (current. Back) ''not SOlid 
drawPVS(currenlBack, alreadylnside); 
d ( current.Front.Pianelndex >= 0) /Ill not leal 
drawPVS(current.Front. alreadylnside); 
drawPVSNoVF traverses the nodes in the SSP tree but only culls nodes that are not marked. 
V"td drawPVSNoVF(Node' current) 
{ 
rf ( current.Mar1t == Marked Frame) 
( 
current.drawQ: 
i (current. Back) not solid 
chwPVSNoVF(currentBack); 
~ ( currentFront.Pianelndex >= 0) ''II not leaf 
drawPVSNoVF(currentFront); 
18.5 Render Unked BSP tree 
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Listing 96. 
This version of DrawPVS draws the BSP tree using view space linking to short~ut the amount of nodes that require processing (method of BSPtreelink 'M'lich extends 
bsptree) 
boo1 drawPVSO 
( 
If ( Currentleaf ) /Ill not empty 
( 
'/Extract the knk node 
topUnk = (cast(Node')CurrentLeaf.lnfo.Unk): 
!Ora.< L>e pa. .... of 1ne ~k node 
Node' linkParent = toplink.Parent; 
if (linkParent) 
finkParent.drawParentsO: 
t..la<o ICh bit J1ll PI/S up •Jle fl6 -ent 
uncompl'essPVSO: 
matk('topUnkJ: ~on: 
'Tra ~ ~ es P' '$node! 
super.<hwPVS(toplink); 
return tnJe: 
Draw parents is used to draw the parents of the given node (method of BSPtree node) 
void drawParents() 
{ 
Node' me = th.s; 
do 
( 
me .dra~); 
me = me.Parent 
) wh•., ( me ); 
18.6 I'J1ark Small Containers 
Mar1<_small_containers puts a flag in BSP nodes that contain less then MIN_OCC_CONTAINTER. Mar1<_small_containers is a member of node. 
·. 
111 markSmallContainersQ 
{ 
lnt count = 0; 
if ( Back) 
count ..., Back.markSmaUContainersQ + 1: 
f { FrontPianelndex >= 0) f not .ea 
count ..., FrontmarkSmallContainersQ + 1; 
t {count< MIN_OCC_CONTAINTER) 
Flag 1= FLAG_STOP _CULLING: 
return count: 
18.7 Solid Node Compression 
18.7.1 Data Structures 
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Some of the common data structures used in solid node compression: 
slruct Node 1Note that vanable ord!!r :ounts 
{ 
onl Planelndex: Use l'ldexes? 
AABBUte BB; 
Nodelnfo Info; 'be da!a about ttoe node 
uint Flag; J;eQ lor things ~l<elransporenc:y/Water eeL 
•nt Mark; 
stTUct Leaf ote lhat vanable order counts 
{ 
p..tl'ic:: 
lilt PVS!ndex; 
HNodeParenUter HParent 
AABBLiteBB: 
Leaflnfo In fo; //More data about the leaf 
Colllsionlnfo' Collisionlist: 
struct HNodePai' 
{ 
Node' node; null if leaf 
HeadNodelnfo' hnode: 
struct HNodeParenUter 
{ 
Node' node; ·null if leaf 
HeadNode' phnode: 
Listing 100. 
·, 
Listing 101. 
Listing 102. 
slruct HeadNodelnfo 
{ 
NodeAtray NodeUst 
HeadNode 0 Headlist 
HeadNode' HParent 
slruct HeadNode 
( 
tnt LeafOrHead; 
18.7.2 Getting the parent 
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Listing 103. 
Listing 104. 
Listing 105. 
The following method is a member of HNodeParentlter and will change the HNodeParentlter into its parent. It is useful to change the node this way because parent 
traversal is a linear process so the same vartable can be reused. 
votd makeParentQ Shoo! "' be called d p;lnlnl e. ~I· 
( 
HeadNodelnfo1mode = &GHeadlist{phnode.LeafOrHeadJ; 
i'1t offset= node • hnode.Nodelist{O); 
d (offset = 0) 'f ,. ~ • headNo1e 
{ 
) 
HeadNodelnfo' hnodeParent = &GHeadlisijhnode.HParenlLeafOrHead): 
offset= phnode • &hnodeParenlHeadlist{O) +hnodeParenlNodellsllength; 
phnode = hnode.HParent 
hnode = hnodeParent: 
node= hnode.Nodelist{(offset-1)12); 
18.7.3 Getting Children 
Listing 106. Make parent 
The following code is an object ortentated way of getting child information from nodes. The frontnback methods have been simplified into smaller methods (rather then 
provide a single function) to increase reusability of code. 
"" HNodePair 
Node' node; " It I 
HeadNodelnfo' hnode; 
.Returns the leal lOde tf that was found 
leaf' decodeType(mt refcode) 
{ 
1 (refcode > 0) 
{ 
) 
.. 
( 
hnode = &GHeadl.is~refcode}; 
node= hnode.NodeU~O}: 
reun nul; 
node= nul~ 
AllUm cast(leal') &leaflis~-ll!fcode} ; 
.otd decodeTypeO(mt refcode) 
{ 
d (refcode > 0) 
{ 
) 
else 
{ 
hnode = &GHeadlist{refcode): 
node = hnode.Nodelis~O) ; 
noOe =null; 
..:t HeadNodelnfo 
Node.Array Nodellst; 
HeadNode 0 HeadUst 
HeadNode' HParent 
, .$ ;y ·t..r to .,, JO\Il front a >d bac at 1e • tm 
O'd backnfront(Node' node, out HNodePair back. oct HNodePa~ front) 
{ 
''- mp1 back node offset 
uint nodelndex = cast(uint)(node- Nodelist{O]) • 2 + 1: 
If (Nodelist.length > nodelndex) 
{ 
) 
~ 
{ 
back. node= Nodelist{nodelndex}; 
back.hnode = this; 
getNode{nodelndex+1, front); 
,c;, t • te head •W& 01 'set 
nodelndex -= NodeUstlength; 
_. o.Jt ti;S •aieaforno< 
HeadUs~nodelndex).decode T ypeQ{back): 
'...n. .... t..&Srsa eajornot: 
HeadUs~nodelndex+ 1}.decode TypeO(front): 
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Listing 107 . 
'IOid back(Node' node, inoot HNodePa~ back, out Leaf' backL) 
{ 
ICO"'l~ e '1Ck ~oc.e ol!set 
'P' nt bdCI • "-.d.n (urr.t)tnode • &NOO<lro~O) 2 • 1 
getNode(cast(uint)(node • Nodelis~O)) • 2 + 1, back, backL): 
.ord front(Node' node. inout HNodePair front out Lear frontl) 
{ 
"' • lrl'<ll "'ode orset 
~~ "" • .r' • rurrt;(node. &•.o..d. ... ~ , • z. 
getNode(cas~uint)(~ • Nodelis~O)) • 2 + 2. front frontl): 
void getNode(ulnt Index, inout HNodePair pnode, out Leaf' nodeL) 
( 
If (Nodellst.length > Index) 
pnode.node • Nodellst(index): 
else "WOtk out '' this is a leal or not 
no_deL = Headlist[index • NodeList.length).decodeType(pnode): 
'IOid getNode{ulnt index. inoot HNodePar poode) 
{ 
~ (Nodelistlength > index) 
{ 
I 
pnode.node = Nodelistjindex); 
pnode.hnode = ltus: 
else "" • •t tf thl" t< a leaf or not 
HeadList{index • Nodelist.length).decodeTypeO(pnode): 
suuct HeadNode 
{ 
tnt LeafOrHead: 
Leaf' decodeType(lnout HNodePalr type) 
{ 
rewm type.decodeType(LeafOrHead): 
'Ooe.;n't f6'.Kil leal 
void decodeTypeOOnout HNodePai' type) 
( 
type.decodeTypeO(LeafOrHead): 
I 
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Listing 108. 
Listing 109. 
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18.8 Occlusion Culling 
18.8.1 The Occlusion Queue 
The ready queue is used to process lists of occlusion tests. Note that this version needs support from Glee (see 20) to access the openGL TM extensions however the 
difference (when compared to manually ported extensions) is trivial. 
n.- nt,...siiJOO ollhe lasted s~ part or lhe array 
ulnt OBiter; 
pu~ ~Old resetOuerySizeO 
{ 
OBiter= 0; 
struct ArrayOffset (.1nt length; 1111 start;} 
pnvate 
{ 
1'1 
• .,. d t• eo o uiS< le Occlusion ij!obally a wll not enable •f 
bool OcclusionEnabled = falSe; /GL_ARB_occtustOn_query; 
II th < 'h'o<l O<:t· 1~1011 mod(: IS on 
boot Occlusion Mode = false; 
f ~ • .,. BB "'ckiSIOn mode is on. 
bool OcclusionModeBB = false; 
I'' 
• D1sables th1ngs that '"'II slow down occlustOn 
' I 
void disableAII{} 
{ 
giDisable(GL_BLEND); 
giDisable(GL_ALPHA_ TEST); 
giDisable(Gl_AUTO_NORMAL); 
giDisable{GL_COLOR_MATERIAL}; 
giDisable(Gl_FOG); 
giDisable(Gl_LIGHTING); 
giDisable{Gl_NORMALIZE); 
g1Disable(GL_TEXTURE_20); 
gl0isable(Gl_TEXTURE_1D); 
giEnable{GL_CULL_FACE); 
giEnable(GL_DEPTH_TEST); 
YOtd eoableBBoccO 
H (IOcclusionModeBB) 
( 
giDepthMask(Gl_FAlSE); 
OcclusionModeBB = true; 
., ld disableBBoccO 
{ 
~ (OcclusionModeBB) { . 
OcclusionModeBB =false; 
glDeplhMask(Gl_TRUE); 
void enableOccluslon(bool state) 
( 
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if (GLEE_NV _occlusion_ query && strstr(caat(char') giGetStrlng(Gl_EXTENSIONS), casl(char' ) 'Gl ...ARB_occlusion_query')) /!II possible 
( 
r Th1s exlenhon lS not implemented properly 1n Glt.e. yet 
Glu1nt bilsSupporled: 
gKle!Ouery•v(Gl_OUERY _COUNTER_BITS_ARB, &brtsSupported) 
if (brtsSuppor1ed = 0) 
) 
.... 
{ 
! 
pnnt!rwarmng- Gl_ARB_occlusion_qoety does not support enough bits performance my be reduced'") 
Ocdus1011Enabled = false 
Occlusion Enabled = state: 
• (state == true) 
printf('Waming- Gl_ARB_occlusion_qoety Is not available on this system, performance my be reduced!'); 
OcclusionEnabled = false: 
boo! isOccluslonEnabledO 
( 
Mum OcclusionEnabled; 
., 
• T '"'' ·I ,.,_, o a >d disables anythmg that lal<es lime to render le blending texturing. kghllllg 
void occlusionOnO 
{ 
~ (Occlusion Enabled && !OcclusionMode) 
{ 
IOiJ"- s '1£ 
giPushAttrib(Gl_COLOR_BUFFER_BIT): 
gPushAHrib(Gl _DEPTH_BUFFER__BIT); 
gPushAttrib(Gl _ENABLE_BIT); 
gtPushAHrib(Gl _FOG_BIT); 
r1 
giPushAt1rib(GL_HINT _BID; 
giPushAttrib(GL_LIGHTING_BIT): 
giPushAt1rib(GL_POL YGON_BID: 
g1PushAt1rib(GL_TEXTURE_BIT): 
g!ColorMask(GL_FALSE, GL_FALSE, GL_FALSE, GL_FALSE); 
giOepthMask(GL_ TRUE); 
giOepthFunc(Gl_LESS): 
disableAJI(}; 
OccluslonMode = .-ue: 
• Tum• ocdu~"lfl off 'llld enables anything that was laken off by octlus10nOn 
I 
110id occluslonOff() 
( 
tf (OccluslonEnabled && OcclusionMode) 
{ 
OccluslonMode = false; 
giPopAttribQ: 
giPopAttribQ: 
giPopAttribQ; 
giPopAttribQ: 
giPopAttribQ; 
giPopAttribQ: 
gtPopAttribQ: 
g!PopAttribQ: 
g!Colort.1ask(Gl_TRUE, Gl_TRUE. GL_TRUE, GL_TRUE): 
giFiushQ; 
\ovid enableOrawOcclusiooO 
{ 
~ (Occlusion Enabled) 
{ 
) 
else 
{ 
giDepthMask{Gl_FALSE): 
giDepthFunc(GL_EQUAL): 
disableDrawOcclusionQ: 
\IOI.l disableDrawOcclusJonO 
{ 
r1 
giDepthMask(Gl_TRUE); 
giDepthFunc(Gl_LESSr, 
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~ "" 1-'o:e tnat occtuSJOnOn 111U$t also be on 
void BBocctusionOnQ 
{ 
d (Occlusion Enabled) 
{ 
enableBBocc(): 
} 
void BBocclusionOffQ 
{ 
,., 
~ {OcclusionEnabled) 
{ 
disableSBoccQ: 
• Type IS used to hotd Information !Of each query 
• Note that each bl'l< a Query class is created the Buffer 15 re-created 
struct OcclusionOuery (Type) 
{ 
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• T , "' • = ~~ percen1.3ge {0 (). t 0) to make Me IS vnthin tt>e buller 
., 
const ll'lt SeekAhead = 3: 
I" I 
• Queries hold the current polygons be~ng processed 
•, 
private ArrayOffset Queries; 
pn '"" ulnt PosAdd: 
, .. 
; T~" P"' be'~ in U•• CIIC1ia< queue for gett111g tile result 
pnvate uint PosGet = 0; 
/'1 
·Info hoi Is d<•ta• about the current polygon beong processed 
pnvale TypeD Info: 
• The --r 'leing chect<ed 
., 
pnvate 1111 Amount. 
I" 
• lnibates stufl tor occlusion culling 
• Buffer 1 1h10 ma ·imum number or quenes to store 
void capacity{:nt shareSize) 
{ 
r• 
d (shareSize > 0) 
( 
lnfo.length = shareSize; 
Queries.stut = 0Biter+1; 
Queries. length = shareSize: 
OBiter~ shareSize; 
rnt capacltyQ 
( 
return lnfo.length: 
/' I 
Adds a the type on to the queue. 
boot add(AABBLite BB, Type info) 
( 
~ (Amount == Queries.length) 
( 
} 
ehe 
( 
'assert(O' 
rewrn falSe; 
t (OcclusionEnabled} 
( 
enableBBocG(}; 
"ler 'ef89 
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giBeginQueryARB(Gl_SAMPLES_PASSED..ARB. PosAdd+Queries.start); 
BB.draw(}; 
giEndQueryARB(GL_SAMPLES_PASSED_ARB); 
lnfo(PosAdd} = info: 
if ( ++PosAdd >= Queries .length ) 
PosAdd = 0: 
Amount++: 
return tnJe: 
a e~...,0'1 tle<•t:eue 
be- add(Gluint BBdisptaylisl Type info) 
( 
d (Amount== Queries.length) 
( 
~(". 
return false; 
•. 
I 
else 
{ 
d (OctluslonEnabled) 
I 
enableBBoccQ; 
~e< tier BB 
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g!BegilOueryARB(Gl_SAMPLES_PASSEO..}.RB. PosAdd.OUeries.start); 
giCalllist(BBdisplayUst); 
glEndOileryARB(GL_SAMPLES_PASSEO..}.RB); 
rr 
lnfo(PosAdd} = info; 
rt ( ++f>osAdd >= Queries.length ) 
PosAdd =O; 
Amount++; 
return b'Ue; 
8 s a Ql.d)'. must be dosed with end. 
'40J baglo(Type lifo) 
I 
rt 
assert (Amount != Queries. length); 
I 
d (OcclusionEnabled) 
{ 
giSeginOueryARB(Gl_SAMPLESYASSEO..}.RB. PosAdd.OUeries.start); 
lnfo(PosAdd} = info; 
d ( ++f>osAdd >= Oueries.length ) 
PosAdd =0; 
Amount++: 
• Ends the query Should only run d begm succeeds 
vold endO 
I 
d (Occlusion Enabled) 
I 
giEndOueryARB(Gl_SAMPLES_pASSED..}.RB); 
pnvale void popNextQ 
( 
rl ( ++f>osGet >= Oueries.lengtll ) <Yrap around 
PosGet= 0; 
·. 
Amount-: 
r1 
• Returns lhe next ready qoery or nuiJ 
>do· c~I"IY ~ lor ...... ~ 
boot next\lllOIJI Gluint counl out Type info) 
( 
I (Amount== 0) 
ret001 falSe; 
rt (Occlusion Enabled) 
( 
GlintavaHable; 
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giGetOueryObjectivARB(PosGet<Ouelies.sta:t. GL_ QUERY _RESULT _A VAILABLE_ARB, &avaaable); 
) 
else 
( 
It ( available ) 
( 
giGetOueryObjectuivARB(PosGet-+Oueries.start. GL_OUERY _RESULT _ARB, &count): 
ilpnnlf((count > O)?"hit 'odIn' "miss "odin" count). 
info = lnfo(PosGet]; 
popNextQ: 
rerum true; 
info = lnfo(PosGet]: 
popNexl(): 
count= ~lmax: 
reo..m trut: 
lpnn~fM\1\' PosGet)· 
return talse; 
• Outputs the next query ready or not If 11 is no! ready tnen rt wtll be mart.ed ViSible 
• If failed then count 1s ·1 
• RellJrns false when lhere are no more queries 
'I 
bool forceNext{out Gluint count out Type info) 
( 
d (Amount== 0) 
rell.l'n !aloe: 
into= lnfo(PosGet): 
d (Occlusion Enabled) 
I 
Glint available: 
giGetQueryObjectivARB(PosGet-+Oueries.statt. GL_OUERY _RESULT _AVAILABLE_ARB, &available); 
d (available) 
( 
giGetOueryObjectuivARB(PosGet-+Oueries.start, GL_OUERY _RESULT _ARB, &count); 
pnn~I(Count > O)?"M,n' ·m,s • .n" 
·. 
r• 
) 
else 
( 
) 
else 
( 
count = -1: 
count = llll max: 
popNextQ; 
retumlrlle: 
Relums true 11 there are more queries left wa1hng 1n tile que 
'I 
bool lsEmptyO 
( 
return ( Amount = 0 ): 
rt 
• \.hec..s .ad 10 m:>ke sure that tllere are QIJeries ready 10 grab 
bool checkAheadQ 
( 
d ( Amount= 0 ) 
rei.,,,..: 
· (OcclusionEnabled) 
( 
uint GetAhead = PosGet + Amount/3: 
d ( GetAhead >= Queries .length ) t/Wrap 'IIOund 
GetAhead ~ Queries.length; 
Glint available; 
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giGetOueryObjectivARB(GetAheaci+Queries.start, Gl_QUERY _RESULT _AVAILABLE_ARB. &avaiable); 
) 
else 
( 
return (available)?true:laJse: 
netum true; 
18.8.2 The Ready Queue 
The reOO, queue is essentially a normal queue. The code below shows an example with all the methods nessary for source code's occlusion culling. 
•,tM;t circtllarOueue(Type) ICwcular queue 
( 
·. 
void capacity(uint len) 
{ 
Q.length = len; 
I'TODO- fi, wrap-around problems 
l 
uint capacity() { return Q.length; ) 
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boo! add(Type element) ·'Push on to llack of queue, returns true ij successful 
{ 
if (Amount== O.length) 
{ 
) 
else 
{ 
ret1A11 false; 
Q[Qend] = element; 
tf ( ....Oend >= Q.length ) 
Qend = 0: 
Amount++; 
return true; 
boo! next( out Type element) 'Pun of fronl off queue (returns true tf successful) 
{ 
rt {lsEmptyOJ rettJm false; 
element = Q[Qstartj: 
tl ( ....Ostart >= Q.length ) //Go to next 
Ostart = 0; 
Amount-: 
return true; 
bool lsEmpty() ( retum (Amount== 0); ) 
bool lsFuiiO { return (Amount= O.length); ) 
uint contains() { return Amount, ) 
pnvate: 
Type no: 
uint Ostart = 0; 
ulnt Qend = 0: 
uint Amount = 0; 
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18.8.3 Occlusion SSP Tree 
The entire occlusion tree is given here however the tree that it is derived from will have to be looked up in the source as it is impractical to print that much code. 
OcclusionOuert!(BrushSingle') OccBSingle; 
OcclusionOuert!(BrushShared1 OccBShared: 
BDetai' 0 DBrushlist; 
BDeta~· 0 DBrushl istNoVF; 
uint DBrushllstSize: 
uint DBrushlistNoVFSize; 
struct BSPTOcclusion 
( 
oonst uint MostlyVisible = 3000; 'Ho'"' many pixels to be considered moslly v•sitle 
const uint FrameCoherancy = 5; I !How many frames to use 111 frame-to-frame coherancy 
struct Nodelnfo 
{ 
PolygcnKeeper• 0 Polylist: 
inl MarkOcc: I'Used to •ndicate ~a Occtest need:' lobe repeated 
VOid loaij{inout ubyte 'iter, PolygonKeeper 0 poly\.is~ VOid' parent) 
{ 
struct Leannfo 
{ 
Polylisllength = readlntfrter); 
foreach [10t n, PolygonKeeper' va~ Polylist) 
Polylis~n] = &polylisijreadlntfrter}]; 
BDeta~ Detail: 
VOid loadf~nout ubyte ·~er. PolygonKeeper 0 polylis~ vOid' parent) 
( 
Detail.loadfrter, polyl ist): 
votd draw(Frustum !rust) 
{ 
OBrushllst(DBrushlistSize] = &Detail: 
DBrushllstSize++: 
) 
voldaawO 
{ 
DBrushllstNoVF(DBrushlistNoVFSize] • &Detail; 
DBrushUstNoVFSize++; 
state vOid aawTest(BDetail 'Detail} 'No frustum test 
{ 
fOfeach (lnout BrushSingle val: Detaii.Single) 
{ 
I (vat.Mark > MirtedFrame • FrameCoherancy) 
) 
elo;e 
( 
OccBSingle.add(vai.BB, &val): 
BBocctusionOffQ: 
val.dra~: 
foreach ronout BrushShared val; DetaH.Shared) 
( 
K (vai.Marlt > MarltedFrame- FrameCoherancy) 
( 
) 
else 
( 
OccBShared.add(vai.BB, &val); 
BBocclusionOffQ; 
val.draw(); 
staiJC vOid drawTest(BOetaii"Detail, Frustum trust) 
( 
foreach (inoot BrushSingle val; OetaH.Single) 
( 
( ( fruslisln(vai.BB)) 
{ 
d (vai.Marlt > MarltedFrame- FrameCoherancy) 
( 
} 
else 
{ 
OccBSingle.add(vai.BB, &vaQ; 
BBocclusionOffQ: 
val. draw(): 
foreach (inout BrushShared val: Oetaii.Shared) 
( 
'' ( frust.lsln(vai.BB) ) 
{ 
if (vai.Mar11 > MarlledFrame - FrameCoherancy) 
( 
} 
elSe 
( 
OccBShared.add(vai.BB. &val); 
BBocclusionOffQ; 
val.~; 
stabc voo.l proccessOetai~Frustum trust) 
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for (1nt n=O: n<DBrushUstNoVFSize; +<n) 
drawTest(DBrushUstNoVF[n}); 
DBrushUstNoVFSize=O; 
tor (••' n=O; n<DBrushlistSize; +<n) 
«awTest(DBrushUst{n}, frust); 
DBrushUstSize=O; 
BBoccfuslonOffO; 
BrushSingle' bSingle; 
uintcount 
whiiA (OccBSingle.forceNex~count. bSingle)) 
( 
if (count != 0) /ITOOO • mar1< vis1bdl1y 
( 
If (count> MostlyVisible) bSingle.Mark = MarkedFrame; 
bSingle.drawO; 
BrushStiared' bShared; 
Wh If! (OccBShared.forceNext(count. bShared)) 
( 
d (count!= 0) TOOO • man isl~ II) 
{ 
if (count> Mos!lyVisible) bShared.Mari< = Mari<edFrame; 
bShared.draw(); 
alias Standard.Nodeleaf Nodeleaf; 
cla55 Tree(Nocle. leaQ: public Standard.BSP!(Node, LeaQ.Tree 
( 
public: 
thiS() 
( 
enableOcclusion(true): 
If OsOcclusionEnabledOl 
printf('Occlusion is enabled\n'); 
-"'~(} 
Wid load~nout ubyte 'iter, inout PolygonKeeper 0 polylist) 
( 
'IUf'IC'.Ioad[~er. polylist); 
"'I nDeta~Single = 0, nDeta'IShared = 0; 
foreach (leaf val; Leaflist) 
( 
nDetaiiSingle += val.lnfo.Deta~.Single.length; 
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nDetaUShared""' val.lnfo.Detaii.Shared.length; 
NodeDisplaylists = giGenlists(Nodellstlength); 
Gluint Nst = NodeDisplaylists; 
-.ll!atc Bl> ...,. Nsts 
toreach (inout Node val; Nodelist) 
( 
giNewlist(list++. GL_COMPILE); 
vai.BB.draw(); 
giEndUst(): 
Occlusion.capacity(BuffE!fOcctusion); 
OcclusionNoVF.capacity(BuffE!fOcclusion); 
OccBSingle.capacity(nDetaiiSingle); 
OccBShared.capacity(nDetaiiShared); 
DBrushllst.length = Leafllstlength; 
DBrushllstNoVF.Iength = Leaflisllength; 
ReadyO.capacity = Nodelist.length; 
ReadyONoVF.capacity = Nodellst.length; 
pnva1e GLulnt nodeOisplayllst(Node' node) 
{ 
reNn NodeOisplaylists + cast(uintXnode- &Nodells~O)); 
p •ale .oid draw(Node' node) 
( 
BBocclusionOffQ: Make s\A'e occlusion IS off 
node.drawQ; 
pnvate VOid addOccNode(Node' current byte alreadylnside) 
{ 
Occlnfo lnfoAdd; 
infoAdd.Current = current; 
lnfoAdd.Aireadylnside = alreadylnslde; 
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IIIII haM't been vrsible recently '"d el lis not bdlind the llf' r or f¥ plane. th~n 
'us~ occlu• "ln {if there is enough room) 
d (currentlnfo.MaltOcc > MaltedFrame - FrameCoherancy ll l(a~eadylnside & FrusbJm.NEAR_BIT) IIIOcckJsion.add{nodeDisplayllst(current). lnfoAdd)) 
( 
ReadyO.add~nfoAdd): 
pnvate void addOccNodeNoVF(Node' current) 
{ 
I {c\A'rentlnfo.MarXOcc > t.larlcedFrame - FrameCollerancy II IOcclusionNoVF .add(nodeOisplaylis~current), current)) 
{ 
ReadyONoVF.add(current); 
·. 
ptivate void addReadyNode(Node* curren~ byte a~eadylnside) 
{ 
d (ReadyQ.containsO < BufferNodes) 
{ 
Occlnfo infoAdd; 
tnfoAdd.Current = curren~ 
infoAdd.Areadylnside = alreadylnside; 
ReadyQ.add(lnfoAdd); 
addOccNode(current alreadylnside); 
pnvate void addReadyNodeNoVF(Node• current) 
{ 
If (ReadyQNoVF.contains() < BufferNodes) 
{ 
) 
else 
{ 
ReadyQNoVF.add(current); 
· addOccNodeNoVF(current); 
pnvat void drawFrontNodeNoVF(Node· cu.'Tent) 
{ 
• { currentFrontPianelndex >= 0 ) ""' ill 
drawPVSNoVF{ct.rrenlFront); 
pno •te "id chwFrontNodeOccNoVF(Node• cooent) 
{ 
1 { cooenlFrontPianelndex >= 0) 'If 'l<'tle?t 
drawPVSOccNoVF{currentFront); 
pnvate void drawFrontNodeOcc(Node• current, byte alreadylnslde) 
( 
tf ( current.Front.Pianelndex >= 0) lnf not leaf 
drawPVSOcc(current.Front, alreadylnslde); 
pnvate void drawFrontPVSOcc(Node• current, byte alreadylnside) 
{ 
d (current.Fiag & FLAG_STOP _CULLING) 
{ 
BBocclusionotfQ; Make sure occlu:.on IS 
drawfrontNodeNoVF{current); 
current <taw(); 
H ( currenlBack ) drawPVSNoVF(currentBack); 
) 
s'.oe ·!{ alreadylnside = 63) rio tlOf" 'ru ~~' J" ..OOd 
( 
drawFrontNodeOccNoVF(current); 
draw(current); 
d (current. Back ) drawPVSOccNoVF(currentBack); 
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) 
else 
( 
drawFrontNodeOcc(curren~ alreadylnside); 
draw( current); 
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if ( currenlBack) drawPVSOcc(currenlBack, alreadylnslde); 
rtWate !Old dtawBackPVSOcc(Node' cooenl byte alreadylnslde) 
{ 
d (currentFiag & FLAG_ STOP _CUUING) 
( 
) 
BBocclusionOIIQ; 'Make s1. re ocrlu• ooo IS ofl 
~ ( current.Back) dtawPVSNoVF(current.Back); 
. .;urrentdraw(): 
drawFrontNodeNoVF(current); 
else if ( a~eadylnside = 63 ) 1/No more frust testing needed 
( 
) ' 
else 
( 
If ( current.Back) drawPVSOccNoVF(current.Back); 
//draw( current): 
drawFrontNodeOccNoVF(current); 
1f (current. Back) drawPVSOcc(current.Back. alneadylnside); 
~currenl! 
drawFrontNodeOcc(cooenl anadylnside); 
~11e ¥Old drawFrontPVSOccNoVF(Node' current) 
( 
(cooent.Fiag & FLAG_STOP _CULLING) 
( 
) 
else 
( 
BBocclusionOIIO: Make su. or ... ,,,._ • ~of! 
drawfrontNodeNoVF(current): 
current. draw(): 
if (current. Back) drawPVSNoVF(current.Back); 
drawFrontNodeOccNoVF(current): 
draw( current): 
ff ( current.Back ) drawPVSOccNoVF(curren t.Back); 
PfiVate vood crawBackPVSOccNoVF(Node' current) 
( 
~ (c11rrent.Fiag & FLAG_STOP _CUUING) 
( 
) 
else 
( 
BBocclusionOIIQ; ~al e sure occ ~·,_, sot 
f ( cooenlBack) drawPVSNoVF(current.Back); 
':II,.. dra 
<lrawFrontNodeNoVF(cooent); 
r. ( ClmnlBack) cr.twPVSOccNoVF(currenlBack); 
~urrertl 
drawFrontNodeOccNoVF(current); 
private VOid chwf'VSChoose(Node' current byte alreadylnside) 
( 
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4 ( PlaneUsijcurrenlPianelndex)computeSide(OidCameraPos) > 0) I on front 
drawFrontPVSOcc(cooent weadylnside); 
elSe 
drawBackPVSOcc(current alreadylnside); 
private VOid drawf'VSChooseNoVF(Node' current) 
{ 
( PlanellstlcurrenlPianelndex).computeSide(OidCameraPos) > 0) ~front 
drawFrontPVSOccNoVF(cooent): 
ef... 
drawBackPVSOccNoVF(current): 
protecled ""<! drawPVSOcc(Node' current. byte alreadylnside) ( . 
8 ( current.Marlt = MarltedFrame && BSPIPVS.View.isln(currenlBB. alreadylnside)) 
( 
addReadyNode(current, alreadylnside): 
checkReady(); 
prwale .uo.:l chwPVSOccNoVF(Node' current) 
{ 
~ (current. Mark == M<rtedFrame) 
{ 
addReadyNodeNoVF(current): 
checkReadyQ; 
pnvate VOid checkReadyQ 
{ 
GLulnt count: 
Occlnfo Info; 
Node' node: 
d (Occlusicon.checkAheadQ) 
( 
wn 1e (Occlusicon.next(count.lnfo)) 
( 
If (count!= 0) 
( 
if (count> MostlyVisible) info.Currenllnfo.MarltOcc = MarkedFrame: 
drawf'VSChoose{info.Currenl info~eadylnslde): 
1f (OcclusionNoVF .checkAhead()) 
whi4e (OcclusionNoVF.next(count node)) 
( 
if ( coont != 0) 
( 
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If (coont > MosUyVisible) node.lnfo.MarlcOcc = MatXedFrame; 
drawPVSChooseNoVF(node); 
\/Old drawPVSOcc(Node' current) 
( 
d ( PlaneUsijcurrentPlanelndex).computeSide(OidCameraPos) > 0) 
( 
If ( currentFront.Pianelndex >= 0 ) 
drawPVSOcc(current.Front. 0); 
current.draw(); 
tf (current. Back ) 
drawPVSOcc(currenlBack. 0); 
tf (current Back ) 
drawPVSOcc(currenlBack, 0); 
currentdrawQ; 
( currentFronlPlanelndex >= 0) 
drawPVSOcc(currenlFronL 0); 
Occlnfo info; 
Gluintcoont 
Node 'node; 
'Oo any •9 ill was 1111s~ 
whtle (IOcclusionNoVF.isEmptyQ JI IOcclusion.isEmpty() JIIReadyQ.IsEmpty() JIIReadyQNoVF.isEmptyQ ) 
( 
while (ReadyO.next(lnfo)) 
( 
drawPVSChoose(info.Current. lnfo.A~eadylnslde); 
wh e (ReadyQNoVF .next(node)) 
( 
drawPVSChooseNoVF(node): 
'Cc do o ..,er things here' 
giFlushQ; 
"" (Ooclusion.next(coont info) ) 
( 
1! (count!= 0) 
·. 
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if (count> MostJyVisible) lnfo.Current.lnfo.MarkOcc = MarkedFrame: 
drawPVSChooseQnfo.Curren~ info.A~eadylnslde); 
'Cwld do 01.'-.er tlnogs here 
giFlushQ; 
~ (OcclusionNoVF.next(coun~ node)) 
{ 
rt (count != 0 ) 
{ 
if (count> MostJyVisible) node.lnfo.MarkOcc a MaritedFrame; 
drawf'VSChooseNoVF(node); 
tf (ReadyQ.isEmptyO && ReadyQNoVF.IsEmpty()) Try not to spend to much time 
{ 
boo! drawPVSO 
{ 
while (Occlusion.forceNext(count. Info)) 
{ 
if (count I= 0 ) 
{ 
d (count> MostJyVIslble) lnfo.Currentlnfo.MarkOcc = MarkedFrame; 
drawf'VSChoose(info.Curren~ lnfo.A~eadylnslde); 
..n-~e (OcclusionNoVF .forceNext(counl node) ) 
{ 
if ( count != 0) 
{ 
I (count> MostlyVisible) node.lnfo.MarkOcc = MarkedFrame; 
drawPVSChooseNoVF(node); 
d ( Currentleaf) //If in empty 
{ 
''Mart< each brt in the PVS up the the parent 
uncompressPVSO: 
mark(Nodelist[O)); 
drawPVSOcc(&NodeLis~O]): 
proccessDetai(BSPPVS.VteW); 
BBocclusionOIIO: 
rt!IIIITI lllle; 
•. 
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canst uint BuHerNodes = 2; ,How many nodes to tCirrecl belc.e ,...,g occlusion 
canst uint BufferOcclusioo = 5000; How man1 Qu.. oes 10 h;r,e going at one ume 
swct Occlnlo { Node• Cwrent byte Alreadylnside: ): 
OcclusionOuery!(Occlnlo) Occlusion; 
OcclusionOuety!(Node•J OcclusionNoVF; 
cilculaiOueue!(Occlnlo) ReadyQ; 
MulafOueue!(Node•J ReadyONoVF: 
Gluint NodeOisplayUsts; 
•. 
"" 
19.1 General BSP tree CorllJilaOOn 
The fiffil step for COIIlliing genernt BSP trees is to flll'<OITli>Jle the~ for all fXll)'gons. This technique v.;u 
save time in the bng run as ~planes are reused often. The c:faJicms shaM\ will be in 20, however, the 
technique can easily be extended to 30. 
step 1 · Pr&<:OOlpule lhe polygon ~anes: 
Compute Nonnals 
.X.• 
,f. ·'-'!, 
I~ 
.... \ 
FKJum49 SWp 1 (Compute Normals) 
The aJTO'NS in Figure 49 illustrate the polygon ~anes normals which is also the side of the f;r;e {of that !X)tygon) 
that can 00 seen. Cocle for calculating the plane nonna! can be found at 17.4. 
The root of the tree begins its life JXlinting to oothing {NULL) tree unm the BSP tree inserts the fi!St fXJiygooS. 
Each polygon is pla:::ed into a new BSP tree ncxle lhflere the front and back children are initia16ed to NULL. In 
reality a programmer may choose to fonn these BSP tree nodes later in the BSP com~lation stage Yttlen 
needed. Any other values {sudl as material) can be copied, and ~a p:Jinter to OOid common data is used the1 ~ 
can reduce \he amount of data belrg copied. 
Step 2 ·Picking a !XJiygon from the list and making that the partitioning p:~lygon: 
World Map (from above) BSP tree (Pick Start Polvaon) 
-----r---0 
F!\!ure 50. Step 2 (Pick a pa.1iOOnlng p:.ol)gorl) 
In Figure 50 A was picked aoo made the root node (root= L(1)). 
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Step 3 - Split remaining polygons into two groups depending on which side they are on: 
World Map (from above) SSP tree (Make Groups) 
Figure 51. Step 3 (Split Remaining into groups) 
In Figure 51, C and Fare behind the nonnal so they go on the left, and B, D and E are in front so they go on the 
light. 
The polygons' location in the tree can be maintained as a list (with divider) and can be kept on the program stack. 
For now these lists will be referred to as front (F) and back (B). Also the present node (which at this stage is the 
root) will be referred to as the "current node". 
Step 4- Repeat for every polygon in the child nodes (except for step 1): 
World Map (from above) SSP tree (Make Groups) 
Figure 52. Step 4 (Recu!Sively repaat) 
The process is recursively repeated for each side of the tree. B is picked as the new sub-partition plane and 
attached to the light (front) side of A (Current Node= F[1]). D and E are behind B so they go on the left (back) 
node of B. 
Step 4 continue ... 
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World Map (from above) BSP tree (Make Groups) 
Figure 53. Step 4 con ... (A problem) 
In Figure 53 there is a problem with polygon F. Which side does polygon F belongs to (Left, light or both)? In this 
case the classifier (which has been used to determine the positions of all nodes so far) returns SPAN. The 
solution to this problem is to split the node using the intersection algorithm desclibed previously in "Polygon 
Splitting". 
World Map (from above) BSP tree (Make Groups) 
Figure 54. Step 4 con ... (Splitting the node) 
In Figure 54, F is split into F1 and F2 along the plane. Now F1 is behind so it should go on the left. F2 is in front 
so it should go on the light. Note that F no longer exists. F1 and F2 are placed into the left and light side of C 
because they are the final nodes for that part of the tree. 
Finally ... A complete BSP tree! 
World Map (from above) BSP tree (Make Groups) 
Figure 55. Completed General BSP tree 
In Figure 55, E is split into E1 and E2 along the plane. E1 is behind D so it goes on the left. E2 is in front so it 
goes on the light. 
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19.2 General SSP tree at Runtime 
This example will demonstrate the runtime traversal of a general BSP tree, for priority-ordering of polygons by 
their depth from the camera's point of view, using the tree that was generated in "General BSP tree Compilation". 
The traversal starts from the root of the tree processing all the nodes that furthest from the camera first. For 
example: traverse behind node (if it exists), draw the current node then traverse the other child node. 
World Map (front above) BSP Tree (Traversal) 
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Figure 56. General BSP tree runtime (1) 
In Figure 56, P is the Camera/Player's Position. The algorithm starts at A (the tree's root). 
World Map (front above) 
'-L.I' A 
c-......n 4 ;;4~ ·~/' 
BSP Tree (Traversal) 
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Figure 57. General BSP tree runtime (2) 
The first task is to determine the direction of A plane in regards to the camera (the classify algorithm) and hence 
the path in the tree to take. Camera (P) is in front of A so that means that C is behind A and 8 is in front. So C is 
traversed first, as shown in Figure 57. 
World Map (front above) 
-~j 
C '-.JI'J{I A 4 
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BSP Tree (Traversal) 
J\ 0.0 ®@® ®® 
Figure 58. General BSP tree runtime (3) 
In Figure 58, again C is classified (since it is not empty). This time P is behind C so F2 is traversed first. 
Aft A 
World Map (front above) 
-~./ A • 
c '-.. n1, 
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BSP Tree (Traversal) 
~ ~ 0 
~~ 
®® 
Figure 59. General BSP tree runtime (4) 
In Figure 59, F2 has no children (it is a leaf) so F2 is drawn. 
World Map (front above) 
~ A4 
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BSP Tree (Traversal) 
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Figure 60. General BSP tree runtime (5) 
In Figure 60, the algorithm is back at C, soC is drawn and F1 is traversed (because it is in front of C). 
World Map (front above) BSP Tree (Traversal) 
~ k0 3@~~ 
®® 
Figure 61. General BSP tree runtime (6) 
In Figure 61, F1 is drawn because it has no children and then because F1 and C have nothing more to do they 
are dropped of the program stack levelling the algorithm at A . 
.... .., 
World Map (front above) 
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BSP Tree (Traversal) 
•(a} 
2 r~ ·~A 
FiQure 62. General BSP tree runtime (7) 
In Figure 62, A is drawn (because it has already traversed one child) and then B is traversed because it is in front 
(of A, C, F1 and F2) from the position of the camera. 
World Map (front above) BSP Tree (Traversal) 
Figure 63. General BSP tree runtime (8) 
In Figure 63, Pis now in front of B so that means Dis behind, so Dis traversed. 
World Map (front above) BSP Tree (Traversal) 
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Figure 64. General BSP tree runtime (9) 
In Figure 64, P is behind D so that means E2 is behind the camera also, so E2 is traversed. 
World Map (front above) 
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BSP Tree (Traversal) 
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I 
Figure 65. General BSP tree runtime (10) 
In Figure 65, E2 has no children so it is drawn. Since E2 as nothing more to do so D is returned control. 
World Map (front above) BSP Tree (Traversal) 
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F!Qure 66. General BSP tree runtime (11) 
In Figure 66, E1 is drawn as it is in front of D. 
World Map (front above) 
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Figure 67. General BSP tree runtime (12) 
In Figure 67, B has been drawn so now the algorithm heads to the top of the tree . 
....... 
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World Mao (front above) BSP Tree (Traversal) 
'0 
2 I '- • ·~J~· (§)@ 
7 5 
Figure 68. General BSP tree runtime (13) 
In Figure 68, all polygons are now drawn in the oorrect priority-order, which proves that the algorithm mrked for 
at least this simple test case example. However note that this example did not reduce polygons sent to the 
display. 
19.3 BB BSP tree Compilation 
Following is an example of adding AA88 to the 8SP tree produoed in "General 8SP tree Compilation". Once the 
two children nodes 88 are known the parent nodes 88 can be oomputed. 
1. WoddW.,.~-l IISP'Ihtfl'lb~ 4. WoddW.,.~-) IISP'Iht tlfolo ~ 
~f ~ "if1'il- ~ ~ ~ ~@ ~~ r~-t- ®0 D II 12 
WoddW.,. (JOG._) IISP11ootlfolo~ 5. WoddW.,.~-) IISP'Iho tlfolo ~ 
- ~ ~~l ~~ Kj.f1, ~@ ~ ~ r~-t- ®0 II li2 
2. 
WoddW.,. (JOG .... ) IISI'lhotlfolo~ 6. WoddW.,.~-) BSP'Ihoi*"Cllootoll 
~f ~ ~ ~~ . ~ ~ ~~ r!-~ 51 El 
3. 
Figure 69. BB BSP tree compilation example 
Figure 69 shows the inclusion of axis aligned 88, which was built in 19.1. As each leaf is found, the algorithm 
returns the current nodes bounding box to that node's parent, allowing the parent to produce its own 88. The 
AA88 on the "mrtd map" indicates the area the 88 oonsumes on the map; where as the 88s on the tree 
represent 88s that have been oomputed. 
.. ..... 
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19.4 Runtime 88 SSP tree 
This example continues from the tree created in 19.3. In the following example, camera P has a view frustum 
showing what the camera can see. Nodes determined renderable are shaded. 
World Map (from above) 8SP tree (88 Traverse) 
Figure 70. Runtime BSP Example 1 
As Figure 70 sho'NS, the traversal has started at A, the root of the tree. 
World Map (from above) 8SP tree (88 Traverse) 
Figure 71. Runtime BSP Example 2 
As Figure 71 sho'NS, A's BB is partly within of the view frustum so the traversal has continued down C. 
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World Map (from above) BSP tree (BB Traverse) 
Figure 72. Runtime SSP Example 3 
As Figure 72 shows, C's BB is within the view frustum so the traversal has continued down to F2. F2's BB is 
completely inside; therefore test has stoped at this point, besides F2 is a leaf node anyway. F2 is sent down the 
rendering pipeline (drawn). 
World Map (from above) BSP tree (BB Traverse) 
Figure 73. Runtime SSP Example 4 
As Figure 73 shows, the traversal has returned to C, which is drawn and then traversed F1 . F1's BB is 
completely inside the frustum. Therefore testing has stopped at this point, besides F1 is a leaf node anyway. F1 
is sent down the rendering pipeline (drawn). 
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World Map (from above) BSP tree (BB Traverse) 
FiQure 74. Runtime BSP Example 5 
As Figure 74 sho'NS, the traversal has returned back to A, which is then drawn. The algorithm then tested 8 to 
see if it was within the frustum. 8 is not within the frustum and there are no more nodes to process so traversal 
has ended (for this frame). D and E were not even tested which is indicated in the Figure 74 by the crossing out. 
On a larger scale maps many more nodes could have been discarded which can be a quite significant 
performance improvement when compared to simply rendering every polygon. 
19.5 Solid BSP tree Compilation 
This example sho'NS the construction of a solid leaf 8SP tree. The diagram represents a 20 room with a brick 
wall (pillar) inside it. 
World Mao BS tree 
A 
H 
F, _____ {]~-------- ~' 
F2 C 
E 
Figure 75. Solid BSP Compilation 1 
In Figure 75, E is on in front C and G, 8, A and H are behind. F and D needed to be split into F,, F2, 01 and 0:! 
respectfully. 
.. .... 
World Map 
A1 I A2 
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BSPtree 
I H 
F1 _ ____ {]_~-------- 01 
c 
E 
Fgure 76. Solid BSP Compilation 2 
In Figure 76, G is the new partitioning plane therefore A needs to be split. The planes B, 01, A2 and H are placed 
behind and A1 and F1 in front. 
BSPtree 
.---c--...__ 
/ ' E02F2 A A1F1 
H A22 A21 01 
E 
Figure 77. Solid BSP Compilation 3 
In Figure 77, B is chosen as the splitter. A2 needs to be split again into A21 and A22. 01 and A21 are in front and 
A22, H is behind. 
E 
s =solid 
e =empty 
Figure 78. Solid BSP Compilation 4 
In Figure 78, A22 is chosen as the splitter. The node H is on the front of A22. Has H is the only polygon left so H 
becomes a node with a solid back and empty front leaf . 
...... 
. · 
World Mao 
At IAu A21 
I H I 
Ft fl 0 B 1 
----- --------- r c 
E s =solid e=empty 
Fiaure 79. Solid BSP Compilation 5 
In Figure 79, Ot is now the partitioning plane. A21 ends up being on the front side and is made into a node. 
BSPtree 
I H I 
F1 fl 0 B 1 
----- --------- r c 
.---c...___ 
E s =solid e =empty 
Fgure 80. Solid BSP Compilation 6 
In Figure 80, A2t is chosen as the splitting plane. 
World Mao BSPtree 
At IAu .---c...___ /' /~ B A s 02 
/"'-.. /" / ............. A~ 01 s F1 s F2 /" /'\ ('e /'-. 
s H s A ~ e 
,, ,~ s=sohd 
s e s e e = empty E 
Fgure 81. Solid BSP Compilation 7 
In Figure 81 E then 02 then F2 (in succession) become the partitioning planes to form the final tree. 
19.6 Portal Creation 
This example shows how portals could be generated using the 20 solid SSP tree built in 19.5. While planes 
(nodes) are represented by capital letters, portals are represented by lowercase letters. The algorithm traverses 
each node in the tree to find the portals shapes and how portals link empty leaves together . 
...... 
I Hi 
F 1 1--
G B 
c 
2 F 
E 
c 
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BSPtree 
~c-._: /" / '-. B A s 02 
/'-.... / \ / ............. 
A~ 01 s F1 s F2 /" /'\ ....... , ............... 
s s s e s e 
)( .....-A~ s = solid 
s e s e e = empty 
Figure 82. Portal generation 1 
In Figure 82, a large polygon c is created along the plane C. c is pushed down to nodes G and E with G on the 
back and E on the front side of c. Note that c represented in the tree is actually a link to c, therefore there is only 
one instance of c. 
World Mao g 
A1 A u A21 
Hi 
1 - 0 
c, 
G B ~ 
F 
c 
2 0 F 
E 
In Figure 83, a large polygon g is created along the plane G. g is trimmed by its parent node C. g is pushed down 
to nodes A, (front) and 8 (back). c is on both sides of G so it is split into c,(front) and c2(back). Note that the 
arrows between portals (ie c) in the diagram are used to indicate that links are maintained between them. 
World Map 9 b BSPtree 
.---c~c.Cz.z A1 A A21 
/~C. / '-. 
B A s D ~gy~Cz.z / \ / .z___ 
A~ 01 s F1 s F2 /" /'\ ....... , ............... 
s s s e s e 
)( .....-A~ s = solid 
s e s e e = empty 
H 
1 
...__ 
c, G 141 B Cz.z 
c 
2 
F 
F 
E 
Figure 84. Portal generation 3 
In Figure 84, a large polygon b is created along the plane B. b is trimmed by its parent nodes G (which has no 
effect) and C. b is pushed down to nodes A22 (front) and o, (back). g is behind 8 so g is pushed to the back of B. 
c2 is split by 8 so C21 and c22 is pushed down the back and front of B, respectfully. 
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World Mao 
A1 g, A b, A21 
a22 
b, 92 H 
1 1-'-'-F 
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c 2 F 
E s =solid 
e =empty 
FiQure 85. Portal generation 4 
In Figure 85, a large polygon a22 is created along the plane A22. a22 is trimmed by its parent nodes 8, G and C 
(which has no effect). a22 is pushed down to a solid node (back) and H (front). g and bare split by A22 in to g1, g2, 
b1 and b2. c21 is pushed down the front side of A22. a22, ~ and g1 can be removed as they are in a solid. 
World Mao 
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Figure 86. Portal generation 5 
s =solid 
e =empty 
In Figure 86, a large polygon h is created along the plane H. h is trimmed by its parent nodes A22 (whidl has no 
effect), 8, G and C (whidl has no effect). h is pushed down to a solid node (back) and an empty node (front). g2 
and b2 are spltt by H into g21, g22, b21 and bn and pushed down the relevant side. C21, h, g21 and b21 can be 
removed as they are in solids. 
World Mao 
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Figure 87. Portal generation 6 
In Figure 87, a large polygon d1 is created along the plane D1. d1 is trimmed by tts parent nodes 8 (which has no 
effect) and G (which has no effect) and C. d1 is pushed down to a solid node (back) and A21 (front). c22 is spltt into 
·c221 and em. bn is pushed down the front (A21) of d1. d1 andc221 can be removed as they are in a solid . 
...... 
. · 
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BSPtree 
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Figure 88. Portal generation 7 
s =solid 
e= empty 
In Figure 88, a large polygon a21 is created along the plane~~. a21 is trimmed by its parent nodes o,, Band G 
(which has no effect as the portal was already trimmed by B) and C (which has no effect). 821 is pushed down to 
a solid node (back) and empty node (front). ~and c22 are both in front of A21. 
a21 be removed as it is in a solid. 
World MaP 
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Figure 89. Portal generation 8 
s =solid 
e= empty 
In Figure 89, a large polygon a, is created along the plane A,. a, is trimmed by its parent nodes G and C (which 
has no effect). G22 and c, are both in front of A,. a, can be removed as tt ended up in solid space. 
World Map 
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FiQure 90. Portal generation 9 
s =solid 
e =empty 
In Figure 90, a large polygon f, is created along the plane F,. f, is trimmed by tts parent nodes A,, G (which has 
no effect) and C. g22 is in front ofF,. c1 is split into c,, and c12 along the plane F,. f1 and c11 can be removed as 
. they are in solid space. 
.. .... 
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Figure 91. Portal generaUon 1 0 
s =solid 
e= empty 
In Figure 91 , a large polygon e is created along the plane E. e is trimmed by its parent node C (which has no 
effect). C12 and C222 are in front of E. e can be removed as it is in solid space. 
World Map 
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Figure 92. Portal generation 11 
s =solid 
e= empty 
In Figure 92, a large polygon d2 is created along the plane 02. d2 is trimmed by its parent nodes E and C. C12 
and C222 are in front of 02. d2 can be removed as it is in solid space. 
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Figure 93. Portal generation 12 
s =solid 
e= empty 
In Figure 93, a large polygon f2 is created along the plane F2. f2 is trimmed by its parent nodes 02, E and C. C12 
and C222 are in front of F2. h can be removed as it is in solid space. The portals would then be filtered to remove 
any bad portals. The filtering stage is not shown as there are no bad portals to remove, therefore portal 
.generation is complete. 
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Figure 94. Portal generation 13 
s =solid 
e =empty 
Figure 94 shows the portals found for the world map and the linkages (arrows) between each portal. The four 
empty leaves (sectors) have been labelled e1, e2, e3 and~. e1 is connected to e2 and e3 by portals g22 and~ 
respectfully. ~is connected to e1 and e4 by portals b22 and c222. e3 is connected to e1 and e4 by portals g22 and 
c12 respectfully. e4 is connected to e3 and e1 by portals C12 and c222 respectfully. 
19.7 Anti-penumbra Portal Culling 
A simple example of the anti-penumbra portal culling algorithm: 
I LNI4 I 
loa13 
LNfl....-Portel 
Source Portal 
LNI1 ("""o) 
- .,.. .. 
- \WOo 
Figure 95. A leaf is chosen 
In Figure 95, the shaded area represents rooms known to be visible to A. Leaf 1 is chosen as the source leaf. 
Two areas that can leaf 1 definitely knows it can see are leaf 2 and itself. Leaf 2 should be appended into to leaf 
1's PVS. 
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LHI 1 (soo.rtl) 
_ .,.. .. 
--
figure 96. Anti-penumbra is created 
In Figure 96, an anti-penumbra is created using the source portal and the target portal. Part of the portal 
connecting to leaf 4 needs to be clipped away (shown in lighter shade). Also one of the doors in leaf 3 is not 
within the anti-penumbra so that is also clipped. Leaf 3 {the destination) is added to leaf 1's PVS. 
LHI1 (SOII"CI) 
Figure 97. Sub-anti-penumbra is created 
In Figure 97, a new anti-penumbra is created using the remains of the portal connecting leaf 3 and 4. The two 
portals in leaf 4 are not visible within the anti-penumbra so they are discarded. Leaf 4 (destination) are added to 
leaf 1's PVS. Leaf 4, leaf 3, leaf 2 and leaf 1 (respectively) have no more doors to process so this process is 
starts over again for another leaf in the tree until all PVS is known. 
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20.1 The Compiler 
The BSP compiler requires 3Dsmax 5 to be installed. Although a Dnary file (BSPe:qx>rtdle) is provided the 
sourre ccx:le can be cx.mpiled using visual studios {net) as described below. 
20.1.1 SourceCompilation 
To rompile the binruy file: 
1) Select Release mode 
2) Open "BSPexp:~rt.sln' in Microsoft VISual Studios net 
3) Select: solution explorer -7 elqXlrt1-7 right OO!ton -7 p!OJX'rties 
4) Seoct Gereral 
5) In output directory, change "f:\3DsMax5\' to the folder kx:ation of 3Dsmax 5 (most commonly 
"C:\3DsMaxffi} 
6) Press F5 (compio and build) 
20.1.2 Installation (with the binary file) 
To simply use the pl~n Yrithout compiling, copy the 'BSPexport.dle' file into the 3Dsmax "plug ins" folder located 
in the 3Dsmax folder. 
20.1.3 Exporting 
Before exporting a map into an mbs file, a map needs to be loaded into 3Dsmax. A couple of max maps are 
induc!OO on the CD for to try. Here are some important points to check before compiling the map: 
- The map must be solid. A map can be checked to make sure it is solid by selecting each object and 
running the 3Dsmax STL modifier on them. If there are no enms then the map is so!kl. 
- A start location for the camera must be assigned. A start location is specified using a dummy object 
with the term '[PLAYER POS]" Wthin the object name. Dummy objects can be found uflder the 
helpers section in the create panel. These object must be placed inside the solid structure, otherwise 
the camera will have no ...mere to land when the program starts. More then one of these cameras can 
be placed in a map. 
- There must be at least one ot4ect greater then the size of detail -Mlich is by defauH 512x512x~12units. 
- Curved objects will be converted into mesh data. This may resuH in slow tree builds. That is not to say 
that the algorithm couldn't be mcxlified to lake a::lvantage of curved objects in the future. Curved 
objects oould be simplified into stnx:tural p!anes and only rendered as curved objects once they are 
known to be visible. 
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Once the map has met the above requirements it can be exported by: 
1) Selecting File~ Export 
2) Save as Type ~ My BSP format {*.MBS) 
3) Choose the name of the file to save and where to save it 
4) Click Save 
Then a BSP compilation dialog like Figure 98 wills popup which allows the user to specify how to build the BSP 
tree. 
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Figure 98. Screen shot of the BSP oompiler IDE 
The BSP compilation dialog is setup with good defaults to make compilation easy. If save is selected the BSP 
tree will be saved to the output mbs file which can be tested in the engine. A detailed description of all the 
commands follows: 
Status Window 
The status window shows information about what occurred when building. The status window can be in two 
views which can be toggled by either clicking on the "Status" button or the "Tree" button. 
Status 
Status mode outlines what the compiler is doing including: 
- the stage being performed 
- errors that may occur 
- details about the data being used 
- the amount of time a particular stage takes 
Figure 99 shows the status view after a BSP tree has been built. 
Tree 
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Figure 99. Status View 
Tree mode shows the resulting BSP tree and information about each node and leaf. Only standard BSP tree 
information is shown, that is, compact and node link tree details are not represented. Tree mode is not 
recommended for large BSP trees as these will most probably be too large for the tree view to display in any 
reasonable time. 
Figure 1 00 shows the tree view once a bsp has been built. 
...... 
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Status lnfo·-------- --------- ---1 
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Figure 100. Tree Vifffl 
Control Commands 
These are the major commands that will cause the plugin to react. Figure 101 shows the available control 
commands. 
~urld J;;ancel 
·~ave •save +I ext 
Figure 101 . Control Commands 
Build 
Builds the BSP tree but does not save it or exit the dialog. After a BSP has been built more of the debug options 
become available (see debug). Also the status info window can be examined. 
Cancel _ 
Exits without saving, all changes will be lost. 
Save 
Save will build (if the tree has not already been) and save the result to an mbs file. If there is no error then the 
dialog will exit returning focus back to 3Dsmax. 
Save+ Text 
Save+ Text will build an mbs file and also a text file (.txt) which is in the same structure as the binary file except in 
a readable format with comments. The text file is primary used for debugging . 
...... 
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Build Modifiers 
Build modifiers are anything tl1at affects how a tree is built. Therefore they need to before building the bsp tree. 
Tree Type 
The tree type specifies which type of tree to build. In no tree type is selected then the standard (comparison) tree 
is build. View Space Linking and Solid Node Compression trees can be selected singularly or together to build a 
tree with the combination. An ooclusion tree type is not provided because ooclusion bsp trees do not require any 
pre-compilation. Figure 102 shows the tree type selection menu. 
Thresholds 
Tree Type------, 
View Space Unking 
Solid Node Comp~ession 
Figure 102. Tree Type . 
Thresholds define the point at which the state in question is to large to continue applying. Figure 103 shows the 
thresholds value panel. 
Detailed Brush 
Thresholds------, 
js12.oc±j Detailed Brush 
jo.om !±J Weld 
rs.oo±J% Portal Refactor 
rs.oo±J% Leaf Refactor 
Figure 1 03. Thresholds 
Defines the maximum cubed size an object can be to be considered detail. 
Weld 
Defines how close two vertices need to be, to be considered as the same vertex. 
Portal Refactor 
Defines the percentage of portal PVS refactors to perform. 100% being one refactor for every node. 
Leaf Refactor 
Defines the percentage of leaf PVS refactors to perform. 100% being one refactor for every node. 
Node Selection 
Node selection is used to minimise splits and improve the balance of the tree. Figure 104 shows the selection 
panel. 
.· 
Least Crossed 
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Node Selection-----, 
Least Crossed 
Most Crossed 
LeastMost Crossed 
Moslleast Crossed 
llOO.OO±J %Tests 
lO±J FIXed Tests 
B±J %Balance 
3±J Axis Bonus· 
3±J On Bonus 
Figure 104. Node Selection 
When selected least crossed selection will be performed. 
Most Crossed 
When selected most crossed selection will be performed. 
Least Most Crossed 
When selected least crossed will be performed first and any ties will be broken by most crossed. This is the 
default option as it appears to give the most ~tter result when compared to the other selection choioes. 
Most Least Crossed 
When selected most crossed will be performed first and any ties will be broken by least crossed. 
Tests 
The test percentage is the percentage of polygons to scan when picking the next node using the picking 
algortthm. Lovver values will improve performance but may result in a more badly-organized tree. The number of 
actual tested polygons is: 
[Number of polygons to test] = [Remaining Polygons] *Tests + [Fixed Tests] 
Which is clipped to [Remaining Polygons). 
Fixed Tests 
Fixed tests are the fixed number of polygons to scan when picking the next node using the picking algortthm. 
Lower values will improve performance but may result in a more badly-organized tree. The number of actual 
tested polygons is: 
[Number of polygons to test] = [Remaining Polygons] *Tests + [Fixed Tests] 
Which is clipped at [Remaining Polygons]. 
Balance 
Balance is a percentage representing the amount of preference to give to balancing over splitting. Generally a 
small percentage (ie 8%) to balancing will actually help reduce splitting as opposed to having no balance 
favourtng at all. 
Axis Bonus 
The amount of bonus score to give to axis aligned polygons . 
...... 
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On Bonus 
The amount of bonus score to give to on plane polygons. 
Debug 
Most debug information is enabled after the map has been built. Debugging information is created within the 
3Dsmax as objects. In order to prevent debug information from contributing to map builds all debug objects 
includes the term "[IGNORE]" in the name. Figure 105 shows the debug panel after the map has been built. 
Input 
Debug-------. 
Input 
Keep Debug lnformalion 
Deta~ 
Tree 
Tree [Group] 
Tree [Single Mesh] 
Polys From Final Tree 
Porlals 
AABB Tree 
LeafAABB 
Basic VIS Linkage 
VIS Linkage 
Anlipenumbra 
Figure 105. Debug 
As Figure 106 illustrates, input will output all the polygons (without material information) that were passed into the 
BSP tree compiler. Note that planes have been grouped together and curved objects have been converted into 
meshes. 
Figure 106. Input 
Keep Debug Information 
If pressed in, debugging information will be kept when the BSP tree is built (the user presses build). Otherwise 
the program will be more memory conservative and delete memory that is held for debugging purposes after a 
build. 
Detail 
As Figure 107 illustrates, the detail button will show the detail found in the scene . 
. ·
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\ 
Figure 107. Detail 
Tree 
As Figure 108 illustrates, the tree button will display the polygon groups that are sliced up into the tree. Each 
plane is an individual object. Note that tree will also show how objects are split. 
Figure 108. Tree 
Tree (Group) 
As Figure 109 illustrates, tree group is similar to the tree button but rather then show individual surfaces, they are 
combined into a tree of groups so the actual form of the tree can bee seen. Each node in the tree group has a 
splitter and the two sub-groups of polygons. For complex maps, tree group can take much longer to create then 
tree. 
Figure 109. Tree (group) 
Tree (Single Mesh) 
As Figure 110 illustrates, will tree single mesh button will create a mesh from what is generated in the BSP tree, 
including polygons that are split. 
....... 
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Figure 110. Tree (Single Mesh) 
Polys From Final Tree 
As Figure 111 illustrates, the polys from final tree button will generate a mesh from the result of the BSP 
generation and polygon reformation. Note that there will be no split polygons in this tree because the final tree 
uses ortginal polygons. 
. Figure 111. Final Tree 
Portals 
As Figure 112 illustrates, the portals button will show the portals used to create the PVS data. 
Figure 112. Portals 
AABB Tree 
As Figure 113 illustrates, the AABB tree button will show the hierarchical axis aligned bounding boxes of the tree. 
Figure 113. AABB Tree 
....... 
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LeafAABB 
As Figure 114 illustrates, the leaf AA88 button will show the axis aligned leaf bounding boxes of the tree. Note 
that a leaf bounding box is not the bounding box that surrounds the leaf but rather the bounding box that 
surrounds the portals the leaf contains. 
Figure 114. Leaf AABB 
Basic Vis Linkage 
As Figure 114 illustrates, the basic vis linkage button will show the linkages that have been determined between 
portals in stage 2 PVS generation. Each linkage is shown by a line with an arrow on the end which indicates the 
direction of the visibility. It is not recommend that this button be used for complex maps as they will generate too 
many linkages and slow down 3Dsmax to much to be useable. 
Figure 115. Basic Vis Linkage 
Vis Linkage 
As Figure 115 illustrates, the vis linkage button will show the visibility between leaves determined in the final stage 
(stage 3) of PVS generation. Note that the arrows point out from the centre of the leafs 88 to the leaf that is 
visible from that leaf. It is not recommend that this button be used for complex maps as they will generate too 
many linkages and slow down 3Dsmax to much to be useable. 
Figure 116. VIS Linkage 
Anti-penumbra 
As Figure 117 illustrates, the anti-penumbra button allows the user to select which leaf and destination they wish 
to see the anti-penumbra for. Note that if it is impossible to generate an anti-penumbra for the given leaves then 
none will be generated. 
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Figure 117. Anti-penumpra 
On clicking the anti-penumbra button, Figure 118 shows the anti-penumbra dialog that will show up. 
25.1 
From 
1m ±I 
To 
I ::1 
Recursive I 
Cancel I OK I 
Figure 118. Anti-Penumbra Selection Dialog 
From 
From is the source leaf to generate the portal from. 
To 
To is the destination leaf to generate the portal from. 
Recursive 
Specifies whether subsequent leaves in the destination leaf are traversed, creating sub-anti-penumbras. 
Default 
The default button will reset all the values to their defaults. Figure 119 shows an image of the default button. 
Delault 
Figure 119. Defau~ 
20.2 The Engine 
A binary (Engine.exe) is provided on the CD however it can be useful to compile the engine. 
20.2.1 Compiling 
Needed API's and programs to compile the engine: 
- Digital mars D (originally developed by Walter Bright) compiler from http://www.digitalmars.com/dl 
- Digital mars C compiler (originally developed by Walter Bright) from http://www.digitalmars.com/ 
- unDig (originally developed by Burton Radons) from http://www.dsource.org 
- Glee (ported from Ben Woodhouse's Glee) from http://badmama.eom.au/-anderson/. 
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Optional tools to make things easier. 
DIDE is a D interface development tool. DIDE project file export has been provided so the engine can 
be compiled using DIDE. 
These API's and programs have also been included on the CD with permission from the authors where relevant. 
Once these files have been installed the engine can be compiled using this command: 
C:\Ondlbin\d:nd.exe .{) -inlile ;elease -c -IC:Idm<fJnclude ~C:Idig ~:\glee ~. ~ .. .OOC:\PROGRA-1\0IDE\Projects\Engile 1Code Locatioo]\nel\i:Jelande!soo'eogine3Dibsptree.d" 
' [Code Location['nelljoelandefson'eogine30\bsp1reeoompacld" '(Code location]\nel\joelandelson\engine30\bspb"eerompacllink.d' 1Code 
Location[\nelljoelandefson\engine3D\bspb'eelilk.d' ' [Code Location]\nelljoelande!soo\engine30\oonrnon.d' '[Code Location]\nelljoelandelson\engine3D\elemenis.d' 1Code 
Location[\Engile.d' '(Code Location]\nel\joelande!soo'romlooliwesligatoc.d' ' [Code Location~del!.on\engile3D'<nalerial.d" 1Code 
Location]\nerjoelanderson\engile30'oo::klsiJn.d' 1Code Location]\nerjoelanderson\engile30'4Jolygol.d" 1Code Location]\nerjoelanderson'romloolqueue.d' 1Code 
Location]\nerjoelanderson'romloo'<ead.d" 1Code Location]\nelljoelanderson'eogile30\lextiJ"e.d" 1Code Location]\nel'joelanderson\oonrnon\lools.d" 1Code 
Location]\nelljoelandefson\engine30\tools3D.d" 
And linked with this command: 
C:'dn\bin\litltexe (Obi Code Location]lbspml.olli+!Obj Code Location~olli+!Obi Code LocationJ'bspreecocnpoclink.ollt+IObj Code Locatioo]\bspteelilk.olli+!Oilj 
Code LocationJioonmon.oiHOili Code Locationretements.olli+!Obj Code Locatioo)'Engne.obj<{Obj Code Location)\iwesligaklr.obj<{Obj Code Location)Vnatelial.ollt+IObj Code 
Location)'L1cclusion.obj<{Obj Code LocationJipolygon.ollt+IObj Code location)lqueue.obi+jObj Code Location)\read.obj<{Obj Code Location)\lexlwe.obj<{Obj Code 
Location~IOOis.obj<{Obj Code Location~tools3D.obj,Engine.exe,,Glee:ii}f{f1Q.Ii1Mliggl.lib-<OPENGL32.UB<AOVWI32.LIB-!BHELL32.LIB-+GOI32.LIEK:OMC1l32.LIB/noi; 
Where [Code Location] is the location of the engine code and [Obj Code Location] is the location where the obj 
files where created which is probably the same folder as the engine code. It is assumed that dmd, dig, glee are 
all stored on the c drive. 
For troubleshooting the best place for advice is the D newsgroup on news.digitalmars.com. 
20.2.2 Running 
The engine should be run from the command prompt or from a bat file. The parameter format is: 
Engine [mbs file] [record file] [log file] [-ij [-no] 
If the map (.mbs) file isn't specified then the maze.mbs file will be used, otherwise the one specified will 
be. 
If the log (.log) file isn't specified then that the log. txt file will be used to log information, otherwise the 
one specified will be used. 
If a record file (.rec) is specified then that file will be played. 
- -f (full screen) will make the program start up in full screen mode 
- -no (no occlusion) will make force the program to use the BSP trees that have been optimised not to 
use occlusion otherwise the occlusion trees will be used . 
...... 
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Goes to the next came/a 
View Frustum 
Changes background colour to wflHe which is useful for 
printouts. 
Action 
Shows the trees bounding OOxes. 
Shows the lent OOunding boxes. 
Shov.-s the details lxlundi~ lxlxes. 
Action 
Starts recording the cameras movement as a path. 
Press F1 again to save and stop recording. 
Replays the last recorded camera movement. Press F2 
again to stop playing. 
Loo:ls a camera movement from a file and starts playing 
tt. 
Action 
Toggles Frames per Second. In this mode FPS are 
computed at there real time, that is frames are rendered 
even if the scene doesn't change. 
Writes out the number of !Xllygons 
Writes out information to a log file and displays the 
avemgeFPS. 
Action 
Exits the program 
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21 Appendix 8- Definition of terms 
The following definitions are the main constructs used in building most HSR algorithms: 
21.1.1 Vector 
In the context of this document, a vector A is any variable that. is made up of three components ( xyz ). If not 
otherwise stated, a vector may also be indicated by the xyz suffix as in A xyz , indicating the variable A is a 
vector. Individual components C.Y.•) of a vector are specified by using that component as the suffix; as in 
A,. meaning the x component of vector A . 
21.1.2 Dot Product 
Let axyz . bxy: represent the dot product with axyz . bxyz =ax *bx +ay *by +a. * b= where X' y and z are 
the coordinates and a and b are vectors. 
21.1.3 Surface Nonnal 
A surface normal is a vector that indicates the direction the surface (polygon) is facing. 
z 
I 
X-r-\ y' .. ~~ 
-- ·"·I ~~ .,._ 1 ... ,v••" 
~, 
Figure 120. Polygon's Plane and Normal 
The normal for a surface (polygon), as shown in Figure 120, is determined by computing the cross product 
( a.Y)'Z ) from two consecutive edges, of the surface, i xy: and j xyz , and then normalizing the result between ±1. 
The cross product computation of the vectors: 
,· 
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Normalization is performed by dividing the result a"'~ by the magnitude II of the vector a as in: 
ial=~ax2+a/+a=2 
b, "a, ilai 
b, "a,liai 
b, "a, ilai 
Where b X}: is the normal for the sl!rfare i XJ~ and j .y. . 
21.1.4 The plane 
The 3D plane E,,w is represented by four coefficients A , B , C and D , and 3 coordinates ( •F ) such that the 
plane equation A, + B >" + C = + D = 0 holds true. Therefore, E is made up of a vector E -<r- and a 
constant Ed . Components ABC represent the normal vector of the plane. D is the distance (magnitude) from 
the origin. Any point Rx,: can be determined to be on a plane if R · Exy: + E,1 = 0 holds true. A p::~int Rxr-
can be determined to be in front or behind a surface if the plane equation R ·Ex,:+ Ed < 0 or 
R · E"), + EJ > 0 holds true, respectfully. 
An example of a plane lc; sho\m in Figure 120. Note that the plane's surface is infintte, which is represented by 
the arrows. 
Source cxxle forcomp.rting the plane can be found at 17.4. 
21.1.5 The Z.J,]uffer 
Z-buffers provide a wey to draw JXllygons so they appear priority-ordered to the viewer without the need for 
sorting them. Moreover, they do not suffer from crossover problems. A Z-buffer v.u1Ks by providing a 2D array 
(buffe~ of deptP (Z) values. At the OOginning of a frame, the Z-buffer is reset to the furthest Z-value !X)SSible. 11$ 
each pixel of<. PJlygon is dra'Ml, H tests its Z value against the Z-buffervalue at that pxellocation. If that pixel's 2 
value is closer than the Z-bulfers pixel value at that Jmition, H draW3 that pixel to the screen buffer and updates 
the Z-bulfer 'Nith the new pixels Z value. Otherwise, H does not u!Xlate the Z-buffer or draw the pixel. Depth 
values are calcul.ated by interpo!atir.g between the depth values at the comers (vertices) of the )Xllygon. Most Z-
buffering ~.xtay is oone in hardware, parallel to texturing (after dipping), so it requires no extrn processing time. 
-
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Image Z-buffer 
Figure 121. Z-buffer · 
Figure 121 shows how a polygon may be interpreted into the Z-buffer on the screen. The image is a diagram of 
the polygons that are to be rendered. The Z-buffer image shows the outcome of Z-buftering that polygon. Note 
that the Z-buffer in this example is low resolution so the effect can be seen. 0 represents the furthest value and 1 
the closest. This diagram also demonstrates how the crossover problem is handled with a Z-buffer. 
Z-buffers can be quite speedy when compared to a sorting algorithm, as they only require an extra calculation per 
polygon pixel. It is hard to compare a Z-buffer to a sort algorithm as they come into effect at different points in the 
rendering pipeline. While sort algorithms deal with an entire polygon Z-bufters deal with each individual pixel 
drawn to the screen. Z-bufters generally outperform depth sorts when there are a lot of polygons. 
Things that come after Z-buffering in the pipeline such as lighting (which is notoriously slow) can be ignored if the 
pixel isn't visible. However, there are situations where Z-buffers do not perform well. Z-bufters perform worst 
when the scene is already depth sorted (closest item last). In these cases there will never be a pixel discarded 
and performance will be worse then painters' algorithm. 
Like Z-buffers, BSP trees also provide a sort-free method of priority-<>rdering polygons. Many versions of BSP 
trees trade off the ability to PPO for efficiency and use Z-buffers as a replacement for PPO. With today's 30 
hardware Z-buffers generally are done in parallel with the rest of the hardware pipeline incurring virtually no cost 
at all. There can sometimes be a small improvement using BSP trees to sort polygons in backwards priority-
order to removing overdraw, however in many cases the extra CPU time for the SSP tree PPO is not worth it. 
21.1.6 Anti-penumbra 
A penumbra means the shape caused by a shadow, therefore an anti-penumbra (anti-shadow) creates the shape 
light has on the shadow. 
.. .. .., 
22:1 
ViewPoint 
Figure 122. Anti-penumbra 
In Figure 122 the arrow represents the light source/view point. Notice how the light spreads out as it passes 
further through the rooms. 
Figure 123. 3D Ani-penumbra 
Figure 123 illustrates a 30 anti-penumbra made out of triangular source and target portals. The source portal is 
the portal that the vie'Ner is looking through and the target portal is one that can be seen through the source 
portal. Details on anti-penumbra construction and culling can be found in Teller and Sequin (1991) & Teller 
(1992a; 1992b). 
21.1. 7 Convex Hulls 
A convex hull (also known as a convex volume) is an area (volume) where any point within that area can see 
every other point, without being obstructed by any surface that surrounds the volume . 
. · 
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20 Convex Volume 20 Concave Volume 
Figure 124 showa the difference between oonvex and concaw volumes. Although the example is shmvn in 20, 
the concept is analogous for 30. 
21.1.8 Binaty Space Partition (BSP) treos 
The standard BSP tree approo:::h is to dri.de a group of JXI!ygons into two sub-trees, recursively, using a 
partitioning plane. A polygon's plane is normally selected at ea:h level to build a llnary tree with a JX!Iygon at 
each rxxle, Note that a p::~lygln detennined to be on the plane can be placed on e~her side. A p:Jlygon that is 
betv.een a plane~ b be spl~ dO'iVn that plane into two rnlygons (nOOes). At runfime on ecrll node, the side 
of the par!Hion that foces ~camera is ~[;rt,isl a.recursive traversal of the tree, resulting in a depth ~ered 
'IJo or.;rw·~: 
list of p.Jiygons. q 
A BSP tree divides the scene up into convex spoces by partitioning planes into a !)nary tree. The steps to 
creating a SSP tree are: 
1. Choose a partitioning plane. ... 
2. Place all polygons that are on the back side of the partitioning plane on the back Oeft) n<XIe, and all 
those on the front side of the plane on the front (right) nOOe, of the tree. Polygons that are on both sides 
are split into two along the partitioning plane and placed on their respective sides. 
3. For each sub tree re~t step 1, until there are no polygons !eft to use as partitions. 
BSP trees are traditionally used to speed up sorting. To sort back to front use these steps 
2. Start at the root. 
3. Traverse down the side that is facing <1NC1f from the camera first, and then traverse the other side. 
-
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The BSP tree can successfully be used to sort a scene in 0( n) time, where n is the number of polygons 
(including polygons that are split in two) in the scene. However, all objects within these trees must remain static 
for this approach to work. In 1983, Fuchs, Abram, & Grant explored dynamic objects within BSP trees. The 
premise was that most dynamic objects are likely to stay within the same ancestral convex hulls in the tree and, 
therefore, the tree would not be required to be rebuilt, often. Each object in the tree can itself be a BSP tree with 
child objects that are also BSP trees. If an object crosses outside of a convex hull, then its ancestor trees, and 
perhaps their parent sub trees, would need to be re-built, recursively. 
21.1.9 Portals Culling 
In portal culling (Bikker, n.d.) each sector is connected to neighbouring sectors by portals (for example windows 
or doors) as shown in Figure 125. ''The rationalee for all portal-culling algorithms is that walls often act as large 
occluders in such cases." (Moiler and Haines, 1999, p. 200). The advantage of portals is that they provide an 
efficient and easy technique for hidden surface removal of dynamic scenes. 
Portal 
Figure 125. Portals and Sec!OIS 
It is possible to have one-way portals such as doors that close shut behind a player. Portals can be used for special effects 
such as, 
- doorways between different 'Mlrlds that do not need to be logically adjacent to each other 
- mirrors {for instance a portal could lead into itsel~ 
A major problem with portals is in determining where to place them. One approach is to leave it to the artists to 
decide, including portals in the door and window primitives in the editor. Another solution is to use BSP trees to 
auto-generate portals. 
.. .... 
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The initial step in the BSP tree technique for portal determination (which is detailed in "BB BSP trees") is to clip 
large polygons along potential planes by the BSP tree (which holds the entire world). A particular polygon (portal 
being created) is sent down the BSP tree and is trimmed by all the planes it intersects. After being culled, smaller 
polygons that perfectly fits the gaps (between the convex sectors) results, known as portals. An advantage of 
using BSP trees for portal generation is that all polygons are guaranteed to be convex. The problem with using 
BSP trees is that they may not always pick the best places for portals, and generally create more portals than is 
necessary. 
For more information on portal culling see 16.1. 
21.1.1 0 Quadtrees I Octrees 
Octrees and quadtrees as explained by Nuydens (2000) divides the scene into a hierarchy of parallel boxes are a 
reasonable solution for hidden surface removal (HSR) in indoor and outdoor scenes. Quadtrees use 20 
rectangles for the boxes. Octrees are the 30 form of quadtrees using bounding cubes (boxes) instead. Octrees 
provide a quick way to determine what polygons are contained in the view frustum. Octrees also provide a 
means to cull away objects that are hidden behind other objects (ooclusion culling). This ooclusion culling 
provides a mechanism for making polygons appear correctly depth priority.ordered although octrees do not 
naturally provide this capability. 
QuadTree Oct Tree 
Figure 126. Quadtrees and Octrees 
Figure 126 show the difference between quadtrees and octrees. Notice how each box can contain sub boxes. 
The black lines the octree show how polygons are divided into sub polygons (if needed) into the quadtree. Some 
of the boxes do not need to be divided because they fit into the quad. 
Octrees (quadtrees) are a logical step to BSP trees. In fact, an octree (quadtree) can be stored in a BSP tree. 
"BSP trees are more general than quadtrees and Octrees because there is no constraint on the orientation of the 
planes." (Eberly, 2000) The 20 (30) scene is divided horizontally, vertically (and though the middle for octrees), to 
create four (eight) sub cubes in the BSP tree. Therefore 2 (3) nodes represent one node in a conventional 
quadtree (octree). A partition stops when there are no polygons on the other side of that partition. This process 
enables BSP octrees to have more optimal storage and smaller depth. Standard BSP trees, however, use the 
polygon's plane to partition polygons, which makes for an even more optimal tree than most adaptive octree, for 
indoor scenes. 
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For more information on Quadtrees!Octrees see 16. 2. 
21.1.11 KD-trees 
KD-trees (Csabai, n.d.; Kmett, 1999b) are balanced multidimensional binary trees that divide space recursively 
into two halfspaces along an axis. BSP trees are sometimes known as enhanced KD-trees. KD-trees can be 
more optimal then an octree or a quadtree by allowing data volumes to be more balanced (Csabai, n.d.; Kmett, 
1999b). The HSR algorithm is similar to the octree method so it won't be discussed here. Figure 127 shows an 
example of a 2D and 3D KD-tree. 
20 KO-Tree 30 KO-Tree 
Figure 127. KD-trees 
Information of KD..frees such as how they can be used for occlusion culling, constructive solid geometry, hidden 
surface removal and collision detection can be found in Error! Reference source not found .. 
21.1.12 Problems solved by BSP trees 
BSP trees are used to solve many algorithmic problems in interactive 3D wor1ds namely: polygon priority-
ordering, hidden Surface removal, collision detection and constructive solid geometry. In many cases these 
problems are interrelated, for example: 
- Most first person shooter games need fast HSR and CD as both HSR and CD. 
- Some HSR algorithms, for example the one used in this thesis, require CSG to build solid wor1ds. 
More information on how algorithms such as portals, odrees and KD..frees provide solutions to the problems 
mentioned below see uAppendix 3". 
Polygon Priority Ordering 
In the past, one of the major bottlenecks of 3D renders was polygon priority-ordering (polygon depth ordering). 
Polygon depth ordering is used to make sure objects that are closer appear to be in front of objects that are 
further away, such as the case below: 
...... 
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At. the bllck 
Figure 128. Polygon Depth Ordering 
In Figure 128, d is the furthest box away, followed by b then c then a. The lines coming from the camera show 
what the camera can see known as the cameras field of view (FOV). Using a traditional sort (for example quick 
sort, merge sort, binary tree sorting, AVL sort) to prtortty-order these polygons would result in the cost of 
O(n log(n)) time spent sorting polygons (surfaces in the object); where n is number of polygons. Using 
traditional sorting to order polygons can result in some polygons being placed in the wrong order, such as in "the 
crossover problem". However, provided the objects remain static or don't move much, BSP trees only require 
O(n) to order the scene and don't suffer from 'lhe crossover problem". 
The crossover problem 
One problem with polygon prtortty-ordertng is that it is sometimes difficult to work out which polygon to draw first, 
such as in the crossover problem shown below: 
Figure 129, The Crossover Problem 
One solution is to test each pixel as it is being drawn using a Z -buffer (see 21.1.5). Another solution is to divide 
some of the offending polygons into two pieces; as in: 
Figure 130. Fixing Crossover by splitting 
At the cost of extra polygons Figure 130 shows how the crossover problem may be fixed using division, for the 
particular problem in Figure 129. These polygons can now be depth ordered without the crossover problem. 
A problem with the division solution is that in general cases it is difficult and computationally expensive to 
determine which polygons to split. Sebastien Loisel (1996, pp. 77) discusses some more solutions to the 
crossover problem. BSP trees provide a reasonably effective solution for the crossover problem . 
...... 
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Using BSP tress for Polygon Priority Ordering 
Once oompiled, BSP trees simply rely on the direction of the plane to determine priority-order. The crossover 
problem is solved because standard BSP trees require nodes that exist over tm planes to be split along that 
plane. Therefore, it is im!))SSib!e for a static (non-rroving) plane to exist lxlth tx:!hind and in front at the same 
time. 
"When the BSP tree is oomplete, we process the tree by selecting the surfaces for display in the priority-order 
back to front, so that foreground objects are painted over the backgrourxl objects." (Hearn and Baker, 1986, pp. 
482). 
A BSP tree reQIJiresO(n) to get priority-order because each ncx!e in the tree is only visited once; where n is 
the arrounl of polygons {nodes). Furthermore, BSP trees do not need to perfoiTT'I expensive distance calculations 
to work out p:Jiygon depth order. 
One disadvantage of BSP trees over other sorting methocis is that the U!Xlating algorithm, used when objects 
move, is e:.q:ensive oomputationally (Foley, Dam, Feiner, Hughes, and Phillips, 1994, pp. 197). 'The BSP tree is 
particularly usefuiiNhen the view reference point changes, but the object in a scene are at fixed !XJSitlons.' (Hearn 
and Baker, 1986, pp. 481) Hov.oever, dynamic objects can still take advar1tage of some aspects of the BSP tree 
by being placed ir1!0 the tree's leaves instead of at the r1odes. Therefore, BSP are a viable option for real-time 
applications that require a small amount of dynamic components ir1 romparison to static ones, r1amely first ~rson 
shooter games. 
Hidden Surface Removal (HSR) 
Imagine a pairrter drawir1g a sceliE! from the irrside of ar1 intergala:tic space ship. First tt;e painter dravJS a space 
scene full of stars and cosmic clouds. Then, he paints over the entire scene, the colour grey, as the spocecraft 
he is in has no 'Nindows. This tedlrJique, knovm as "painters algortthm" highlights a ratior1alee for HSR 
algorithms. Human convention v.oold imply simply b dow the grey wall, ho'M:!ver the painters algorithm has no 
idea about ocdusion (which object hides another). Furthermore, as Eberly (2000, p. 425) stated 'Determining 
exactly what is visible dynamically is usually an e~nsive prtlC$S. Most systems attempt to get an 
approximation and minimize the number of objects that are sent to the renderer but are unknowingly invisible." 
Thus, engines that do not empk>y HSR dta'N everything, whethervi~ible or invisible. 
Hidden surface removal is a problem faced by many 30 software developers. Why spend time rendering what 
cannot be seen? Polygons can either be too small, to far aN<rf, hidden by other polygons or not within the FOV. 
The solution to this problem comes in many forms 001: generally n involves removing large dusters of !XJiygons 
while minimising tests (selection statements). Generally 1hese strategies sacrifice RAM (Viilich is becoming larger 
and cheaper all the time) for increased CPU efficiency. 
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HSR algorithms often process many more polygons then the optimal amount or spend too much time finding for 
polygons to remove. With today's 30 hardware it is generally faster to let the 30 card focus on removing 
individual or small groups of polygons that are out of view and let the CPU focus on the bigger picture, removing 
collections of polygons. The key is to provide healthy balance between number of polygons being removed from 
the pipeline and the amount of tests required at each stage. Often a hybrid solution tailed to suit the particular 
application is the best choice for HSR. 
Types of hidden polygons that can be removed by HSR are: 
- polygons that are facing way from the viewer are removed using back face culling. 
- polygons that aren't within the viewer's vision are removed using field of view culling or view frustum 
culling. 
- polygons that are obstructed by other polygons are known as occlusion. 
Back face culling 
In general, back face culling reduces around half of all polygons in the scene. In discussing back face culling, 
Moiler and Haines (1999, pp. 192) stated, ·"All back-facing polygons that are part of an opaque object can be 
culled away from further processing." Consider a cube such as Error! Reference source not found. made of 
six polygons. If the camera is inside the cube, it will never see the outside part of the cube. If the camera is 
outside the cube, it will never see the inside. Furthermore, only as much as three sides of the cube can ever be 
seen at one time. 
Figure 131. Back faced cube 
Back facing works by considering polygons as one sided. A polygon's face direction can be worked out using the 
dot product of the polygon's plane with the camera's position vector: 
Calculate Back-face: Dot product of a plane and the camera: 
Ax+ By + Cz + D = 0 
Therefore for i plane tt can be said, 
D; = ( CP;) • N; 
For a 30 vector list that means: 
D, = (C,P;x)N;_, + (CYPiJ.)Niy + (C: P,JNiz 
Where, 
,. 
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Let C be the camera, which is a 30 vector ( x, y, z) . 
Let P be one vertex on the plane (i.e. the first vertex), which is a 30 vector ( x, y , z) . 
Let N be the plane normal which is a 30 vector ( x, y , z) . 
Let i be the plane's (polygon's) index number. 
Let • be dot product 
Usting 110. Back face culling foonula 
In back-face calculation, the plane (polygon) is moved so that the camera becomes the origin. The dot product is 
applied to the polygon's plane, which results in a real number between 1.0 and -1.0. The direction of the sign 
determines which way, the polygon is facing. If the result is zero then the polygon is directly side on to the 
camera, and displaying this face is optional. Winding determines which polygon side is which. Switching the face 
direction around simply involves reversing the polygon's vertex direction (the winding direction). 
Polvqon Front (visible) 
View Frustum 
~ 
Camera 
Polygon Back 
Winding Changes 
Figure 132. Polygon Winding 
Figure 132 shows what happens when a polygon's winding is changed in back face culling. The arrows 
represent the direction of the winding. When the winding is switched around the polygon is no longer visible to 
the camera. 
Back face culling is considered a low-level and simple form of polygon reduction because it is based on individual 
polygon attributes and is reasonably simple to determine. Being low-level means that back face culling is often 
the last step in the graphics pipeline stage before polygon clipping. Therefore, it is often built into hardware as a 
first stage of the clipping process. 
In BSP trees, back-facing is performed at each node in the tree. Therefore back face culling can be performed 
with no additional coding instructions. 
.. .... 
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Field of View Culling 
Objects that sit behind the camera obviously cannot be seen, and therefore shouldn't need to be sent down the 
rendering pipeline. The FOV is used to remove objects that are not within the camera's vision area. Generally a 
view frustum made up of six planes (left, right, top, bottom, near, far) is used to cull away objects that are 
definitely not visible to the camera. 
View Frustum 
Wall B 
What the viewer I cameral 
WaliA 
Floor 
Figure 133. The Vifm Frustum 
Figure 133 gives an example a view frustum in a particular scene and what the camera can see. The white 
arrows are used to indicate which plane is which, for the six planes. In this diagram, the viewer can only see wall 
A and the floor. Therefore rather then try to draw 8 which is not visible to the viewer 8 should be culled. 
Instead of removing one object at a time, objects can be clustered together and be removed in groups. 
Quadtrees, KD-trees and octrees are specifically structured into clusters of clusters of objects to take advantage 
of culling objects by groups. BSP trees can be modified to also gain this ability, namely using Bounding Volumes 
(see "88 BSP trees'} 
Occlusion 
Occlusion occurs in a scene when one object prevents another or part of another object from being visible to the 
camera. Occlusion detection can be one of the most computational demanding types of HSR. At the time of 
writing (2004) the manufactures of consumer 30 hardware have begun to bring occlusion support into the 
consumer market for 3D hardware, namely the Geforce 4 and the Radeon 9700 video cards . 
.... ~ 
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The View Frustum What the viewer (camera) sees 
occluder occluder 
I 
Fiaure 134. Occlusion 
Figure 134 shows the effect of occlusion on an object. The object. (the sphere) is behind the occluder (the wall) 
and so it does not need to be drawn. The way BSP trees curve up space into convex volumes and sort the 
scene make them ideal in optimising occlusion culling. Some ways BSP trees can help with occlusion culling are 
by: 
- traversing the tree front to back (the reverse of painters algorithm) and testing bounding volumes at 
each tree node for occlusion from other polygons that have already been rendered (see chapter 9). 
- creating portals between sectors in the world and only rendering the portals that can be seen from the 
camera's sector (see 16.1.1) 
- determining PVS at the leaves of the tree eliminating objects that are unquestionably occulted (see 
"Potentially Visible Sets (PVS)") 
This thesis investigates combining 1 and 3 to produce a hybrid advantage. 
Collision Detection (CD) 
Collision detection (CD) is a process of detecting when a collision (is going to) occurs and which objects are 
involved. Many applications such as games require collision detection to prevent players walking though objects 
such as walls. CD involves informing the program of collisions, which then results in a collision reaction of some 
form. Collision reaction will not be discussed. For scenes with small amounts of objects, simple CD (comparing 
n objects against n objects) proves effective. However, for larger scenes SSP trees provide a more efficient 
means for collision detection. 
It is important to note that on most consumer computer systems there is no hardware collision support. Therefore 
this task is still primarily a CPU task. Nonetheless, in the general case, collision detection is much faster then 
HSR because the amount of moving objects needing to be tested is less then the amount of objects that need to 
be found within the FOV. 
" ..... 
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There are several libraries/algorithms such as RAPID, 1-CoiHde, and V-Collide Solid, Deep, sv.#t, Svmt++, H-
Collide, lmpa:;t, Pivot that handle collision detection reasonably efficiently. A description of these 
lilxarieslalgorilhms can be found at http:/f.wN.o.cs.unc.edu/iJoom/DEEPf. H~er, in many cases it is a good 
idea to combinH the HSR and the collision detection algorithm together due to efficieocy ronsklerations. 
Simpi3CD 
In a simple roiHsion detection algorithm each object is tested against the other, requiring O(N2 ); where n is 
the aiTXJunt of objects (sometimes polygons). Furthermore, if once a coiHsion is found {and due to oollision 
res~nses applied), the co!Hsion algorithm needs to be repeated until no more relevant oollisions are found. 
Simple collision detection may be unaa::eptable lhtlen considering the amount of objects in a game level (or 
scene) can be millions. Some techniques applied to reduce the amount of tests required are as foUo;vs: 
static and Dynamic Objects 
Dynamic objects are tested against the other static and dynamic objects. Static objects do not need to be tested 
against other static objects because their oollision status remains ronstant. Furthei1TKJre, usually only a small 
proportion of a scene is dynamic at any one time, objects being static roost of the time. Using dynamic objects in 
with simple oollision detection results in O(d(s +d)) tests; where d represents the dynamic objects and s 
represents ihe static objects. 
Object simplilicaffon 
Objects can be grouped into larger simplified objects and tested in groups, often referred to as sfmplification. If 
the group is rejected in a CD then all the JXllygons in the group can also be rejected. Conversely if they are found 
to have collided then sub-objects of that group can be further tested to determine 'Nhich (rl} any indMdual objects 
have collided. For example if !here is a large room with one hundred human mOOels then the humans 'M)IJ]d be 
simplified into OOUndir.g lxlxes. instead of testing the million x million polygon in the scene, only 100x100 tests 
need to be performed to determine lltlich (rl} human a human collision has occurred. 
This grouping tedYlk:jue can be improved by pla::ing oQ'ect groups into a hierarchical tree structure. Each node 
in the tree ho!ds a group of objects, whidl are sut>-dividOO into smaller groups, which are stored in that node's 
children. For instance, taking that human room scene !)Jain, after two humans have been determined to collide, 
those humans may be sutH!ivided into lxxfy parts (i.e. legs, hea:l, arms arxltorso) and tested !)Jain in more 
detail. If a foot was determined to have ootlided then it could be sutxfrvided into smaller groups yet again to 
determine wllich part of the foot (ankle or toe) was involved in the collision. 
-· 
""" With the hiemn::hical approach of r:<Jiygon grouping n can be diffia.JH to determine optimal o~ect groups, that are 
not too large and do not overlap. For example if a simplified group of objects {a volume) happened to contain 
most of the v.md then the camera WJU!d generally be found within that volume and H v.ooldn't be worth 
performing !hat test If groups overlap too much then there is a greater likelihood of re-testing the same areas, 
increasing ~e amount of hils (the amount of gruups found to cdlkle). Portals (16.1), qua<ltreesloctrees (16.2), 
KD-trees (Error! Reference source not found.) and BSP trees provide weys to divide up the scene's objects in 
a reasona~ balanced W<!f, without overlaps, whidl is generally dose to ()Jlimal. 
Using BSP troes with CD 
BSP trees provide 'W'/5 of making collision detection more efficient including the use of OOunding volumes (BV) 
or solid trees. 
BSP trees with BV partition a scene into small sectors into a form of hierarchical tree. BVs are attached to eCK:h 
node in the tree. Eoc:h BV fits around the node H is ploced at induding all that node's children. Bounding 
volumes have maximum search time ofO(n) and a minimum ofO(I); 'Nhero n is the number of polygons in 
the collision set. 
Solid BSP trees can generally outperform BSP trees with BV for collision detection. Solid BSP trees are mOOe up 
of solid {left) and empty (right) leaves. When the camera ends up in a solid leaf, H is 'Nithin a wall (-M!ich is 
imfX)SSible in real life}. When an object ends up in an empty leaf, there is no oollision. Therefore, it onty takes 
O(log(n)) to delermine a oollision in a solid tree; where n is the number of !)Jiygons in the oollision set Note 
tilat this resu~ does not include tile fa::t that solid trees require extra nodes to fill ga~ in the tree. For 
implementation details on solid trees see4.3.2. 
BSP trees are most efficient when the majority of the scene is static. Dynamic objects still must 00 tested against 
one amther in a separate algorithm. Nevertheless, dynamic objects can te placed in the leaves of trees to take 
on some of its advantages. Objects that are not within the same leaf cannot be in ooiHsion. The insertion of a 
dynamic object into a tree takes O(log(n)); lhflere n is the amount of polygons in the tree. However, n can be 
pla:ed into the tree at the same time as collision detedion whidl requires no extra r:roressing. The dynamic 
object CD algorithm is only run for an object vmen n is ~X~Sition in the tree dlanges (n moves). When an object is 
moved to a new leaf n is then tested against any dynamic objects cxmtained in that leaf. 
Constructive solid geometry (CSG) 
WhatisCSG? 
Constructive solid geometry (CSG) is solid geomefiy that is used to create other solid objects. A solid objoct is an 
object that does not have p:~lygonal holes inn (as shown in Figure 135). To illustrate this roncept, imagine tile 
object was physical, and filled with gas. In a solid object the gas oould not be able to escape. 
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Solid Not Solid 
Figure 135. Solid/Not Solid 
Solid objects normals all point away from the solid mass they encapsulate as shown by 
Figure 136. 
Solid Not Solid 
0 0 
D ·0 
Figure 136. Direction of normals in solids 
Figure 136 shows the differences between solid and non-solid (not solid) objects. The arrows in the diagram 
represent the nonnals of the polygons, which is the direction the polygon (surface) is facing. The sides of the 
polygon facing away from the arrow are invisible. 
Constructive Solid Geometry involves the use of Boolean operation (union, subtraction and intersection) to create 
new objects. CSG objects begin by using some base CSG objects such as boxes, spheres, prisms, pyramids 
and cones (all simple solid shapes). Operations are applied to 1m objects to create one new object for example: 
Two Objects A and B Union A u B 
Subtraction A - B Intersection A n B 
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~ CSG Opera!ions 
Figure 137 shO'NS the results of different Boolean actions on the object A. Notice that the resulting objects are 
always solid. In the alxlve situation A is called the target object and B is called the mcx:lifier object. Subtmdion is 
the onty non-commutative operntioo of the llree types of ~rations. Therefore, the target and m:xlifier object 
can be switched for union and intersection v.ith no change to output. 
Solid BSP trees require a solid scene as input. Therefore, CSG is an ideal bol for so~d BSP map editors as they 
are guaranteed to pn:xluce solid objects. The map e<frtor Worldcmft is a prime examp!e of this where CSG (v.ffil 
BSP trees) is used for the Quake BSP engine. Worldcrnfl only uses solid primitives to build !he 'MXId and 
eve~ing is done by CSG. A disadvantage of CSG is that it makes it dtfficu!t (not impossible) to moclel a.nved 
sha~. Quake 3 does allow for curved shapes but they are mainly available in the fonn of arcs. Wdhout. CSG, 
kee~ng a w:Jrld solid can be an extremely difficutt prrx:ess. 
The fi!SI: step to applying a Boolean opemtion on tv.l:l objects is to worl<. out which surfaces (!XJiygons) are inside 
and which are outside. There are several means of determining if a side is inside or outside namely using: 
- Ray Caslirg; 
- Solkl BSP bees; 
- Octrees orKD-bees (see 16.2.5). 
Once all objects pJiygon/plane have been determined as inside or outside, it is simply a matter of applying the 
Boolean oreration. To create an inte!section bet\o\leen A and B simply take all the inside planes. To create a 
union, take all the outside planes. To subtract 8 from A, reroove all B's outside planes and all A's inside planes, 
leavirg behind a solid object. The determination whether a IXJ!Wn inside/outside ooly needs to be performed 
once for static objects. Once insiderutside information is known, Boolean operations only require O(n) as it is 
a simple matter of checking each flag on ea:t\ surface ( n ) to determine whether to keep it or not. 
Using Ray Gasting forCSG 
The initial step in the rey casting method is to find the jXlin! of intersection (if any). The intersections will form rffll 
surfaces within the object. To differentiate inside planes from the outside a rey (in the opiXJSile direction to the 
planes oormal) can be sefl! though lhe centre of the plane that is being tested. As the rey passes though planes 
(in priority-order), a rount is incremented/decremented def:ending oo whether the plane faces the rey or not, 
res~. If the plane is found to have a count of 2 then it is deemed inside, olherMse outside. Not including 
the extra o::lSf. of rey castirg, this algortthm nonnally requires O(n2 ); vt.ere n is the number of IXJ!ygonS 
in110lved. 
... 
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Using Solid BSP trees for CSG 
Solid BSP trees are partia.Jiar1y efficient at finding JX>Iyg:m intersections and also at determining inside/outside 
!X}!ygons. A solid tree (as desaibed in 4.3.1) is created for OOth A and B. Object A is sent down ob}ect B's tree 
and Object B is sent down object A's tree. As the p::J!ygons are sent down the SSP trees they are automatically 
sliced up into fragments, as is the case v.ith most BSP trees. When a plane reaches a solid lr.af, it is deemed 
inside and is marked as inside, othervvi'se it is marked as outside. The fragments of A and 8 that have passed 
though the tree are tl-.en used to determine the resulting new object. Generally this algorithm requires 
O(n log(n)) and does not require rat casting; >Mlere n is the number of JX>Iyglns involved. 
21.1.13 Hierarchical Volumes (for BSP trees) 
BSP trees priority-order polygons into convex volumes at each oode. Convex volumes of polygons lend to be 
dustered together and can be exPoited using a hierardly of Bounding Volumes (BV) at each node in the tree. 
In discussing BV view frustum testing to improve rendering times Moiler and Haines (1999, pp. 195) stated: 
'If the BV is outside the frustum, then the geometry it encloses can be omitted from rendering ... If the 
BV is fully insk!e the frustum, its oontents must all be inside the frustum. Traversal oontinues, but no 
further frustum testing is needed for the rest of such a subtree.' 
Entire nodes (and there children) can be pruned from the tree resulting in fewer nodes to process. Unless the 
entire scene is oM!hin the FOV, the amount of nodes that need to be process is general:Y much less !hen O(n) 
but greater then O(log(n)); where n is the number of polygons (or nodes) in the tree. 
Due to BSP trees dividing up space into convex volumes and being able to render the scene front to back, the 
hierarchy of 8V of the tree can be used to pedorm ocdusion. That is BV (generally 88) are visibly rerdered to 
the screen and tested to see if they are obsbucted by !X>Iygons that have already been drawn. If a BV is 
obstructed then all that BV's oon!enls can't be seeo, otherwise that node is traversed. This thesis investigates the 
advantages of using hardware ocdusion Wth BSP trees. More details aOOut the 88 BSP tree algorithm are given 
in4.2. 
21.1.14 Potentially Visible Sets (PVS) 
A PVS is a list (set) of groups of surfaces {p:;lygons) that are potentially visible from the current location of the 
camera. Any group of p:~lygons that are definile~J not visil~e from that location are not contained in the PVS. 
PVS are generally bound to oonvex sub-region (sector) in the 'MXid, because ptlducing one for every location is 
virtually imJX)SSib!e, and costly in terms of memory. Furthennore, PVS does not take the viev.rc:r's orientation, 
such as the view frustum, into account. 
• •• 
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Figure 138. Estimate of what is visible 
In Figure 138, the top diagram shows a room from the two camera points of view and the bottom shows that 
camera's view frustum. From one location in a room, the camera may be able to see though 3 doors ways 
hov..oever from another location, the camera may only be able to see though two (or one). In a PVS all 3 
doorways would be accounted for even though only 2 can be seen some of the time. Some of the walls in the 
third room (furthest room) could be consid.ered never visible from the current viewpoint therefore they muld not 
be added to the PVS for the sector. 
Several schemes have been adapted fer PVS determination 'htlich are discussed by Teller et al. (1991) & Teller 
(1992a; 1992b}. Determining a good PVS for each sector can be a costly process (Abrash, 1997, p. 1278), 
therefore, often ifs only approximated. Thus, some polygons that are never visible from the viewpoint can be still 
included in the set, due to calculations being too expensive to eliminate these polygons. 
Using PVS with portals 
Portals are the original inspiration for potentially visible sets (PVS). PVS can also be combined with algorithms 
such as octrees and BSP trees. PVS is a list of potentially visible polygons from a camera's position. Instead of 
traversing the indirectly linking polygons to determine if they can be seen, a PVS (actually two, one for each side) 
is placed at each local portal. This type of PVS contains all portals (or sectors) that are visible if looking through 
that portal from a local sector. Hov..oever, some portals will still be in the PVS that are not actually visible from the 
camera position. Nevertheless this small error is generally considered negligible when compared to the amount 
of polygons PVS is able to discard. 
~ .... 
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As with roost algorithms, n is a matter of determining the best paforrner for the !&-get application. Portals with 
PVS require extra memory as ecd1 portal requires IW:l potentially visible sets. Eoch PVS can !XJie!1tiaHy contain 
a link to all sectors {minus itse!Q on the map. A p<llial solution is to compress the PVS using an algorithm such 
as zero-nm-lengttrcompressicn; hcJY,oever, extra merrory is still required. Sometimes p:Jrtals can under perform 
more conventional methcxls. For example, JX)rtals cannot hand!e outdoor scenes well. In this situation, 
proctically evef)' sector can see every other sectoc meaning one p:Jrtal per potygon. Portals can be effidenUy 
combined with outdoor scenes for things such as caves, which are not at'll'ayS visible. Therefore, some attention 
should be given to analysing the nature of the problem before deciding on a particular algorithm soch as portals. 
Using PVS with BSP trees 
As each OJflvex volume in a BSP tree canoot cover itself, they automatically become ocduders. Furthermore, 
every leaf in a solid BSP tree represents a volume l'.tlere a camern ran exist anyOOere within, tM!hout changing 
the list of p:~tentially visible ~ns. 
·'s solid leaf property can t:e taken advantage ul i . .. polentially visible sets (PVS) algorithm ~'lhere a static list 
·· .'.; p:llyg:ms can be kept at each leaf. The location of the camera and therefore the PVS can be found in 
U(log(11)) VYilich is a huge saving when oompared to 0("); v.tlere " re~ the number of JXllygons 
(or nodes) in the tree. Then again, the PVS can be qutte large (depending on the scene) and may result in a 
maximum of 0( n) processing time. 
• •• 
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3D(A<cel•nt.ed)lknlwruc 
3D harct-Nare is the haJdware that is specialized to liandle 30 geometry algorithms, allo'Mng for more realistic and 
faster 3D rerxlering. Most 3D hardware is part of !he video card and molhertloard of a oomputer. 
Algorithm 
An algorithm is the me\00::1 by which some programming !ask is pefformed. An algorithm provides instrudio~ 
about how to go about programming of a partirular task in the chosen language. 
1\pj>ll-., Progn:mmern 1-V<Pll 
An API is a library of related functions that perform some task. In YAndo'NS systems header files {.h) files YMh 
either a .Dll, .LIB, .cor .qJp source file are API's. 
Axis Aligned Bounding Box (AABB) 
AABB are OOunding boxes (88) that sides are ai~Jned to some global axis. 
BotHen~ 
A bottleneck is a point in lhe program where the application SJX!nds ll'OSI of its tiroo processing. A pugmm can 
be made ronsklernbly more efficier.t by optimising bottlenecks or removing t.'lem altogether. A ~ram will 
always have OOttlenecks because ~'ken a OOttleneck is removed other parts of the program become new 
botlenecks. 
Bounding Boxes (BB) 
A Bounding l:ox is the box (usually minimum) that a group of polygons 'hill fit into. Bounding boxes can t:e axis-
aligned {AABB) or object oriented (OBB) and represented in either 20 or 30. Although oriented OOxes are slightly 
more computationally expensive, they are generally ronsidered better, because they can have a tighter fit 
Generally, BB provides an excellent frt for the average polygon with minimal calculations. 
See Bounding Volumes, Bounding Spheres, axis aligned OOurding l:x>xes and orientated bounding t:oxes. 
Bounding Sphares (BS) 
A Bounding sJi!ere is the sphere {usually minimum) that a group of r:olygons will fit into. A t:ounding circle, 
inslea:l of a sphere can 00 used in 2D cases. Although 8S is less romputationally ~ive then a 88, on 
average ~has a looser fit. The v..oot case fit OOlHS with lhin p::Jiygons. In exchange for oornputational elik:iency, 
a sphere can 00 oonverted into an elliptic sphere, I'Alich allows tighter fittings. 
See Bounding Volumes arxl Bounding Boxes. 
. .. 
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Bounding Volumes (BV) 
A txJurxling volume is an area that cxmtains one or more o~eds. Any enclosed shape can act as a OOunding 
volume. The most r.opular are BV's are spheres/drcles and lxlxes. See Bounding Boxes aOO Bounding 
Spheres. 
Brushes 
Brushes are any geometric entity within the game level including txJxes, staircases and rooms. Brushes are 
normally stalk:. See detailed brushes, strl.ldural brushes. 
Camara 
A camera is the viewer of the visible ar::a at particular location in a 30 scene. The camera normally has tm 
pro~rties: orientation ard location. 
Clipping 
Clipplng is a process of slicing up IX)Iygons in the scene ard removing the pieces that aru not wanted. For 
examp:e, polygons that exceed the screen's OOundaries need to be dipped to the screens OOurdary because that 
part cannot be seen. 
Col!ision Detection 
Collision detection is used to determine 'Nhen I'MJ or more objects 'Nil\ collide. It is used in 30 room-based shoot· 
em-u~ like Quake to help stop players going though walls. The oolllsion detection does not actually prevent 
objects from going though one arother. It simpty infonns the program to take an action kno!Ml as collision 
reoction. It is generally Unrealistic to test fNefY moving objed in the scene against every other object. A 
particular scheme such as BSP trees, portals, quadtrees or octrees can help reduce the amount of tests needed 
per object. 
See Collision Reaction. 
Co111slon Reaction 
Collision reacti011 is the effect that happens to an object v.t.en collision occurs. Reaction comes in many forms. 
For example, the object may brake up, change colour, stop instantly, stick to !he collision object, apply a force to 
collision object, bounce back or slide along the surface of the collision object. Collision Reaction enhances the 
realism of 3D graphic interoction. 
See Collision Detection. 
Constructive So!ld Gcumetry (CSG) 
CSG is base geometry such as a cure that is completely connected and is used to create objects that are more 
complex. Every edge in the geometry must belong to two (and only tv.u) IX)Iygcns. CSG uses Boolean 
operations to combine objects into other rrore complex solid obiecfs. Quake 1, 2 ar;::l 3 calls CSG, brushes. 
Central processing un~ (CPU) 
••• 
) 
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CPU is the central processing unit that computes and issues rommands to the computer. The more 
computationally expensive an algorithm is the more time it'll lake to process. In the oontext to this rejXlrt, CPU 
means the impact on algorithm performance. 
Depi!H!uffur 
An anay the same dimensions as the screen-buffer used to draw pixel in the priority-order according to the 
camera As"' po~n is dra'Ml, each pixel is tested against the deptll buffer at its wrrentlocation. If it is closer 
to the camera (has a lower depth value) then it is drawn and the depth-value in the depth-buffer is ufXlated with 
that pixel's depth. OtherWise the pixel is not drawn. This technique does not wrk for translucent surfa::es. 
Another name of Depth-Buffer is Z-buffer. 
Dep1h So~ed) 
Depth sort is usro to sort polygons before they are rendered, so that they appear rorrectly on screen. Depth sort 
can be either b<;K:k-to.front or front-lo-back depending on tre application. Nearly any type of sort can be used 
with a depth sort including bubble sort, insertion sort, KD-tree sort, merge sort, heap sort, selection sort, radix sort, 
bin sort, sequential sort, shell sort, quadratlc selection sort, bucket sort and quick sort Quick sort is the general 
choice in these situations a<> it performs reasonably most of L1e ~me. 
Depth sort can be used with an algorithm like painte~s algorithm, which need back-to-front pr1ority-ordering. This 
sorting prevents objects that are far OW<l'J overla~ng objects that are near in the final render. Some~mes 
polygons exist OOth in front ard behirxf one another at !he same ~me. This special case can to be harxfled by the 
depth sort algorithm by simply splitting the ~lygon in two or SY.'itching to a Z-buffer. 
SP.e Painter's AlgOfithm. 
Detailed Brushes 
Detailed brushes are brushes that are too detailed and too small to be considered for blake up into smaller 
groops. See brushes, structural brushes. 
DirectX 
DirectX ts Microsoft's competing prodocl with OpenGL. Actually, dired30 is the rompeting jX'Oduct because 
DirectX does a lot of other stuff besides 30. DiredX keeps changing so much that~ is difficult to keep up with the 
tenns. Dire:!X 7 was divided up into DirectPiay, Directlnput, DirectSound, Direc!Music, Direct3D and DirectDraw 
comfX)flents. DirectX 8 has combined DirectDraw and Direct3D under the name DirectX Graphics. DirectSound 
and DirectMusic have also combined to create DirectX Audk>. II a\so includes the new comj:X)Ilents Direct Show 
(original DirectMedia) and Direc!X Application Manager. 
Doom (11213) 
Doom (1f213) is a well-kno'M1 first person shooter game developed by the IQTII computer game software 
company. At the ~me of 'Niiling, Doom 3 is s~ll under.<Jeve\opment. 
••• 
Dynamic 
Something that is dynamic can change orm:Jved an:J'Jnd 
Extensions 
Extensions are extras that are not indlXled in the standard API. For example at time of 'Mitirrg vertex shaders are 
an extension and not part of OpenGL. Extensions are driver specific and therefore are not all \he same on every 
platfo1Tll. Extensions are no1Tllallywritten by third parties to help provide a better interface to their product 
Field of View (FOV) 
The field of view is the area that fils into the cameras field of vision. Often a view frustum is used to represent a 
FOV. See View Frustum. 
Frame Number 
Frame number is the number of times the map has been redravm. Generally frame numrer is used for 
calculating FPS and as a unique number for marking. 
Frames per Second (FPS) 
FPS is !he amount of frames (on average) that can be displayed within a serond. 
Frustum 
See View Frustum. 
Hlddan Surfu<:e Removal (HSR) 
HSR is the re~mval of ~lygons that cannot be seen. Simular to 'Polygon Removal Techniques" but does not 
indude Simplification. 
Here are some techniques that are used to efficiently remove hklden surfaces: 
BSP lrees 
Portal Engines 
Octrees/OJ&d lrees 
Indoor 
An indoor scene is a w:xld that exists mostly inside, such as a cave or a room. Indoor scenes provide good 
opp3rtunities for occluders though the use of fX)rtals. 
Inside 
An object A ts considered inside a plane ~ n is on the front {drawn) side of the plane. Therefore A is considered 
inskie object B (for example a view frustum) Wall B's planes face A, and does not spin A . 
... 
Loot 
A leaf is a node on a tree data structure that has no d1ild nodes. 
Node 
A ncxle is an element in a tree or any graph structure that contains data ard one or more pointers to other nodes 
{children). Nodes that do !)}inl other nodes (have children) are called branches. Nodes that point to no other 
nodes {have no children) are caHed leaves. 
Nondetenninistic Polynomial (NP) ·complete (completeness) 
A NP-complete problem is a problem wtlere the time to solve it is nondeterministic and varies with the amount of 
input. Problems sud! as these are generally partially solved by gvessirg at the best ansm!r and picking the best 
one in some fixOO amount of time. For a rrore oompl.ete description of NP-comp!eteness see 'NP-Completeness, 
Cryptology, and Knapsacks" (Picciotto, 1!"195). 
Occlusion 
Ocdusion is the effect of one 3D object coverillQ up part of or all of another object. Sometimes programs are 
optimised by rot rendering objects that are completely covered up. 
Oct!nt 
An octant is a cube with eight neighbours. Oclrees are made from octants, each octree dtviding into eight mere 
octants, until some threshold is met. 
Ovcn!raw 
O'Rfdraw occurs when more is rendered to the buffer then necessary. For example in Z-buffering if the scene is 
sorted back to front, then some pixels will be rendered several times to the same location in the buffer. 
Outdoor 
An outdoor scene is like a landscape scene >vhere there are no p::~rtals, and many viewpJinls can see most of the 
nodes on the scene. 
Outside 
An object A is considered outside a plane W it is on the back (not dravm) side of the plane. Therefore A is 
oonsidered outside object B (for example a view frustum) Wit is on the bacll of at least one of B's planes, and that 
plane doesn't split A. 
OpenGL 
OpenGL is 3D API that makes use of hardware to accelerate 3D programs. The manufactures of 3D cards 'Mite 
the OpenGL libraries (drivers) ocx:ordi.ng to OpenGL specifications. This way all 30 cards have the same 
interface. OpenGL programmers only need to VITile one program that should mrk. on all oomputers with OpenGL 
SUpp.Jrl. 
-·-
OpenGL has the added advantage of OOing multi-platform. Multi-platform means that a program wrttten for MS-
Windows can be easlly ported to Unux or Mac. 
At present current OpenGL version is 1.4 hO\o\'everOpenGL 2.0 prototypes have been released. 
Orientated Bounding Boxes (088) 
OBB are tx:Junding lxlxes {BB) that need not be axis-aligned. Therefore they can be rotated in any direction. 
They can have a tighter fit around their contents then axis-aligned BB (AABB). OBB can have more then one 
best solution fer a tightfrt around an object. 
Painter's Algorithm 
Each polygon is placed on top of the dis!]ay regardless of other polygons Z-p:JSnion (depth position). Painter's 
algorithm works similar to the~ a painter draw.; to canvas (hence the name). A painter always draviS on top of 
Vv'hat they have already painted. To get JXllygons to appear in the proper priority-order, algorithms such as depth 
.,.Jrt or BSP trees can be used to sort p::~lygons into a back-to-front. 
See BSP 1ree and Depth Sort. 
Polygon Depth Ordarlng 
Polygon Depth Ordenrg o lhe somrg lhe polygons by depth so lhat lhe doses! polygons appear lo be closer 
then ~lygons at the further <May. 
Polygon Priority Ordering 
Polygon Priority Ordering is the sorting of polygons by some priority. An example of Polyfprt Priority Ordering is 
Polygon Depth Ordering. 
Pre-calculation 
Pre-calculation is the proress of detBffilining the answer once so that n does not need to be (X){ltinually re-
computed many times. Genernlly the pre-computed results are stored in meiTKJry (RAM) for quick ax:ess. 
Priority Onler 
Priority order is the order by Vwilich p::Jiygons are sent down the rendering pipeline. The best order of IXJiygons 
can depend on many things irduding the rendering attributes of eoch polygon and which JXllygon is closest to the 
camera. 
Plug-in 
A plug-in, is a piece of software that extends the functionally of ifs target program. For example a 3D studio max 
plug-in allowa the proJrammer to write (among other things) imp::Jrt arx1 export plug-in, to exp:Jrt fonnats that \Wre 
not originally programmed for 3D studio max. 
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Qual<e (11213) 
Quake (11213) is a v.ell-knovvn first person shooter game developed by the 10111 software computer games 
company. 
Qu«llrees 
Oua:ltrees are the 20 version of octrees the only difference being that quadtrees divide f:1t four instead of eight. 
See octrees. 
Real-Time 
From the users' point of view, a real-time program calculates results immediately. An analogy of real-time is TV 
programs. Live broad casts are real-time, while movies lake months to produce before !he results can be seen. 
Many-times in oomputer graphics approximations are used instead of the more accurate ca!culations to achieve 
real-time results. 
Rendering 
Rendering is the 1XQCeSS of converting 30 data into a 2D picture on the screen. 
Runtime 
Run-time is the time when the program is running in memory (RAM) performing the task n has been programmed 
to do. 
Sector 
A sector is a sub section of a map, such as a room or a haliVf<!Y. 
Simplificmion 
Simplification approximates an object using less p::>~-gons lhef1 the original object. It is normally used to reduce 
polygon count, as things get further aVf<~Y. 
Slabs 
A slab is a 1-D slice of a 3~rid like a slice from a loaf ofbreOO. 
Software Rendering 
Something is software rendered when no 30 hardware occele!ation is used. 
Solid 
A solid object is an object that does not have polygonal holes in H (as shown in Figure 139). To illustrate this 
ronrept, imagine the object was physical, and filled with gas. In a solid object the gas v.uuld not be able to 
escape. 
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Figure 139. Solid verse not solid 
Sorting 
The process of rearranging all elements (pieces of data) so that each can be considered priority-ordered 
consecutively in memory. In this context, it is not to be confused with priority-ordering. See priority-ordering. 
Static 
Something that is static cannot change nor move around. 
Structural brushes 
Structural brushes are brushes that are large enough and sparse enough to be considered for break up into 
smaller clusters. For example a few rooms where the camera can not see all of them at once. See brushes, 
detailed brushes. 
Texture 
A texture is an image or picture such as a bitmap. Textures are normally 20 but can also be 30. See Texture 
Map. 
Texture Map 
When a texture's coordinates is mapped to a surface. Texture coordinates are normally given as (u, v) as shown 
in 
Figure 140. 
Texture Map 
(U.,V2) 
-
-
(U.,V.) 
Figure 140. Texture map 
Traversal 
Traversal is the process of visiting all the nodes with in a data structure by following the path establish by its links. 
In many cases there is more then one path to follow, so each node must take a tum at being visited. At each 
node visit in the structure traversal some action with the node contained there may be taken . 
...... 
,• 
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Tree 
A tree is a data stru:;ture that is made up of nodes. Ecdl node contains tYoO or more pointers to other nodes 
(children) making hierarchical structure that can be lravefsed. Therefore each tree poirrts to a sub-tree 
(recursively), Vvflich can be deaH with in the same way the parent can. See rode. 
Tree Balsnclng 
Tree balancing is the process of making tt~ 'lOdes in a tree as evenly balarced as p:lSSib!e. Therefore each sub-
tree (reo.Jrsively) should result in having approximately the same amount of nodes as its siblings. Balancing is 
used to average out tree traversal times. 
Viewport 
A viev,rpcrt is the window on the screen that the image is rendered to. A screen may have many view ports at 
one time. When a scene is dra'Ml into a viP.WpOrt all parts of the inage that do not lit W!hin are dipped. 
Viewpoint 
A vieWiXJint is the pos~ion at wtlich the camera sits in the wcrkf. 
ViSible Buffer 
A buffer that is eventually mocle visible to the user by the screen. 
Wortd 
In the context of this re!X)rt a world means the entire simulated scene area that the camera can roove around in a 
view. 
Z-buffer 
See Depth-Buffer. 
